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Plfl3LISHKU'~ NO'l1E 

Under the ternrn of tho clonr1,tio11 made by the trustees of 

the Sheth P1111:n11( 11:rnd Earnmcliand Kotawnh Charitable trust, 

this institution has been publishing \\Orks on the various aspects 
of Jainism. 

The following works have already been published under the 
Research Serie:-; of this fund:~ 

1. Gujarnt in the ,Jftinn, Aga,rna Litera,tnre (in Gnjar~ti)' 

by Dr. B .. T. Rn,nde:::arn,, l \J;Y2. 

2. Three Old Cttjarnti \Yorks (in GujrLrati) 

11~rliterl by Dr. Charlotte Krause, HJ51. 

3. Uttaradhyayana S11tra ( Ch. 1-18) -
with transbtion ( in Gujarati) 

by Dr. B. J, Sandermra, 1DF52. 

4. ·' Gai).adharavacla by Aciuya ,J inabhadrn with translation 

(in Guj:Lrati) baRecl on l\faladhari Hemacandra's commentary 

and Introdudion 

by Shri Dalsukh 1fahwtrnirL, 1\)52. 

5. YogasatakrL by lfariblrndrasnri with trnnslation and annota

tions ( in G ujarnti) 
by Dr. 1\fiss J, II. Jlrnveri, l\)f5(i. 

o. Mafom1:.itya V n,stupitla's Literary Circle aud its Contribution 

to Sanskrit Literature 
by Dr. B, .J. Sandesam, l\J57. 

7. YogasatakL by lhriblrndrasuri - with translation and 

annotations by Dr. I. H. Jlmveri - rendered into Hindi 

by Shri H. l\l. Jain, lDGU. 

In its meeting helJ. on 80th ,June, HlG8, the Trust J~xecutive 

Committee of this Institution resolved to cntnrnt the work of 

preparing an English trn,nslation of Ua:r;rndharnvada with Intro· 
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(iv) 

duction and annotations to Dr. Miss E. A. Solomon, who accepted 
the work and completed it in HHH. The committee then resolved, 
in its meeting held on lGth December, 1961, to publish it 
under the P. K. Kotawala Trust. 

Ga:r:iadharavada forms one of the outstanding sections of 
Vise~avasyaka-Bhai:Jya by Acarya Jinabhadra, which is esteemed 
highly for the exposition of the Jaina Agamas. 

Dr. Miss E. A. Solomon, now a Reader in Sanskrit in the 
tainguage Department of the Gujarat University, has specialised 
herself in the various systems of Indian Philosophy. She has 
translated the gathas of the Gal_ladharavada in the Vise(;lavasyaka
Bhii.$ya as well a'1 their elucidation given in its commentary by 
Maladhari Hemacandra, supplemented the translation with 
necessary annotations and given a studied Introduction on the 
subject. 

We hope this publication will be useful to several readers 
interested in the J aina system of philosophy. 

R. C. Marg, 
Ahmedabad-9. 
28th February, 1966, 

Hariprasad G. Shastri 
Asstt. Director, 
B. J. Institute of 

Learning & Research. 
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PREFACE 

The Gai;i.adharavada is an important Jaina text in Prakrit. 
[t is a part of the Vise$avasyakabha$ya ( gathas 1549-2024) of 
rinabhadra and describes the controversies between Lord Mahiivira 
md Indrabhiiti and other Brahrnanical thinkers who after much 
intellectual discussion were convinced of the truth of Mahavira's 
teaching and joined him as his faithful and devoted disciples 
and preached his teachings and philosophical views. A number 
of philosophical topics come up for discussion here and aifferent 
view's and speculations about them are discussed; all other 
possible alternatives are explained and refuted, and the Jaina 
view is established. rrhus the Gai;i.adharavaaa gives an insight 
into a number of problems of Indian philosophy from different 
points of view. 

When I was working as Assistant Director and Professor of 
Sanskrit and Ancient Indian Culture in the B. J. Institute of 
Learning and Research, Abmedabad, from 1958 to 1961, I was 
entrusted with the work of translating the Gai;i,adharavada into 
English and providing an explanation based on Maladhari 
Hemacandra's Brhadvrtti on it. This work had already been 
done in Gujarati by Pt. Dalsukbbhai Malavania for the Gujarat 
Vidya Sabha (the parent body of the B. J. Institute of Learning 
and Research) and his book had been published in 1952. Prof. 
Rasiklal Parikh, Director of the B. J. Institute, and Pt. Sukhlalji 
Sanghavi and others felt that it was· desirable that a similar 
work be prepared in English also for the wider public of 
English-knowing readers. 

This work is, as said above, based entirely on Maladhari 
Hemacandra's commentary on the Vise~avasyakabha$ya. I have 
also consulted Jinabhadra's svopajiia (auto-) commentary and 
Ko~yacarya's commentary. I have derived much help from Pt. 
Malavania's work in Gujarati which has been the main source 
of information as regards different topics - historical or otherwise. 
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(vi) 

Pt. Malavania has been kind enough to permit me to include 
herein the text of the GaJ?-3,dharava,da as edited by him. I here 
acknowledge my indebtedness and sense of gratitude to him. 

I have also got much help in the notes to this work from 
Dr. Nathmal Tatia's 'Studies in Jaina Philosophy'. I am 
indebted to him for the exposition of certain topics of J aina 
philosophy as also for the renderings of certain technical terms. 
Dr. Glasenapp's 'Doctrine of Karma in J aina Philosophy' has 
been helpful in the treatment of lmrman. I have acknowledged 
my indebtedness to these and other authors in the foot-notes. , 

Though I have derived much help from the works of the 
scholars mentioned aibove, I hold myself responsible fqr, the 
tren,tment of the subject. Mine is an humble attempt to plaee 
this important Jaina work before. the English-knowing readers. 
Owing to other preoccupations, I have not been able _to work at 
this book at a stretch and this must have left many flaws for 
which I crave the indulgence of the scholarly world. 

, 
lam highly thankful to revered Muni Sri Pm;iya:vijayaji 

-for lending me a copy prepared from an old manuscript of the 
svopajiia corririrnntary of the Vise~avasyakabhat?ya and .also o.ther 
books. I find no wmds to express my sense of gratitude· to my 
guru Prof. Rasiklal C. Parikh, revered Pt. Sukhlalji and the 
authorities of the B. J. Institute of Learning and Research for 
the opportunity they gave me to study this aspect of Indian 
philosophy by entrusting me with this work. 

I thank the proprietors of the Grafo Corporation, Ahmedabad, 
for taking a keen interest in the printing of this work and'for 
their patience in the facJ of difficulties inherent in oriental 

typography. 

33, Nehru Nagar, 
Ahmedabad, 6 
Gujarat, 
India, 

19-6-'66 

E. A. Solomon 
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INTRODUCTION 

vVHAT IS THIS GA~ AD HARA VADA ? 

Before we ta,lk of the Ga:r:iadharavada proper, let us take a 
bird's eye vie\Y of the Jaina Canon, so that the Ga:r:iadharavada 
may be properly located in the sacred literature of the Jainas, 
and its relation to the Jaina Canon shown. Hitherto, we bave a 
detailed knO\vledge only of the Canon ( Siddhanta or Agarna) of 
the Svetambaras, as the Digarnbaras constituting the other 
important Jaina schism, refm1e to a,ccept this as the genuine 
Canon, though they also ::i,grne in regarding the 1:2 Ai1gas 
(' limbs' of tlie body of religion) as the first and most important 
part of the Canon whicb, they believr, is lost for ever. Tbe Jaina 
Canon a'3 it is recognisod by the Hvetamhara,i is cb-tssified as 
follows:-

I. The 1'2 Ai1gas: (i) Ayara (Acara), (ii) Siiyaga(}a (8f"itralq.-ta), 
(iii) r1ia:r:ia (Sthana), (iv) Sc1mavaya, (v) Bhagn,vati or Viyahapa:Q.:Q.atti 
(Vyakhya-prnjna,pti), ( vi) Nayadlrnmmalmh:'to (.Jiiatadbarmakathal.1)1 

(vii) Uvf1sagac1a 0 ao (Upasakadasa]:i), (viii) A111tagac}adaCJao 
(Antalq:-ddas:11)), (ix) A:r:i.uttarovavaiyadasao ( Anuttaraup~
patikadasal.1- ), ( X) Pa:r:i.havagara:r:iaim ( Prasna-vyakaraI_lani ), 
(xi) Vivagasuyam (Yi,caka-srutnm), (xii) Dit,thiva,ya (Drf:'tivada). 

The twelfth- Ditthivaya- has been lost for ever. It is 
said to have originally consisted of 14 Puvvas (P11rvas), the 
knowledge of \Yhich went on gradnally decreasing till it ultimat::ly 
disappeared. There is also a differenc9 of opinion regardieg the 
order of tbe3e Ai1gi1s* and snch o~her points; but we are not 
concerned with the~e here. 

,~Fora detailed di~cmsion of the ,Jaina Canon, and e3p::cially 
for a discm,sion re~arding the twelfth Ai1ga which is lost for ever, 
see ,W eber's Swred Literatme of the J ainas Cfranslated by Dr. 
Herbert Weit- Smyth-Indian Antiqimry-Volumes xvii-xxi), 
S. B. E. Vol. xxii, xLv, J:1in:1 Sii.tras (.Jacobi's Introclnction), an1. 
A History of the Cftnonical Ijiterature of the J :1.,inas - H. R. 
Kapadia. See also-A History of Indian IJtern,tnre1 Vol. II-Jaina 
Literature- Maurice vVinternity,, 
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II. The l '2 U varpgas ( U p:1i1gas, secondary limbs) corres

ponding to the 12 A 11gas-(i) U vavaiya (A.upapatika), (ii) Raya

paseI).aiya (always translated by lhjapra:'.rniya), (iii) Jiva

bhigarr:,a, (iv) PannavaI).a ( Prajnapana), (v) Siiriyapannatti 

(St"i.ryaprajn 1 pti), ( vi) J ambuddi vapannatti (,Tarn bud vi pa-prajnapti), 

(vii) Oa1!dap:1nnatti ( C 111dra-prajnapti ), (viii) Nirayavaliyao 

( Nira.yavalikal.1 ), (ix) Kapp:1var}a1i13iyao ( K·tlpavata:rhsika\i ), 

(x) Pupphiyfto (Pu$pikitl.1 ), (xi) Pnpphac11liftn (Pui;lpao11lika\1), 

(xii) Va:r:ih;dasho (Vf$I_l.idasa1_i). 

III The 10 PaiI).I).as ( Praki::r_1as, 'scattered pieces')

(1) Causara1_1::1 ( Catul_1s 1ran1, ), (ii) Aurapaccakkl aI).a ( Atura

pratyakhyana), (iii) Bhattapari1:il_la (Bhaktrt-parijfrft), (iv) Ra111tbara 

( Sarnstarn ), ( v) 'J\1mdula-vey:iliya ( Ta,ndula-vaicarika ), 

(vi) Cainrlavijjhaya ( Candri'Lvedhyaka ), (vii) Devi1pdatthaya 

(Devendrastavn ), ( viii) GaI_l.i vijj:'ii ((hl_li-vidya), (ix) Mabftpaccakhal_la 

(Mahftpratyft khyana), (x) Vi mttbava, (Vi1·astava). 

IV 'l'he (5 Cbeya-Suttas cCheda St-t~rns)-so called perhaps 

because tbey lay dow11 a punishment, in cases of transgression 

of rules of mouki3h life, co:1sititing it1 'shortening' (obeda) the 

defaulting mJnk's seniority and his consequent degrading -

(i) Nisiha (NisithcL), (ii) ~fabanisi:ha C:Wahanisitha), (iii) Vavaharn 

(Vyavabara), (iv) Ayara<lasito (A.c·aradasf1l.1) or Da,asuyakkhandha 

( DasaRrutaskhand ha), ( V) K:1.ppa ( Brhat-k:11 pa), ( vi) PaljlCa-kappa 

( Panc:1-kalpa ). Instea<l of the last-mentioned, Jiyakappa 
(.Titakalpt) of .Jina,bhaclra is also mentioned. 

Y '11he 11 ::Vffda-suttas (Mitla-s1-1tras-Hoot-s1itraR-Are they 

meant for those who a··e at t,he root i. e. beginning of their 

spiritual career?)--( i) Uttarajjhrtj ai:ia ( U~taradhyayana ), 

(ii) A vassaya ( A vasyaka), (iii) Da,sa veyaliya (Daswaikalika ), 
(iv) Pi1pcJ·_mijjutti (Pir:i<}a-Niryukti). '11he third or fourth Mula

·suttas are alFo sometimes given as Obanijjutti (Ogba-niryukti) 

and Pakkbiyrt-sutta ( Pahf:lika st"i.tra ), and sometimes Pimda

nijjutti anrl Obanijjntti are classified under the Oheya-suttas. 

V[ Individual texts ( i) Nandi-sntta ( Nandi-sutra ), 
(ii) Annyogadf1,ra (Annyogn.<l,ftra). 
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It may be noted that with the E-xc.;eption of the Ai1gas, 
the lists and titles of the canonical texts are not always 
mentioned in the same \r,1,y. The traditional number of books 
is mentioned in the Siddhi\nta., but th0 nnmber varies in the 
enumeration at clif-ferent place::i. 

This sruta (scriptural literature) 1s classified in various 
wayt1, one way of classifying beillg that the canon is regarded 
as two-fold (i) Ai1ga-pavit(;lm (contained in the Aiigas) and 
(ii) Anaiiga-paviHh)1, (uot belonging to the A i'1gas). The ai1ga
pavittha suya-na1y1, (sruta-jiiana) lrns 12 subdivi:iions, each of 
which is known as an Ai1ga. 'l'hus, it is identical with the 
dvadasai1gi which consists of 1:2 Ai1gas-Ayf1,ra, etc, and which 
is often referred to as 'tluvalasmpga gcn_1ipi(J,i.ga' ( dvitdasai1ga 
gal).ipi\,aka) (Ramavftya, 14.8). According tJ one definiticn, what 
is compo:;ed by the Gar.ndha·as (leaders of groups, the best 
disciples, Indrabb-C1ti anc1 others) is Ai1gapavit,tha, and what is 
composed by sruta-3thiwirns (i e those well-verned in Tbai:ia 
and Samavil.ya; cf. Tbiil).a 3. '2. 1:;D) is anai1gf..·pwittba. 'l'he 
Avassaya though anai1gfl·paYittha is regarded as composed by 
a Gal).adhara. vVe find such a view first in the Avasyalrn 
Niryukti, and then it came to be recognised that even an 
anai1ga-pavit,tba text might ha,ve been composed by a 0-al).adhara. 
This was later extended to other texts and cyen to the PuraI).aS 
and such other literature which were also stated t') have been 
handed down in rnbstcmce by the Gaw1dharas. That the 
Avasyaka was the first to be regarded as one compc'.,ed by a 
Ga:r;i.adhara, can be accounted for by the repeated statement 
that the direct disciples of Lord l\fahavira studied the Samaiya 
(Samayika) and other eleven Ai1gas. Now the Siimayika is the first 
chapter of the Avasyaka sfrtra, and if it was placed first in 
the order of the texts prescribed for study, and even put before 
the Aiigas, there could be no opposition to its being claimed 
as composed by a GaI).aJhara. This aleo roxplains why it was 
the first an:1i1gapavittha text to recei,-J this honour. rrbis 
Avasyaka s1itra has six chapters corresponding to the six Avasyakas 
i. e. six daily essential dut,ies of a Jaina. 'l'he six sections are 
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known as (i) Samaiya (samayika) desisting from all evil, and 
equanimity of mind), (ii) Cauvisattba.va (eulogy of the twenty-four 
Tirtha1i.karas ), (iii) Vandar;taya ( veneration of the teacher), 
(iv) pa9-ikkamar;t1. ( pratikramar;ta) (confession and expiation), 
·cv) kaussagga (kayotsarga), (a~ceticism, indifference to the 
body), (vi) paccakkhi1I).a (renunciation of sensual pleasures, etc). 
According to Bhadrabahu, the Samayik~ stands at the head 
of all scriptural knowledge. Conduct or character is tbe very 
essence of scriptural knowledgP, and emancipation that of 
conduct.* Thus the Samayika is shown to be related to the 
ultimate good-emancipation ( moksa ). Bhadrababu has also 
pointed out that after Lord Mahavira attained omniscience, his 
first preaching was in essence the teaching of samayika., and 
his GaI).adhara;i, after their discussion with him, sat at bis 
feet and received in5truction first of all regarding the samayika.§ 
This exphim why Jinabha'1ra thought it fit to compose his 
encyclopaedic Visef}avasyaka contitining 3606 verses as a 
commentary on the first chapter, Samayika of the Avasyaka
siitra, along with its Niryukti (commenta.ry) by Bbadrabahu. 

Bbadrababu in his Niryukti by way of introduction to 
the Samayika chapter gives a detailed account of how Lord 
Mahavira attained omniscience (kevala-jnana) He went to the 
Mahasena-vana in Madhyamapava where the gods bad arranged 
a great assembly (samavasarar;ta) in honour of Lord Mahavira, 
the sovereign in the kingdom of religion (589-40). In the same 
city, a brnhmin Somilarya was performing a sacrifice to 
participate in which learned men from far off regions had come. 
The gods were, however, rejoicing in the as,embly in honour 

;of Mahavira to the north of this sacrificial assembly, the 
people in which were under the impression that the gods being 
delighted at their performance were coming in the direction 
of the sacrifice. But they were surprised to find that the 
·gods moved onwards towards the north. When they came to 
know of the honour done to Mahavira by the gods, Indrabhuti, 

* See Avasya.ka·n.iryukti, 93. 
§ See Avasyaka-niryukti 733-745. 
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an arrogant Brahmin scholar, came to the samavasara1;1a to 
challenge the omniscience of Mahaviia, as he had full con
fidence that no one could be more lrnrned than be. But seeing 
him come Mabavira addressed him by his name and family 
name (gotra) (598), and also told him of the doubt he harboured 
in his mind regarding the existence of the soul. Mabavira also 
explained that this was so because he did not know the true 
meaning of the Vedic texts which he promised to explain (GOO). 
When Indrabhuti's doubt ~ as shattered and he was finally· 
convinced, he along with his 500 pupil:i became a disciple of 
Mabavira (601). This very Indrabhuti became the chief disciple 
of Mahavira. Agnibhuti and ten other Brahmin pandits also 
one after the other came to Lord Maha vira, but when they 
were addressed by their name and gotra, and also told of their 
doubt, they also became disciples along with their followerR, 
and they too atta,ini:d the status of chief disciples 
( 602-611 ). 

There are thus 4J verses ( 600-641) dealing with the 
epiao:le of the Ga:t;i'1dbaras, from the point when Lord Mahavira 
disclosed lndrabh-i"1ti's doubt up to when the eleventh Prabhasa 
b came a follower of Mabavira. Jinabba,Jra, while commenting 
o'1 these in bis Vis 0 ~avasyaka Bba'?ya has given us his 
invaluable Ga:i;iadharava,:1a (our present work), the number of 
verses (gatbaR) fot rnch Ga:r;i.adhara in it b2ing :-1-56; 2-35; 
3-38; 4-79; 5-28; 6-58; 7-17; 8-16; 9-40; 10-19; 11-49. In 
the Avasyaka Niryukti we find mentioned the names of the 
Ga:i;iadharas, the number of their followers, their doubt, their 
ignorance of the meaning of Vedic statements, and the promise 
of Mabavira that he wculd instruct them correctly. JinabLadra 
like a true commentator with a literary flair has pounced upon 
this opportunity which gave ample scope for a discussion of 
the doubt and the true meaning of the Vedic texts and presented 
this in a dialectical pattern where each Pal).qita is given the 
chance to argue out his case or raise doubts, or these are 
anticipated by Mahavira. This makes the text all the more 
lively and interesting. 
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Jinabhadra bas himself commented upon bis own Visef;Ja
vasyaka Bhaf}ya, but be could not complete his commentary 

on account of his death. He could c.Jmment only up to 18G3 
verses i. e. up to the account of the sixth gal).adbara. This 

commentary has been recently discovered by Muni Sri 
Pul).yavijayaji; Acarya KottiLrya compkted the commentary 

(See his comm. on G ii,tbiL 18G:3). Another commentary on the 
Gal).adharavada is by Kotyi"icarya, and a, third by Maladhari 

Hemacandra. Of these the last is the most lucid and illuminating. 

Hence the incorporation of this commentary in the body of 

this text. 

BHADRABAHU 

Before we come to the main subject, V1s2f:!i1vasyalrn-b\1i1f;lya, 
of which Gal).adharavada is a part,, and its author Jinabhadra, 

we may say a few words about Bbadrababu, the author of 
the .Avasyaka-niryukti, an cpi' ode 111 whith is used by 

Jinabbadra as a peg to hang bis philosophical dissertation 

on, for the pucposa of propounding the J aina system of 

philosophy. 

In India the misfortune is that there are a number of 
persons known by the sam0 name (e g. many Kalidasas) and 

the events of the life of one man are mixed up with those of 
another. Kalidasa may be rrp•earnteJ as having died in tbe house 

of a courtesan in Ceylon acd also be said to have bern familiar 

with Kashmir, or to have lived in the times of Vikramaditya 

and to have been present at the court of king Bhoja ! What 

a mockery of historical facts! rrhe i:;ame is the case with 

Bhadrabahu Many .Acaryas bearing the name Bhadrabahu 

existed, and still all the niryuktis (eommrntarieR) were ascribed 

to Bbadrabahu who according to tradition was the last acarya 

to know all the 14 Pfrrva~ (old texlR) but wh0, it is said, 
went to Nepal for yogic practice and so could impart the 

knowledge of only 10 P11rvas to Sth11labbadra who went to 

him. His date ma,y roughly be fixed at 170 B. C. But Muni 
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Sri Pu!_lyavijq,yaji h,1s come to the conclusion that the Niryuktis 
on A.vt1syakaButra ana other sacred literature are not by the 
first Bhadrababu who knew the Pitcrns, but by another 
Bhadral::ahu of the 6th century of Vikrama samvat.* Still, as 
noted by Da1sukhbbrti l\falavania,t we find several gathas 
from the Ni1yuktis of Bhadrnbabu in the works of Kunda 
kunda and <.:ther.3 who were definit, ly earlier than tbe 
6th century. It is quite likely that there was an old corpus 
around which was built the structure of the Niryuktis that 
we have at present. 

The Cheda siitrns were definitely the · composition of 
Bhadrabahu. So tl::e following Niryuktis can be asi-igned to 
Bh1drabahu H - Avasyaka, Daswaikalika, Uttaradhyayana, 
Acaranga, Siitrakrtai1ga, Dasasrutaslrnnc1ha, Kalpa-Brhatkalpa, 
Vyavabara, S11ryaprajna,pti, B~i bria~ita. J3badrababu bas himself, 
in his Avasyalrn Niryukti (84-85), mentioned bis plan to compose 
these. The last two arc not extant. U varnggahara,, a Pralo it 
Stotra also was ccmposed by Bbadrabahu. Many other works 
are assigned to him, but it is doubtful whether they were bi1:1. 

,JINABHADRA A~D HIS VI8Ef3AVASYAKA. BHAE_iYA:-

PracticalJy nothing i:i known of Jinabhadra though his 
writings occupy a placo of importance in the development of 
thought, and in the history of Jaina literature. Still we can 
gather a few factti abont him, though, of course, one mu:;t 
always accept that they cannot be regarded as absolutely 
certain. 

* See Mabavira Jaina Vidyala.ya, Silver ,Jubilee Volume 
( p. 185 ). 

-r See GaI_1adhara Vada ( in Gujarati) Introduction, p. 13 
footnotr. We are high:y indebted to tbici Introduction. In fact, 
it has been the main source of the information given here. 
Sri Malavania being a well-versed and open-minded scholar 
of Jaina philosophy and literature, one can easily find a 
fund of information in his writings which one can only quote, 
but hardly improve upon. 
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A copy of tbe Vise$avasyaka Bba$ya was prepared m 
Saka era 531 i. e. 609 A.D. and kept in a Jaina temple m 
Valabhi. This agrees with the popularity of Jainism in 

Western India in and after the 5th century, and also shows 

that Jin!l.bhadra must have m0ved about in the vicinity of 

Valabbi. As said beforr, this Visef:!avasyaka Bha$ya a!ong with 

its commentary which remained incomplete, was the la,st work of 
Jinabhadra whose dflte, therefore, cannot be fixed as later than 

590 A D. This is supported by a traditional view that Haribhadra 

died in the year 1055 of the Vira Nirvar:ia era (i. e. after 

Mahavira), and Jinabh9.dra is said to have, been a prominent 

te1,cher for 65 years after that and died in 1120 of the Vira Nirvar:ia 

Ara, that is to say, in Vikrama era 650 or 503 A D. Muni 
' Sri Jinavijayaji holds on tbe ground of two gathas found 

at the end of a copy of the Vis:>f?avasyaka bbaf?ya discovered in 
Jesa!mer that the bbaf;!ya was composed in Vikrama era 666. 

' But as SLi Malavania has i:,ointed out the gathas can only 
' mean tbat the copy "as prepared in Saka era 531 (or Vikrarna 

666), and placed in a temple. Thig again agrees wit,h our datr, 

Vikrama s'.l:rb.vat 650, for the dealh of Jinabhadra. 

The ga thas are : 

Parhca sata igatisa Ragar:ii vn,ka lassa vattamar;i.9.ssa, 

to cetta-pur:ir:iimae budbadir:ia satimmi r:in,kkhatte; 

rajje r:iu palar:iapare si . [ lai] ccammi I).'.lirabarindamrni, 
balabhir;iagarie imam mahavi ...... mi jir;iabhavar:ie. 

According to tradition, Jinabhadra lived 104 years, rn 
he can be said to have lived between Vikram a 546-650 i. e. 

· 489-593 A D. This aloo tallies with the fact that no writer 

later than 590 A.D. has been referred to in the works of 

Jinabbadrn, while be has been quoted profmely in the Nandie:urr:ii 

of Jinadasa which was composed m Vikrama 733, i. e. m 
676 A.D. 

A.s to his personality, we find bis qualities described by 
the commentq,tor of his Jitakalpasi"ttra. Muni 8ri Jinavijayaji 

has given us an extract of this in his Introduction to the 

Jitakalpasi"'ztra. The then eminent srutadbaras (knowers of the 
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sacred· lore) bonourd him highly and he was a gre'ctt scholar 
of other sastus also. He was highly learned in Palaeography, 
Mathematics, Prosody and Grammar. He wag also well

versed in the scriptures of qther scbo::il::1. He was very 
earnest about the practice of the coue of conduct laid down 
for monks and wac; at the head of all the J a,in:1, monks ....... 

No further information is availabla excapt that he saved the 
Mahanisitba s11trn which wa'3 e1,ten up by white a11ts.* Some 

Jaina icons were recently discovered m Akota ( earlier 
A11ko~taka). Prof. Umakant Shah belrevea th:1t these icons 
belong to about 5:50-C\OO A.D, and he has come to the conclusion 
that the ,Tinabhadrn mentioned in the imcription found on 
t'\'\"o of these icons is no other than ,Tinabbadra, the author of 
the Vis2f:!:\va syaka-bliaf:Jya, who must have installed these icons. 
The inscriptions found are 'A mn devadbarmo' yam nivrtikule 
Jinabhadra-Vacanacaryasya' and 'Amh nivrtikule Jinabhadra
Vacanacaryasya' from which it can be inferred tbat Jinabhadra 

belonged to the Ni vrbi family and was called Vacanacarya. t 

':I.1be following wo,ks are ascribed. to Jinabhadrn :

( i ) Vis::f:1i1vasyaka Bhaf:lya-Prakrit vene. 
(ii) Vis.?f:1avasyalrn Bhaf;lya Vrbti-author's own commentary 

( Sanskrit prose), 
(iii) Brhat-'-ai1Jrnba:r:ii-Prakrit versr, 
(iv) Brbat-kf3Cltrasama3a-Prakrit versr, 
( v) Visef:1ai:i.avati-P1'akrit verse, (vi) Jitakalpas11tra-Prakrit verse, 
( vii) Jitakalp1is-cttrabbaf;1ya-Prnkrit verse, (viii) Dhyana-s'1taka-

Prakrit verrn. 

Brbatsailgrnhfl:r:ti deals with hum'.ln beings a,nd hellish 
beings and geography and astronomy. In fact it gives u;; at a 
glance the relevant viewil regarJing soul and world. Brhat

ki;ietra-samasa ic, like a geography of the universe. In the 

''* See Vividba Tirtba Kalpa (Matlrnra-kalpa) (p 19) of 

Jinaprabha. This shows that ,TinabhaJra bad also gone to 

Mathura besides being nis;;ociated with Valabbi. 
1 See Jaiuri, Satyaprakail:1, No. 100. 

G-2 
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Vis9$ tr;i.a.va,ti, Jin:11:lha. lra hq,:; attempted tJ resolve the inconsis
tencies or apparent contradictions found in the Agamas. 

Jit;:i.kalpa·outra along with its bha$ya by the author himself 
gives a detailed account of expiations ( prayascitta) of wrongs 
done. In fact, Jinabbadra has in his commentary given us the 
secret of the entire cheda-sastra concerned with punishment of 
wrongs done and the cutting off of the seniority of the offending 
monks and such other relevant matters. Dhyanasataka, though 
termed a century of verses, actually contains 105 Prakrit 
Gatbas. This s1taka has been assigned to Jinabhadra., though 
many have doubts regarding its authorship. 

Jin1.bhadrn't:1 own vrtti (commentary) on tbe Visef?avasyaka
bhaf}ya is his only work in Sanskrit. This commenhry is very 
concise and gives hardly any such exposition as would make 
the text easily accessible to the common reader. It was because 
of this that Kotyacarya aud Maladbari Hemacandra thought 
it fit to write detailed commentaries on the Visef?avasyaka
bhai:na. As Eaid before, Jinn.bhadra cou1d write bis commen
tary only up to Ga. 18(H, when prob1bly death intervened. 
Kottarya commented 0n the remaining Gathag - Nirmapya 
r;;i1$tiha-g11,r;t!td hara vaktf1 vyarh kila di, arhgatal;i pujyal;i; anuyoga
marya( rga - )d( s1k:1 · Jinabbadragar;tiki:i-1u,asrnmai:ial;i; taneva 
prai:iipatyatal,1 pararnavi( va)si~ta-vi vaial,lalh kriyate Kottarya
va1igar;tina rnandadbiyai saktim anapekf?ya (Ga. 1863). 

The VH,~i:iavasyaka-lhai:;ya cccupies a unique place in tbe 
history of J aina literature, Esp. philosophical literature. A note
worthy feature of the Jaina system of thought is that unlike 
the BrahmaI_lic thought or the Bucdhist which have branched 
off into a number of schools, it ha"! maintained its unity 
throughout its history; and whatever change we see is in the 
clarification and new orientation of its topics and problems 
which in essence remain what they were from the very 
beginning. We find them even in the earliest Agama literature, 
though scattered here and there. The gre:1test contribution of 
Jinabhadra i3 that he h9.s systematically treated theEe different 
philoeophical concepts even while making the plea of giving an 
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easily accessible exposition of the Avasyaka-Niryukti on which he 
was writing his Bhaf:,pt (cornmen~ary). Another acbieyement · 
of his is that after the composition of this voluminous Bha~ya, 
the terminology of the J aina system of thought assumed a 
stable form and became current as such. It must also be noted 
that in all respect1 Jinabhadra bas made efforts to renishte the 
original Agamic position, though true to the Jaina anekantavada 
he keeps an open mind and. is always prepared to accomodate 
the other view. We may take but one example. According to . 
the original Jaina position, knowledge is the very essence of 
the soul, for only that knowledge which the soul has directly 
witho'Jt the heJp of any external imtrurne1t is prdtyak$'1 
(direct), the rest is parok~a (indirect). Thus mati (sensuous) 
and sruta ( scriptt1ral) knowledge were put under pa!'011f:,a 
(indirect cognition) and the other thr2e, avadhi (visual intuition), 
manal,l-paryaya (intuition of mental modes) ancl kevala (perfect 
knowledge) were clasi:,ified under pratyt,k$n, (direct or immediat9 
knowledge).* But in order to b,ing their theory of knowledge 
in line with the theories of other systems of thought, the later 
J aina thinke1 s regarded the knowledge produced by the i:ense
organs as prakyakf;l'1. § Jinabhadra, a great upholder of the 
original position, designates the knowledge produced by the 
sense-organs and tha mind as sarn vyavahara-pratyakf;la (empiri
cally direct and immediate knowledge) Irhdiyamu:10-bhava:rh 
jarp. ta:rµ sa:rhvavahara-paccakkham-Visef:lavyasyaka Bh. 95). 

A glance at the text of the Visef;lavasyaka- bhaf;lya shows 
us that Jinabhadra has treated a number of topics and given 
them such a saUsfactory and critical treatment that the relevant 
portions can very well serve the purpose of independent treatises. 

But what is still more striking is that while the 
ratiocination and dialectical discussions of Buddhist logicians 
and philosophers pressed as it we:·e the button and sprea,J a 
flood of light in the form of precise philosophical thought 
illuminating a number of topics and problems lying in a latent 

* See Sthananga sii. II 1.71; Tattvartha sii, 1-9-12. 
§ Anuyogadvara, pp. 194-5; Nancli sii, 4, 
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£orm among the Jainas, Jinabhadra was one and perhaps 
the most prominent, of the Jain'1 phih,ophers who plunged 
headlong into this cu"rent of systematic diakctical thought and 
.gave a clear-cut analysis of problems calling for uncommon 
insight. 

We find references to controversies and divergrnt views even 
in the Vedas and the U pani~ads and the ,Taina Agamas and the 
Buddhist Pitakas, and this sort of intelligent and t,houghtful 
atmosphere persisted all along. But the period between the life
time of Nagarjnna ( 2nd ceut A D.) and that of Dbarmakirti 
(650 A.D.) is outstanding as the period of fen:ent debating and 
discussions, wherein the canon of debaJe was ef: tablisbed and 
each philosopher tried to argue out bis cas(~ systematically 
and faithfully, at the same time making eHry d'fort r,ossible to 
appteciate and understand the opponent's Yiew-point; what 
deserves all the more appreciation is the fact that they were prepared 
to bring about innovation3 in their own system of thought if 
this did not involve any gross contradiction of the basic tlimets 
of their respective schools. Nagarjnna, Vasubanclhu, Diirnaga, and 
Dharmakirti were the principal Buddhist logicians of this 
period who did not hesitate to criticisr, and try to improve 
upon, the definitions of their predecessors if thiR meant a greater 
clarification and better presentation of the Buddhist thought. 
It is needless to say that they attacked other schools severely, 
and these latter bad in their turn to answer the objections raised 
against their view and thus bad a chanc-3 to detect the weak 
points and loop-holes in their system; they could develop their 
_system while interpreting the basic texts and the views of their 
predecessors in the light of the attr1cks of the rival party. 
Vatsyayana and Uddyotakara of the N:yaya school and Prnhstapada , 
·of the Vaiscl)ika school and S1bara and Kumarila amongst the 
Mimarhsakag were very actively busy trying to answer their 
opponenta even while setting their house in order. A careful 
stu 1y of the philosophical works of the Brabmanical, Buddhist and 
J aina schoo~J would be very interesting from the point of view 
of their mutuil influence and the internal development of thought. 
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The Jaina philornphers were by no meami quitt or inert 
in this period. It is quite lilrnly tbat it was this attnof phete of 
controversy aud debate tbat inspirrcl Unn,svttti to give a syste
matic tre1tment of the J aina syFtem of thought iu bis Tattvartlia
sutra. But he merely stated the tenets and did not enter into any 
controversy, which only his commentators, Akalai1ka, Vidyananda 
and others indulged in. It vva:i, again, in this period that the 
Nyayavatara of Siddbasena Divaka,rn, Lhe first systEmatic though 
brief manual of Jainit logic, was written, as also Snomati Tarka 
by the same author, giving an exposition of the theory of 
Nayas (points of view or approach) which forms the very corner
stone of the Jaina sy£>tEm of thought with its ca,tholicity of 
outlook accomodating the different approacbrn in the picture of 
the total realiby. But ,ve cannot Fn,y of Siddbasena or even of 
Sanrnntabbar'] 1 a that they have gone into the niceti( s of thought; 
they have stated the bread facts d the Jaina system of thought. 
They cannot be given tbe status of worthy opponents er rivals 
of Diimagn, or Kumarila or Uddyotalrnra. \Ve find clear evidence 
of this spirit of rivalry only in the A:;;t1isabasri of Vidyn,nanda 

~ which is a commentary on the A91asati of Akah11ka, a _co.mme_n
tary on the Aptamimamsa of Samantabhadra. But this is not 
true of Jimtlihadra to whom we can accord the place of honour 
of being the first to have thG grit to take up cudgels against 

· the rival systems; as abo n,gainst thorn of bis own ecbool who 
were ap~ in certain respects to bold views wliich did not repre· 
sent the true spirit of tha Agrmrns. A study of the Gal).adbaravada 
will illustrate tbis. He has given a thorough exposition in his 
V1s2f:lavasyak1bhaf:ly1 of the J:1ina topic'l a,nd al!3o explained the 
Jaina position as reg1rd"l logic awl Non-abs1,lutisrn. Bis reasoning 
is sound and appealing and we find later philosophers like 
Haribhadra (8th cent.) n,nd Yasovij,1ya (17th uent.) putting forth 
the sam~ argummts-nny be in a diffot·en'i garb. 

It can be said of the VisasavasyakabLa9ya that it giV!i!S us 
the very essence of the J aina Agama~, rt3 the VisuclcJhimagga of 
Buddbagbosa gives us the very sum and substa11ce of .. the 
Buddhist Pitakn,c;. What is more, Jinabhadra has subjected the 
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Agamic statements of philosophy to thJ test of reason and 
given us a philosophy ba':'ed on reaso!l, though he has always 
adhered to the spirit of the Agamas and resolved any apparent 
contradictions that may be found therein. In short, the 
Vise$ii.vasyakabhii.$ya is a wonderful compendium of the Jaina 
system of thought. 

ACARYA MALADHARI HEMACANDRA, THE AUTHOR OF , - , - -
VISEf?AVAS YAKABHAf?YA VIVARA~A ( OR-BHAf?YA-
B~HADV~TTI )-

The time of the rule of Siddharaja J ayasi:rb.ha and 
Kumarapala was the golden period in the history of Gujarat
both politically and calturally. The contribution of J aina monks 
is by no mrnns small or negligible. Great J aina teachers and 
preachers had asso:::iations with the political functionaries and 
thus bad their say in t'::ie political and cultural framework of 
the kingdom. We Ree this at its highest in the influence Acarya 
Hemacandra (Kalikalasarvn,jna-the omniscient of tbe Kali Age) 
wielded over Siddharaj:1, and Kumarapala in the 1'2th cent .. 
Before Kalikalarnrvajiia Hemacandra, Acarya Devasuri Maladhari 
and after him Hemacandra Maladhari occupied a place of honour 
both in the kingdom and in the heart of King Siddharaja by 
virtue of their sincerity, morality and austerity. Kalikalasarvajiia 
Hemacandra received the heritage of this prestige and honour 
and therefore could shine forth all the more ca•ily in the period 
of the reign of Kumarapala. It is noted by Padmadeva Suri (in 
his Sadgurupaddhati) and by Rajasekhara who belonged to the 

. same line, in his D vyasrayavrtti, that King Karr_iadeva conferred 
the title of 'Maladbari' on Abhayadeva; this shows that 
Abhayadeva was respected even by Kanfadeva who ruled before 
Siddharaja. Siddharaja wa.s highly devoted to Abhayadeva and 
we have a vivid account of the latter's persona1ity and the , 
respect paid to him by Siddharaja as given by Sricandra the 
grand-pupil of Abhayadeva, who was an eye-witness to all this. 
Maladhari Bemacandra maintained all this and was equally 
honoured. Of course, this was mainly on account of the personal 
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virtues of Maladhari Hemacandra. But it may also partly ha;e been 
due to the political connections of the early part of his life i. e. 
befora his renunciation. As stated by Rajasekhara in his 
DvyasrayavrUi in the prasasti (eulogy), he was a minister and 
had four wive3. He g:we up this life full of pomp and luxury, 
and w1s initiated under Maladhari Abhayadeva. Grand details 
of thlj life of both the Maladharis are found in the prasasti of 
Muni Su vrataca.ri ta by Sricandrasuri * Abhayasiid is described 
as tall an:l h'1n:lsome and highly tolerant and patient. He 
observed strenuously the code of conduct laid down for monks. 
When he foresaw that death was not far off he gradually 
decre<isad the quantity of his diet and finally took to fasting. 
Even then for many days he followed his daily routine of 
preaching, etc. and even went on foot to a rich man called , 
Sriyaka whose last wish was to see Abhayadevasiiri. Abha.yadeva 
died on the 47th day of his fasting. His funeral procession was a 
grand sight and prnple said, with eye-:, wide with astonishment, 
that one would certainly choose such a glorious death-however 
painful death might be. Even King J aya"<i:rhha watched the 
procession from his balcony. 

A.carya Maladhari Hemacandra w,1s a pupil of Abhayadeva-, 
suri. Tha acco,rnt given by Hemacandrn\i pupil Sricandrasuri 
i3 illuminating. H~ was highly laarne:i in many subjects and 
had about 50,000 books. His discourses in a sonorious voice 
were very popular and enlightened the people. Even King 
Jayasi:rhha attended his discourses. Through this king, Hemacandra 
could achieve much for the uplift of the Jaina religion and 
community. Like his veceptor Abhayadeva, he also fasted for 
seven days before death came to him. King Siddharaja. himself joined 
the funeral procesf<ion. He had three chief disciples (gar;i.adhara) , , 
-Vijayasi:rhba, Sricandra, Vibudhacandra-of whom Sricandra 
officially succeeded him as a suri on his seat. , 

Sricandra wrote his Munisuvratacarita a few years after the 
death of Mahdhari Hemacandra and it was completed in 
~--~----~-

* See Catalogue of Work:;; of the Patana J aina Bbar;tqara 
(Gaekwad Series~ p. 314). 
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Vikram Sam vat 1193. Vij1.yasirhha wrot3 a Brhadvrtti (voluminous 
commentary) on Dh::i.rmopadesunala, and it was completed in 

Vikram 8Jirnva.t 1191. In its prasasti we find. personal accounts .of 
his preceptor Hemacandra and grand-preceptor Abhayadeva. From 

this it appears that some year:! bad passed after the death of 
Heruacandrn.* It c1n be said that after the death of his preceptor 
Abhayadeva in Samvat 1168, he succeeded him on his seat as 
Acarya and occupied it till ab)ut 1180, for we do not find any 
reference to a data beyond 1177. 

Works-(i) Avasyalrntipparp1 or Avasyakavrttip1adesa
vya1rbyana1rn, (ii) B:indhas:1talrnvrbti, (iii) Anuyogaclvaravrbti, 
(iv) Upa.khmala-s11~rn, (v) Upa'1es,irnal,ivrtti, (vi) Jivac:amasa

vivara:r:ia, (vii) Bbavab11aYanasfrtra, (viii) Bbavabhavana
vivara:r:ia, (ix) N an<lit,i ppa:r:ia, (x) Vis2f:iavasyaka-vi va1 a:r:ia (also called 

Vis2~asy a kabha~ya-brhad vrtti). 

Jivasamas::a-vrtti was written in bis own hand in Samvat 
llG4, as the prasasti itself tells us. In Avasyakatippa:r:ia or 
Avaliyakavrttipradc:'.i.1-vyakhyanaka ( because it i-, a commentary 
on parts of Haribhadra's Laghuvrtti on Avasyakasutra), the 

author first gives the meaning of hard words and then the 
sub,tance of the relevant passage. Ban~hasatakavrtti Vinayahita 
is a commentary 0n a c 0 ntury of stanzas (-really they are 
106) called Banclhasataka., dealing with btrma in its details 
composed by Sivasarmasiiri who himself says that the work is 
based on the Drf:ltivada. Hemacandra's commentary is very lucid 
and easy and show3 a thorough grasp of the subject. Anuyoga
dvaravrtti is a very lucid commentary on the Anuyogadvaras11tra 
_which helps us to appreciate the very core of the Agarnas. 
'I hough there was an earlidr Prakt·it commentg,ry ( cim;i) and 

also one in Sanskrit by Haribhadra (this being mostly by way 
0£ explanation of the Prakrit commentary), neither went far in 

* Sri Hemacandra iti siirirabhfrd amU$YlJ., 
sisya}:t siroma:r:ii r as3samunisvaraI).a :Il; 
yasJadhunapi caritani saracchasai1ka
cchayojjvalani vilasanti disam mukhef:]U. (13) 

See Catalogue of Works of the Patal).a Bha:r:ic}ara, p. 313 
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giving an easy interpretation of the originail text. So Hema. 
candra's vrlti was a welcome addition, especially in view of its 
simple charming sty le. U padesamalasutra in 505 Pra krit ga thas, 
also called Kusumamaliii by the author himself, deals wibh charity, 
conduct (celebacy), etc and reveals the secret of religion to the 
curious reader. U padesamalavivaral).a is a commentary in 
Sanskrit on the Upadesarnii,Ja. It is intersperrnd profusely with 
tales in Prakrit prnf-'e and verse to illustrate the basic virtues. 
Jivasamasavivaral).a is a commentary on Jivasamasa by some· 
early Acarya. In this work the fourteen gul).aethanas ( stages of 
spiritual development) are discussed, and Hemacandra in his 
commentary besides clarifying a number of subtle r;oints has 
given a thorough treatment of the jiva. Bhavabhavanasutra 
in 531 Prakrit gatbas deals predominantly with bhavabbavana 
(contemplation on metemp3ychosis) of the twelve bhavanas, though 
Hemacandra seizes the opportunity of referring briefly to the 
other bhavanas also. Bhavabbavanavivaral).q, is a lengthy 
commentary in Sanskrit o::i the above wotk by the author 
himself. It too like Upadesamalavivaral).a is full of hks, but 
the author has very wisely given tales other than tboCJe related 
in the Upadesamalavivarar.ia. The two tcgether provide a very 
good collection of tales, esp::-cially of those part1ining to the cede of 
conduct in Ja in ism, tho_ugh not without interest to others. This 
commentary was composed in Vikram Samvat 1170 as the 
author himself says at the end : 

Saptatyadhikaikadasavar$asatair Vikramad atikrantail_i; 
ni$panna vrttir iyarh SravaI).a-ravi-paiicarnidivase. 

No copy of Nanditippal).a has been found, nor is it referred to 
anywhere. Like the Avasyaka-tippal).a it must have b~en a 
commentary on the Nanditika of Haribhadra, dealing with 
five kinds of knowledge. Hemacandra himself has referred to this 
work as one written by him at the end of the Vise$aVasyaka
vivarar.ia, bis last work. 

Vise$avasyaka-vivaraI).a is a very popular commentary on 
. the Visef:lavasyakabhaf;lya, which we have incorporated in the 
body of this • work by way of interpretation of the gathas of 

G-a 
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. Visef?avasyaka-bha$ya. It was completed in Vikram Sam.vat 
... 1175, as the author himself says. We are, further, told that 

. four monks-Abhayakumaraga:r;i.i, Dhanadevaga:r;i.i, Jinabbadraga:r;ti , 
and Vihudhacandramuni-and two nuns, Srimahananda and , 
Srimahattara Viramati gai:iini, helped in the composition of 
this work. This commentary is the best and the most popular 

.. of all the commentaries on the Visel;lavasyakabha$ya, and can 
be said to have eclipsed the others. It has captured the very 
spirit of the original text and laid it b:1re bafore the reader 

· in all its purity, bringing out the unmanifest a'3pacts in their 
fullness. 

Hemacandra has, at the end of the Vise$avasyaka-vivara:r;i.a, 
given us a brief sketch of his spiritual career as also an 
account of his works through an allegory. He says he was sunk 
deep in the ccrnn of life full of painful things like birth, old 
age, etc.; but a noble person placed him in a ship in the form 
of right intuition or faith, right knowledge and right conduct, 
so that he could reach without much difficulty the island of , 
Auspicious Jewel (Siva-ratna), Emancipation. The noble gentleman 
also gave him a jewel in the form of a good mind placed in 
a casket of good intention and told him that as long as he 
preserved this jewel, no harm would come to the ship which 
would reach it3 destination without any serious obstruction. 
But if he somehow parted with this jewel, the ship would be 
shattered. He also warned him that on account of this jewel, 
the soldier-pirates of King Delusion would pursue him, and 
they might even succeed in tearing off the sides of the casket 

.. of Gooi Inttjntion. He also explained how, in the event of this 
calamity, the sidrn were to be replaced. Explaining all this the 
great soul sailed with him for some time and then disappeared. 

· Coming to know of thi-1, King Delusion, residing in the city of 
Imprudence (Pramada), cautioned his soldiers that their enemy 
had shown a 1coul plunged in mundane life the way to the 
island of Sivaratna ( Auspicious Jewel) and the latter was 
journeying in that direction taking other like souls· with him. 
They must pursue him before th~ latter brought' an end to the 
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drama of mundane life. King Delusion startEd sailing in his sh1p, 
Evil Intention, and his companions in his fleet of ships called 
Evil Disposition. They approached the ship our hero was 
sailing in and a battle followed between the Divine and the 
Demoniac Tendencies, The sides of the casket of Good Intention 
became worn out, and our hero decided to replace them by 
new ones in accordance with the advice of the good man. 
Consequently he created one after the other the planks in the 
form of the ten works mentioned above in the same order. 

The great man was probably Hemacandra's preceptor and 
Hemacandra's goal in writing these works was to maintain 
and strengthen his pious resolution to attain emancipation and to 
be of help to others in reaching their goal. Looking to his 
works, and the fascination they have over the readers we can 
say that this was no tall claim. 

GANADHARAVADA-ITS LOOA'rION IN THE 
• I - I -

VISE$AVASYAKABHA$YA 
Visef:lavasyakabha!;!ya is, as said before, a commentary on 

the Avasyakaniryukti of Bhadrabahu which in its turn is a 
commentary on the A vasyaka-sutra. Like Yaska, Bhadrabahu 
also has given the etymological explanations of the technical 
words of the scripture.:i, in his case the Jaina Agamas, in his 
Niryuktis which are brief and give mostly the general tenor 
of the scriptural work commented upon besides giving such 
etymological explanations. Jn order to arrive at the relevant 
meaning of a word in a particular context he gives all possible 
meanings by the nik!;!epa (aspect specified, e. g. name, concrete 
shape, present state, etc.) method and by setting aside the others 
recommends the one that is relevant, and gives his own 
comment, if he has to make any. Jinabhadra commenting on 
the Avasyakaniryukti has seized the opprtunity to dilate upon 
the points touched upon by Bhadrabahu or emerging from the 
latter's comment. We give here a very rapid survey of the 
Vi€1ef;!avasyakabhaf;!ya so as to be able to point out the location 
of the Ga!).adharavada in it. 

Every good work requires some sort of benediction (man.gala); 
aocordingly we have at the outset the explanation of man.gala 
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in the form of Nandi* i. e. five kinds of knowledge. Here we 
have a lengthy discugsion on Jaina epistemology (1-1013).t 
A number of topics such as the significance of siitra, sarilhita, 
etc. are treated here. It is also shown that of the five kinds of 
knowledge (mati, sruta, avadhi, mana}:i-paryaya, kevala), we are 
here concerned with sruta (scriptural knowledge), because it illu
minates both itself and the rest. 

Then after the exposition of a number of topics forming the base 
of the introduction, there is obeissance to all the Tirthankaras, and 
to Lord Mabavira in particular, as also to the Gai;iadbaras who 
gave us the first text of the scriptures from the teachings of 
Mahavira and to others who were responsible for the continuity 
of the texts and the scriptural tradition (1014-1068). Then after 
a mention of the Niryuktis written (-according to the Nirynkti, 
proposed to be written) by Bbadrabahu, the meaning of niryukti 
is given, and the origin of sruta and its growth is explained 
on the basis of its compa.rison with a tree, and 80 also the contribu
tion of the Ga:r;iadharas and others to it. Samayika Adhyayana 
of the Avasyaka siitra is put at the head of the scriptural texts 
composed by the Ga:r;iadharas and it is explained that conduct 
(caritra) is the very essence of scriptural knowledge and emancipa
tion that of conduct ( Tassavi saro carar.rn1n saro cara:r;iassa 
nivva:r;iam-Av. Nir. ga. 93, Vis~f;!avasyaka. 11'26 ); the relative 
importance of knowledge and action or caritra (conduct) 
(including tapas, austerity and s9.myama, restraint) is explained 
(1068-1346). 

*Nandi=(Sanskrit) Nandi. There used to be a Nandi, benedictory 
stanza or stanzas at the beginning of every Sanskrit drama 
which served as a mai1gala. As plays became popular the 
meaning of Nandi was extended to denote mangala, anything 
auspicious. It was so used even in J aina works. N andi also 
c1.me to mean knowledge which is ma11g;:i,la for the spiritual 
pursuit, and the scriptural text treating knowledge was also 
styled Nandisiitra. 

t Vis2f;!a vasyakabhaf;!ya -Agamodaya Samiti publication, 
Bombay, 1924. 
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Then are given the synonyms of pravacana, siitra arid 
anuyoga (exposition) (1347-1387). After drnling with anuyoga 
and ananuyoga (non-anuyoga) along with their niki;iepas with 
illustrations, the difference between bhal;la, vibha9a and varttika, 
is explained and the qualifications of the teacher and the disciple 
are dealt with and illustrated. (1388-1483). 

After this preliminary di'3cussion, Jinabbadra following 
Bbadrabahu raises and answers a number of questions one. 
ought to grasp fully before one studies the Sarnayika, adhyayana. 
The points rai~ed are worthy of forming the basis of the intro
duction of any modern wo1'k : (i) uddesa - a general statement 
of what is to be expounded (ii) nirdt s t -a particular e.tfttement 
of what is to be treate.d, (iii) nirgama - origin of the Samayika, 
(iv) kl;,etrn-place, (v) kala-time, (vi) puruf:la-from whom 
it was obtained, (vii) karn:r:ta-cause, (viii) pratyaya-conviction 
(ix) lakrn:i;ia-defini tion, characteristic, (x) naya-modes, points 
of view, (xi) samavatara- the application of nayas, (xii) anumati
reco·gnition of the Samayik'1 by particular nay as and f 1 om the 
highest point of view, (xiii) kim - what is the Samayika? 
(xiv) its types, (xv) whose is it? (xvi) where? (xvii) wherein? 
(xviii) how i" it acq aired? (xix) how long does it endure? 
(xx) bow many acquire it at one tim~, (xxi) what ia the perriod 
of its ab~ence? (xxii) period of non-absence or continuity? 
(xxiii) for hon many lives cn,n it continu~, (xxiv) how many 
times can it be acJepted, (xxv) what place it (soul who has 
acquired Sarnayika) affects, (xxvi) nirukti- explanation of 
Samayik1. (1484-2802). 

Di~cu~sing the third point, nirgama, undir. the pretext of 
exp1a.ining how l\fa~avira could achieve the nirgama (coming 
out) from false belief, etc., the eutire hi,-,toi y of ,Jaina religion 
starting from before ~~1bhadeva, and the life of Mahavira is 
given in all its details, with special {mphasis en the spiritual 
career, by Bbadrabahu, but Jinabhadra has not commented 
upon this portion. ,Jinabhadra starts in all earnest when he comes 
to the episode of Ga:i;iadhara Vada related above, which occurred 
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after Lord Mahavira had attained omniscience as a result of 
his spiritual pursuit (1549-2024). 

Many problems are discussed in connection with the 26 
topics mentioned above, e. g. the doctrine of nayas, the problem 
of transmigration or mundane life and the causes that can l0ad 
to emancipation and the different branches in Jainism itself 
which tried to conceal the teaching of Maha vira or to twist 
it to yield another meaning (-they are called nihnavas on 
account of this).* Then after explaining the twelfth point as 
to what Samayika (conduct, code of life) is acceptable to the 
different nayas, Jinabhadra comes to the thirteenth point and gives 
us a detailed discussion of Samayika (2633-2802). The remain
ing portion of the text of the Visef;)avasyaka Bhaf;)ya gives, like the 
Avasyaka-Niryukti of which it is a commentary, an exposition 
of all the six adbyayanas (chapters) of the Avasyaka siitra. 

This brief account will give some idea of the encyclopaedic 
nature of the Visef;)avasyaka-bhaf;)ya which, as said before, can be 
regarded as a compendium of J aina religion and philosophy. 
It can also be seen that as in the whole of the Mahabharata, 
the place of the Bhagavad Gita is unique, so also in the ViseE_!a
vasyaka-bha;;ya, the GaI).adharavada occupies a peculiar position 
and deals with all the main topics of J aina philosophy and as 
such can hold its own independently, like the Gita, as a book 
worthy of being studied by all curious readers. 

THE GA~ADHARAS 

By way of an introduction to the philosophical questions of 
the GaI).adharas we may give a brief account of their life, etc. 

Very little information is obtained from the Agamas in 
connection with the GaI).adharas. We find scattered the names 
and life span of the GaI).adharas in the Samavayanga-sutra. § 
The Kalpasiitra t states that Lord Mahavira had attached to 
him nine gaI).as (schools) and eleven gaI).adharas (chief disciples). 

* The interested reader is referred to Vi. Bha~ya 2296-2620. 
§ Samavayanga, 11, 74, 78, 92, etc. 
t Kalpasutra (Kalpalata), p. 215. 
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In the exposition of this the names and g0tras of the GaI).adbaras 
and also the following of each are given. It is stated that 
all the GaI).adharas had knowledge of the twelve An.gas and the 
fourteen Purvas. All of them were emancipated. All except Indrabhiiti 
and Sudharman attained nirvaI).a during the life-time of Lord , 
Mahavira. The pre~ent host ( sangha) of SramaI).as is 
descended from the following of Sudharman. The line of the rest 
has been cut off. Arya. Jambu was a disciple of Sudharman 
and Prabhava thit of Jambu and so on.§ This is all the· 
information that we obtain in the Agamas concerning the 
Ga!_ladharas. 

It is said of Indrabhuti Gautama, tbe foremost disciple of 
Mahavira, that on the very night on which Mahavira attained 
nirvaI).1i his tie of affection binding him to Mahavira 
snapped off and he too attained nirva!_la. t It is also found 
mentioned that Indrabhuti was the chief of the 14,000 disciples 
of Mahavira who had al:iandoned worldly life and become 
srama!_las ( m.)nks ). * From this it is easy to derive that 
Indrabhuti was highly attached to Lord Mabavira and that 
he did not attain the stage of omniscience during the life-time 
of Mahavira. Bhagavati sutra 14.7 corroborates this. In it, 
Lord Mahavira alludes to Indrabbuti's love and affection for 
himself and assures him that both would become alike (having 
the same end in view and residents of the same place) in 
all respects after becoming free from the human existence. The 
commentator Abhayadeva explains here that Indrabhuti was 
very much disappointed and sad. that he had not achieved 
omniscience though his disciples ban, and hence the assurance 
given by Mahavira. 

From the questions posed by the GaI_1adharas it can be seen 
that they were very inquisitive by temperament and had a very 
powerful craving for knowledge. Not that they were ignorant 
or always doubting, but they kept on asking questions for more 

§ Kalpasutra, p. 217. 
t Kalpasutra, Su. 127. 
* l{al~asutra, Su. 134~ 
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and. more clarification of philosophical problem3 and were not 
satii;,fied till they had arrived at a full solution of their doubts. 
Indrabhiiti was the most curious among th9m. Whenever he 
bad an occasion to hear the views of thinkers of other schools or 
to see something unusual he would at once rush to Mahavira 
and inquire about it. t We find recorded certain episodes 
revealing Indrabhuti's ready-wittedness Hearing from Mahavira 
that Skandaka, a heretic ( belonging to another school) had 
come, he went to receive him and foretold the reason of bis 
coming to Mahavira and the doubts he entertained. This 
inspired in Skandaka great respect for, and faith in, Lord 
Mabavira. § The teaching of apramada (spiritual alertness) in 
Uttaradhyayana, 10 was imparted to Indrabhuti Gotama and 
indirectly to all. We find lndrabhuti carrying messages of Mahavira 
to others, e. g he conveys the Lord's message to 1\fahas'ttaka at 
the time of his confession on his death-bed, that he should expiate 
for the bitter though true words uttered by him to his wife 
Revati. t We find descriptions of Indrabhuti's appfarance and 
personality in several places He is described as having a fair 
complexion, as bright, undergoing severe austerity, as a true 
celebate, as a knower of the fourteen Purvas, as capable of four 
kinds of knowledge (i. e. excluding kevala-jnana, omniscience).* 
Most of the .A.gamas may be said to owe their existence to the 
questions of Indrabhuti. 

Next to Indrabhuti, comes Sudharman from the point of 
view of information that can be collected, though we do not 
find any allusion to his personal life. What we are told is that 
he explained the A.gama on being asked by Jambu. It is 
really surprising that though the present Jaina sangha is traced 
to Sudharman alone, and though the text of the .A.gamas is 
traditionally obtained from Sudharman, and though it is 
believed that Sudharman himself gave the text of certain 

t See Bhagavati 2.5, 9.33 etc. 
§ Bhagavati S'litaka 2.1. 
t U pasakadasanga, 8. , 
* !3ee Bhagavat:i, Sa.taka, 1. 
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A.gamas to Jambu, t we do not find any record in the 
A.gamas of Sudharma having asked Mahavira any question 
and of the latter's reply. Bhagavati Sutra notes a few questions 
asked by Agnibhuti, Vayubhuti t and Mal).q.iyaputta. * Arya 
Sudharman's description is exactly like that of Indrabhuti's. 

But it may be noted that nowhere in the Agamas do we 
find any reference to the doubts of the gal).adharas and their 
questions as det1iled in the Gal).adharavada. vVe find the first 
reference to these doubts of the respective gal).adharas in a gatha · 
of the Avasyaka Niryukti : 

Jive1 kamme2 tajjiva3 bhuya4 tarisaya5 b1ndhamokkhe6 ya; 
deva7 J?.eraie8 ya puJ?.J?.e9 p3.raloya10 1)evva:r:i,e11

• -

A vasyaka N iryukti, Ga 596 -

(1) Does the soul exist or not ? (2) Is there anything like 
karma, (3) Is the body the same as soul or is it different ? 
(4) Do the elements exist ? (5) Is the soul in the next world 
similar to that in this world? (6) Are bondage and salvation 
real? (7) Are there gods ? (8) Are there hellish beings? (9) Are 
there pul).ya (gocd) and papa (sin)? (10) Is there the other
world? (11) Is there anything like emancipation? 

The Avasyaka Niryukti gives us further detaila regarding tbe 
life, etc, of these gar:i.adharas. rrbey are given in the chart on 
the following four pages.§ 

We are told, as said above, in the Kalpa-sutra that 
Lord Mahavira had eleven gaI).adharas, but the number of gal).as 
(schools) was nine. This is accounted for by the fact that a 
school or gar:i.a is constituted as a result of a difference in the 
wording of the text though in all cases the men,ning of the 
text might remain unchanged. The gn:rp1.dbaras composed the 
.Agamas on the basis of the instruction given by Mahavira. On 
--· -·- ---- ------~---·----

+ See introductory statements of Jiiatadharmakathai'1ga, 
Anuttaropapatika, Vipaka, Niraya valika 

t Bhagavati 3.1 
* Bhagavati 3.3 
§ See Avasyaka Niryukti, gathas .589-G41. 
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No. Name 

r 

! 
Indrabhiiti 1 

I 
I 

I 
I 

2 Agnibhiiti 

3 Vayubhiiti 

4 Vyakta 

5 Sudharma 

6 
Mandika or 

l\far°iqita 

7 1 Maurya-putra 

Father Mother 

Vasu-
bhfrti Prthvi 

i 

,, 
" I 

I 

" II 
I 

THE GAijADHARAS 

Gotra Naki;iatra 
Period Period of life 

Professi- Place of of life as one still Caste (Family) a.tthe time as a 
involved in on birth house-name of birth 

holder worldly life 

Brah- lG ~ · 1 Tea- !Magadha Jye~tha · au ama I 50 30 
mai;ia I I cher 

I 
Gobbara 

: ! ., 
I 

" '' " " 
46 12 I Krttika 

I .--------------------
. I 

i 

" " " " 
! Svati 
I 

42 10 
I ___________ _ 
I 

I !_ 
I I I 

Dhana- I y- - · 
1 

Bhara-
·t I arum " m1 ra , · i dvaja 

I 
:Dhammi-

1
Bhaddila i I A. . . i 

, la (Dhar- I (Bhad- ,, l\ g~11va1-

mila) ! rila) 
I 

jsyayana 

I I : Dhana- ! Vijaya- ; 
IVasistha i deva deva " I . I 

'Maurya; 
" " 

iK_, I 
I asyapa I 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Sanni-, 
vesa 

" 

Moriya 

I , 
I Sravai;ia 

! 
I 

Hasto
ttara 

1 San,ni- ! Magha I 
vesa I 

I " 
,~ohii;ii I 

50 12 

50 42 

53 14 

65 14 
I 

~ 
O:I 
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No. 
I Line . f Know· 

Period Total Follow- of Place of Sams• Samgha- Time O ledge of 
of eman- life in ing of I disciples . - thana * yal).a t nirval).a scripture . d . left mrval).a c1pate years disciples behind 

life 

Remarks Name 

1 
I [ R.. Sama·) Vajra-1 After 12A:ngas, l 
I Indrabhuti 1 12 92 500 x ahJa- catur- 'rl;\abha 1' Maha- 14 , gr a , - - - 1 I · asra :naraca I vira Purvas 1 

---, I I , I Before \ ! These three 
1 I , I I I 

2 i Agnibhiiti 16 74 500 [ . x 1 ,, 1 ,, 1 ,, / M·~ha-\ ,, i' 

1

-b ~~re 
---1 I I I v1ra : ro ers 

I : 
3 ! Vayubhuti 18 1 70 ; 500 x 1 

" " " 
,, ,, 

4 Vyakta 18 80 ' 500 X 
" " " 

,, ,, 

5 
Jambii j j i Afte! 

100 500 and ,, 1 ,, ,, i Maha- ,, 
others [ i / vira 

MManq.idk!l't or :,· 16 \ 83 .

1

- 3-50- x ,, /! ,, l ,, !:!~~~ i ,, ;_ 1 Cthhildren of 
an. 1 a / i I vira 1 : e same 

, , , I 1 'J mother but. 
' I I I ' 

1 1· of different 
Maurya-putra I 16 I 95 350 I x ,, I ,, ! ,, j ,, _ / ,, fathers, 

Sudharma 8 

6 

7 

t:,O 
~-
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No. Name Father Mother Caste 

! 
! 

8 Akampita Deva 1,Tayanti 1 " 

9 Acalabhrata Yasn Nanda 
" 

I i 

I ' -
10 Metarya Datta i Varu1_1a-

deva " 
i 

-
11 Prabhasa Bala Atibhadra 

" 

THE GA~ADHARAS 
Period j Period of life 

Gotra . , I Naksatra Pmfo,,._

1 

Place of · of life : as one still 
(family) I at the time as a ' 

on birth of birth house- I involved in name 
holder , worldly life 

I 
/Gantama " 
I 
I 

! 

: 

I Harita " 
I 

i 
Kam:ic;linya ·• 

" ! 

I 
I 
> 

" " i 

Mithila 

I 
) Kosala 

I 

Vatsabhumi I 

Uttara I 
f:!aq.ha [ 

Mrga ,. 
siraE 

I 
- I 

I 48 I 9 

I 
46 12 

I A'. -Tungiya I SVlI 

I Sannivesa 

I -1-
1 I 36 10 

Rajagrha Pnf:!ya a 16 8 
. 

t:v 
Cl:: 
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( Continued) 

No. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Period Line 
Total Follow- tion of 

Name of eman- l"f . . f d" . 1 I e Ill mg O ISCIP es 
cipated . . left 

life years drnmplesl behind 

I 
I 

I I Akampita 
[ 

21 I 78 300 X 

I I I I 

I I 

I I 
I Acalabhrata 14 I 72 

I 

300 X 
I 

I I 

Metarya 16 62 300 X 

Prabhasa 16 40 300 X 

* Samsthana - See on the reverse. 

t Samghaya)?.a-See on the reverse. 

Place I 
Sams- ISariigha-

of . 
. _ thana '·' J yana t mrvana · 

I Ra ·a-1 Sama-/ Vajra-
[ rla catur-1 r~a~ha 

g · , asra naraca 

I I 
I 

I 
,, 

" 
I 

" 

" " " 

" " " 

Time Know-

of ledge of 

nirval).a 
scrip-
tures 

Beforel2Angas, 
M~ha-[ 14 
vira · Purvas 

" " 
I 

" " 

" " 

Remarks 

~
i:o 
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* Sa:rhsthana ( Prakrit- sarµthaI).a) - Sa1htii;;thate anei:J.a 
rupeI).11 pudgalatmaka:rh vastv iti sa:rhsthanam-Utt. 1. a; akara
visei;;e, mukhavrttya pudgalaracanakare-Ava. 4 a; atyadbhute 
racanavisef}e-A. Ma. 1 a; Vise., Sa; akrtivisef:!al;i sa:msthanani 
tani ea jivajivasambandhitvena dvidha bhavanti. 

Sa:rhsthana, figure, excellent figure (akrtivisei;;a). 
ManonmanapramaI).ani anyiinany anatiriktani angopangani 

ea yasmin sarirasa:rhsthane tat samacaturasra-samsthanam
Abhidhana Rajendra Kosa. 

Samacaturasra-sa :rhsthana-weli-built, uniform, well-propor
tioned figure. 

t Sa:rhghayaI).a ( Sanskrit- sarilbanana ), dovetailing of the 
joints, or tbe bones. 

Asthi-saiicaye, vajra-niabhadyupamane upameye sakti-visef:!e
Stba. 6, r_.rba. 3u; Tat1a vajram kilika nmbbal;i parive$tana-pattal;i 
naraca];i. ubhayato ma.rkapabandba}.J, yatra dvayor asthnor ubbayato 
markatabandhena baddbayol.1 paHakrtina trtiyenasthna 
parive$titayor upari tadasthitritayabbedikilikakara:rh vajra
namakam asthi bhavati tad vajca- f$abhanaracam pratbamam. 

Vajra-r~abba-naraca is the best of the six types of the 
dovetailing of joints or bones. 

Sarilhanyante-drq.b:ikriyante sarirapudgala yena tat 
sambananarh tac ca'stbinicayal_l kilikadirupaI}.am asthnam nicayo 
racanavise$O 'sthinicaya\1. Idam asthi-nicayatmaka:rh samhananam 
audarikange audarika- sarira eva, na'nye$U Sarire$U, tef;l::LID 
asthirahitatvat- Abhidhana Rajendra Kosa. 
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account of difference of wording there were nine different texts 
(vacana) of the canon, though the gal).adharas were eleven. 
Akampita and Acalabhrata had altogether 600 disciples who 
followed one vacana (text); so alEo Metarya and Prabhasa 
bad altogether 600 disciples who followed one vacana (text). 
Hence the total number of gal).aS (schools) was nine though the 
number of gal).adbaras was eleven. 

The Avasyaka Niryukti relates the circumstances in . 
which Indrabhuti first met Lord Mahavira, and how 
be was converted to faith in Mahavira. He approached as a 
sceptic and scoffer and remained to worship. The other 
gal).adharas did not come with a view to revile Mahavira, 
but out of inquisitiveness and a sense of awe. They also became_ 
the disciples of Mahavira. Though later commentators 
have written at length and with flourish about this episode,, 
we do not get any new information from them. Jinabhadra,. 
the author of the Visef?av.asyaka-bhas1ya has seized this 
opportunity to give a digest containing the essential pi:'inciples' 
of J'aina philosophy. Imitating him, other commentators 
of the Avasyaka Niryukti and the commentators of the Kalpa-. 
sutra have done the same and given an exposition of the Jaina 
philosophy. 

Acarya Hemacandra has in his Tris1as1tisalakapurus1acaritr. 
given, on the basis of traditional accounts, further details 
regarding the life of Indrabhuti and even regarding his previous 
life. § Such episodes as are related here are based on the 
statement in the Bhagavati Sutra where Mahavira says to 
Indrabhuti that their relation was nothing new, but continued 
from the previous li-f e. 

It is believed by all that Indrabhuti's intense attachment 
to Lord Mahavira came in the way of his omniscience. The 
moment that was removed by the physical death of Mahavira, 
he attained ommscience. Describing this incident Acarya 
Hemacandra says that Mabavira realised that Indrabhuti was 

§ See. Trif;111f:ltisalakapmur;,acaritra 10.9. 
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not attaining ommscience on account of his intense attachment 
to him. Hence knowing that he was to attain nirva~a on that 
very night, Mahavira sent Indrabhiiti to instruct Devasarman 
residing in a village not far away from the place. By the time 
he returned Mahavira had given up his worldly life and had 
attained nirva~a. He was very sad and also intrigued as to 
why he was sent away when the end of Lord Mahavira was 

.drawing near. But he at once realised that till thrn he was 
deep sunk in the mire of ignorance and a;ttachment and that 
his love and attachment were coming in the way of his attain
ing ormniscience. He immediately attained omniscience.* 

All such narratives are based on the statement in the 
Bhagavati Sutra 14.7 that Indrabhiiti Gautama was higly 
attached to Lord Mahavira and that their relationship persisted 
even from the previous birth, and that they would both be 
alike in the future. 

STYLE: 

The Bhagavadgita has a unique place in the Mahabharata 
inasmuch as though it is perfectly set in the chain of the 
original story, it can be severed from it and. can serve as a 
text-book of Indian thought. The place· of the Gal).adharavada 
in the Visef;!avasyakabha!;!ya is a similar one. Set in the original 
at the stage when after attaining omniscience (kevala-jiiana), 
Mahavira is honoured at a samavasaral).a and even the gods 
come to pay their respects to him and Indrabhuti out of 
jealousy, and other ten Brabma~as out of curiosity and even a 
t-Jen"e of admiration approach Mahavira, each with a query in 
his mind, the Ga~adharavada can serve ,a<, an independent 
manual of Jaina philosophy. Like the Gita or even the Upani~ids, 
the Buddhist Pitakas and the J aina Agamas, it is framed as a 
dialogue-between Mahavira and the eleven gal).adharas one 
after the other. This gives the writer a very good opportunity 
to pose questions and raise objections or anticipate objections from 
the opponent and thus make the whole affair very life-like 

* Tri~a~tisalakapuru~acaritra 10.13. 
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and · interesting. Philosophical instruction, especially for the 
mediocre, is best imparted in such a sugar-coated pill of philo
sophical contrnversy. Even in serious and difficult works on 
Indian philosophy we find that the author bas always in view 
a rival thinker and he makes persistent efforts to drive· his 
point home or clarify his view-point as against the objections 
the rival thinker could possibly raise or is likely to raise. This 
is the usual sty le of books on philosophy. This may be a 
reflection of the debates and controversies which must have 
been very common in the philosophical circles and in the social 
conditions of the past. 

Unlike what we find in the Gita, here in the Gar;iadharavada, 
Mahavira knows the doubts of the sceptical Brabmal).as 
as also the reasoning which has led them to this doubt, so 
that these latter have actually nothing to relate. This is quite 
in agreement with the tenor of the incident wherein the 
omniscience (keYala-jiiana) of Mahavira is to be brought to the 
fore-ground. Nevertheless, it may be borne in mind, the 
discussion proceeds purely on the basis of reasoning and only 
when it has had full scope, does Mabavira appeal to Indrabhuti 
and others to accept his words as he is omniscient. Thus due 
importance is attached to reasoning. and the disciples are, · we 
may say, thereby taught and inspired to accept authoritative 
statements no doubt, but also to reason them out. \\7e find a 
parallel to this in the Bhagavad Gita where Krf:11).a after imparting 
instruction rereals his cosmic form. There is a curious but 
welcome corn bin a tion of reason and faith. 

Another point that claims our attention is that the doubts 
of the Brahmin doubters are based on the authority of the 
Veda which at times seems to present contradictory statements. 
This is as it ought to be even though the Vise~avasyaka Bha!;!,ya 
is a Jaina work, because Indrabhuti and the other ten were 
originally Brahmar:ias. But what is worth appreciating is that 
Mahavira is not made to brush aside the statements of the 
Veda as not acceptnble to him. But with due respect to 
them he explains that the contradiction is only apparent. Thus 
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the Veda is explained through the Veda and there is no attempt 
to condemn or cavil at the scripture3 of other schools. This is 
in the true spirit of the Anekantavada ( philosophy of non
absolutism and synthesis) which is the very essence of the Jaina 
.system of thought. The Jaina t2nets are expounded independently 
and mostly no attempt is made to twist the original texts. Moreover, 
the· prima-facie view (purva-pak[;la) is given at length and then it 
is refuted, and even later on objections are anticipated. This 
must be appreciated in such an early work as the Vise[;!avasyaka
hha$ya of Jinabhadra. We find this method at its best in such 
works as the Nyaya-maiijari of Jayanta, the AF;ltasahasri of 
Vidyananda and the like bllt one feels fully satisfied and even 
astonished to see it so well illustrated in the Vise[;!avasyaka-bba$ya 
a cornparati vely early work, though it is by no means the 
only work of its type. 

Maladhari Hemacandra's exposition of the Vise[;!ava[;lyaka
bhaf;!ya is, one may say, an ideal commentary, explaining and 
clarifying all the difficult points in a lucid style. 

The following brief exposition which may be called 'A 
Philosophical Essay on the GaI).adharavada' will give some idea 
of the of philosophical problems in the GaQ.adbaravada, as also 
of the method adopt9d by Maladhari Hemacandra in their 
exposition. 
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A PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAY ON THE GA~ADHARA V .ADA 

In the GaJJadharavada which is a section of the Visef:!a
Va!;!yakabhaf}ya of Acarya J inabba'.lra, this latter being a 
commentary on the Avasyaka Niryukti, we find a number of 
philosophical and religious problems discussed by way of a 
dialogue between Lord Mahavira and the different gar:i.adharas 
(leaders of groups) who came to him in a defiant mood or 
motivated by the craving for knowledge. The problems discussed. 
are as follows : 

( i ) Existence of the soul; 
(ii) Existence of karman; 
(iii) Identity or otherwise of the soul and the body; 
(iv) Existence of bhutas ( real entities); 
( v) Semblance between this life and the next one; 
(vi) Reality of bondage and salvation; 
(vii) Existence of gods; 
(viii) Existence of the denizens of hell; 
(ix) Pu}Jya (good) and Papa (evil); 
(x) Existence of the other-world (paraloka); 
(xi) Reality of Nirvar:i.a (emancipation). 

We may consider these problems succinctly here. In 
doing so we shall link up the allied problems so as to make 
the exposition precise and systematic. Jinabhadra has, as 
in most works on Indian philosophy, given us a very faithful 
account of the opponent's view along with references to the 
scriptures he relies upon and then refuted the arguments of the 
opponents, added some to support his own view and finally given 
a fresh interpretation of the scriptural text cited by the 
opponent. The full significance of philosophical problems is 
brought out if we take into consideration the views of the 
main systems with regard to them. Hence we shall, in the course 
of this brief exposition, discuss the view of the main opponent 
and also refer to other views. 

The first problem taken up in the Gar:i.adharavada is that 
of the existence of tbe soul; connected with it is the third 
problem whether the soul has an independeut reality or is 
identical with the body. It would be proper to take these two 
problems together. 
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The popular view-point is to believe in the existence of 
things that are perceptible to the senses and it is popularly 
accepted that there is no reason to believe in the existence of 
what is not perceptible to the senses. Inference can help only 
in those cases where a thing may not be perceived at the 
moment, but can be perceived if one wants to perceive it, 
e. g. fire on the mountain that is inferred from smoke. Again, 
inference is baqed on perception, for the vyapti ( rule of 
invariable concomitance) cannot be arrived at without it. The 
soul or its relation to any linga (mark) has never been perceived 
and so inference cannot help us in inferring the existence of 
the soul. The Carvaka or Lokayata system of thought which 
had a popular appeal is an upholder of this point of view. Only 
that much exists as can be perceived by the senses; even the 
very wise arrive at ridiculous conclusions when they resort to 
inference or means of knowledge other than perception. As 
the story goes, a man made certain marks in the dust on the 
road just to test the intelligence and rational approach of the 
so-called wise, who actually fell a prey to this trick and inferred 
from the marks that a wolf had frequented the place. It is but 
natural that the soul should be denied according to this line of 
thought. Again we do not find anyone who has had the direct 
perception of the soul and hence whose words could be accepted 
as verbal testimony. Even the scriptures make conflicting 
statements. In Brh. Up. 2.4.12 we are told that the mass of 
consciomness itself arises from these material elements and 
follows them in destruction, and there is no consciousness 
after death ( Vijiianagbana evaitebhya].i bhutebhyal_i 
samutthaya tany eva'nu vinasyati, na ea pretya samjiia'sti ). 
This seems to corroborate the Lokayata view that the soul or 
sentient-principle bas no independent reality but is only an 
epiphenomenon of the material elements agregating in a certain 
proportion. Hence the allied view-point that the soul has no 
independent identity but is identical with the body, for consci
ousness is an attribute of the aggregate of the material elements, 
i. e. the body and there is the relation of identity between the 
attribute and what possesses it. The Buddha too bas said that 
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rupa, etc. are not pudgala or the soul, implying thereby that 
no external object that is perceived is the soul or that there 
is nothing which can be regarded as the soul. But on the other 
hand we have innumerable scriptural passages which tell us of 
the existence of the soul. Hence the question as to its existence. 
We are also told to perform sacrifices, etc. for the attainment 
of heaven, etc. and charity, honesty, etc. are also popularly 
regarded as rewarding in future. These by no means yield the· 
fruit during the existence of the body and are not even intended 
to do so. This means that there is some continuation of the 
personality even after the body perishes. Hence one cannot 
deny the soul outright. * What is the way out ? 

* It may be noted that even the materalist Carvakas do 
not deny the soul altogether, but regard it as an epiphenomenon 
of the elements earth, etc .. Keeping this in view, Uddyotakara 
has rightly pointE:d out that it can be said generally that no 
system of philosophy has doubted the existence of the soul 
The differences among the different systems are as regards the 
nature of the soul. Some regard the body as the soul, others 
the sense-organs, mind, intellect, or the aggregate and some 
regard the soul a'l an independent entity distinct from these 
(Nyaya-vartika, p. 336). ~I.1he story of Indra and Virocana is 
interesting wherein we are told that Virocana propounded the 
view that the soul is identical with the body [ Chandogya 
Up. 8.8; see also 'l1aitt. Up. 2.1,2 wherein we are told that the 
puru~a is constituted of anna (food)]. It is not possible to 
separate the soul from the body and show it as distinct from 
it, as one can draw the sword from the sheath; so the soul 
exists only so long as the body does and perishes along with 
it (See Sutrakrta:r;i.ga, 2.1.9; 2.1.10. King Paesi of the Digha 
Nikaya, after a number of experiments comes to the conclusion 
that whatever energy there is is all due to the body and perishes 
with it). This view is known as the Tn,jjiva-taccharira-vada 
-the doctrine that the soul is identical with the body. Unfor
tunately the works of the Bhuta-caitanyavadins ( those who 
regarded sentiency as emerging from material elements) have 
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The rejoinder to all such arguments 1s, according to the 
Jainas, that the flpprehension of doubt and otber knowledge is 
itself the jiva (soul). Knowledge is self-evident and jiva being 
of the nature of knowledge is also such and it is not necessary 
to resort to any means of valid know ledge. We have the 'I' 
notion with respect to all the three times ( e. g. 'I did', 'I do', 
'I shall do'), and it is self-evident to all, even to those who 
have no claim to rational investiga,tion and knowledge of 
scriptures. This 'I' notion must ref er to some real object and 
that is the soul. Moreover, there could be no questioning or 
doubting (' Do I exist or not?') if the doubter jiva did not 
exist. Doubt is an attribute and there must be something of 
which it is an attribute. The body cannot be this entity for it 
is corporeal and inanimate whib kno,vledge is non-corporeal and 
of the nature of bodha (consciousness). Hence the soul must exist 
as a substrate of knowledge. If 011e were to doubt one's own 
existence, one would be sceptical about everything. The doubter 
cannot doubt at least his own existence. According to our 
prac'.ical experience the soul is known to all. 

been lost; even the Brhaspati-s11tra in which the Lokayata 
system was formulated hDis been irretrievably lost. But we find 
references to the materialistic viffw in the scriptures-Brahmanical 
Buddhist and Jaina (See Ch. Up. 4.3; Svet. Up. 1.2; Sarnaiina
phab-sutta, DighDi-Nikaya, Sl1trakrtai1ga, 1.1.1.7-8, etc.). Even 
within the different currents of thought we find development 
regarding the conc,2pt of the soul from a material principle to a 
.sentient entity. (Cf. the ut=e of -words like bhuta, prar;i.a, sattva, 
etc. for the soul in the Acarai1ga Sutra). 

'11he Buddhists n,re Anatmavadins ( believers in non-soul) 
only in the s0nse tlrnt they do not xecognise an independent 
permanent entity called the soul, but whDit other systems call 
'atman' (self), they regard as an everchanging aggregate of 
rupa (physical factors) and narna ( phychic::11 factors) comprising 
vedanft (sensation), samjiia (conceptual understanding), samskara 
(impression) and vijnaua (pure consciousness). The inclusion of 
vijnana is significant. (See Miliuda Paiilm 2.4.298;,· 
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Even if no means of valid knowkdge can acquaint us with 
a thing it does not fl llow that it does not exist; e. g. ghosts, etc. 
The means of knowledge may not be able to operate with regard 
to the soul and yet the soul can be an c,xistent entity. But in 
fact pramai:i.as with ngard to the existence of the soul are available. 
The qualities of the soul, viz. memory, desire to go, do, know, 
etc. and doubt, etc.-which are all particular forms of cognition
are established through self-apprebension. Therefore, the substrate 
of these qualitit.S must also be known by percepticn, just as a jar 
is cognised by percrption beca,use its qua,lities, colour, etc. are 
cognised thereby. It cannot be argued that the soul docs not 
exist because it is not perceived, while the jar exists because it 
is perceived. The existence of the jar will have to be first establish1:d 
befora this c:1n be said. And by whatever argument the jar is 
established, that same will demonstrate the existence of the 
soul too. The soul must be fxistent as the substrate of the 
qualities, kn)wlcdge, etc .. Knowledge, etc. cannot reside in the body 
for the knower is different from the senses, brcause even when 
these latter d·J not opernte there is the remembrance of what 
has been cognised by them. 

We may at this stage discuss the point that consciousm ss 
cannot emerge from the body which is a conglomerate of material 
elements, though it will mean a slight digrrnsion from the present 
line of thought. Even if we take the opponent at his word that 
consciousness emerges from the conglomerate of the elements, earth, 
etc. it must be present to some extent, however slight in each 
of the elements severally, so as to become full and distinct on 
their coming together. But this is not true, for consciousness 
is not observea in the conglomerate. 'l'he conglomerate called 
body comprises not only the elements, but also the soul and if 
consciousness exists in this conglomerate it is not on account 
of the conglomeration of the elements but because it is an 
attribute of the soul. Consciousness is not found in a dead body 
and aoes not emerge even if any element thought to be missing 
in it 1s introduced into it. Green grass may be fauna wheh 
there is a conglomerate of earth and water, but this does not 
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mean that it is a proauct of this conglomerate; similarly 
consciousness cannot be said to emerge from the conglomerate 
of the material elements, but is an attribute of the soul. 

To return to our point, the soul is directly and fully 
perceptible to one who is free from all passions and whose 
knowledge is unobscured. Thus the soul is perceptible to all, 
though partially. Its knowledge can also be arrived at by inference 
and this helps us to conclude that others' bodies too have a soul 
associated with them as our body has. It is not absolutely necessary 
that the lingin (signified) should have been cognised previously 
as concomitant with the linga (mark) in order that we might be 
able to utilise inference. A spirit is generally never observed as 
making all sorts of gestures, and yet from certain gestures like 
laughing, screaming, etc. we infer the existence of a spirit in the 
body. Similarly we can employ a number of inferences to demonstrate 
the existence of the soul. To take but two instances :- The maker 
of the body must exist because it has a definite shape which has 
a beginning, like the jar which has a maker; or, The manipulator 
of the senses exists, because they are instruments, as the potter is 
the manipulator of staff, wheel, etc.. The soul is this maker, 
manipulator and so on, for the concept of God, according to the 
Jainas, does not stand the test of reasoning. The soul too, like the 
potter, etc, is, in a way, corporeal so long as it is in the trans
migratory condition, for it is enveloped in the aggregate of the 
eightfold material karman. A newly-born child's knowledge or 
desire, etc must be preceded by another knowledge or desire, etc. 
respectively, because it is of the nature of knowledge or desire, 
.etc. These are attributes and so must have a substratum. The 
soul is this substratum and is thus distinct from the body and 
persists even when the previous body has perished. 

Moreover the very fact that there is a doubt about the soul 
establishes its existence, for there can be no doubt with regard 
to what is utterly non-existent. For instance, we have the doubtful 
cognition, "Is it a man or a post?"; man and post are both real. 
Error with regard to a thing or negation of a thing is 
possible only if the thing is real, When we say the ass's horn 
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does not exist we only mean that the horn does not exist 
on the ass, but it does exist on a cow, etc.. We negate the 
jiva when we say non-ji va; therefore the counter-entity 
of non-jiva, viz. the jiva must be an existent entity. The 
rule is that if an entity denoted by an etymologically derived, 
uncompounded word is negated, this negation always implies 
the existence of the counter-entity. Jiva which can be etymo
logically derived and is uncompounded is negated by non-jiva; 
so there must be a real entity called the jiva. Not so :Oittha 
(which cannot be etymologirnlly explained) and khara-vif}al).a 
(ass's horn, which is a compound). A word which is etymo
logically derivable and is uncompounded must refer to a real 
thing. 'Jiva' is one such word; so the entity 'jiva' (soul) 
denoted by it must be an existent one. 'Jiva' (soul) and 'deha' 
(body) have different sets of synonyms, and so must be distinct 
entities. Again, what is non-existent is not negated. If we negate 
the soul, it must be an existent entity. The soul cannot exist 
without a support; it is very easily seen that the body is this 
substratum, for we have marks of its residence in the body, 
viz. knowledge etc .. 

The Vedic passage 'Vijiianaghana evaitebhyal;i .. .' should not 
be interpreted to mean that sentiency perishes with the body. 
Vijnana in this passage means particuiar knowledge which is a 
sum total of jiiana ( determinate knowledge) . and darsana 
(indeterminate intuition). The soul is non-different from this 
vijiiana and being permet1ted by it, is called vijiiana-ghana. 'Eva' 
stresses that this is the very nature Qf the soul, otherwise it would 
not ·be inherently sentient, as happens in the case of the soul in the 
Nyaya-Vaisel';lika. Particular knowledge (vijiiana) arises from the 
bhutas (objects like jar, cloth, etc. which have assumed the form of 
knowables). These vijrianas are different modes of the jiva (soul) 
and hence it can be said that the jiva arises out of the knowables. 
When these objects are no longer perceived ( on account of their 
being covered by something or on account of absent-mindedness, 
etc.) this particular knowledge does not arise; or when we leaving 
one object concentrate on another2 that particular knowledge can · 
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lie :s~id t'.) h'1ve perish,d. on the de3truotion of that object in its 
qw_10ity a"3 a kno ;vc1ble, and hence that particular mode too of 
th3· soul can be said to hrwe perished. But this should not be 
understo)l t'.) me'1n that the soul totally perishes. Such modes 
kaep on a;rising anl perishing, but there is a continuity of 
ootBcioumesj which should not b3 lost sight of, and in respect 
of which_ th3 jiva is imperic;hable. In the Jaina view, every 
entity Ins the thre3-fold n1,ture of origination (utpitda), destruction 
(vyaya,) anl p3rsi3t:mce (dhmuvya). Th3 soul persists in the 
mid'lt of this sJrt of origin'.Ltion an:1 destruction. The soul is 
self-1lllninom ( Cf. Brh. Up. 4.3.G); this self-luminosity is the same 
::i,s ,jnana (R3ntiency, knowledge) and this shows that this jnana
naturn of thD SJnl i3 in no way dependent on the existence 
or non-existenc3 of m1,t3rial object:i; particular knowledge alone 
is thus dep2ndent. Thm the existence of the soul as an inh3rently 
sentient, s3lf-luminous entity persisting in the midst of change 
has been proved. The soul is doer and enjoyer and can experience 
pleasure-pain, bondagr, transmigration, and emancipation.* 

* The Nyaya-Vaise~ilrn system regards the soul as 
eternally unclrnnging and as the substrate of a number of 
qualities like knowledge, pleasure, etc. which are produced in 
it by its asrnciation with the body. Thus, the soul is not 
inherently conscious, lrnt is capable of being conscious. The 
Sarhkhya-Yoga regards the soul as pure sentiency, quality less, 
unaffectol, absolutely unchanging, non-doer, non-enjoyer, merely 
a witness; all operations of knowledge, pleasure, pain, bondage, 
Ralvation, etc. are on account of its association with the 
budclhi (intellect\ The Budihist views will be discussed later; as 
also the Vedantic. The Mima1psa view seemR to be very much like 
that of the Nyaya-Vaisef;lika. The Vedantic view of the soul is 
similar to that of the Sarhkhya-Yoga; only the soul is not 
absolutely independent as in the latter. 

In all these Rystems the soul is entirely distinct and 
virtually independent of God even if God is recognised. Only 
the Vedantft recognise3 God and regarJs the souls as illusory , 
manifestations of God ( Saitk:ara) or as real and in a way non-
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As to the number of souls, the Vedantins believe that there 
is but one Ultimate :Entity, one sentient principle, Brahman, 
which is all-pervading. They claim to have the support of the 
scriptures. But the Jainas say that if the samo soul were 
present in all bodies, it would have the same characteristics, 
which is not what we find. Every individual has his own 
pleasure, etc .. There are innumerably more miserable souls than 
there are happy ones in the universe. If they wore all one; 
there would be nothing like happiness or pleasure for any one. · 
But we do find one person happy as against others who are 
unhappy. This clearly shows that the souls are infinite in 
number. t 

The souls are rLlso not all-pervading (vibhu). 'rl1e 
characteristics of the soul are found only within the expanse 

different manifestations or parts of Go:l ( Bh:iskara, Ham{inuja, 
Nimbark1, Vall::tbha, SrikaJ?.tha, and others) or as different from 
but as dependent on God ( lVIadhva ), or as inseparable from God 
( Vijnanabhikf;!u). God though recognised in the Yoga system bas 
no special significance in his relation with the souls. Nyaya, '' 
Vaise~ika recognises God as the creator of the world, in 
accordance with the karman of souls. In Vedanta, excepting , 
the philosophy of Sa11kara, neither the souls nor God can 
be regarded as ku~astha-nitya or absolutely changing. Of course, 
in all the systems except the Buddhist, the souls are eternal , 
entities. Sai'1kara would agree from the point of view of lmver 
knowledge, for from the esoteric point of view the souls are 
unreal and so there is no question of their being eternal or not. 

t The Upanisiads recognise Brahman as the Absolute Principle 
and regard the inanimate world and soul as manifestations or 
modifications of the ultimate which is both immanent and 
transcendent. All the Vedantic philosophers are of this view, , 
except Sa11kara who interprets the Upanif;!ads to mean that 
there is but one non-dual, absolute principle, and all else is unreal. 
All the systems of philosophy recognise an infinite number of 
souls. Even the Vijnanavadins recognise an infinite number of 
streams of consciousness. 
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of the body and so can exist only m the body and be of the 
same size as the body. It is capable of expansion or contraction 
in accordance with the body it occupies. t 

Mahavira holds that there is a relation of bhedabheda 
(identity in difference) between the basic substance and its modes 
(paryayas) or attributes ( gu:J?.as) as against the Nyaya-Vaiser;;ika 
who regards the substance and attributes as absolutely distinct 
but joined together by the relation of inherence ( samavaya ). On 
account of this the Nyaya-Vaise~ika can afford to hold that 
the soul is eternally unchanging ( kutastha-nitya) even when 
qualities like knowledge, pleasure, pain, attachment, dislike, effort, 
merit, demerit are produced in it or are destroyed (dissociated). 
The J ainas, on the other hand, true to their belief in the three
fold nature, viz utpada-vyaya-dhrauvya, regard the soul as 
paril),ami-nitya ( eternal in the midst of change). New paryayas 
of knowledge, pleasure, pain etc. are created in it, and they also 
perish; accordingly from the point of view of these paryayas, the 
soul can be said to be originated or destroyed, while from the point 
of view of the basic substance (dravya) it remains eternal. Thus 
there is a constant change in the soul and yet it remains eternal. 

The Buddhist theory of the soul-principle invites 
comparison here. As said above, the Pali Pitakas say that 
what others regards as a soul is but an ever-changing aggregate 
of nama-rupa. It is beginingless and endless as a stream of 
changing point-instants, but is not a permanent entity. This 
view is known as Pudgala-nairatmyavada ( Doctrine of the 
essencelessness of the soul). The Buddhists were condemned as 

t The Nyaya-Vaiser;;ika, the Samkhya-Yoga, and Sankara 
regard the soul as all-pervading. The Vedantic teachers other 

' than Sai1kara, regard the soul as atomic (a:J?.u), their argument 
being that the soul is eternal and so can be either atomic or 
all-pervading. But it cannot be all-pervading as that 'Yould involve 
much confusion. The Buddhists have not said anything precisely 
as to the size of the citta (mind) or vijnana (consciousness), but 
the hadayavatthu (heart) is said to be its locus in some Buddhist 
works ( Visuddhimagga, 14. 60; 1 7. 163, etc ). 
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non-believers in soul, so a section of them viz. the Sammitiyas 
or Vatsiputriyas advanced the theory that there is an entity 
called the pudgala or soul. '.I.1his view did not find favour, as 
it was regarded as being against the view of Buddha. The 
Sarvastivadins, on the other hand, to hold their own against other 
currents of thought recognising a soul and thus justifying the 
doctrine of transmigration and bondage-salvation, gave the name of 
citta to nama ( vedana, sarnjiia, sarhskara, and vijiiana) and gave an 
analysis of it as divided into a number of parts. Even while 
accepting it as momentary, they established it as existing in 
all the three times by recognising its potency in the past and 
the future. This was equivalent to accepting Eternalism 
(Sasvatavada) to which Buddha was very much opposed. '.l1he 
Sautrantikas, therefore, came forward to establisheil it as momentary 
and existing in the present instant alone. The Madhyamikas realised 
that this was simply dialectics and this inspired them in the 
direction of Siinyavada or the doctrine of the essencelessness of 
things. Ultimately the Vijiianavadins established that streams 
of momentary consciousness, infinite in number, are the only 
reality, everything else being external projections of them. This 
gives us some idea as to how difficult it is to deny a persisting 
sentient entiby. The Jainas as compared to others have a synthetic 
approach inasmuch as a harmony is established by them between 
both change and persistence. rrhe Buddhists find it very difficult 
to explain bondage, transmigration, emg,ncipation, memory, 
recognition, etc. on the basis of the theory that every point-instant 
is different from the preceding and the succeeding point-instants 
of nama or citta or vijiiana, as no identity is recognised. It is 
also not possible to have the knowledge of the rnom~ntariness of 
all thingi! in the some moment, for knowledge too is momentary. 
To avoid these difficulties, it would be more rational, according 
to the J ainas, to recognise a soul distinct from the body. 

Knowledge is inherent in the soul, but does ~ot shine because 
it is obscured by the veil of karman. ] 1 :we kinds of knowledge can 
arise with the removal of the corresponding karma-veil, viz., 
mati (sensuous), sruta (scriptural), avadhi (visual intuition\ 
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rnanalrpa.ryaya ( intuition of mental modes) and kevala (pure 
and perfect lmowledge). The soul in its pure state does not require 
any external help of the sense-organs, etc.; but these are 
helpful only in removing partially the karma-veil. Kevala
jnana is perfect and eternal, has an infinite number of things 
as its objects and persists in a pure condition eternally. 

r:rhe soul though a real entity is not perceived because it is 
non-corporeiLl. That it is not perceived is no evidence of its 
being unreal. Charity, s1crifices, austerity, pursuit of knowledge, 
etc. ea n yieli their f rni t only if the soul is a real, persisting 
entity. 

Soul"! c:1n be cbssified as saritsftrin (worldly, transmigrating) 
and rnukta ( crnancipate;l ). 'l'he samsarin souls can again be 
sarm,naslrn (possessed of mind) and amanaska (devoid of mind) 
or tra,s3, (dynamic) and sthavara (stationary). Earth, water, and 
vegetation are sthavam, and fire, wind air, those with two 
sense-orgn,ns, tbrt":e-senses orgrms, etc. are trasa. Trasa souls are 
so called because they are capable of movement from one place 
to another and c:1pable of effort to bring about pleasure and avoid 
pain. Fire and air are called trasa not because they possess this 
nature, but only because they resemble souls with two sense
organs, etc. with regard to movement. That is to say, trasa souls 
are of t\YO kinds-labdhi-trasa (souls with two senses, etc.) and 
gati~trasa (air, fire). These latter are in reality sthavara but are 
known as such on account of their having movement. Souls 
are again bhavya ( those that can be emancipated) and abhavya 
( those that will never be emancipated). 
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BONDAGE AND EMANCIPATION OF THE SOUL. 

The question of bondage and emancipation, whether 
there is anything 
in Gai:i.adharaviida, 
Gai:i.adhara vada, 11. 

like bondage or emn,ncipn,tion is discussed 
G n,nd the nature of emancipation in 

There are conflicting statements in tho scriptures which 
say : "Sa et3a viguno vibhur na bad.hyate sa1psarnti vii,, na 
mucyate mocayati va, na va e$a bahyam abhyantararh va veJ.a'' 
[This soul is all-pervacling and qunJityless. Neither is it bound 
nor cloes it tmnsmigmto. It is not freed ( from kannan) nor 
does it free (karman); it lrnmvs neither the ( external nor the 
internal]; and also" Na ha vai sasarirasya priyapriyayor apahatir 
asti, asMiram VfL vasantam priyapriye na sprsatal.1" (The 
embodied soul can never be free from pleasure and pain, while 
these do not affect the soul as it exists in an unembodied state). 
The former statement says that bondnge and emancipation have 
no reality, whereas the latter statement irnpliES tbeir reality. 
Dialectical arguments also lead one to question them. If bondci ge 
means the union of the ji va (soul) with lrnrman, bas this union 
a beginning or is it beginningless? If it bas a beginning, did the 
jiva exist first or karman? Or were they simultaneously prcc1uccc1? 
Bondage cannot b::i explained in the light of any of these. 
(i) Ji va cannot exist before krrnrntn, for like the ass's horn it would 
have no cause and so ,rnulJ be unproc1uccc1. \Vhat is produced 
without a cause should also perish without one. Even if jiva 
is beginningless, there cannot bo its union with karman 
without a cause, for if this union V\'Cre there without any 
cause, it would occur in the state of e11m11cipation also. If the 
soul be thought to have no union with karnmn, it is ever 
emancipate.cl; or in the absence of bondage, the question of 
emancipation does not arise :i,t all.'' (ii) Kannan cannot be there 
before ji va which is rega,rdcd as its lrnrtr (deer, agent). If kanna, 
be produced without a cn,use, it would also perish without ono. 

* This 1s the Sa1i1khya and tbe Kovalf1dvaita v1evv. 
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(iii) If Jiva and karman were simultaneous, the drawbacks of 
both the above cases would be present and again, one could not 
be regarded as the kartr and the other as the effect. If the union 
of jiva and karman be regarded as beginningless, it would also 
be endless, and the soul would never be emancipated. Thus one 
feels like questioning the fact of bondage and emancipation. 

All accept that bondage is the union of jiva and karman, 
for mere union of soul and matter cannot bring about bondage. 
There must be some attachment, etc., primary 01· secondary, on 
the part of the soul, for karrnan and bondage to arise. This 
attachment,· etc. is caused by Avidya (Nescience)-ignorance of 
the true nrtme of thing01. One can, according to the Jainas. 
become free from this bondage by true knowledge (samyag-jiiana), 
faith ( d·usana) and conduct (caritra); ( Samyagdarsana-jiiana
cari tral).i mok$amarga];i.- Tattvartha-sii 1.1 ). t A vidya leading 
to attachment, etc. inspires the soul to act with passion with 
respect to matter and this brings an unseen potency ( adr$at, 
karman) in association ,vith the soul, which yields the fruit of 
the past material physical act when it becomes ripe for fructi
fication. The contact of soul and matter does not by itself 
bring about bondage, but when the soul on account of this 

t The U pani1;mds regard knowledge as the direct means to 
the attainment of emancipation; and regard action, devotion 
worship etc. as secondary. We find this very view in the 
Buddhist schools, the Nyaya-VaiseRika, Samkhya, Vedanta of , . 
Sankara and so on. Piirva-Mimamsa holds that action can 
itself lead to mok$a ( emancipation) while the theistic thinkers 
holds that bhakti (devotion) is the most important and direct 
1:1eans leading to mok$a, and regard knowledge and action as 
subsidiary. Some V edan tic school and the 8ai vai tes believe in 
the samuccaya ( combination) of knowledge and action as 
leading to moksa. The argument of Sai1kara and others who 
believe that jiiana (knowledge) alone leads to mok$a is that 
Vidya alone can destroy Avidya, being its opposite and thus 
bring an end to bondage. 
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karman takes a body unto itself, it is bound, and it is from this.
bondage that the soul has to free itself. t 

Now we may refute the arguments of the thinkers who are 
sceptical about bondage and emancipation. The chain of karmau
body-karman-body-... .is beginningless, so it is ridiculous 
to ask which was first. It is like the chain of seed and sprout 
related to each other by the cause-effect relationship. A particular 
body is the cause of a future karman, while being itself the 
effect of a past karman and so on ad infinitum. Thus karman is 
beginningless. 'Karman' comes from the root 'kr', 'to do', and what 
is done is itself a bondage. If karman be beginningless, bondage 
too should be beginningless. Now we must prove that the union of 
jiva and karman is beginningless. The cause-effect relationship 
does exist between body and karman, but neither would be produced 
without an agent, a doer, viz. the jiva. The jiva creates the 
body through the karman, and also karman through the instru
mentality of the body. Thus the jiva is beginningless and its 
bondage also is beginningless. 

The continuity of the union of jiva and karman though 
beginningless need not be endless. The seed-sprout chitin though 
beginningless can come to an end if any individual seed or sprout 
perishes without hrwing produced its effect. Similarly the union 
of jiva and karrnan, though it may have been handed down in a 
beginningless time, can be cut off by austerity, restraint, etc .. 
Again, such beginningless unions can be of two types-of the type 
of the union of jiva and akasa, and of the type of that of gold 
and soil. The former is beginningless and also endless; the latter is 
beginningless, but can be ended by being successful in separating 
the two. The bhavya souls who are capable of being emancipated 
have this type of union with karrnan, while the abhavya 

, 
t The Idealist philosophers (Sankara, Vijiianavadins) do not 

recognise any material principle as real, but even they have to 
accept Brahman's association with the indescribable Maya 
( principle of Illusion) or A vidya ( N escience) as leading to 
bondage. 

0-7 
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souls who can never be emancipated and are doomed to eternal 
bondage, have the former type of union with karman. ( See 
gathas 1820 ff). 

Emancipation though caused by means is endless exactly 
like pradhvamsabhava ( posterior negation) of jar, which, it may it 
be noted, is not a non.entity, but is an assemblage of pudgala(matter) 
characterised by the destruction of jflir. But, as a matter of fact, mok!;!a 
is not something artificial or brought about. As the destruction 
of jar means the existence of space alone, and no change is 
effected thereby in space which remains unaffected . and eternal, 
so in emancipation, destruction of karman signifies the jiva 
existing by itself in its pure state; no change is brought about in 
it. rrhus emancipation is eternal. The Jainas have no objection 
if mokf;!a, is regarded as, in a way, non-eternal, for according to 
them every entity is eternal from the point of view of the basic 
substance and non-eternal from that of its modes. When we 
refer to a thing as destro_yed, or as originated, or as eternal, we 
have only one particular aspect of the thing prominently in view. 
The emancipated soul can be said to have perished from the 
t)Jint of _view of its mundane state, but to persist from the point 

j of view oLits 'soulness ', its upayoga ( consious activity), etc; it 
~an also be said to have perished from the point of view of the 
perfection of the first time-point and to have originated from 
the point of vi~w of the perfection of the second time-point 
and to have persisted as substance. 

The Buddhists believe that as the lamp is completely 
extinguished ( nirvaI_la ), so the soul totally perishes in the 

-state of, nirvaI_la or mokf:Ja. But they are mistaken; even the 
lamp does not absolutely perish, it merely undergoes a change; 
it gives up its pari:i;iama (modification) as lamp and assumes 
that of darkness, as milk turns into curds. The lamp after 
extinction is not seen because it has undergone a transformation 
and become subtle. Things which are initially amenable to one 
sense-organ, after modification can be perceived by quite a 
differant sense-organ or become imperceptible. Musk and camphor, 
to take an example, a:re substances perceivable by the sense of 
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sight, but if blown off elsewhere by the wind, can be perceived 
only by the sense of smell, and if the distance be very great, 
it may not be perceived by any sense-organ. Similarly; ev(;lry
thing merely undergoes a mcdification, but does not perish 
outright. The lamp, originally perceivable by the eyes can be 
perceived by the sense of smell· when it is extinguished, so one 
cannot say that the lamp perishes absolutely in its state . of 
extinction (nirva:r;ia). Similarly when the soul attains parinirva:r;ta, 
it attains another transformation of the form of unobscuied 
pe~fect happiness. Absence of dul).kha (pain) is not bliss, arid if 
a soul is just free from pain ( which includes worldly pleasures 
also) in the state of mok~a (as Nyaya-Vaise~ika believes), it 
cannot be looked upon as experiencing happiness or bliss. The 
emancipated· soul experiences natural perfect bliss free from a 
false sense of ego. The soul in the state of mok~a has perfect 
knowledge, and is omniscient for all obstructions have been 
removed. In the absence of pul).ya (merit) and papa (demerit), which 
lead to misery directly or eventually, the soul is perfectly happy; 

- Body, sense-organs, etc. are not required for the attainmeiit 
of the perfection of knowledge, happiness; etc. for these. are the 
very nature of the soul; and body, etc are helpful only when 
these are obstructed by the karma-veil, but are otherwise them·• 
selves a hindrance.* 

* All systems of thought agree in holding that ignorance 'of 
the true state of things or the misconception of soul in non•soul, 
is the cause of bondage. Removal of ignorance and realisation ,of the" 
true nature of things brings about mok9a (emancipation). Of course, 
the conception of reality is different in each system. This state of 
emancipation does not fall, as a matter of fact, within the scope of 
any of the empirical means of knowledge, it can only be directly 
realised. Yet worldly as we are, we have to resort to language to - . 
describe the indescribable. Though the descriptions and terminology 
may differ, the ultimate goal is the same in all the different systems, 
as Haribhadrasuri has pointed out. ( Samsaratitatattvam tu param 
nirval).aSamjnitam; tad dhy ekameva niyamat sabdabhede' pi 
tattvata):t;-Yogadr~ti-samuccaya, 129. Sadasiva}.l param brahma 
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The vedic passage 'Na ha vai sasarirasya .... ' refers to the 
embodied state or bondage and the unembodied state or 
emancipation; even when we are told: 'Sa e$a viguI).o vibhur 
na badhyate', this is with raference to the emancipated soul 
which has no bondage, and should not be taken as referring to both 
the states. Hence there is no conflict so far as such scriptural 
statements are concerned. When the soul is referred to as 

siddhatma tathateti ea; sabdais tad ucyate' nvarthad ekam 
evaivamadibhil;i-Ibid. 130, f?oq.asaka, 16.1-4. So also 
Kundakunda, Bhavaprabhrta, 149 ). 

Yet the descriptions of the state of mok$a (emancipation) 
differ. The Buddhists have used the simile of the extinction of 
a lamp ( di pa-nirvana) to give an idea of mok$a and hence the 
impression that mok$a is for the Buddhists a state of utter 
extinction. But going deeper into their writings, we find nirva:r;ia 
classified with the asarnskrta ( uncompounded) entities and is said 
to be dhruva (permanent), subha (good), of the nature of happiness, 
uncaused, etc. ( See U dana, 73, 80; Visuddhimagga, 16. 71,7 4,90 ). 

So mok$a as a state of eternality ( though as a continuum), 
pure sentiency, bliss is recognised by the Buddhists also. The 
Nyaya-Vaise$ika regards substance and qualities as entirely 
distinct entities; qualities like knowledge, etc. are produced in 
the soul on account of its association with the body, etc .. When 
in the state of mokl;!a, the soul is dissociated from the body, 
etc. it is also devoid of these qualities, and remains by itself. But 
the N yaya-Vaise$ika recognises omniscience, perfect bliss, etc. in 
God. The Samkhya-Yoga system regards the puru$a as pure 
sentience, which is always qualityless, and it remains as such in 
the state of mokl;!a, Atman in the Vedanta is sat-cit-ananda 
(existence-sentience-bliss). It may be noted that according to , 
Sankara Vedanta alone the soul in its state of emancipation merges 
completely in the Absolute Brahman; in fact whatever 
individuality it had was due to Avidya, was an unreality; it 
merely realises its true nature in the state of mok!;!a. All the 
other schools and systems recognise the distinct individuality 
of the soul even in the state of mok$a, 
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'embodied' or as 'unembodied', it can be easily seen that these 
epithets can refer to only an existent entity; hence the 
extinction of the soul cannot be thought of. 

There is a scriptural statement :t" Jaramaryam vaitat sarvam 
yad agnihotram"-One must perform agnihotra as long as one 
lives. The rite of agnihotra is the occasion for the slaughter of 
creatures, hence there is some fault in it also. If one has to 
perform the agnihotra as long as one lives, there is no scope 
for anything that brings about apavarga or emancipation. Can · 
this mean that there is nothing like mok~a (emancipation)? 
No; there is a 'va' in the statement which indicates that man 
should perform the agnihotra as long as he lives and he should 
also perform activities leading to mok~a. 

Once a soul becomes emancipated, there is no question of 
its being bound again or leading a mundane life all over again. The 
karma-matter is for ever dissociated from the soul; even though 
the karma-matter may be existing where the soul exists, the 
free soul will not be bound again, for the causes of bondage -
the activities of mind, speech, and body, and perverse attitude -
are absent. 

As soon as a soul becomes emancipated, it being light on 
account of the removal of karmic matter flies up to the farthest 
extremity of the loka ( cosmos, inhabited universe) in a single 
time-point, even as the castor-seed shoots upwards when its outer 
covering or sheath breaks off. The ernancipatEd soul does not 
go beyond this abode of the siddhas ( perfect beings), for beyond 
it is aloka and the dharmastikaya ( the principle of motion 
which has spatial existence) that helps motion does not exist there.* 

t The reading in the Sata. Br. (12.4.1.1) is:-"Etad vai 
jaramaryam sattvam yad agnihotrarn, jaraya va hy eva'sman 
mucyate mrtyuna va." 

* Those who regard the soul as all-pervading or ubiquitous 
have not to consider the question of the place of the soul's 
residence after emancipation, for the all-pervading soul has no 
place where to go. Among the theistic philosophers of the 
Vedanta, the Vai~l).a vai tes be] ieve that the emancipated soul goes 
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There are a number of steps on ascending which the soul attains 
perfect emancipation. 1:I.1hey are the different stages of spiritual 
development (gm:msthanas). 'This is comparable to the krama-mukti 
(gradual ernanci pation) of the V Edie current of thought or to the 
stages of yogacarya (yogic medi btion) of the Buddhists. The soul 
may continue to be embodiEd even after it does not bind any new 
karman unto itself. 'rhis is what is known as jivanmukti, :;i,s 
against videba-mukti (when it is free from the body). 

[ The Buddhists also have the concept of 'sopadisesa' and 
'anupadisesa nirval).a' ,* upadi signifying the five skandhas ]. 

( For a detailed discussion regarding Jiva, see Gal).adhara. 
vaaa 1, 3, 6, 11 ). 

THE DOCTHINE OF KARMAN 

"The doctrine of Karman is the central dogma of the 
Indian religions. It means: every action, every word, every 
thought produces, besides its visible, an invisible transcendental 
effect-the Karman: every action produces, if one may so express 
it, certain potential energies, which under given conditions, are 
changing themselves into actual energies, forces which, either as 
reward or punishment, enter sooner or later into appearance." t 
The Gal).adharavada thus rightly assigns a place of importance 
to the discussion of the doctrine of karman. We find in GaJ).adhara
vada 2 a lengthy discussion establishing the existence of karman. 
It be pointed out that karman figures prominently in 
Ga!).adharavada 5 dealing with the semblance between this world 
and the other world, and in Ga1).ac1haravada 7,8 establishing 
the existence of gods and hellish beings, in GaJ).adharavada, 9 

to the world of Vi~J).U and enjoys the company of Vi~I).u. Nagasena 
has said in the Milinda Pan.ha, that the pudgala (Buddhist word 
for soul) can realise nirval).a in whatever place it is existing in. 

* The concept of jivanrnukti is acceptable to all systems of 
philosophy and individual philosophers except Hamanuja, Nirnbarka, , 
Madhva and MawJ.ana and the like among the Sai'1karaites. 

t 'The Doctrine of Karma in Jaina Philosophy '-Dr. H, 
Glasenapp ( Preface to the German edition p, xi ). 
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which concerns itself with the reality of punya (good) and papa 
( evil) and in Ga~.adharavada 10 which deals with the rea1ity 
of the other-world. It is also referred to in other places. 

Before we come to a detailed discussion of karma it would be 
more convenient to briefly trace its history. We cannot definitely 
say that the Vedic people never inquired into the diversity of 
existence on the human earth; but from what evidence we have 
we can say that their thought centred round the sacrifice which they 
performed for the propitiation of gods who in turn were supposed to 
give them the things they desired. After death,* a person went, accord
ing to them, to the world of Yama or Yisn.u or any other world of 
happiness if he was good and religious, and the irreligious people 
were said to be doomed to darkne3s, whatever that might have 
meant. Persons going to the world of happiness were supposed to be 
rejuvenated and to stay there eternally enjoying the fulness of life. In 
the Brahmai:ias, we have the inquiry whether life in that other-world 
is perpetual, and we find Naciketas asking Yama, in the Taittiriya 
BrahrnaI).a, how his actions could never be exhausted. This means 
that with the development of thought it struck the Vedic people, 
that if as a result of their good religious actions they could start 
a new happy life in heaven, that life could also come to an end, 
exactly as the things of this world are exhausted after they have 
been enjoyed. A gain, they rn ust have realised, especially as the science 
of sa9rifice became more and more complicated and magic-like, 
that one does not always attain the fruit of sacrifice in this life 

. and yet sacrifices could not have been be performed in vain. This 
also could have led the Vedic people to speculations about other 
lives wherein the fruits of actions could be enjoyed. But the act 
perishes, so bow could it yield its result when it is itself not 
~xistent? It must be leaving behind some invisible effect (ad:ri;;ta) 
-some potentiality which materialises at a later stage in the 
form of reward ( or punishment if the original act was sinful). 
The doctrine of karma can be clearly seen in the U panii;;ads, 
though we find in the U panif:lads other theories referred to as 

* See Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, vol xxxii-A. l3. 
:Keith ( Harvard Oriental Series), 
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accounting for the world, viz. Kala (time), Svabhava (Nature), 
Niyati (Destiny), Yadrccha (Chance), Bhuta (Elements) or Puru$a 
(Cosmic Man-3entient principle).* The absence of karma, here need 
not le'1d us to believe that it was not accepted at all. Karman 
refers to the .individual directly while the3e attempt to exphin 
the world as a whole. 

A view gaining popularity and receivfng more and more 
attention is that the doctrine of karma owes its existence to the 
indigenous people- the pre-Aryans. That the souls of the dead 
inhabit plants, etc. is not an idle sp3cu1ation of primitive people. 
While the doctrine of karma is not traced in the Vedic religion 
in the earliest stages, it can be seen to be firmly rooted in other 
schools of thought, like the J aina and the Buddhist, especially 
the former and it is now recognised almost by all that 
these flourished independently of the Vedic current of thought. 
Another factor that supports this view is that belief in rebirth is 
not found in any of the other countries inhabited by the Aryans, 
and it is not also found in the Vedas. This means that the concept 
of rebirth and of karman was borrowed by the Aryans from the 
indigenous people and incorporated into their own way of thought. 
Morever, even the Upani~ads sp2ak of the origin of the world, 
while the Jainas and the Bauddhas hold that the world has no 
beginning, but is a beginningless and endless continuum. This also 
corroborates the view that these schools are not Aryan in origin. 
If we trace the history of the doctrine of karman we find that the 
Vedic school has not devoted as much thought to the concept of 
karman, as the Jainas or even the Buddhists. In a way it comes 

. into conflict with the Vedic idea of the omnipotence of God and 
they have always to explain this away, We find that Yajnavalkya 
in the Brhad. Up. 3.2.13, takes Artabhaga to a quiet corner to 
discuss the problem of karma. Can this be a clue to the fact 
that the doctrine of karma was not yet so popular as to be 
discussed in the presence of all, who would find in it a revolu
tion in ideas and even heresy ? 

' ' * See Svetasvatara Up. 1.2. 
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· Nature of· Karma: 

The term 'karma' is used both in colloquial language and in 
the sastras In popular usage it means' work,' 'profession, vocation, 
etc.' In sastric language it has a number of meanings- all 
action such as eating, drinking, trembling, shaking, jumping, 
moving, etc. whether it pertains to animate or to inanimate 
things. The ritualist Mimarb.sists underiltand by the term the cult of 
Vedic rites-sacrifices, etc; it also refers in the Srnrtis to the duties 
of the var:r:i.as (castes) and asramas (stages of life); and also to vratas 
(vows), etc. and such other religious practices. By the way, we may 
note that karma in Gmmmar means the object of the subject's 
activity- the most desired of the subject. The N yaya-Vaisesika 
system has a principle called karma ( action). The J ainas use 
the word in a two-fold sense-the modification of the form of raga 
(love), dve$a (hate), etc.-which is ca1led ka$ii.ya (passion) or 
bhava (psychic) karma. The other karma is the dravya
karma, its material counter-part; it consists of karmic 
matter which by virtue of the bhava-karma clings to the soul. 
The action of the soul on account of such causes as perversity, 
passion, etc. is called karma. This definition applies to both 
spiritual or psychical ( bhava) and mat2rial ( dravya) karma, 

. inasmuch as bhava-karma is an effect of which the soul is both 
the doer as we11 as the material cause ( upadana-karaI).a ); and 
jiva functions as an agent with regard to dravya-karrna which 
is a modification of subtle karmic matter. Again dravya-karma 
is instrumental in the accumulation of bhava-karma, and bhava
karma in the accumulation of dravya-karma. * Bhava-karma 

* All the systems of philosophy which recognise re-birth have 
also to recognise some potentiality of actions which yields its 
fruit at a later stage-whfLtever be the name they give to it
avidya (-in Vedanta it almost corresponds to bhava-karma, when 
avidya means psychic obliqueness), vasana ( predisposition in 
Buddhism and Yoga), asaya ( mental deposits- in Samkhya-

. Yoga), apurva ( potency in. Purva Mimam-;a). Adr$ta (unseen), 
pu:r:i.ya (merit), papa ( sin )1 samskara. ( latent traces )1 dbarma 

G-8 
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and dravya-karma are mutually related as cause and effect each 
of the other; and thuc; the stream of each is beginningless, though 
it may ba possible to point out any one dravya-karma becoming 
the cause of a bhava-kirma and vice-versa; individually every 
karma has a beginning, but from the point of view of the 
continuum it is beginningless. 

Cause of Karma bondage : 

Mithyatva ( perverility ), avirati ( intense attachment, non-
abstinence ). ka$aya (passions) and yog>1 (vibrations) are regarded 
a.s the causes of karma. The two causes mentioned in works 
rrealing with karma, are mostly ka$aya and yoga, or ka$aya is 
mentioned even alone. Ifa$aya can be of many kinds, but it has 
beAn regarJed as two-fold- raga ( love, attachment) and dvef:!a 
( ha,tred), which can be looked upon as including all the psychic 
variations. lgriorance by itself is not a bondage; it must be 

· accompaniel by raga or dve$a to have a binding effect. It is 
karma that is the essential bondage. 

(merit), a:lharma (demerit) are found in the terminology of 
alm03t all the darinnas in the sense of karma. 'rhe Nyaya
Vaise$ika ragards adr$Va ( dharma-adharma) as a quality produced 
in the soul by action of some kind-· of body, speech or mind; 
it has a beginning. The Mimamsakas hold a similar view. 
The Samkhya-Yoga and Vedanta regard the soul as absolutely 
pure and unchanging, and regard karma as an attribute of the 
inanimate buddhi (intellect). r.rhe Jainac; regard both spirit 
and matter ai capable of modification, and hence recognise both 

"spiritual ac; well ac; material karmas. It may be noted that no 
system other than the J aina recognises karma as two-fold, 

·though characteristics of both the kinds may be found in their 
concept of karma. But the parallel evolution of spirit and matter 
is a peculiarity of the Jaina system of philosophy. Buddhists 
recognise a constant flux in the soul, as their vasana or k;arm~ 
is·sviritual. ' 
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Annihilation of Karma: 

Karma can be annihilated and emancipation attained by 
(i) samyag-darsana, ( true faith) (ii) sarnayag-Jnana ( true 
knowledge), (iii) sarnyag-caritra ( true conduct), or to put it·. 
briefly by know ledge and action. In the other darsanas,' 
jiiana alone is mostly regarded as the immediate cause of 
the annihilation of karma, and action etc. are regarded as causes 
indirectly as bringing about purity of the mind. Some regard 
knowledge and action as joint causes of the annihilation of karma. 
Bhakti (devotion), and yoga too are accorded this honour. On' 
comparison, we find that samyak-caritra comprehends restraint of 
the mind, conquest of the sense-organs, purity of the ci tta ( mind 
and even soul with the Buddhists and the Jainas ), etc. and so does 
the same work as action and yoga. Samyag-dars3,na means faith, 
which is allied to bhakti. Samyag-jiiana is the path of 
knowledge. 

Classification of Karma: 

The soul in its pure state possesses perfection 0£ all sort; 
but its characteristic attributes are obscured in the defiled state 
of bondage. Jn the state of perfection, the soul has infinite 
knowledge, infinite intuition, and bliss and is free from delusion! 
delimited longevity, embodied existence, gradation of status and 
obstruction of energy. The karma matter obscures and obstructs 
these characteristics of the soul. The soul under the influence 
of ka$aya ( p3,ssion) and yoga ( vibrations of body, vocal organ, 
mind) binds unto itself karmic matter; this is the state of 
bondage. A very fine simile is given for this: As a lamp by 
virtue of its heat draws up oil with its heat, and after doing so 
transforms it into its body (i. e. the glow or flame), so the 
soul-lamp with the qualities of attachment, etc. attracts, by the 
wick of its vibrations, material aggregates ( skandha) and after 
having done so, transforms them into karman-

" U$maguQ.al,i san dipal;i. sneham vartya yatha samadatte, 
adaya sari:rataya paril).amayati ca.'pi tarn sneham; 
tadvad ragadiguQ.al,i svayogavartya "tmadipa adatte, 
skandhan adaya tatha parir;i.amyati tarns ea karmataya. ,, 
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Karman is classified into eight fundarp.entfal types and these 
are sub-classified into as many as 148 sub-types* - The eight 
main types are as follows:-
( 1 ) jiianavarar;ia karman, which obscures knowledge, 
( 11 ) darsanavarar;i.a karman, which obscures _intuition, 
( 111 ) vedaniya-karman, which produces joy and grief, 
( 1v ) mohaniya-karman, which obstructs right belief ( darsana) 

and conduct ( caritra ), and is accordingly sub-classified into 
darsana-mohaniya and caritra-mohaniya, 

( v ) ayu1;1ka-karman, which determines the duration of life; 
and apparently obscures the immortality of the soul, 

( v1 ) nama-karman, which gives the bodiless a body-of whatever 
kind it be, 

( vii ) gotrn-karman, which determine3 status·-racial, social, etc., 
(viii) antaraya-karman --which obscures and obstructs the 

infinite energy of the soul for resolution and enjoyment 
of wealth, power, etc .. 

Of these eight types of lrnrman, four viz. jnanavarar;i.a, 
darsanavaral).a, mobaniya and antaraya are obscuring ( ghatin ), 
and the remaining four are non-obscuring ( aghatin ). Of the 
ghatin types again, some are 'completely obscuring' (sarva-ghatin) 
a·nd others 'partially obscuring' ( desa-ghatin ). t 

Karmans are also classified as sinful ( papa, asubha) and 
virtuous or auspicious ( pur;iya, subha ). But whether pur;i.ya or papa, 
k_arman is binding all the same, and has to be got rid of. t 

* Of. 'rhe Doctrine of Karman in Jaina philosophy-Dr. 
Glasenapp; also Studies in Jaina Philosophy, Oh IV-The Jaina 

. Doctrine of Karma, pp. 220 ff.-Dr. Nathmal Tatia. Yoga 
recognises fruition of karman as three-fold-jati (determining body), 
ayu (age) and bhoga ( enjoyment, joy and grief and ignorance). 

t See The Doctrine of Kannan, p. '20. 
tYoga has divided karman into krf;!na (black, inauspicious), sukla 

( white, auspicious), sukla-kri;;na and asukla-kr$:i:ia ( which are not bind
ing). Bauddhas accept kusala karman. They have a somewhat detailed 
theory and classification of karma with reference to its fruition, 
etc .. See Milinda-pa:iiha, 3.36; Abhidhammattha-sangaha 5.16-19. 
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Besides this, the Jainas have discussed at length the 
duration ( sthiti) of the different karmans with their sub-types, 
their intensity ( rasa or anubhaga ), space ( pradesa) of the· soul 
occupied by karman, which bondage is called pradesa-bandba, as 
against prakrti-bandha which is according to the nature and the 
type of the bondage, e. g. jiianavaral).iya, etc .. 'I1he space occupied by 
souls is densely filled up with karmic matter which pours from 
all sides into the souls which are engaged in activity (yoga). 
This pouring in is called asrava (influx) and continues till the 
soul is free from all activity. This asrava (influx) varies directly as 
the measure of the activity of the soul. The karma-particles absorbed 
by the soul develop into the eight types of karman. * Bandha 
(bondage) is the assimilation of karmic matter and its develop
ment into different types. This corresponds to kriyamal).a karma 
of the other darsanas. Udaya (realisation) is the becoming 
manifest of the effects of the karmans in due time, their ripening 
and fruition (vipaka). 'fhis corresponds to prambdha karman. Batta 
is the existence in the state of potentiality of the karmans from 
the time of their assimilation till the time when they ripen or 
are annihilated .. A detailed description is given of the bandha
udaya-satta sthanas of the types of karman-as to which sub-type 
of a main type can exist side by side in bandha, or udaya or 
satta. Udiral).a is the pre-mature realisation of the effect of karmans. 
The time during which a karman works, and its intensity are 
definite, but every karman can increase or decrease its effect. 
Increased realisation is called ud vartana, and decreased realisation 
apavartana. Under certain circumstances one karma-type can 
transform itself into another whether this latter is itself bound or 
not. This transformation of one karman into another is called 
sa:6.krama. It can take place only between the sub-types of a 
main type, not between two main-types. Moreover, it is not 
possible between the four ayus-celestial, human, animal, infernal 

* The Jaina works give very apt similes to explain thoroughly 
the nature, intensity, space-bondage, etc. of the soul. This would 
form an interesting study by itself. 
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-, between darsana-mohaniya and caritra-mohaniya, nor between 
the different kinds of darsana-mohaniya karman. 

Before we discuss further we may try to answer, as the 
author of the Visef:iavasyaka-bhaf:lya has done, the question as to 
why karma should at all be accepted. Karm!:l.n is not amenable to 
sense-perception; and further eyen in the Vedas we find conflicting 
statements. The Veda says that the Purutjla alone exists, and also 
that one becomes meritorious by meritorious action, and sinful 
by sinful action. Then why recognise karman at all? Yet there 
is some justification for the recognition of karman. Those who 
have an all-penetrating vision, it is said, can certainly have a 
direct knowledge of it. Anyhow, all can infer its existence from 
the experience of its effects. A garland gives pleasure to a man, 
but a dog is irritated by it. This peculiarity cannot be explained 
unless some unseen determining factor is posited. A newly born 
child has a body, sense-organs, etc. which must be preceded by 
another body, etc., otherwise their existence could not be accounted 
for. The body of the previous life cannot be this cause for 
in the interval between death in the previous life and birth in 
this one, the previous body has already perished, and unless the 
soul is associated with some body, its movement in the direction 
of one particular womb for re-bir.th would not be determined. 
It is the karmic body that accompanies the soul even at this 
stage. Moreover, we find in the world that people perform acts 
of charity, etc., for which they get no fruit in this life; again, 
at times "'e find good persons experiencing numerous difficulties, 
while the wicked are many a time happy. Children of the same 
parents are unlike one another. \Ve come across a thougand such 
anomalies-there are insects, birds, animals, men; a few are rich, 
many poor. Why should all these differences be there? To explain 
all this one has to recognise karma, an unseen potency brought 
about by actions of beings. Karman is the cause of corporeal body, 
etc. and therefore it too is corporeal ( murta ); pleasure, pain are 
non•corporeal, but in the J aina view they are modifications of 
soul which is their material cause ( samavayi-karar;ia ), so this 
need not disturb the argnrnent about the corporeality of karman 
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which is but an instrumental cause. Karman is super-sensuous, 
subtle and internal because it clings closely to the individual 
soul. Even the soul in the worldly state becomes in a way corporeal 
on account of its association with corporeal karma. There 
may be many factors which can be regarded as responsible for, 
and as causes of, the world-e. g. Time, Destiny, Chance, 
etc.. But it may be noted that even these cannot function 
without the aid of karman; without karman there would be 
chaos, and the motionle.:;s, inactive soul would not be able to· 
take unto itself a body, or create one. Even God cannot be 
accepted as the creator of other beings, for God to be a creator 
must have a body, and karma alone could create this body of 
His, or another God would have to be posited for the creation 
of this body, and yet another God and so on. Jiva, along with 
karma, can alone create for itself body, etc .. 

The Vedic statements which teach the dc-ctrine of non
duality are not meant to deny the existence of karma; they are only 
meant to make man humble and to get rid of his pride of caste, 
position, etc., for all souls are alike. On the other band, there 
are positive statements in the Veda which recognise the existence 
of karman. 

Karman has to be recognisrd as pu:r:i.ya (meritorious) and 
papa (sinful) to explain the experience of pleasure and pain. Again, 
acts of charity, etc. on the one hand, and of murder, etc. on the 
other must have their effects and these effects are nothing else 
but the transformations of the soul in the form of bhava-karma
pm;iya and papa- on the one h11,nd, and assimilation of corporeal 
pm;iya and papa karma on the other. Good action leads· to pul).ya 
karma and wicked action to papa karma. The universe is full of 
pudgalas (matter-particles), but the soul attracts only such as are in 
accordance with its pm:1.ya or papa and the type of bhava-karma 
accumulated. Karmic matter is not by itself subha (auspicious) 
or asubha (inauspicious); but as soon as the soul attracts it, 
it is converted into subha or asnbha; even as the same food 
turns into milk in the case of a cow and poison in the cam 
of a serpent. Karma whethe:r pnIJ.ya or papa is, as said above, 
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bondage and should be subsided ( upasama) and :finlly annihilated 
( k$aya ). The influx of fresh karma-particles can also be 
checked-this is termed dravya-samvara. This can be achieved 
by bhava-samvara, viz. gupti (right regulation of the activity of 
body, speech, mind )i samiti ( care£ ulness in the smallest activity 
of life to avoid injury to others however insignificant they might 
be), anuprekf:!a or bhavana ( reflection about the transitoriness 
of things and such other matters), parif;Jaha ( patient endurance 
of all troubles), and caritra (conduct). The annihilation of karma 
is called nirjara. 

The Vedic and the Buddhist thinkers hold that the fruit of 
karma can be transferred to another. 'l.1he performance of sraddhas, 
etc. in the case of the Vedic people is an evidence in point. 
The Bauddhas believe that the fruit of pm:_iya karma alone can 
be transferred to a section of pretas called paradattopajivins, those 

· who maintain themselves with what is given by others. The fruit 
of papa karma cannot be transferred at all. This distinction is 
attempted to be justified on the ground j;hat papa karmans are 
very few in number, and so cannot be transferred.~' The 
Mahayanists are prepared to give up even nirval)-a if they can 
help the miserable people of the world by transferring to them 
the fruit of their auspicious actions. This idea proved infectious 
and was willingly accepted by other religions, especially 
Vaif:11)-avism. But the Jaina Agamas do not give expression to 
any such view. Pretas are not recognised, and there is no question 
o[ transference of the fruit of lrnrman, good or sinful; though we 
find certain acaryas like Haribhadra expressing the wish that 
other souls get the fruit of the good actions performed by them. 

We may now consider what is the range of the efficacy of 
karrnan. All the systems of philosophy excepting the Carvaka 
regard karrnan as a responsible factor in the determination of 
creation. Karman is regarded as an instrumental cause ( nirnitta-

,'., See Milindapaiiha 4.8.30-35; Kathavatthu 7.6.3; Petavatthu 
and 'Buddhist Conception of Spirits '-Birnalcaran Law. 
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kara:r;t.a) in the creation or evolution of the world. t The Jainas 
hold that karmans determine the state of existence of the soul; 
i. e. its birth as man, god, hellish being, or lower animal, its 
pleasure,· etc. and that it can explain the kind of body t~e soul 
builds. unto itself. But inanimate creation other than this has· its 
own laws. For example, karma does not function at a~l with 
respect to earth-quakes, etc., the pre3ence of mountains, the 
form.ation and shape of clouds, etc .. 

Though the soul, even in the J aina view is essentially pure 
and undefiled, yet true to their non-absolutistic view ( Anekanta~ · 
vada) the Jainas believe that the existence of karma affects in 
a way the soul. Karmans according to their moral value are 
beli.eved to colour the soul. This is called lesya ( coloration ). The 
different lesyas are distinguished according to the colour they give 
to the soul: * ( i) lq.·$1).a, black, (ii) nila, dark; (iii) kapota, grey, 
(iv) tejas, fiery-red, ( v) pad ma, lotus-pink; ( vi) suli:la, white.§ 

. Again, from the state of complete dependence upc~m karman to 
the state of complete dissociation of the soul from it, fourteen stages 
called gul).asthanas ( states of virtue) are recognised showing the 
gradual deliverance of the soul from the binding effect of 

t N yaya-Vaise$ika holds that karman determines rebirth of 
individual souls and also the creation of inanimate things 
as they subserve the purpo3e of sentient entities. So also the 
Samkhya-Yoga where karman is a modification of the insentient 
buddhi and functions on account of its association with the 
sentient soul. Even where God is recognised, Lhis does not in any 
way detract from His omnipotence; only it saves Him from the 
charge of being unjust or even partial. The Bauddhas believe 
that karma does not help in determining the inanimate 
creation; and they hold that karman is not the only factor 
determining all the vedanas (sensations) it is only one of 
the eight factors such as the three humours, etc.. The Buddha 
alone can say what particular vedana is determined by any one 
of these factors. ( See Milindapanha, 4.1.62 ). 

,.,, Compare Bharata's Na~yasastra, VI. 42-43. 
§ The .nature. of the lesyas .is explained by taleR. 
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,k.arnian. The gmJasthanas are named according to the. souls th~t 
p~ss.ess these states of virtue. They are : 
~: (1) mithya-drf?ti, the unbeliever. (2) sa3vadana-samyagdr~ti, the 
[Jl)J) who has only a taste of the true belief, (3) samyag-mithyad:n;ti 
(orcmisra ), the one who has a mixed belief, (4) avirata-samyagdrf?ti, 
the one wbo has true belief but has not yet self-control, 
(5) desavirah, the one who has partial self-control, (6) pramatta

sa:rp.yata, the one who has complete self-control, sometimes 
.however bronght into wavering through negligence, (7) apramatta
sa:rp.yata, one who has self-control without negligence, (8) apurva
karaI).a ( or ni vrtti-badara-samp'1raya ), the one who practises the 
proceBs calle:l api\rva-lrnra:r;ia, in whom, however, the passions are 
still occmring in a gross form; (9) anivrtti-badara-samparaya, the 
one who pr,1cti3es the proce3s called anivrtti-karaI.J.a, in whom, 

however, the passions are still occurring in a gross form, 
(10) slikl}ma-samparaya, the one in whom the passions still occur, 
only in a subtle form, (11) npasanta-kaf?aya-vitaraga-chadmastha 
(or upasanta-moha), the one who has suppressed every passion, 
but who do:;s not yet possess omniscience, (12) kl;liI.J.a-kaf?aya
vitaraga-chadrnastha (or ki;;iI.J.a-rnoha), the one who has annihilated 
every passion, but does not yet possess omniRcience, (13) sayogi
kevalin, the omniscient one who still practises an activity (yoga1), 
(14) ayogi-kevalin, the omniscient without yoga.':' 

The gu:r;iasthanas are arranged in a logical order according as 
sinfulness or impurity decreases and purity increase3. 1I1he order is 
by no means chronological, because the succession varies with each 
individual, because there is possiblity of relapses and because in the 
very nature of things, a direct transition from the first to the 
second stage is impoRsible, and also because the eleventh stage 
cannot be passed before the twelfth to fourteenth. 

In GaI_l.adharavada, 9, it is shown that pu:r;iya (merit) 
and papa (sin) are both positive; one is not just the 
negation of the other, This can be seen from the fact that their 
fruits are different. The soul like nill entities is of the nature 
of origination-destruction-duration ( utpada-vyaya-dhrauvya ); 

,:, The Doctrine of Karma : Pll· 68~9 - G lasenapp. 
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so there is another world in which the soul persists after death 
and experiences the fruits of papa and pur:iya which are in store. 
A person after death may be reborn as a denizen of hell, or of 
heaven, or as a human being or as a lower being. '.l1his memi1 
that hell and heaven exist and they are inhabited by beings. 
The existence of gods has to be believed in, though gods are not 
ordinarily men by the human eye. '11hey visit the earth on 
certain occasions, and bring prosperity to some human beings 
and ruin to others. It may be argued that we see men who are very 
happy and so can be looked upon as experiencing the fruit of 
pm:J-ya, and so there is no reason to believe in a distinct world 
of happiness called heaven; so also in the case of hell. But, we 
find that on the earth, the highest happiness has a taint of pain 
-however slight it may be-associated with it and the darkest 
cloud of suffering has a silver lining of happiness, however 
meagre it may be. Hence we are compelled to recognise the 
existence of heaven and hell, where those beings who do not 
deserve to experience any suffering or any delight whatsoever can 
reside. The Jainas recognise four classes ( nikaya) of gods....;.:' 
Bhavanapati, Vyantara, Jyoti~ka, and Vaimanik"a according to 
the place of residence assigned to them.':' Seven hells are , 
recognised, one below the other-Ratnaprabha, Sarkaraprabha, 
Valukaprabha, Pa11kaprabha, Dhumaprabha, Tamal;iprabha, 
Mahatamal)-prabha. t 

All the schools of philosophy except the Carvaka have discu
ssed the problem of life after death, to explain why all the fruits 
of actions performed are not attained in this very life, or why 
a good man is found to suffer and a wicked man is at times 
found to be happy. In the Vedas, as said before, we have the 
concept of the world of Yama, or of Vif?r:iu, or of Varui:ia meant 
for the good after their mundane life. The concept of hell is not 
found distinctly referred to in the Vedas, because, as scholars say, 
the V edic people were very cheerful and optimistic by temperame111t, 
and did not entertain any dark thoughts. That even the gods 

~! For details see Tattvarthasutra, 4. 
t For details see Tattvarthasutra, 3, 
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are not immortal, but have to come down to the mortal world is 
a thought very clearly reflected in the Brahmal).aS. We find 
references to other worlds such as those of Pitrs (Manes), 
Gandharvas,. Prajapati, Brahma in the section dealing with 
progressively higher and higher bliss m different worlds 
(Anandavalli-Brh. Up. 4.3.33). We have also mention of 
Pittyal).a ( Path of Fathers) and Devayana ( Path of Gods). 
Those who go along the Devayana pass through the worlds of 
Agni, Vayu, Varul).a, Indra and Prajapati before they reach the 
world of Brahma, from which if one is admitted after a proper 
test, there is no return ( See Kauf}itaki Up. 1; Br];i. Up. 5.10.1; 
Chand. Up. 4.15.5,---6; 5.10.1-6 ). Pitrloka is the same as Candraloka 
(world of Moon ) from which beings return and are born · .as 
birds, beasts, etc. according to their actions and attainment 
of knowledge. The Pura:r;ias recogniEe a number of gods and 
also semi·d.ivine beings and give detailed descriptions of their 
place of residence. These enjoy a, very long life, but have to· be 
reborn after their kannan is exhausted. With regard to hellish 
beings, it appears from the Vedas, that the enemies of the Aryans, the 
,indigenous people or whoever they might have been-Dasyu, Dasa, 
,or Asuras- came gradually to be looked upon as Rakf}asas, demons, 
_and the . Vedic l,)eople constantly prayed for their destruction. 
_In the Upanif}ads we have references to a world of darkness for 
sinners and the niggardly ( cf. Isa. 3,9; Katha 1.1.3, etc ). But 
there is no clarification as to the location, or as to whether any 
return is possible from them. We have as many as 7 or even 28 
and e,ven more hells referred to in works like the Bhagavata, 
where beings endure the bitter fruits of their wicked actions for 
!1 very very long time, and then alone can they escape. Detailed 
descriptions are found of the tortures experie~ced in these hells, 
~nd such other points. · 

Buddha refused to enter into any discussion regarding life 
after· death and such things beyond the reach of our vision and 
advised people instead to concern themselves with the removal 
of pain and the betterment of life ori this earth. But as his 
teachings took the shape of a religion and of ·a philosophical 
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system, his followers had to tackle such problems concerning life 
after death, heaven, hell, etc; which gradually took the shape of the 
concepts of heaven, hell, and.preta (dea,i, spirits, ghosts). The Bauddha 
Abhidharnma recognises three categories of being-belonging 
to the Kamavacarabhumi, Rupavacarnbhumi and Ariipavacara
bhiimi, of which there are many sub-divisions. Gods live in the 
Karnasugati portion of the first bhiimi and in the other bhurnis 
with. their subdivisions. Hellish beings, lower beings, pretas, etc. 
live in the Apayabhiimi of Kamavacara. ,:, As to hells, we have 

. eight hells enumerated in the Jataka stories and each hell is said 
to have 16 sub-hells ( upanaraka), so in all there are 1'28 hells (Se,e 
Mahavastu, 1.4 ). The tortures of hell are described in the 
Majjhima-Nikaya. t 

Besides the denizens of heaven and hell, a class of. beings 
called pretas ( spirits, ghosts) are recognised by the Buddhists and 
we find interesting stories pertaining to them in the Petavatthu. 
These beings are born as pretas to experience the fruits of certain 
faults of theirs or even wicked actions, such as lack of faith 
while giving charity, etc, b!1ckbiting, stealing and murder. By 
-doing good deads on this earth, people can help those pretas, who 
-were their relatives in a previous life, by transferring their 
pu:r;iya to them. These pretas manage to drag on existence by the 
food offerred to them by their human relatives on the occasion 
of festivals, etc; and become very unhappy if they are not 
remembered on such occasious. Different classes of pretas are 
recognised. t The J ainas do not believe, as said before, in the 
,existence of pretas. 

REALISM vs IDEALISM: 

The Jainas are realists and pluralists. Their arguments against 
Nihilism are very succinctly given in Ga:r;iadharvada, 4 which 
establishes the reality of the objective world. The .arguments are all 
found together in that chapter and need not be dilated upon here. -

~' For details see, Abhidhammatthasangaha, 5. 
t See Balapa:r;iq.ita·suttanta, 1°'29. 
t See-' Buddhist Conception of Spirits-Law.'· 
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Besides the soul, i. e. the jiva category, in the ajiva (non-soul) 
category are recognised dharma ( prinoi ple of motion), adharma 
(principle of rest), akasa (space) and . pudgala (matter). Pudgala 
is either atomic or of the nature of an aggregate (skandha). Some 
add kala (time) to these substances (dravyas) as also pu1.1ya and 
papa. Another classification is given from the point of view of 
the soul's binding of karma and its gradual removal and 
ultimately annihilation and the attainment of emancipation. The 
principl~s thus recognised are: jiva, ajiva, asrava ( influx of 
karma), bandha (bondage), sarn vara ( check of karma), nirjara 
( dissociation or purging off of karma), mokf;!a (emancipation). We 
have discussed these in connection with karma. 

We may briefly consider here the substances recognised by the 
Jaina,s. Of the:ie jiva, pu:r:iya, pap.1 have been discussed earlier. The 
ajiva substances are called astikaya in the sense that they occupy 
space. Pudgala is matter which consists of atoms without size and 
eternal. Matter may be gross or subtle (e. g. karmic matter). The 
atoms are eternal and have touch, taste, odour and colour; but are 
distinguished as those of earth, etc.. owing to the predominant 
manifestation of one of these qualities. The conception of dharma. 
and adharma is not the same as in the other systems of philosophy 
wherein they signify pm:_iya and papa. Dharma, in the Jaina 
system, is the principle of motion which cannot make the soul 
or matter move, and yet is indispensable for their movement, 
like water for swimming. Hence souls at the extremity of the 
loka ( coamos), up to where the liberated souls go, cannot go 
beyond, for there is no dharma. Adharma similarly is a pervasive 
entity helping souls and pudgalas to keep themselves at rest, 
otherwise they would be always moving. Akasa is the subtle 
entity which pervades the !oka as also the aloka. Akasa is not 
mere negation; but is a positive. entity which helps things to 
interpenetrate it. Kala (Time) is believed to consist of innumerable 
particles which never mix with one another. Kala does not 
bring about change of qualities in things, but helps the action 
of transformation of qualities in them. Time viewed from the 
point of view of its divisions·-rnoments, hours, etc. is called 
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samaya. The unit of samaya is the time require:l by an atoJ):1 
to traverse one pradesa ( unit of space) by a slow movement. 

Unlike the Vedantins who believe in an eternally unch,anging 
(kutastha) entity, and the Buddhists who recognise only a flux,· 
and regard the _opposite as unreal, the Jainas hold that every 
substance has three aspects- utpada (origination), vyaya (des
truction) and dhrauvya (permanence). New qualities are being 
produced in it, some old ones perish, and yet certain aspects 
remain permanently in it. Thus if a lump of gold is transformed· 
into a necklace, it perishes as a lump of gold, is born as a 
necklace, but persists as gold. Paryayas (modes) change, but the 
dravya (basic substance) persists. Every substance again is 
existent in its own form, but non-existent in another (para-riipa); 
exclusion or negation of other's form is an integral part of the 
nature of a thing. All this is in accordance with the Jaina 
doctrine of Anekantavada (Doctrine of Non-Absolutism) and its 
presentation by the Saptabhaiigi (statement of seven alternatives) 
and the Theory of Nayas (stand-points) evolved by them to explain 
that there is some truth in all the systems of philosophy, but 
it is not the absolute or ultimate truth, which cn,n be attained 
only by a full view of the different aspects of a thing. 

, 
SOUL IN DIFFERENT DARSANAS 

As pointed out by Pt. Sukhlalji Sanghavi,* we can broadly 
classify the different conceptions of the soul n.s follows : 
( i) Bhiitacaitanyavada, 
( ii) jivn. or sentient principle as an independent entity, 
(iii) independent jiva which is also in a wn.y dependent, being 
identical with or a part of the n.bsolute pri11ciple. 
In the GaI).adharavada, the first Gar:iadhara Indrabhuti doubts 
the very existence of the soul and Mahavira convinces him that 
the soul does exist. The third Ga:r;i.adhara Vayubhuti's question 
is about the nature of the soul. Can the soul not be regarded as 
identical with the body? 

Unfortunataly the works of the Bhutn.caitanyavadins have 
been lost and all our knowledge of them is derived from their 

* l3haratiya rrattvavidya, t'l· 50 
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view quoted as the pur~a-pak$a (prima-facie view) in the works 
of the rival systems of philosophy. In the period of the 
formulation of systems, the system of Bhiitacaitanya- was 
formulated in the Brhaspati-siitra which also is lost. The view, 
put forth by Indrabhiiti is known among tha systems of Indian 
philosophy as the Carvaka or the Bhautika (Materialist) darsana 
(system). Even the materialist Carvakas do not deny the soul 
altogether, but regard it is an epiphenomenon of the elements 
earth, etc.. Keeping this in view, Uddyotakara has rightly 
pointed out that it can be said generally that no system of 
philosophy haci doubtea the existence of the soul. The differences 
among the different systems are as regards the nature of the 
soul. Some regard the body as the soul, others the sense-organs, 
mind, intellect or the aggregate and some regard the soul 
as an independent entity distinct from these.+ In the Upani!;lads 
we find recorded the views of thinkers who regarded water,! 
air*, etc. as the ultimate principles and the Svet. Up.§ inquiring 
into the cause of the world refers to the view which regards: 
'elements' as the cause. Those whose power of reasoning was 
even more developed regarded akasa (ether), asat (non-being) 
or sat (being) as the ultimate cause of the world. In the J aina 
Agamas we find the view noted that ji va arises out of the five. 
material elementstt and in the Bauddha Pitakas we find cited 
the view of Ajita Kesakambalin that the puruf:}a (self) arises 
out of the four elements. § This shows that there · was a time 
when thinkers looked upon the sentient principle as an effect 
or as arising out of the elements. This materialistic view is 
~nown as Lokayata (prevalent amongst the people). 

When thinkers turned inward in search of the ultimate 
principle of existence or the motivating force of existence they 

t See Nyaya-vartika, p. 336. 
t Brl;i Up. 5.5.1 
.* Chandogya Up. 4.3. 
§ Svet. Up. 1.2 
+t Siitralqtanga 1.1.1. 7-8. 
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alighted on the pral'.).a (vital breath)* and then progressively 
arrived at the conception of the atman (self) or even Brahman 
(Absolute). This development of the conception of the soul is 
corroborated by the use of words like bhuta, pra:r;i.a, sattva, etc. 
for the soul+ in the Acaranga Sutra. Thus, whereas on the 
one band we have the Non-dualism of insentient principle 
(anatmadvaita), on the other hand we find the doctrine of 
Non-dualism of sentient principle (atmadvaita). Along with 
these we find the currents of Dualism or even Pluralism. 
From the point of view of the division into sentient and 
insentient principles, the Samkhyas, the followers of the Yoga, 
the Jainas, and the Nyaya-Vaisesikas are dualists, but they 
recognise a plurality of souls as also of insentient principles 
and so are> as a matter of fact, pluralists. The Buddhists are 
regarded as Anatmavadins only in the sense that they do not 
recognise an independent permanent entity called the soul, but 
what the other systems term 'atman' (self) they regard as an 
ever-changing aggregate of vedana (sensation), samjiia (conceptual 
understanding), sa1nskara (impression) and vijiiana (pure consci
ousness)- or nama (psychical factor) as they call this aggregate. 
The Buddhists are thus Pluralists . 

. The Vijiianavadins do not recognise any external object 
but only ideas or consciousness and thus they ara Vijiianadvatins. 
But even they hold that there are an infinite number of such 
streams of point-instants of consciousness (- to put it in the 
terminology of other darsanas, infinite souls) with their own 
bondage, and pursuit of the path leading to emancipation. The 
Samkhya recognises an infinite number of independent souls 
which are of the nature of pure unchanging consciousness. The 
Vedantins admit an infinite number of souls which they 
interrelate in one way or the other with God-the Supreme 
Self. The Vedanta of the Sankara tradition alone recognises 
one ultimate, absolutely unchanging sentient principle, all else 
being unreal. 

* Samaiiiiaphalasutta, Digha Nikaya 
t Chandogya Up. 1.11.5; 4.3.3; 3.15.4. 

G-10 
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GAijADHARA 1 - INDRABHUTI 

EXISTENCE Of' THE SOUL 

(1549) (Indrnbhuti), you have a doubt as to (the existence 
of) the soul, because it is not directly perceived as the jar is · 
and nothing that is utterly imperceptible exists in the world 
e.g. the sky-flower. 

(1550) (Your argument is:) And it cannot be known by 
inference, becrrnso that too depends on perception. \Ve can infer 
on the basis of the memory of the relationship of the mark 
(lii1ga,, reason, probans) with that wbose mark it is (lii1gin, 
probanoum)- (the relation) which has been cognised earlier. 

(1551) One bas uever cognised the rela1iion between the 
soul and its mark, so tbat on seeing the mark ngain, one might 
remember it and thus have correct knowledge regarding the 
(existence of the) soul. 

(1552) It cannot even be known thrnugh verbal testimony, 
for verb:1l testimony is not (in essence) different from inference. 
And the soul has not been perceived by any one so that his 
statement could be accepted as verbal testimony. 

(1553) Moreover the scriptures make statements which 
conflict with one another. Hence too it is bnt pwper that one 
sbould have a doubt. (Thus, 0 Indrabhf1ti), you believe that the 
soul is beyond the scope of all the means of know ledge. 

(1554) Gautama ! The soul is perceived. The cognition of 
the type of doubt, etc. (tbat you have), that itself is the soul 
( because it is of the nature of knowledge). And what 
is directly perceived does not need to be established (by any 
other means of knowledge), e.g., (sensations of) pleasure and pain 
in one's own body. 
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(1555) 'I did', 'I do', 'I shall do'. - From this notion of 
'l' (it can be seen that) the soul is directly known as there is 
a reference to activity of all the three times (past, present, 
future). 

(1513G) (If the soul were non-existent) how could there be 
the notion of 'I', and (if 'I' refers to 'soul') how could there 
be the doubt 'Do I exist or not?' And if the doubt is there, 
to what could this notion of 'I' be regarded as properly refer
ring? (If you do not accept the soul, you will have to point 
out the object of this notion of 'I', or the notion would not 
be there at all). 

(1567) If the doubter (one who has the doubt) himself does 
not exist, who would 'have the doubt, "Do I exist or do I not 
exist?"? Or Gautama, if he doubts his own nature, what thing 
(in the world) will he not suspect (i.e. be sceptical about)? 
(He will doubt the existence of exerything). 

(1558) rrhe attribute (doubt, memory, etc.) is directly known 
and hence the (soul) possessing the attribute is (i.e. should be 
regarded as) directly known like the jar; because the ja,r which 
possesses the :1ttribntes is known when the attributes (colour, 
etc.) :1re known. 

(1559) Is the thing possessing the attributes different from 
or identical with them ? If it is identical it follows verily that 
the substance (possessing the attributes) - the sonl - is directly 
known when there is the knowledge of only the attributes 
(doubt, memory, etc.). 

(15GO) If it is different (from the attributes), then (all) 
substances possessing a,ttribntes e.g. Jf1r, etc.) would not be 
perceptible when only the attributes are known, so why this 
inquiry a,bout the soul (alone)? 

(15G1) Now yon may argue: The thing possessing attributes 
does exist, and it is not something different from the body; 
knowledge, etc. are found in the body and therefore it is but 
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proper that the body should be the possessor of these attributes 
(and therefore capable of being known when the attributes are 
known). 

(1562) (rl1he reply is): (The attributes) knowledge, etc. cannot 
belong to the body as it is corporeal, etc., like the jar. There
fore that to which the attributes lrnovdedge, etc. belong must 
be something over and above the body, vi:;,. the soul. 

(1563) Thus this soul is partially perceived by you (but) 
it is wholly perceived by me because my knowledge is 
unobscured. Accept this as you accept (the veracity of) my 
knowledge (of your doubt). 

(1564) In the same way, by inference know that the soul 
exists in another's body (too). ('rlie soul in a,nother's body too) 
is of the nature of consciousness, because it is r1ctuated towards 
something that it likes and is repelled from what is dislikes, 
as one's own soul is. 

(1565) As to what you have argued (lit. what you hold) that 
the probandum (that which is signified by the mark) has not 
been cognised formerly along with the mark (lii1ga, probans) 
as the horn is not cognised along with the hare, and hence 
it cannot be inferred from the nrnrk, 

(156G) This is not conclusive as the apparition though 
not perceived previously along with its nrnrks is inferred (as 
existent) in the body on the perception of the marks (i.e. 
symptoms) of (possession by) tbe spirit (e. g. laughing, weeping, 
singing, etc.). 

(1567) (Reasoning to prove the existence of the soul): The 
body has a rrntker because it has a certain specific shape, like 
the jar. There is a (controller) of the sense-organs, because they 
are instruments, just as a potter is of the staff, etc. 

(1568) There is the relation of the instrument of grasping 
and the thing grasped between sense-organs and objects. rrhere
fore there must verily be a graisper; just as in the world (i. e. 
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our ordinary experience) the blacksmith 1s the grasper of (i. e. 
one who handles) the pair of tongs and pieces of iron. 

(1GG9) Body, etc. must have an enjoyer, since they are fit to 
be enjoyed as urnn is the enjoyer of foocl. Bocly, etc. must have 
a lord (owner) since they are of the nature of an n,ggregate and 
for such other reasons (e. g. since they are corporeal, visible, 
etc), just as there is a lord of the house. 

(1570) This maker, (controller, grasper, and so forth) is the 
soul. If you argno that this is just the opposite of what was 
to be establjshed or these lii1gas are of the type called viruddha 
(contradictory, proving just the opposite of what is to be proved) 
because there is the contingency (of the enjoyer-controller, etc) 
being corporeal, (visible, of the nature of an aggregate and 
so forth), then this is no defect in the transmigratory soul 
{-being enveloped in karma, it can be said to be corporeal). 

(1571) 0 Gentle one ! (even) in your view the soul does 
exist, becaufle you have a doubt regarding it, just as the post 
and the man exist. 0 Gautama, that concerning which there 
is a doubt must exist there or elsewhere (i. e. somewhere). 

(L572) (Indrabhuti:) If this is so it comes to this that the 
ass should liave a horn. (Reply) It may not be on the ass 
itself, but it does exist elsewhere. This holds goocl of erroneous 
cognition too. 

(1573) 'l1he counter-entity ( vi pa,k7a) of non-soul exists 
because it (the soul) has been negate], as jar, the counter
entity of non-j;1r exists. As in the case of ''rhe jar does not 
exist', this statement 'does not exist' establishes the existence 
of the soul. (If a thing does not exist it cannot be negated). 

(1574) It is established. that what does not exist is not 
negated, for the'.·e is the denial of conjunction, etc. (inherence, 
universal, particular). But the quartet of conjunction etc. also 
is certainly present in other entities. 
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(1575-G) This word 'jiva' (soul) has a meaning, (i. e. denotes 
a real object) because it is pure (nncompounded) like the word 
'ghata' (jar). Tbat denotation by ·wbich it is meaningful, is the 
soul. If it is argued that its denotation is 'body', (the reply is) 
that it is not so, because (the two sets) of synonyms (of jivit and 
deha) are different. (vV e do not find a synonym of one given 
as a synonym of the other). (Sonl and body are different) also 
because the soul is said to have the attributes, knowledge, etc. 
but not the body. 

(1.577) The statement, 'The soul exists' is trne, smce it is 
my statement,, like other statements (of mine); ot because 
it is the statement of ono wbo is omniscient, like the state
mant of persons recognised by you rrs omniscient. 

(1;578) (l\Iy statement is) true and unqnestionable since there 
are not fear, likes, dislikes, delusion (i. e. because it is not actuated 
by any of these). My statement is de5.nitely trne like the state
ment of an arbitet who is in the know of facts. 

(1579) If yon argue, "How can you be regarcleJ. omniscient:'' 
(the reply is:) Because I can tear all doubts (to pieces) (i. e. can 
dispel all doubts). Ask me whatever you do not know, so that 
you may be convinced (about my omniscience). 

(1580) 'l1lrns accept, 0 Chutama, the soul which has 
conscious activity fot· its mark (characteristic) as establishe:l by 
all means of knowleclge. It is of different types-sarnsnirin, tarn,, 
sthavam, trasa, etc. 

(1!581) .l\fo,·eover, 0 Gantama, if the same soul were to be 
p,·esent in nll bodies, like space, then it ,vould havo the same 
m[1rk, charncteristic) in (all) bodies, but the rnnl is not found 
to be such. 

(158:2) rrhe souls in the world are many, like jn,r, etc., 
because of difference of clrnr::wteristics, etc. And if there were but 
one soul them would be no pleasure, pain, bondage, emancipation 
(since one and. the sD,me soul cannot experience both pleasure and 
pain, bondage and emancipation n,t the same time). 
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(1583) Because the soul has conscious activity as its 
characteristic mark ancl since this conscious activity is different 
in each bocly according to its gracles of higher and lower, 
therefore the souls are infinite in number. 

(1584) If there be but one soul, there would be no 
emancipation, etc as in the case of etber, owing to its ubiquitous 
character. It would not be the doer (or agent), enjoyer, thinker 
and it would not be tramimigratory, like ether. 

(1585) If there be but one soul, it would not be happy, 
because to a very great extent it woulc1 be afflicted, like 
one who is healthy (or unhurt) in respect of (only a small) 
part of his body. And because it would be bound to a very 
great extent it would not be emancipated like one only a 
part of whose bo:ly is free (not fettered). 

(1586) 'rhe soul is only of the si:,:e of the body, because it 
is here that its attributes a1e found, as is true of the jar; or 
because it is not cognised elsewhere, (it does not exist outside 
the body) as cloth does not exist in the jar which is different 
from it. 

(1587) Therefore, (the attributes of being) doer, enjoyer, 
bound, emaneipated, happy, misern,blc, and transmigratory can 
properly hold good of those that are many in number and 
limited in dimension. 

(1588-DO) And, Gautr1ma, you do not know the (true) meaning 
· of these wol'ds of the Veda, viz. 'The rnn,ss of consciousness 

itself rising from the elements', (so) (you believe) that as the 
wine-spirit rises from constituents of wine so the soul of the 
nn,ture of consciousness only rises from the aggregate of 
elements and again perishes after them (i.e- when they perish). 
And there is no after-life consciousness tbat in the previous life 
one had a particnhtr name, was of a particular class (deva, 
naralrn, or any snch). rrhe import is that the soul does not 
pass from one existence (life) to another. 
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(1591-'2) Gautama, believing this to be the meaning of the 
words you regard the soul as non-existent; however, in other 
sentences the soul is said to be existent, and the fruit of rites 
such as Agnihotra, etc. is spoken of. Hence you have a doubt 
regarding the (existence of the) soul. But do not entertain (this 
doubt). This is not what the words mean. Listen to the (true) 
meaning of the words. 

(1593) 'Mass of consciousness' (vijria!_rn-glmna) means that 
it is identical with (or non-different from) consciousness, is 
permeated all over by it. 'It rises from the elements' means it 
rises in its aspects of 'cognition of jar', etc (which are its 
different modes). 

(l5$H) 'It perishes after these very elements as they perish' 
means when the conscious activity (of the soul) is fixed on 
another object, these gradually perish in their aspect as know
ables (and as a consequence of this tbe modes of the soul in 
the form of 'cognition of jar' etc. also perish, and the soui can 
be said to bave perished from this point of view). 

(1595) From the point of view of the conscious activity in 
tbe form of the previous cognitiou and of the following cogni
tion, the soul can be (said to be) characterised by ~1estruction 
and origination respectively. Prom the point of view of 
the continuum of consciousness (in general) it is a mass of 
consciousness (and) imperishable. 

(159G) And no awareness of the previous cognition exists 
because the conscious activity is fixed on the present object. 
This soul has been referre:1 to by the Vedas by the expression 
'mass of consciousness'. 

(1597) Even thus one may have the notion that knowleage 
is an attribute of material elements, bec11use it exists only when 
they exist. (But) it is not so, since even in their absence, there 
is knowledge (in general) as pointed out in the Vedic tradition. 

(1598) "When the sun sets, when the moon sets, when fire 
and speech bave faded away, with what is this Puru~a (self) 
luminous?" It has (thus) been stated. to be self-luminous. 
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(1599) (Knowledge is not the attribute of a (material object) 
because it exists in its absence and does not exist even when 
it exists, as cloth is different (from jar) because of its being the 
reverse when the jar is existent or not. (It does not necessarily 
exist wlrnn the ja,r is piesent; it may be absent too; and it may 
be present when the jar is not there). 

(lG00-1 )Yon do not lmovr tbo meaning of these words of 
the Veda or rather of all (Veclic statements). ,Vhat could 'mean
ing' be! -- Is it word o~· knowledge or difference of things (i.e. 
particular object) o~· universal or substance or action, or quality? 
'rhis doubt of yours is not proper. That a thing has this 
attribute alone ano not another-such a determination does not 
stand to reason. 

(l(j02) There are two kinds of modes (paryaya) - sva (own) 
and para (alien). Everytbing is verily constituted of everything 
(accOl'ding to sva-para-paryi1ya i.e. if we take a compre
hensive view), or everything is different from everything 
else and exclusive in clrnracter according as what is meant to 
be expressed. 

(1 C\OB) 'l'he;:-~fore it stands to re[tson that according to the 
intent the meaning of rt word can be general or particular (-it 
nee:l not bo exclusively one). From the point of view of the 
mode, a thing can be omniform (universal, general). 

(1G04) vVhen tlie /i'ramar:ia's (Indrabhiiti's) doubt was set 
at nought by tbe ,Tina, free from old a,ge and death, he became 
a monk along with his 800 followers (pupils). 

(ln05) Henceforth, in the discussion of Karma. etc, what is 
common (to this and the other topics discussed) should be linked 
up there. I shall state only the distinctive points briefly. 
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GA~ADHARA 2 

KARMAN 

AG~IBHlJ'rI 

(160G) Hearing that he (fnrlrabhiiti) had become a monk, , 
a second one came indignant. "I shall go, defoat that Srnmana 
and bring him (Indrabhuti). 

(1G07) I think he has been cheated by tricks of debate
eha,1a (quibble) etc; oc ho (Jiahitvira) may be a m11gician. 
(sorcerer). vVho knows wlrnt actually happened? Now his doings 
will be found ont. 

(1608) If he is 11ble to go to the ond of any of my theses 
(i. e. is able to answer any of my views-pak~:1,-thoronghly) I 
shall become his pupil." 'l1hus saying he approachecl the Jina. 

(lGOD) 'rhe Jina free from birth, o1d ago and death 
and omniscient and a1l-3eeing, ac:costed him (Agnibhuti) by 
his name ancl gotL·a (family--name). 

(lGlO) Are yon thinking (i.e. is this your p/oblem), 'Does 
karma exist or does it not?'? This is yonr doubt. Yon do not 
know the meaning of the wordR of tho Veda (and hence your 
doubt). This is what they mean. 

(lGll) Y,on h:we a clonbt regarding karma. You believe 
that it is beyond the scope of knowledge. But yon perceive the 
fruit (of karm:1) in tho form of experience (or sernmtion-pleasure, 
pain). Hence inference mn be the means of knowledge for you 
(for establishing karma). 

(Hil2) The ca,use of pleasure/ p:1,in exists 11s they are effects, 
as seed is the 0,tuse of the sp:·out. It may bo argued that 
a visible cause (can give rise to pleasure and pain). But this 
is not proper as there is incompatibility. 
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(1Gl3) That difference ( which we observe) in the fruit in 
two cases where the me::ms are similar, that cannot be without 
a cause. This difference (or pftrticularity of the fruits), 0 Gautama, 
is an effect as the .ia,r is (n,nd must have a cause). Karma is 
this cause. 

(ln14) rrhe body of a chilcl must be preceded by another 
body beca,use it is possessed of sense-organs, etc; a:, the body of 
a youthful person is preceded by the child's body; karma is, in 
this case, that preceding (boJy) (karma-body, karmar:ia-sarira). 

(1Hlf5-(i) As every action must have a frnit, there must be 
the fruit of charity, etc., as there is of agdc:ultnre. If one were 
to think that mental serenity (rn;1n;1l_i-prns1-tdit-mental trnnquillity) 
etc. is the fruit of charity, etc; then (our reply is) that it too 
being as rnueh an activity (must have a fruit), and karma is 
regarded as that fruit of its. lThis can be known) because the 
fruit of the n;1turn of ple:1swe and p:1in results from it again. 

(lo17) If some one tliinks that only the act of charity, 
etc., is the fruit of mental operations, this is not true, because 
it (act of charity, etc.), shculd be known to be the cause (of the 
latter) as fL lump of ch.v is (known to be the cause) of a jar. 

(l(ilR) (Agnibhfrti - ) Even a.ccording to your (argument 
and illnstrations), action which has a visible frnit should not 
(be supposed) to have karma as its fruit. It (action) has a (visible 
thing) alone as its fruit as the slaughtering of a beast has 
meat as its frnit (resnlt) (i. e. people slaughter a beast for its 
meat ancl not with any other invisible motive in~ view). 

(WlH) Mostly the world of beings is seen to undertake 
activities with a tangible fruit and not even an infinitesimal 
part of them is seen to be interested. (in activities) with an 
unseen i11visible fruit. 

(Hi20) ( Mahftvim - ) Gentle one! just because souls are 

mostly lmown to take up activities with tangible results, even 
so know these very activities to have an unseen fruit also, 
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(1G'21) Otherwise, bei11g free from the unseen, all of them 
would be liberated without any effort (on their part). And it 
would be the performance of actions with an unseen m vrnw 
which would be festered with afflictions. 

(1G22-3) Because there fLre very many beings experiencing 
the undesired frnit (i. e. one not intended by them) and because no 
one here performs knowingly or deliberrttely tLn rtctivity which 
has an unseen, undesirec1 fruit, therefore know that all activity 
has invariably an unseen fruit. Th11t activity has a seen (i. e. 
tangible) fruit casually (not invariably) crtn a,lso be explained 
on the basis of the unseen (karma). 

(1G24) Or, kanrnt has already been established (-see Hil3) 
on the basis of (the particnlarity of the fruit) beiug an effect 
and hence requiring a c3,use), just as atoms a rn the ea nse of 

a jar. It (karma) is the (unseen) fruit of activities and is 
different from them. 

(16'25) If one were to say that it would be thus corporeal, 
(the reply is that) it is certainly corporeal, because its effect (body, 
etc.) is corporeal; as (we find) here that the jar being corporeal, 
the atoms (of earth-the cause of the jar) are corporeal. 

(16'26) It is to be so regarded. because in conjunction with 
it there is experience of pleasme, 11nd rise of wrnsation (pain), 
and because it is made strong by an external agency and 
because it undergoes modification. 

(1G'27) Like food, like fire, like the strengthening of a jar 
by oil, etc., like milk - these respectively are tbe illustrations 
that make us acquainted with the corporeal nature of karma. 

(1G'28) If it is thought that 'because it undergoes modifi
cation' is an unproven (asiddha) reason (tbis is not so) because 
its modificatol'y character is established from that of its effect, 
as the moclificatory nature of milk is from that of (its effect) 
curds. 
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(1G'29) (Objection) vVhat objection 1s there if there be (a 
variety of conditions of pain, plea:mre, etc.) in the case of 
transmigrntory beings ( without karma), just as there is a variety 
of modifications of clouds, etc. even without karma? 

(1G30) (Reply) Even then in wlrnt w11y is the case of 
karma different? Just as variety is established in external 
aggregates of matter, so there can be variety in karma-matter 
joined to the sonls. 

(1G31) If the variety of external (aggregn,tes of matter) · be 
accepted, much morn would it be true of karma joined to the 
souls; a,s is true of designs (or compositions, constructions) 
designed by artists. 

(lG32) (Objection) If the body itself (be regarded as assuming 
a variety of shapes), why should karma be imagined (at 
all) ? (Reply) lforrna too is verily bocly only - more subtle, 
internal; then why not (accept variety in karma)? 

(1G33) (Objection) \Vhat do we lose by not accepting it 
(karma·bo'.ly)? (Reply) A person who is completely divested of 
his gross body, could not take up (another) body and thus 
there would be an end to transmigration ( without karma). 

(1G34) rrhero would be (thus) the contingency of the eman
cipation of all or the transmigration of all without any cause; 
Or those who ba ve been freed from bi1 th (transmigratory 
existence) would (have to) transmigrate again and no one would 
ha,ve, therefoie, any faith ( in the teachings regarding 

· emancipation). 

(1035) (Objection) How coulcl there be (any) relation of 
the corporen,l (lrnrma) with the non·corporea,l soul? (Reply) Gentle 
one, (it is possible) jnst like the (relation) of jar with the sky 
(ether'), or of substance with action. 

(1036) Or as the body is perceived to be in relation with 
the soul, so the karrn'.L•bo-:ly remains associate'.l with the soul 
(as it passes to) another existence (birth). 
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(H\37) How can a corporeal thing infhumce favourably or 

unfavourably a non-corporeal one? (Beply) As conscionsness 

etc. are influenced by the drinking of wino, (use of) herbs, etc. 

(1G38) Or, tbe trnusmigr[1tory soul is not absolutely r111d 
utterly non-corpore[11, because it lrns [1SSurned the form of the 

tmnsfornution of the b8gi11ninglcss st1·e[1m of karma. 

(1G39) 0 Gautama ~ The strea,m (of lmrma) is begiuningless 

because body and karma am rola,ted to each other as cause and· 

effect, as the seed and the sprout are. 

(1G40) If karma were not there, 0 Gautarna, Agnihotra, 
etc. enjoined by the Veda on one who desires heaven would 
lose their purpose, as also the fruit of charity etc. that is (well 
known) to the world. 

(Hi41) If not ,Y[1nting (to accc!pt) karma, you rcg,1rd the 
pure soul, God, (or AYyaktrt, Kfrln, i.e. rl1imc, Niyati i.e. Destiny, 

Chance, etc.) as the crmfor of the. body, etc., that is not proper, 

(1G42) because that lms no means (,vhereby to create) 
or is inactive or is nou-corporenJ and so on. (It it is argued 
that Goi can be regarded as ht1Ving [1 boe,ly, the reply is - ) 
there will be the same diiTieulty as regards the creation of God's 
body or there will be regressns cul infinitum .. 

(1G43) Or if on the basis of the Vcdic statements regnxding 
'mass of consC'.iommess', etc. (you doubt karma ancl) regard Natnre
svabhava as the instrumental factor in creation) the situation 

would be fraught with difficulties. Moreover, Gautarna, this is 
what the words (of tho Veda) mean. 

(1<544) \VhEm the JinrL (victor) free from okl ag,~ and death, 
removed tho Snmrn1,1a's clonbt, he became a monk along ·with his 
five hundred disci plos (followers). 
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(1045) Hearing that those two had become monks, a third 
(Vayubhuti) approadws the J i1m ( victor) thinking, "I shall go, 
bow down and lu1villg bowed down ,v,1it upon· liim. 

(164(5) Indrnbhuti and Agnibhuti have become his pupils. 

The three worldR pay their n'rlpectR to him. That blessed one 
must be approached. 

(1G57) I slnll have my sms removed by approaching him, 
bowing to him :md waiting upon him. Or I ;,hall go to the 
,Jinf1, disdos~ my doubt (to him) and have it dispelld. 

(1648) rl'he Jina who ,v,1s free from birth, old age, death, 

and was omniscient and all-seer accosted birn (Vayubhuti) by 

bis name and gotrn. 

[ Vayubhuti ,ms so overa,ved by the extraordinary knowledge 
and personality of Mahavim that he could not utter a word. 
Mahavira himself said:] 

(1G49) You have a doubt whether the soul and body are one 
(or are different) and yet you do not ask anything. You do not 
know the me:1ning of the words of the Veia. Thi8 is what 
they mer111. 

(1G50) Your doubt i8 thr1t consc10usne88 emerges out 
0£ the aggregate of the elements, Earth, etc. rrhough not 

perceived m each sewrally, it is Vc,rily (perceived) in the 

aggregate like wine-spirit. 

(1G51) As (,vine·) spirit though not p2rceived in the 
constituents of ,vine severally, emerges in the aggregate and 

with the passage of time is destroyed, such is the case with 

consciousness with respect to the aggregate of elements. 
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(165'2) If consciousness is not existent in e:1ch (element) 
severally, it cannot originate in the aggregate as oil cannot 
originate in the aggregrtte of particles of mmel. As regards the 
constituents of ,vinl', it is not true tlrnt it is absolutely 
non-existent in tl1em severally. 

(1G5B) As the constituents of ,vine even severally ran turn 
the mind (cause a reeling sensation) or s:1tisfy thl' appetite or 
quench t~1irst and so on, so the re could he consrion:mess in the 
aaarecrate of the elements (onlv) if it existed in the elements ah h J 

severally. 

(rnf54) If it (winl'-spirit) is utterly non-existent in all 
seveally, why should there be the im,istene2 regarding these 
(very) constituent1, or on the aggregate of them~; it should then 
he found in (the aggregate of) others also. 

(1655) Consciousness exists rn each of the elements 
because it is perceived in the aggregate as wine-spirit (the 

· power to intoxicrtte) is p2rreived in (ertch of) tbe constitnents 
of wine. If one should have this reasoning (in view), (the reply 
is that) the hetn (probans - viz. beranse it is pe;-ceived in the 
aggceg;1te) is not admissible (is unreal). 

(lo5(i) (Vaynbhiiti-) This ic; verily contrn,dictory to sense
perception (thrtt even though consciousne,;s is fournl to be 
exisknt in tlw n,ggregate of the elements, yon rn1y tlrnt it does 
not b2long to it).· (l\fahavirn-) Chntama, it is not so, for there 
is an inf2re11re (to set asiel» thi,; percept-ion). And yon yonrself 
contradict elirert perc?ption (by saying) that consciousness exists 
m each of the elements. 

(1G57) Conscionsness belongs to something distinct from the 
elements ancl the sense-organc.; because there is remembrance 
hter on of ,vlmt hits been cognisecl by them, as it belongs to a 
man who remembers wlrnt was rognisecl through the five 
windo,ys, 
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(1658) Consciousness belongs to something different from 
the sense-organR, becanRe there is remembrnnce even vvhen they 
stop functioning and there rn non-cognition even when 
they ar2 functioning, as it 1K longs to one who cognises through 
the five windows. 

(165\1) 1-fo who perce1 vmg an object by one orgn,n, reacts 
to it by n,nother, is ccrt;1inly different (or distinct) from 
them, as tho rnan who perceiYe:'l an object through the_ wind.ow 
in tha en,st ancl r~\wts (n,cts upon it) through another is 
differrnt from them. 

(HSGO) It mmit be regarded as being oYer n,ncl nibove (i. e. 
distinct from) organ';, because it rememb2rs what lrns been 
eognised by all the sens,,-organs,· as a man cognising all the 
eogni1cmble8 (eolonr, de) iH different from the five vi'l10 have 
knovdeclge sevrrnlly of the cogirisn,bles. 

(lfiGl) The kno,Yledge of a eliild (must be) preceded by 

another knowledge, because it is knowledge, as the knov;ledge 
of il, youth iH preceded by tlmt of a d1ild n,nd that ir-; over ancl 

aboYe the bocl.v. 

(1 GG2) r:rhe finit cfosi re for breast-feeding must 
by another dec;irn for nourishment because 
experience, like a desire of ttw prer-;ent and that 
aboYe the body. 

be preceded 
it IS an 
is over ancl 

(lnG:-3) rrhe body of a chi.Id rnnst be preceded by another 
body, becr1use it lrns scn'-le-org,1m,, etc., n,s a youth's body 1s 

preceded by (tlmt of) n, child. He, to whom tbe body belongs, is 
the embodied one (Jim, Atmn,n). 

(lflG4) rrhc plmmue, etc. of n, chilcl rnnst be preceded by 
other plen,sure, pain, etc., like the pleasure of the present, because 
it is of the 1rnture of experience n,nd the smil 1s the 
posses8or of this experience. 
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(1665)* 0 Gautama, the stream is beginningless, because 
body and karma are related to each other as cause and effect, 
as the seed and the sprout are. 

(1666) Hence, because of the relation of instrumental 
cause and Effect between karma and body, accept a doer 
(agent) over and above these, like the potter with respect to 
stick and jt1r. (And that agent or doer is the Atman or soul). 

(1667-8-9 -70 same as Gathas 15Ci7-1570. In Gatha 1567, 
' ' ' the reading is 'dehassatthi vihaya'). 

(1671) The one who remembers the (previom,) birth (i.e. 
existence) could not have perished, because there is remembrance, 
as the one who remembers what happened 111 childhood, 
or as the man who remembers in a foreign country 
what happened 111 his own country (rnmnot be said to have 
perished). 

(167'2) If you believe that even though momentary it does 
remember by virtue of the stream of (point-instants of) 
consciousness, still the stream of (point-instants of) conciousness 
1s established as other than the body. 

(1673) And knowledge is not absolutely momentary because 
there is remernbrnnce of what was previously cognised. What 
is momentary does not remember what happened in the past 
like one who dies immediately after birth. 

(167 4) },-,or him ,crho regards consciousness as one (i.e. 
without another to help it), as having ono object and as 
momentary, the knowledge of all momentary objects (i.e. the 
momentariness of all objects) can never be possible. 

(1675) How possibly will tha,t which is confined to its own 
object and which perishes immediately after its origination, 
cognise momentariness, (essencelessness, p11infulness), etc. which 
pertain to the objects of a great number of cognitions. 

*Sarne as Gatha 1639 and Gatha 1813. 

3 
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(1676) If it is argued that by the inference from oneself 
and one's own objects one can know the momentary nature of 
all things, that is not so, because inference can work only when 
the (very) existence, etc. of these (i.e. the subject-all things) is 
established. 

(1677) If it is argued that) the impression can cognise it, 
this is verily possible (only} when the irnpressor and the 
impressed exist together, but not when that perishes immediately 
after origination. 

(1678-!)) If COnSC10l1Sn8SS be 
there wonld be these n,nd other 

accepted as momentary, 
difficulties - simultaneous 

origination of many cognitions, or one cognition having many 
objects or lasting charncter of consciousness, or setting aside of 
dependent origination. Ent (there is) no (such difficulty) with 
respect to the soul (accepted as) of the nature of consciousness 
( vijnanamaya), persisting (lasting), produced, and destroyed. 

(1680) It has different kinds of perception - momentary as 
also persisting in other times (or moments), produced as a 
result of the destrnction--cnm-subsidence of its covering 
(obscuring karma) of different kinds. 

(1681) The stream of these (cognitions) is eternal. That 
(knowledge) which arises on the complete destruction of all 
obscurations (karmans) is Raid to b2 perfect and pure (kevala). 
Being perfect a,ncl pure it is infinite and not admitting of 
difference. 

(1G82-3) (V aynbhuti - ) If it (soul) is other than the body, 
why is it not se211. entering or leaving (the body) ? 

(Mahavira - ) Non-perception is said to be two-fold - that 
of a non-existent thing, e.g. of ass's horn, and of even the 
existent on account of its being distant, etc.; there is non
perception of the soul to which karma is attached because of 
non-corporeality and subtlety. 
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(l(j84) Or if the soul be non-distinct from the body, the 
Agnihotra, etc. enjoined by the Veda on ono desirous of heaven 
would be purposeless and tho fruit of (acts of) charity, etc. 
(as known) to the ·world ( would be repudiated). 

(1685) You do not know the rne1111ing of the expression of 
the Veda, v1z 'Mass of consciousness', etc. and so you 
regard the soul as identical with the body. This 1s what 
the words mean. 

' · (168fl) When the 8ramaI).a's doubt was dispelled by the 
Jina (victor) free from old a,ge and dea,th, he became a monk 
along with his 500 followers. 
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GA~ADHARA 4-VYAKrrA 

(H387) Hearing that they had become monks, Vyakta came 
to the ,Jina. (He was thinking to himself), "I shall go, bow 
down to him and wait upon him''. 

(1688) The Jina - free from birth, old age, and death and 
omniscient and all-seeing, addressed him (Vyakta) (as Vyakta 
Bharadvaja, i.e.) by his name and gotra. 

1689) (Mahavira - ) You are thinking, 'Do the elements 
(and things in general) exist or not ?' rrhis is your doubt. You 
do not know the (true) meaning of the Vedic statements. This 
1s what they mean. 

(1690) You have a doubt regarding the elements that they 
may be like dreams (dream-objects) or like magic (illusory like 
objects projected by magical power); for when scrutinised they 
are never found to stand the test of reason. 

(1691) You think that if there could be a doubt regarding 
elements, etc., then what to say of soul, etc. ! You, suspecting 
everything to be void, regard the world as illusory (comparable 
to dream and magic-objects). 

(1692) (Your reasoning is), 0 Vyakta, that things being 
· relative, like long-short, are established not by themselves, nor 
~y others, nor by both, nor by something other than both these. 

(1693) Are existence and jar one or different ? (In any 
case) th~re would be the contigency of everything being identical 
(one) and such other difficulties. Hence things are indefinable 
or utterly void. 

(1694) Neither a produced, nor a non-produced, nor a 
both·produced-and-non-proauced thing nor that which is being 
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produced, is (can be) produced, as there would be the contingency 
of regressus acl infinitwn, or utter non-being, or both. Hence the 
Void alone (stands to reason). 

(1605) The effect is not perceived in the constituents 
of the complement of u1uses and conditions severally but only 

·when the full complement is together. ("What does not exist in 
the constituents severally cannot be fonurl in their aggregate; 
hence there can be nothing like an effect). vVhen there is 
(thus) sheer non-existence of all, the c::rn·ml complement (too) 
doas not exist. 

(1696) (Of any thing) tha hinder part is not seen and the 
immediately nearest part is subtle. 'l111cro being (thus) the 
non-perception of both, there is the non-perception of all things, 
and hence there is (but) Void. 

(1697) 0 Vyakta, entertain no doubt; doubt would not 
(even) arise with respect to what is non-existent as it does not 
111 the case of a sky-flower or an ass's horn. It is possible only 
111 the case of (existent things like) post, man. 

(1698) What is that peculiarity as a result of which, even 
when everything is non-existent, thete is a doubt with reapect 
to post, man, but not with respect to sl\y-flower, etc? \Vhy 
should the reverse not be found (doubt as regards sky-flower, 
and absence of it ·with respect to post, man)? 

(1699) rrhings are known to us by Perception, Inference or 
Verbal Testimony. How can the;·e be doubt when all these 
sources of valid knowledge aml their objects do not exist ? 

(1700) For doubt, etc. are modes of knowledge and that is 
connected with (i.e. based upon, dependent on) the lwowable; 
if (as you say) there is the non-existence of all knowables, 
you should not have any doubt whatsoever. 

(1701) Therefore, 0 gentle one, as you have a doubt with 
·respect to these things, tbey do exist, like post, man. If you 
regard the example as unreal (becaiuse the existence of 
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post, man has not been established), theu there should be absence 
of doubt (also). 

(1702) If it is nrgncd that a doubt cr1n arise even when 
nothing is existent, as it docs in r1 dream, (the reply is) it is 
not so. In a dream it is c,i,used by memory, etc.; there is not 
utter non-existence tho:·o (too). 

(1703) Experienced things, percc:ived things, things much 
thought about (or ,vorried n,bout), things hen,rd of, disorder of 
humours, (influence of some) deity, marshy htnd, merit, demerit 
-these are the causes of fl, dream; bnt not non-existence (of things). 

(1704) Dream is po8itive existence, becrtuse it is of the 
1nture of knowledge, like the knowledge of jn,r. Or, it is brought 
about by the instrumental canses mentioned above and rn is 
positively existent as the jiu is. 

(1705-6) And if everything were non-existent, how could 
there have been such empirical utterances as 'This is dream, (that) 
non-dream, true, false; Gandharv,1i-city, Pa~aliputra; literally true, 
figurative; effect, cause; what is to be established, 'What establishes; 
doar; speaker, statem::nt, what is to b3 stated; another's 
stand-point and one\; own stand-point' ? 

(1707) Or how could these have been determined as certain 
features - stability (or solidity of e,1rth), fluidity (of water), 
heat (of tejas), movement (of wind), colourlessness (of ether); 
and how could it be determined tlmt sound, etc. are lrnowables, 
and that organs of he~uing etc. are the instruments of 
knowledge'? 

(1708) And if there is bnt Void, -why is thera not the 
same position for all (all as dream or as non-dream, etc,) or 
or just the opposite position, or non•cognition of everything ? 
And how can you say that (kno,vledge of) Void is tme or that 
knowledge of objects as existent is false. 

(1709) And how could there be the notion of own, other, both; 
and how could objects be non-established mutually ? If it is 
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said that this statement is made from the opponent's point of 
view, how can one distingnish between one's own view and 
that of another ? 

(1710) \Vonld you haYe the knowledge of 'long' and 'short' 
simultaneonsly or successively ? If simnltaneonsly, where is the 
question of one depending on the other ? If successively on 
what did the earlier knowledge depencl ? 

(1711) Or, on what does the very first cognition (knowledge) 
of a newly born child dep'.:'ncl ? Or what mutual dependence 
could there be bet,veen t,vo things alike in all respects, cognised 
simultaneously e. g. tlie two eyes ? 

(1712) \Vhy (do you say that) on the basis of 'short' we 
have knowledge of 'long' ? \Vhy does not knowledge of 'long' 
depend on 'long' or on 'sky-flmver' ? Or why does not knowledge 
(of long - short, etc.) with regard to sky-fimver take place in 
dependence on 'sky-fio,ver' ? 

(1713) Or what have you to do with relativity (or 
dependence) itself? If it be argued that it is the 'own na,ture' itself, 
then svabhava, means sva (one's own), bhftva (existence), a,nd 
that mtnnot hold good of a barren woman's son. 

(1714) Pal'ticula,r lmowleclge o,· mere expression as to 
'long', or 'short' may take place on acconnt of relativity, but 
never existence and the othor att1·ibutes (colour, taste, etc.). 

(1715) Otherwise, in the evont of their being the absence 
or non-existence of 'short' there would be the utter destruction 
of 'lopg'. But this does not happen. · Hence existence, etc. of 
jar, etc. are not depenoent or relative. 

(171G) Even this dependence (relativity) is not without 
reference to the act of dependence, that which has dependence 
and that on which it depends. If all these are (admitted as 
being) existent, there can Yerily be no Voidness. 
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(1717) Some things are intrinsically established, some are 
extrinsically established, some are established in both the ways 
and some are eternally established; e.g. cloud, jar, man, ether 
(respectively). This is to be considered as from the empirical 
stand-point. 

(1718) But ::i,gain from the real stand-point, everything is 
self-establisherl by only the uRe of the external instru
mental factors. For even when the instrumental factors are 
present, non-being (e.g. ass's horn) is not eRtablished, (a,s it 
is not self-established), (that is to say it does not become 
'being', as it has essence of its own). 

(1710) Once the jar is a'.lmitted as existent, the discussion 
whether existence and jar are one or different is (but) a 
discussion of mo3es only; otherwise why should it not be held 
with respect to ass's horn? 

(1720) Even if jar and Void are are different, 0 gentle 
one, what is this void over and above the jar ? If they are one, 
the jar alone is there. The Void is not an attribute of jar. 

(1721) If knowledge and expression (Everything is void) 
on the one hand and the speaker (0l"ihilist) are one, then its 
existence is established. If they n,re different, how can one who 
is deficient in know ledge and speech say this ? 

(1722) rrhe existence of jar is an attribute of the jar and 
so is non-different from it, but is different from cloth, etc . 

. When one says '(jar) exists' how does it necessarily mean 'The 
Jar alone (exists)'? 

(1723) Or how can there be the contingency of everything 
being jar viz. 'whatever exists is jar'. Or when it is said 'jar 
exists', how can the existence of all be obstructed. (The other 
things cannot be prevented from existing). 

(1721±) Therefore when it is said 'exists' it refers to both 
Jar and non-jar, but when 'jar' is mentioned it means that the 
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jar necessarily exists; as 'Tree' gives us knowledge of 'mango' 
and 'non-mango', but 'mango' means that it is necessarily a tree, 
(not a non-tree). 

(l 7'25) vVhat is it that you regard as 'produced', when 
what is produced, not produced or both has been proved to be 
non-produced ? If even (then) (it is argued that) tbe produced 
is not produced, why is this not contemplated with respect to 
'sky-flower' ? 

(17213) If it is utterly non-produced, how is it tha,t it is 
apprehended after its birth or is not apprehended before its 
birth and is, again, not apprehended when it perishes after 
some time. 

(l 7'27) As the statement of 'Void' even though non-produced 
in all respects is (somehow accepted as) produced, so are all 
things (regarded as produced). If even what is produced is 
(regarded as) non-produced, by what will the void be illuminated 
(propounded) ? 

(l 7'28) The effect - produced, non-produced, produced-
non-produced, being produced~ is here ptoduced accoding to 
what is intended to be conveyed, and in certain cases is 
not at all produced. 

(17'2\J) As possessed of colour, the jar is the produced that 
is produced; from the point of view of :figure, it as non
produced is produced; from the point of view of both (i. e. colour 
and figure) it as produced non-produced is produced, n,nd 
for the moment it as being produced is produced. 

(1730) The jar formerly made can in no way be produced 
as a jar, or as of alien modes, or in both ways (as jar and as 
alien modes), and even as being produced it can in no way 
be produced as cloth. 

(1731) Hence the eternal ether, etc. cannot be produced 
m any of these ways (produced, non-pro'.:l.nced, both, being 
produced), 0 gentle one. This should be understood from the 
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'point of view of the basic substance. But on a consideration 
of the· modes all the alternatives can be resorted to. 
' 

(173'2) You said, "Everything is made by the causal 
apparatus and it does not exist (as everything is non-existent)." 
This statement is, in fact, contradictory. Why is the apparatus 
_giving rise to the hair of the tortorise not directly perceived 
(while that of the jar is - when all things are equally 
non-existent) ? 

(1733) rr1ie speaker is equipped with the apparatus (tongue, 
lips, palate, etc.). If such a speaker and his statement exist how 
can you say that there is void? If they do not .exist, in the 
absence of the statement (and the speaker) by whom was the 
statement made and by whom was it heard? 

(173 1::l:) "Because the speaker and the statement do not 
exist,. even so the things to be expressed do not exist. Therefore 
there is the void''. Is this statement true or false? 

(1735) If it is true, then non-existence is not there (for at 
least the statement exists); if it is false, it is not authoritative 
'or valid. If it is argued, "It is accepted by us ( whatever it be)", 
this is not consistent with the view that there is non-existence 
(of all). 

(1736) Why is oil not obtained from sand (which can as 
well be) the causal apparatus (when everything is on a par being 
equally non-existent) and why does it exist in sesamurn? Or 
why does not everything result from the causal apparatus 
of sky-flowers ? 

(1737) It 1s not an absolute rule that everything 
is proiuced out of the causal apparatus as the atom is devoid 
of space-point. If that too were possessed of sprtee-point, that 
(would be called) the atom where gradation stopped (i.e. the 
smallest possible entity would be called an atom). 

(1738) (It it is said that as the atom does not arise out 
9£ the causal apparatus it does not exist at all, then the 
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statements that) everything is seen to arise out of the causal 
apparatus and that atoms do not exist are mutually 
contradictory. And, if atoms do not exist, did everything arise 
out of sky-flowers ? 

(1739) That the fore·prut of a thing is seen and that it 
does not exist are contradictory. Even while everything is non
existent. why is that (fore-part) of ass's horn not seen? 

(17 40) 'As the hind-part is not perceived, the fore-part too 
does not exist' - what sort of an Inferenue is this of yours? 
Why do you not argue that the existence of the hind part is 
established on the perception of the fore-part ? 

(17 41) When everything is non-existent, how can there be 
this division into a number of parts-- fore, hind and middle. 
If it be said that it is from another's point of view, how can 
there be this specification as to one\i own view and another's 
view? 

(17 42) If this distinction of fore, hind and middle part!;! 
is admitted, there can be no Void. Even it they are not admitted, 
there can be no as such distinctions as in the case of the ass's 
horn. 

(17 43) When everything is non-existent, how is it that 
the fore part is perceived and not the hind part? \Vhy is there 
not the non-cognition of all, or just the opposite (perception 
of hind part and non-perception of fore part)? 

(17 44) rrl1e hind-part of crystals, etc. can be perceived, so 
they are certainly existent. If (it is said that) they too are 
not existent, then 'because the hind part is not seen' is no 
Reason at all. 

(17 45) \Vhy do you not say, 'Because nothing is perceived? 
If this latter be accepted, there would be the fault of giving 
up what was formerly accepted and contradicting direct 
perception (and it would not be justified). 
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(174G) If it be thought that the hind and the middle parts do 
not exist for they are not perceived, then you will come to a 
fix where you will bave to accept the existence of sense-organs 
and their objects, or give up the reason 'because it is. non
percei ved'. 

(17 47) Even what it:i non-perceived may be existent; e. g. 
your cognition of the nature of doubt, etc. If it does not, what 
1S the Void and whose 11nd by whom is it apprehended ? 

(1748) It is not proper for you to have a doubt with 
respect to Earth, \Vr1iter, Fire which are perceptible; you may have 
it with respect to Air and Ether, though that too is not 
proper, as their is an Inference (to prove their existence). 

(17 49) Touch, etc produced by some unseen factor must 
have a substratum since they are qualities, as jar is the 
substratum of the quality colour. That which is the 
substratum of these is Air. 

(1750) Earth, etc. must have a recept:1cle (support), as 
jar is of water, for they are corporeal. 0 Vyakta, that which 
1s the support of the elements is, clearly, Ether. 

(1751) 0 Gentle one, accept these (five elements) which are 
establishecl by the merms of valid know ledge - Perception, etc. 
They are characterised by the soul and a number of uses as 
the support, etc. of the body. 

(1752) If it is asked as to how they can be said to have a 
soul (the reply is)-The four up to Air (i.e. E:1rth, \Vater, Fire, 
Air) (have a soul) because (of the cognition) of its mark. The 
Ether being non-corporeal is merely a support but has not a soul. 

(1753) Trees are animate since they have, like women, birth, 
old age, life, death, healing of a wound, food, longing during 
pregnancy, and disease, cure, etc. 

(17 54-5) The Spr1=1ta~prnrodikas (shy plant) (are animate) for 
they contract the moment they are touched, like small insects 
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( or worms). 0 V yakte, masses of crea pers are animate for they 
move (to trees) for support. 8ami, stc. are admitted to be 

animate on account of sleeping, waking, contracting, etc. Bakula, 

etc. (are animate) for they enjoy scasonr1lly their respective 

object, sound, etc, 

(1756) Cluster of trees, coral, lavnr:i.a, upr1la, etc, as long as 

they are firmly rooted (are animate), since sprouts of the sanie 

type are found to spring up (even when the;y are cut off), like 

flesh coming up (in piles). 

(1757) \Vater is sftid to be (aninrnte) like a frog smce it 
springs up 11atnrally vvhen the ground is clng; or because, like 

fish, it transforms itself naturally as cloucls and falls from the sky. 

(1758) Air (is animate), since it like the bull without 1wing 

goadecl by anyone moves r1bout in the directions borizontally 

and irregularly. Fire is animate since increase aml change are 

seen in it by its beings fed (fuelled). 

(1759) The elements up to Air are bodies of the corporeal 
class different from the changes of clouds. They are soulless 

or having a soul according as they are struck by a weapon 
or not. 

(1760-1) 0 Gentle one, many souls attain salvation and 
there is no possibility of new ollcs b2ing born. f_I_1he inhabited 

univet·se is of limitecl dimension. 1'1 or those who do not admit 

souls with one sense, tho~·e would be an end of vrnrclly life 

altogether (t,here would be no soul in the \Yodel). But because 
this is not desired, it is esta,blished that them is an infinite 

number of souls and tlrnt they have the elements as their 

support (i.e. they are embodied). 

(1762) (Vyakta - ) (If the earth etc.) were so crowded with 

souls, their could be 110 Ahi1hsa (Non-injury). (l\fahavira - ) 

It is not so since it has been said that what is struck by a 

weapon is soul-less. There cannot be Hi1hsa simply because 

(the universe) is crowded by souls. 
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(1763-4) Simply by killing one does not become harmful, 
and one who does not kill is not necessarly innocent. And it 
is not that one could be innocent if there were few souls and 
harmful (only) because there were very many. 

Even when not killing one is known to be harmful on 
account of evil designs, like a hunter (or a butcher). Even 
when injuring one is not injurious on account of good intentions, 
as for instance a doctor. 

(17G5) Being equipped with the five samitis (self-regulations) 
and the three guptis (self-controls) a wise man is non-injurious 
(non-killer), not otherwise. It (sin of injury) ma,y accrue to him or 
may not through obstruction (injury) to souls. 

(17G6) It is the evil motive that is Injury. In certain cases 
it depends on the external agency and in certain others it does 
not, since the external agency is inconclusive (not absolutely 
necessary). 

(1767) Injury to the soul is regarded as Injury if it is the 
cause of an evil result or if it has an evil motive. For whom 
this is not the instrumentg,l factor, it is not injury even when 
it (i.e. injury to the soul) is there. 

(1768) As sound, etc. do not result in passions for a person 
free from infatuation owing to the purity of bis intentions, so 
even i~jury to the soul is not Injury for one with a pure mind. 

(1769) vVhen the Sramai:ia's (Vyakta's) doubt was set 
at nought by the Jina, free from old age and death, he became 
a monk along with his .500 followers (pupils). 
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GA'.t;TADHARVA 5 - SUDHARMAN 

(1770) Sudharman, hearing that they had become monks, 
came to the Jina (thinking) 'I sha11 go, bow down to him and 
wait upon him. 

(1771) ':I.1l1e Jina who was free from birth, old age, death 
nind was all-knowing and n,ll-seeing, accosted him (Sudharman) 
by his name and gotrn. 

(1772) Yon are thinking as to whether one will be in 
another life r1,lso as he is m this life. You do not know 
the meaning of the words of the Veda. This is what they 
mean.· 

(1773) You believe that the effect is similar to the cause, 
as the sprout is to the seed. It is not proper (or right) that 
(on the basis of this) you know everything in the other worldly 
life as similar to that in tbis. 

, , . 

*(1774) Sara springs out of Sri1ga, r1,nd Bhutr:r:iaka springs 
out of it if it is bGsmeared ,vith sar~apa (must:1rd). Durva grass 
is produced out of the conjunction of the hair of kine and the 
hair of sheep (i. e. wool). 

(1775) As thus in the science pertaining to Medicine of 
Trees (Botany) ainl pert11ining to Yoni (source of birth) (Biology) 
birth is observed from dissimilar tbings, therefore, 0 Sudharrnan, 
this rule (like canse, like effect) is not absolute. 

(1776) Or even as it is accepted that the effect is like the 
cause, even so know the soul to be of different modification 
from one life to another. 

, 
* Sara- a sort of reed or grass, Saccharum Sara. , 

Sri1ga - a kind of medicinal or poisonous plant. 
Bhutr:r:ia - a species of grass. 
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(1777) Karma is the seed of the sprout in the form of 
worldly life, and as that is said to be of different varieties, 
the varieties of the sprout of ·worldly life result from the 
variety in the cause. 

(1778 If karm1t 1s ;1dmitted ;1nd if it is admitted to be 
of different varieties on areonnt of vi-triety in itR canRe, then 
know, 0 gentle one, its frnit also to be of different varieties 
for the transmigratory being. 

(1779) r11ransmigrator:iness (is of different varieties) because 
it is the fruit of lrnrrna (of different vitrieties); as here in the 
world there is fruit of different varieties of actions which are 
correspondingly of different varieties. 

(1780) Mo'.lification of karma is of different varieties as it 
is the modification of Matter like the external (modifications 
of Matter). The diversity of karma, again, is due to the diversity 
of its ea use. 

(1781) Or, even if the other-worldly life is admitted as 
similar to this life bore in this ( world), even so accept the fruit 
of karman in the other-worldly life to be similar to that in 
this-worldly life. 

(1782) \Vlrnt does thi_s amount to ? Men perform here 
different kinds of actions. If they are the enjoyers of their fruits, 
then it is but proper that there shonld be the same position in 
the other world too. 

(1783) If it be said that action yields fruits in this world 
and not in the other world, then there will be no similarity 
whatsoever. There will be the contingency of attaining the 
fruit of what has not been performed Oi' loss of what has been 
done, or the non-existence of karman. 

(1784) And in the absence of karman, whence could there 
be another life, or similarity in its absence? And if n,nother 
life be (looked upon as being) without a cause, then destruction 
also would be such. 
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(1785) if it be argued: "What wrong 1s there if (the other 
world is there) just naturally as the effect, jar, etc. befitting 
t,he cause emerges just naturally ? '' 

(178G) Could this Nature be a thing or non-causality or 
an attribute of a thing ? If a thing, it does not exist because 
it is not perceived like a sky-flower. 

(1787) If it is said to be existent even though it is never 
perceived, then why is not karma said to be existent ? 
W}iatever accounts for its existence, can account for the 
existence of karrnftn also. 

(1788) Or 'Svabhavi1' may be (another) name for karman. 
Let it be. ·what wrong is there ? Or how is it that this 
Svabhava remains eternally similar (al ways similar) ? 

(178\J--\JO) Is it corporeal or non-corporeal ? If it is corporeal, 
it cannot ftlways be simibr, because of modification, like milk. 
If it be non-corporeal, it cannot be the cause of the body, 
because of absence of causal apparatus. 0 Suaharman, if it is 
non-corporeal (it cannot be the cause) as the effect is corporeal 
and it cannot be non-corporeal as there are the sensations of 
pleasure, etc. 

(1791) If 'by na,tnre' ('naturally') rnen,ns 'without a cause', 
even then how could there be similarity? Would not dissimilarity 
occur without a cause, or (even) the encl of worldly life be 
uncansecl ? (Certainly it would). 

(1792) Or if SvabhiLva be the attribute of a thing, even 
that will not be eternally similar, since the modes of a thing -
origination, persistence, destruction - are various. 

(1793) Or what wrong is tbere if Svabhava is the 
attribute-modification of karrnan wbich is of the nature of 
matter, and if it is the variegated. cause of the world ? 

(1794) Or Sudharman, every thing at every moment is born 
in respect of certain modes, perishes in respect of certain 
modes and persistB in the same form in respect of certain modes. 

5 
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(1795) Even the same thing, by virue of its earlier 
(previous) altributes, is not similar to its later attributes (then 
what to say of one thing being similar to another ? ) And (in 
a way) it is similar to all the three world in respect of certain 
universal characteristics. 

(179G) "\Vhat is absolutely similar or dissimilar in this 
worldly existence or in the other worldly life ? Everything 
1s similar-dissimilar, eternal-non-eternal and so on. 

(1797) As a young man is not similar to his own attributes 
as a child or an old man and yet is similar to the whole world 
in respect of existence, etc.; such is the case with the soul in 
another worldly life (which is dissimilar to itself as it was 
in the previous worldly life and in a way is similar to 
everything, so it is no use pointing out that the soul in the 
subsequent worldly life is absolutely similar to the soul itself 
m the previous one). 

(1708) A man who becomes a god (in the next worldly 
life) is similar even to the whole world in respect of existence, 
etc., and is dissimilar in respect of godhood, etc. He is in the 
same way eternal and non-eternal. 

(179D) If similarity be insisted upon, there would not be 
any betterment or deterioration even in the same class and the 
fruit of charity, etc. would be lost (i.e. would be in vain). 

(1800) The Vedic statements like 'He is born a jackal.. . .' 
and the fruit in the fonn of heaven, all that would be 
inconsistent in this view regarding similarity. 

(1801) When this doubt was removed by the Jina free 
' from old age and death, the Sramai:i.a became a monk along 

with his five hundred followers. 
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GA~ADHARA o - MA~:OIKA 

(1802) Hearing that they had became monks, Mar:i-g.ika 
came to the Jina (thinking), "I shall go, pay my respects to 
him and wait upon him.'' 

(1808) The Jina free from birth, old age, death, and all
knower and all-seing-accosted him by his name and gotra. 

(1804) You think, 'Are there bondage and emancipation 
or not?' rrhis is your doubt. You do not know the meaning 
of the words of the Veda. This is what they mean. 

(1805) You think that if bondage is the connection of 
the jiva (soul) with karma, was jiva prior and karma later or 
vice versa or were they simultaneous ? 

(1806) The origination of the soul befor:e (karma) is not 
possible for it like ass's horn would have no cause; and what 
is produced without any cause perishes also without any cause. 

(1807) Or it (soul) is beginningless and there cannot be 
the union of the soul with karm::m without any cause. If this 
union is regarded as occurring without a cause, it will recur 
m the .case of an emancipated (soul) also. 

(1808) It would be eternally emancipated; or what 
emancipation could it have in the absence of bondage? The 
sky is not spoken of as 'free' in the absence of bondage (because 
it has no bondage). 

(1809-10) And karman could not possibly be produced 
(before jiva), in the absence of the doer. If it be born without 
cause it too would be such (i. e.would perish without a cause). In 
the case of their being produced simultaneously, (the drawbacks 
of both the alternatives would bs present) and in the event of 
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their being produced simultaneously it would not be proper 
to term ji va the 'doer' and lrnrman the effect, just as this 
relation is not found in the ,vorld between the horns of a bull 
(produced simultaneously). 

(1811) Even if the union is beginningless, emancipation 
does not stand to reason. \Vhat is beginningless is also endless, 
like the connection between ji va and sky. 

(1812) Thus bondage and emancipation cannot be explained 
by reasoning. And (yet) in the Vecfas there ar(:) 
statements regarding bondage and emam·ipation; hence you 
have this doubt. Listen why this doubt should not be 
entertained. 

(1813) rrbe continumn of body and karma like that 
of seed-sprout is, oh 1Vlal).Q.ika, beginningless, since they are 
related to each other as cause-effect. 

(1814) There is a body ,Yhich is the cause of (the future) 
karman and which is the effect of another (previous) karman; 
and there is (again) kannan which is the cause of the body, 
and which is the effect of another (previous) body. 

(1815) Jiva is the doer of karman through the instru
mentality (of body) as the potter is of the pot. So also jiva 
is the creator of the body, because there is possibility of the 
instrumentality of karman. 

(1816) If you think that karma 1s not established 
as an instrument, (our reply is) that it is established by reaso~ 

· of the effect. Moreover, know it to be esttLblished from the fact 
that it is the fruit of activity, as did Agnibhiiti. 

(1817) As to the argument that the continuum being 
beginningless is also endless, this is not an absolute rule; 

. for it is seen at times coming to an end even when it is 
beginningless, e. g. the continuum of seed and sprouts. 
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(1818-lD) If either the seed or the sprout were to perish before 
giving rise to the effect, the continuum would be snapped; so 
also in the case of hen and eggs and so on. Or the conjunction 
of gold and dnst here even though handed down in a 
beginningless ('Ontinnurn is cut off if the (proper) means are 
employed; so also the union of soul and lrnrrnan. 

(18'2.0) (Ma:r_HJika)-Now tben, is the nnion like tba,t of the 
soul ani the sky or like that of gold and dnst? (Reply) The 
union of soul and kannan is said to be of both the kinds and 
there is no contradiction in this. 

(18'2.l) The former (kind of union) rn that of the abhavya 
souls (who are never to be emancipated);. that of blrnvya souls · 
is like that of gold and dust. (~far:i<Jilrn-) \Vhen sonlness is 
common to all ,vhy thi::i distinction of blmvya and abhavya ? 

(18'2'2) If this distinction were cansed by karman there 
would be no contrndiction (i. e. difficulty) as in the case of the 
distinction of naraka (denizens of liell) and others. But you 
regard the bhavya and abhavya souls as such by their very 
nature and hence the doubt. 

(18'23) (Reply) I1jven when 'substanceness' etc. r1re common, 
the distinr:tion of jiva and akfisa accounted for by sonl-non
soul, etc is due to theit· very nature; such is the distinction in 
the case of bhavya ancl the other kind of souls (even though 
all are souls). 

(1824) ( 1\far:i<}ika-) Even so, if · being bhavya is the 
vel'y 1mture of the thing like 'soul11ess', it should be eternal; 
and if that is so there should be no emancipation. 

(1825) (Reply-) As the pdor non-existence of jar even 
though beginningless by nature, comes to an end, so what 
wrong is there if there be the non-existence of bhavyatva 
brought about by action ? 

(1825) If it be thought that non-existe11ce like the ass's 
horn cannot be an illustration, it is not so, because it is 
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positive existence only characterised by the non-production 

of Jar. 

(18'27) (If it is said that) thus there would once come an 
end to bhavya souls a,s there comes an end to the hoard in the 
granary, - it is not so since the bhavya souls are endless in 
number like the futnrc time and. sky. 

(18'28) As the past and the future time are equal in effect 
and as an infinitesimal part of the bhavya souls has reached the 
consummation (state of perfection, emancipation) in the past time 

(18'2D) And as it is proper that only that much part will 
reach consummation in the time to come, even so all the 
bhavyt1 souls cannot properly be exhausted. If it is asked as to 
how tbis can be established 

(lS::30) Tliat the bhavya souls are infinite in number and that 
an infinitesimal part of tbern is emancipated, (the reply is). 0 
Ma:r:iQ.ika, this is as in the case of time, etr; or accept this on 
my word. 

(1831) Accept tliis as. true because it is my word, like other 
statements of mine, or because of omniscience, etc. like the 
statement of an arbiter in the know of facts. 

(183:2) Yon think, 'How a re you omniscient ? ' The reply 
1s, 'bacause I have set asitle the doubts of all'. Even when 
there is no example (of another omniscient person), anyone may 
ask whatever doubt he has (and make sure whether I am 
omniscient or not). 

(1833) (Ma:t;1.9-ika - ) (You said that) some bhavya souls 
also will not reach their consummation even in all time, then 
verily they are abhavya only. Or, what is this bhavyatva of 
theirs? 

(1134) The reply is that bhavya means capable (or fit), having 
the potentiality for (perfection). All do not attain consummation 

only by being capable; as even when several materials are 
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capable (of being turned into images), all are not turned into 
images. 

(1835) Or as in the case of the union of stone and gold, 
even though it is capable of being dissociated, all such cases 
are not dissociated, but only that (particular ca,se) whose means 
(for dissociation) are at hand. 

(1836) Moreover the fact of the means being at hand is 
meant only for that which is capable, not for what is not 
capable. Similarly emancipation is meant as a rule for the 
bhavya souls, not fol' the others. 

(1837) (Objection) Emancipa,tion cannot be eternal, because 
it is caused ancl on account of such (other) reasons, like jar. 
(Reply - ) It is not so; because posterior non-existence here on 
the earth even though h:wing that characteristic (i.e. caused, etc.) 
1s eternal. 

(1838) It should not be thought that this non-existence 
too is no illustration; for it is positive existence of the nature 
of matter characterised by the destruction of the jar. 

(1839) What change is brought about absolutely in the 
soul on the disappearnnce of mere matter? On the destruction 
of the jar alone what is added to the sky ( wlrnt change is 
effected in the sky) ? 

(1840) It (emancipated soul), like a guiltless person, 1s not 
bound again for there is no cause of bondage. Activities (yoga) 
are the cause of bondage; and they cannot belong to it 
(emancipated soul) because it has no body. 

(1841) It is not born again in the absence of the seed 
i. e. (cause), as the sprout is not produced in the absence of 
the seed. The seed for it is kal'man and that for it does not 
exist, so it is eternal. 

(1842) If it is thought that if it (the emancipated soul) 
1s regarded as eternal because it is non-corporeal while being 
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a substance, then there is the contingency of its being ubiquitous, 
-(the reply is) this is not so as inference goes against it. 

(1843) What obstinate insistence could there be regarding 
eternality ? Everything is characterised by origination, 
destruction, durntion. The reference to it (soul) as non-eternal, 
etc. is only by assigning another mo:ie (i. c. only when a specific 
mo:ie is prominently in view). 

(1844) \Vhat is the place for the emnincipated soul (i. e. 
where does the emancipated soul sta,y) ? (Reply-) The summit 
of the three worlds. ( Q - ) How doo::; it move? ( R-) This is 
explaine:l by tra,nsfornmtion into movement of this kind when 
it is light of lrnrman (i. e. free from ka,rman). 

(1845) (1\fa:r:iq.ika) If it (soul) is non-corporeal, how can it 
have activity ? (Reply--) l\fa:r:icJika, wlrnt is there on the earth 
that is sentient and non-corporeal? As sentiency is its particular 
attribute, so also is activity recognised (fts a particular attribute) 
of the soul (even when it is non-corporeal). 

(1846) Or it is recognised fts being active on account of 
its being the doer,- etc. like a potter; or beca,use the movements 
of the body are directly perceived, like a ma,chine-man. 

(1847) If it be said that effort is the canse of the bodily 
movements, tlrnt too is not found in what is inactive. If it is 
thought that unseen (a,dp:-t,a) is the canse,-if it is non-corporeal 
we come to the same position. 

(1848) If it be corporeal, it must bo the (karmic) body and 
a cause must be pointed out for its movernent (and so on). And 
it is not proper to regard non-son tien t things as having specific 
movements (naturally). 

(1840) (Ma:r:iq.ika-) The movement rna,y be there while it is 
in the worldly existence. But by what is it caused when it 
(soul) is free from karman? (Reply-) Verily, that is on account 

of transformation into movement; as consummation occurs (on 
the destruction of karman) so that (motion) too occurs. 
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(1850) Why does it not move beyond the abode of perfect 
souls? Because there is the absence of dharma (principle of motion) 
which has spatial existence; this dharma that helps motion 
exists in the loka (world) but not in the aloka (non-world). 

(1851) Loka has its counter-entity (viz. aloka), because the 
word 'loka' is uncompounded, as aghata the counter-entity of ghata 
does exist. If cannot be said that aloka can be jar, etc (i.e. there 
is no need to suppose another entity called aloka), becam;e due to . 
negation the counter-entity must be in agreement with the 
thing negated. 

(1852) rrherefore, it stands to reason that there are dharma 
(principle of motion) and adharma (principle of rest) which 
determine lolrn. Otherwise akasa being the same, how could 
there be the distinction of loka and aloka ? 

(1853) If there were not the division of loka, there would 
not be any obstruction (to the motion of jiva and pudgala) and 
there would be no end (to their motion). In that case there 
would not be any relation between them and if that be so there 
would not be the ntternnces (about bondage, salvation, etc.). 

(1854) Beyond (loka) there is no motion because there is 
nothing to promote it, as fish cannot move beyoncl water. The 
principle that promotes motion is dhannfL which extends as far 
as the loka (-which is co-extensive with loka). 

(1855) Loka must certainly have a, determining (lit.measuring) 
factor as it is capable of being determinecl (measured), as 
knowledge iti (the determining factor) of the knowable. And it 
can exist only if alolm exists (i. e. is recognised as a fact). 
(Therefore the siddhas are stationed in the uppermost part of 
loka). 

(1856) (Objection) In that case, fall from that place of 
residence becomes contingent. (Reply) It is not so as the genitive 
here (in 'siddhasya sthanam') is in the sense of the subject. The 
station is non-different from the subject. 

6 
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(1857) (Even if the two are different), the (place) sky being 
eternal, it cannot be destroyed and there can be no fall from it. 
Also because there is no karma and because there is no action 
again. 

(1858) Or it would be contingent that sky, etc should fall 
from their eternal loc;1;tion. If this is not accepted, the rule that 
a thing inv11riably falls from its station would not be without an 
exception. 

(1859) (Mar.ic}ilrn) According to you one becomes a siddha 
from the worldly existence, then it is but proper that there 
should be someone who was the first to become siddha. 
(Reply) rrime being beginningless, this is not proper, just as (there 
is no) 'first body', (or 'first day', though every day has a beginning). 

(18GO) (1\fa,r.iq.ilm) How can an infinite (number of siddhas) 
be accomodated in a limited space? (Reply) Because they are not 
corporeal; as know ledge, etc. can be accomodated in one object 
or glances in one form (i e. as a form can become the object of 
innumerable glances). 

(18Gl-5'2) You do not know the true meaning of such Vedic 
expressions as, 'An embodied being cannot be free from pleasure and 
pain', etc. and hence your doubt as to bondage and emancipation. 
But you should have no such doubt as it is but clear that the 
embodied and disembodied existences are bondage and emancipation 
respectively. 

(186:3) "\Vhen his doubt had been removed by the Victor free 
· from old age and death, the Sramar.ia became a monk a.long 
with his three hundred and fifty pupils. 
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(1864) Hearing that they had become rnonlrn, 1\faurya came to 
the Victor thinking, "I shall go, bow down and v,:ait upon him." 

(1865) He was accosted by the Victor free from birth, old 
age and death, and all-knowing and all-seeing, by his name and 
gotra (as 1\Iaurya,putnt Kai-yt1pa,). 

(18G6) Are you thinl{ing in this manner: 'Do the gods 
exist or do they not?' rrl1is is your doubt. You do not know the 
meaning of the words of the Veda. This is what they mean. 

(1867) You think the denizens of hell are dependent and 
unhappy. rrhey are not able to come here. Ono may have faith 
m them (in their existence) even on the bt1sis of verbal teBtimony. 

(1868) While the gocls are at their free will to go where 
they like and they have celestial powers, your doubt about them 
is on account of the fact that (in spite of this) the gocls are 
never 8een. 

(1869) Do not entertain this doubt. See for yourself these 
£our kinds of group8 of gods of a elat-is quite different 
from men. 

(1870) You should not have had this cloubt earlier too for 
the jyoti~ka (stellar) gods are directly visible. And wo can also 
perceive their favour or disfavour on the world. 

(1871) If you regard the1i1 n,s abodes, oven then it is proved 
that like a city they must have denizens. rrhey are the gods. 
It cannot be that aboclo8 are eternally vacitnt. 

(1872) Or you may have tL doubt '\Vho knows what this 
could be?' They are definitely virnanas (abodes) as they are 
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made of gems ancl move in the sky like the vimanas of 
Vidyadharas and others. 

(1873) Yon nrn,y have a thought that (aJl) this is an illusion; 
still it is the gocls ·who bring about this illusion. Moreover 
they are not transformations of magic, etc., because like a city, 
they arc always fonnc1. 

(187 4) If the cleniien8 of hell are recognised as being the 
enjoyers of the fruit of great sins, even so assemblages of gods 
too must be recognised as the enjoyers of the fruit of very 
great merit. 

(187 5) Gocl8 do not come to the foul \Vorlcl of men as they 
have transferred their affection to celestiaJ things, they a,re 
attached to objects of pleasure, they have not performed (all) 
their duties ancl human vrnrks (efforts and their fruit) are 
not dependent on them. 

(1876) All tho sr1me, gods corno here on the festive occasion 
of the birth, dik~a (initiation), perfect intuition or nirva:r;.a 
(emancipation) of a tirthai1lrnra. Some of then1, o gentle one, 
come instantaneously out of a sense of devotion, (others as the 
followers of these), others to dispel their doubt. 

(1877) Or on account of previous attachment or as fixed 
by appointment, on account of austerity, for showing disfavour 
or favour to multitudes of human beings or for pleasures of 
love and for such other reasons. 

(1878-U) One must bave faith 111 the existence of gods on 
account of these reasons also: (i) On the basis of the statement 
of a person who remembers his previous birth or existence, 
(ii) direct perception, (of someone), (iii) success attained by vidya, 
mantra, npayacana, (prayer) (iv) graha-vikara-possession by 
ghosts etc., (v) the existence of the fruit of great merit that is 
accumulated, (vi) establishment of nomenclature ('gods'), 
(vii) proof of all scriptures. 
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(1880) The name 'gods' is meaningful because like the 
name 'ghata' (jar), it is uncompounded (and derived). Or you 
may think man himself rich in qualities and extraordinary 
powers is god. 

(1881) (But) this is not so. Only when the real thing is 
known to exist can the name be applied figuratively. Only when 
the lion exists in reality can we have the term 'man- lion' 
figuratively. 

(1882) If the gods did not exist, the heavenly fruit of acts 
like Agnihotra and others and of sacrifices and the fruit of 
(acts of) charity, etc. would be in vain. And this is not proper. 

(1883) rrhe statement that) one wins by sacrifces the 
heavenly kingdom, etc., of Yama, Soma, Surya and Sura-guru 
(Brhaspati) and the invocation of Indra and other (gods) by 
mantras - all this would be in vain (if the gods did not exist). 

(1884) When his doubt had been dispelled by the Victor, , 
free from old age and death, the Srama:r:ia became a monk 
along with his 350 pupils. 
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GA}:JADHARA 8 - AKAMPl'rA 

(1885) Hmuiug tlmt thc:y Jrn,d become monks, Akarnpita 
came to the ,J iua ,vith tho intention, 'I sha,ll go, bow down 
and wait upon him.' 

(188G) He was ac1dres8ed by tho Victor, free from birth, 
old ago and death, and orn11iscicut, all-seeing, by bis name and 
gotra (Akarn pi ta - Ga,11 ta11HL). 

(1887) Are yon tl1inking whether hellish beings exist 
or not. 'I1his is your donbt. And you do not understand the 
meaning of the Vedic words. This is their meaning. 

(1888) Yon think, "'rl10 gods :Moon and others are directly 
known. So also even othern are known through tlie accomplish
ment of the fruit, etc. by virJya (science), mantra (formula, 
charm), upayacana (prayer, solicitation). 

(1889) But again those hellish beings ·whose fruit is sruti 
( word) alone (i.e. \Yho are merely brnrd of)-- how can they of a 
kind different (from lower beings, men and gods) because they 
are not cognised by direct perception or inference, be accepted 
(as existent) ?'' 

(1890) Admit tho (existence of) hellish beings as of soul, 
etc. on the basis of my perception. Cfln it be that your own 
perception alo11e is perception ? Rather 

(1891) even the perception of another 1s recognised as 
perception in the world, as (for example) the perception of lion, 
etc. is accepted (recognised), but it is not the perception of all. 

(18n2) Or is the perception by the sense-organs alone 
perception? (Rather) it is so figuratively (secondarily); non•sensuous 
perception is the true one. 
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(1893) The sense-organs, being corporeal, etc. cannot be 
cogniRers, like Jar. They are the doors to cognition, the soul is 
the cogniser. 

(1894) Becamm there is memory even when they are not 
functioning and because there is no cognition even when they 
are functioning, the knower is different from the sense-organs, 
as the cogniser is different from the firn windows. 

(1895) Tl1e sonl wbich is without the Hense-orgrrns (aR 
instruments Oi' aids) sees much morn on account of the removal 
of all obstruction, like a cogniser ·who is ontside the house. 

(189G) (Sensuous perception) is not perception since by one 
attribute (as the cause) there is cognition of only that attribute 
of the thing, as only non-eternfllity is established of the jar by 
its artificiality. (There is not a comprehensive or full knowledge 
of the thing). 

(1897) Or (it is not perception) because it is caused by memory 
of the relation cognisecl earlier, as (the knowledge of) fire arises 
from smoke; or because it arises on account of another instrument; 
sense-organs are the i1rntruments of the knowing organ (akf}a i.e. 
jiva). 

(1898) As in the case of a person who has not pure and 
perfect know ledge, intni tion of mental modes and visual intuition, 
all know ledge is but inference, ancl afl tlmt is them with respect 
to the exiRtence of hellish beingR, therefore they (hellish beings) 
exist. 

(1899-1900) rrhero must certainly be some who are the 
enjoyers of the fruit of very great sin, because that too is karman 
like the rest. They are regarded as (i.e. called) hellish beings. 
If it be thought 

that those lower creati..uos niud human beings who are very 
miserable, they (should be) regarded as naraka (hellish beings), 
it is not so since that pain or misery is not comparable to the 
very great happiness of the gocfa. 
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(1901) 0 Akampita, this is true, because it is my statement 
like other statements of mine; or because it is the statement of 
an omniscient one, like the statement of one recognised as 
omniscient (by you). 

(1902) My statement is true and intransgressible because there 
are no (i.e. it is not actuated by) fear, likes, faults, infatuation, 
like the statement of an arbiter who is in the know of facts. 

(1903) If you doubt as to how I am (i.e. can be called) 
omniscient, (I say) that is obvious, because I have dispelled all 
doubts. Gentle one, I am free from fear, likes, faults as there is 
no sign of these. 

(1904) Wben his doubt had thus been dispelled by the Jina , 
free from old age and death, the Srnmar:w, became a monk along . 
with his 300 pupils. 
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(rn05) Hearing that they had become monks Acalabhrata 
came to the Victor thinking, "I shall go, pay my respects and 
wait upon him". 

(1906) He was accosted by the Jina, free from birth, old 
age ana death, n,ll-knowing and all-seeing, by his name ancl gotra 
(as Acalabhrata-Hariti1). 

(1907) \Vhat are you thinking about ? Yon have a doubt 
whether pnr:i-ya (merit) a,nd papa (sin) exist or not. You 
clo not know the true meaning of tho ,vorcls of tho Veda. 
This is their ( trne) i ntorpretation. 

(1908) Yon think-pnr:i-ya, a,lone exists, or pft pa a lone exists, 
or both are rnixecl or even both are different, or that karrnan itself 
doesn ot exist. '_L1his manifest existence (life) is there just na,tnrally. 

(HJOH) \Vith tlrn incrmse in pn1_1ya,, there is welfare; on 
account of the graaea clecline (in it) there is loss (of welfare or of 
pleasnrn). When it is exhaustt'cl there is eniancipatio11 just as in 
the case of wholesome food. 

(1010) \Vith tl1e incn~ase m papa, there is lowliness; with 
the graded decline in it there is welfare; when it is completely 
exhausted there is emancipation as in the case of unwholesome food. 

(1911) If it (pn1_1ya-papn) is mixecl like mixecl colonr etc, 
then by the increase or decrease to the extent of one degree that 
very (entity) is callecl pnI_lyfL or piipa (11,s the case may be), 

(HH2) In the sn,me ,my hoth may be different; or the 
worldly existence may occur just naturally. (In reply to this) it 
is said it could not be on :-tccount of syabhitya (nature), for if 
that be accepted, 
r, 
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(1913) could this svabhava be a thing or non-causality or 

an attribute of a thing ? If it be a thing it could not be existent 
because of non-apprehension, like sky-flower. [Sarne as 1786] 

(1914) If it is said to exist even though utterly nncognised 
then why could not Jmrrnan be existent? Or whatever be the reason 

for its existence, the same conkl be the (reason for the existence) 
of kannan. [_Sarne as 1787] 

(1915) Or svabhava may be just (another) name for karrnan. 
Let it be, what lrnrrn is there ? [Same as 1788ab] And on 
account of spacific form being there it cannot be the cause (of 
body, etc.) as (the potter alone) cannot be of jar. 

(191fi~17) Is it corporeal or non-corporeal. If it be corporeal, 
then karman n,nd svnbhava could be different (only) in name (they 
would be really identical). If it be non-corporeal, it would not 

be the cause of body, etc. like the sky. On account of effects, 
etc. corporeality stands to reason. If it is non-causality, then let 
ass'H horn, etc. be exiHtent. 

(1!)18) Tf it is the attribute of a thing, then it is the 
transformation of lmrman and jiva, called puI).ya-papa. It can 
be inferrecl from ernse-effect (relationship). 

(19l!J) On account of activities being the cause and body, 
etc. being the effect, karrnan (exists). Accept karrnan also 
becR,use it fr; statecl by me (to be existent), as Agnibhuti did. 

(1920) Know tlrnt itself to be pu1_1ya-papa distinct by 

natnre on account of the goodnesR or foulness of body, etc. and 
also of actions. 

(l!J2l) Pleasure n,nd pam must certainly have a :fitting 
cause, as they are effects, as atoms are (the cause) of jar. The 

cause in this case is pu1_1ya--papa. 

(1022) ( Objection - ) If karman be the cause of pleasure· 
pain and if it be a (cause) befitting the effect, it should be ariipin 
(formless); if it has form, then it is not a befitting (cause). 
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(1H23) (Reply-) 'fhe cause is neither entirely in agreement 
nor entirely different. If these be accepted (or insisted npon) 
by you, could there be cn,use-effect or could it be a thing ? 

(1024) If everything be similar-and-dissimilar, then what 
1s this 'being befitting the effect' ? It means O gentle one, that 
the effect is its own mode ancl the rest a,re \dien modes'. 

(10'25) Is karman the muse of pleasure, etc. :1s a corporeal 
thing is the cause of an incorporeal one'? Is karman the canse 
just as food, etc. arc the canse of pleasnre, etc. ? 

(102fl) Let that (food, etc.) be the cn,use, ,vhat have we to 
do with kannan ? It is not so, for even in the ct1se of pernons 
with the same resoun:es the result is different. 'l'hat difference 
must have n, cause; lrnrman is the cause. 

(1927) And on account of this too it 1s corporeal, n,s it 
imparts strength to corporeal things, as is jar. (It is corporeal) 
because its effects, body etc. are corporen,l. \Vhen this is pointed 
out, he again says : 

(19'28) Therefore is it corporeal because body, etc. are 
corporeal : and is it formless (incorporeal) being the cause of 
pleasure-pain? 

(1020) Karman alone is not the c::rnse of pleasure, etc; jiva 
too is their cause. It (jiva) is the material cause; karman is 
the other (cause - auxiliary). So what harm is thern? 

(1030) Karman thus being established to be having form 
(corporeal) and the cause of pleasure and pain, it is not proper 
that there should be abundance of pain simply on account of 
the decline of merit. 

(1931) It is certainly produced by the pralrnrf;!a (abundance) 
of karman, because it is of the natme of the experience of 
abundance; this abundance is experienced, as experience of 
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abundance of happiness rn caused by plentifulness of 
merit. 

(lD::32) It is also dependent on the plentifulness of external 

means. For otherwise it would not here require the plentifulness 
of the force of the external means wbich are opposed to it (i.e. 
which produce the opposite sensation). 

(1933) '11he body 1s not crtused by decline (of merit), 

because it is toi·porertl, as also in the case of abundance of 
merit. Or it -would bo Hmall; but how could it be very foul 
and big in size ? 

(1934) ThiH must similarly be applied reversely in the case 
0£ the destruction (exhaustion) of all Hin. Ka,rman has not a 

mixed nature (merit-demerit), because there is no cause for it. 

(1935) Karnrnn is caused by yoga (activity). That can be 
good or bad at one time bnt not of a mixed nature. Therefore 

karrnan too has a corresponding nature. 

(1936) (Objection)-Verily activities of the mind, speech and 
body are seen to be both good and bad at one time. (Reply) 
There can be a mixed nature in the physical (yoga), but not 
m the psychical cause (instrument i.e. bhava-yoga). 

(1037) Meaitation is either good or bad, but not mixed. 
And the coloration too that occurs on the cessation of 

meditation, is either good or bad. Therefore karman, too, is 
either gooa or bad. 

(1938) The lrnrman formerly bound can be turned into one 

of mixed nature by force of transformation or can be turned 

into one of the other nature as to rightness or perversity; but 
not at the time of binding. 

(1U3H) Excepting the longevity determining, attitude-deluding 
and cbarac-t2r-deluding, in the case of the remaining types, 

transfernnce of the sub-types can be resorted to. 
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(1U40) That which ha,s a,ttributes like good colour, etc. anc1 
which has a, good fruition is merit. vVhat is just the opposite 
of this is sin. It is neither gross nor very subtle. 

(1D41) As a person besmea,red with oil catches (binds) dust 
exactly in accorchnce with it, so the soul catches (dravya 
of the lmrnrn-group) which is in the sa,11ie sphere by all its 
space-points. 

(1\J42) In the world full of pudg,ib which is non-differentiated 
the division of karma into gross a,nd subtle may be justified; 
(but) how could there be the distinction b2tween good and bad 
at the time of grasping (binding)? 

(1\)4::3) It is J1ot of ally special kind (it is neitl1er good nor 
bad). But the soul in gra:-;ping it irnmec1ia,tely turns it into 
good or bad on account of the trnnsfornmtiou (resolve) and the 
nature of the support, as in the case of food. 

(1944) As even wben the food is the same we get milk of 
a cow and poison of a serpent by virtue of (the difference) 
of tr~nsformation and support (receptacle), such also is the 
transformation into merit and demerit (sin). 

(l!J46) 0 r as even in the same body, the san:e food results 
in gooc1. or bad (hea,lthy or unhea,lthy) trnnsformations, such also 
1s the di vision of karma into good and bad. 

(l!J46) Comfort (yedaniya,), rightfulness (darsn,ua,-rnolrnniya), 
mirth (caritrn-mohaniya), male-sex, love, good life, name, lineage 
- these (types) are merits; the rest should be known as sin. Both 
are with or without fruition. 

(HJ47) If merit and sin were non-existent, the external 
performance of agnibotra, etc. in the case of one desirous of 
heaven and the fruit of a,cts of charity, etc. in the world would 
be in va,in (inconsistent). 

(1948) vVhen his doubt was dispelled by the Victor free 
from old age a,nd death, the Srarnar:ia beca,rne a, monk a,long 
with his 300 pupils. 
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(Hl4n) Hmring tlmt they lmd become monks, Metarya came 
to the Victor (thinking), 'I Rlrn,ll go, bo,v to him and wait upon 
him.' 

(HJ50) He was ac('ostecl by the Yictor free from birth, old 
age and death, and omniscient, all-seeing, by his name and 
gotra (as 1\Tetarya Kau:r:ic}iny,t). 

(HJGl) Are yon thinking 'Does the other ,vorld exist or not'. 
'I1his is your doubt. And you do not know the meaning (import) 
of the words of the Vedrt. 1-111is is what they mean. 

(1052) You think, 'If consciousness is an attribute of. the 
material elements, as intoxicaition (vi'ine-spirit) is of the 
constituents of wine, then there is no other-vwrld, for these 
(elements) being destroyed, it is destroyed. 

(1D63) Now, even if it (consr:iousness) is an entity different 
from them (material elements), still because it is not eternal, 
there will be the Rame fault (i.e. it will not transmigrate, as 
it is perishable), like perishable :fire different from the fire-wood. 
(Hence consciousness will perish and it is not necessary to 
imagine another world). 

(1964) If it be rdl-pervading and inactive, even then there 
would be no other-world, because there would be no movement 
to another phtce, as in the case of the sky which is present in 
all bodies. 

(1Di5G) If the world of gods, etc. be looked upon as 
'other world' because it is other than this World, that also is 
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not directly perceived. Even so there is no other world. And. 
(still) it is mentioned in the Vedas. Hence (your) doubt. 

(1056) Consciousness is an attribute of (an entity) other 
than the material elements, sense-organs (etc.), and know 
it to be eternal from the point of view of the basic substance, 
as Vayubhuti did, on account of (reasons like) remembrance of 
(previous) birth, etc. 

(1D57) It is not one, all-pervading, inactive, because there is 
difference of characteristics, etc. Therefore, Ji ke I nclrabhu ti, 
know that they (souls), like jars, are many. 

(HJ58) 0 gentle one, the ,vorlcl other tban this does exist. 
The world of gods and of hellish beings is the other world. 
Accept this, as did Maurya and Alrnmpita on the basis of the 
proofs put forth. 

(1059) (Objection) If the soul is of the nature of conscious
ness (vijfo1na), that is non-eternal, hence there is no other-world. 
If it is different from vijiiana, then it is non-knower, like 
akasa (sky). 

(Hl60) Hence too it is 1rnt the doer and enjoyer. Even so 
there is no other-world; and (there is no other-world) because 
it doeR not move (transmigrate), on account of its being without 
knowledge (like a piece of wood) and ,Yithout ('Oi'poreality like 
the sky. 

(1961) (Reply) You regn,rcl conscionsness as periHhable on 
account of reasons like 'because it has an origin and so on; 
like a jar.' But oh gentle one, these very reaHOilH can prove its 
indestructibility (imperishableness). 

(1962) Or (there can be a counter-inference to thiH effect:) 
Consciousness is not penishable, because it is a tbing like jar. 
If it is argued, "How can jar when it has nn origin, etc. be 
imperishable?" 
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(1963) (The reply is:) Because jar signifes (a conglomeration 
of) colour, taste, scent, toncl1, number, strurtnre, substance (clay), 
and potencies (to carry water ftnd so on). rrhese are characterised 
by origination, clestrnction ancl dnration. 

(HHi4) The lump (of clay) is here produced rn the fol'm 
of the mocles, viy; the shape (form) of jar, ancl potencies 
simultaneorn-,ly with the destruction of the modes, viz. shape 
of lnmp (of clay) and (its) potencies. 

(HJG5) But from the point of view of (or as) colour etc. and 
the substance (clay), it is neither produced nor destroyed, so it is 
eternal. The everything is k11ow11 to be of the na,tnre of 
origination-destruction-cl nra tion (persistence). 

(HJ6G) ,Destruction (in its capacity) as cognition of jar is 
simultaneons with proclnction (in its capacity) as cognition of 
cloth, bnt there is dnrntion (or persistence) as continuity (of 
consciousness in general), so in the preRent context in the case 
of this-world, other-,vodcl ancl sonl. 

(mm) The deRtrnetion of this-worltl (existence)in the form 
of man is Rinmltaneorn, with the production of other-world in the 
form of go:ls; etc. ancl there is persistence as son! lin general). 
(From the point of view of the basic substance- Roul), there is 
neither thiR-worlcl nor other-world. 

(1DG8) Vlhat is 11011-e.\.iRtent cnrn10t be produced. Or if it 
is (produced), then let ass's liorn (too bo regrmlecl as produced). 
And there connot be tbe ntter clestrnction (of what is existent) 
because (in that case) there wonlcl be the contingency of the 
extinction of all. 

(lnG0) So the persistent thing is clestroyed from the point 
of view of (or as) some attribute and is proclncecl from the point 
of view of another. Extinction of all iR not recogniRed as it 
would mean the end of all dealingR. (Thns the sonl persists 
even after death and so there is other-,vorlcl). 
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(Hl70) And if the other-world were not existent, (the 
injunction regarding) Agnihotr1t etc. for one desirous of heaven 
would be inconsistent, and (so also) all the fruit of charity, etc. 
m the world. 

(1~)71) ,Vhen bis doubt had been dispelled by the Victor , 
free from old n,ge and deatli, the 8rarnar:w, became a monk 
alon~ with hiH HOO pnpilH. 
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(197'2) Hearing that they had become monks, Prabhasa 
came to the Victor (thinking), 'I sha11 go, pay my respects to 
him and wait npon him'. • 

(1973) He was addressed by the Victor free from birth, old 
age and death, and all-knowing and all-seeing, by his name and 
gotra (as Pra,bhasa Kau1.1cJ-inya,). 

(1H74) ,Vhat are yon thinking? Your doubt is as to the 
reality o;: otherwise of nil'va1,1a (ema,ncipation). And you not 
know the meaning of the words of the Veda. This is what 
they mean. 

(1D7 5) Yon are thinkillg 'Is the mrva1,1a of the soul like 
the extinction of the lamp or is it a state of the form of 
extinction of pain etc. of it, an existent entity ? 

(1970) Or the contact of the soul with karrnan being 
beginningles:'1, a,s it is with ab1:R:1 (ether), there cannot be their 
disjunction and hence thet"e can never be the negation of the 
worldly sta,te. 

(1H77) Yon, like Ma:r:i(}ilm, recognise the absence here of 
the conjunction of )rnrma and soul due to knowledge and action 
even though it be beginningless, n,s in the cn,se of gold and 
mineral. 

(1978) Existence as hellish beings, etc. is samsara; what 
jiva is there distinct from the (modes)-hellish etc.? You believe, 
when tha,t (existence n,s hellish being etc.) is destroyed, the 
soul is destroyed. 

(H)79) ( Reply - ) There is not recognised the utter 
destrnction of the basic substance-soul, on the destructiqn of 
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only the modes-hellish state, etc., as gold does not perish when 
the nng is destroyed. 

(1980) 8arnsara is caused by kannan; it is but proper that 
it should perish when that (karrrnm) perishes. But the 'soulness' 
1s not caused by karman; (so) how could it perish when that 
(karman) is destroyed ? 

(1981) It is not perishable by nature, bec:1use as in the 
case of akasa (so here too) no change is noticed. What 
is perishable is here seen to have change, e. g. pieces in the 
case of a jar. 

(1982) If it be thought that on account of being artificial 
(caused) etc., it would perish a,t another time ( with the passage 
of time) like the jar, it is not so, as ( we find) hero that posterior 
negation (pradhvarnsabhava) though having that characteristic 
(i. e. though caused) is eternal. 

(1983) If it be thought that negation is no illustration, like 
the ass's horn, it is not so, because it (negation of jar) is a 
positive material state characterised by the deRtrnction of jar. 

*(1984) Or what great (complete) change is effected in the 
soul on the disappearance (destruction) of only the pudgalas 
(matter) (that it should be called krtalm, caused or artificial) ? 
What is added to the sky on the destruction of only the jar? 

(1985) Being a substance and (yet) non-corporeal, the 
emancipat,ed soul is eternal, like tbe sky on account of its 
being a substance. Now if it be said that in that case there 
would be the contingency of its being ubiquitous, etc., it is not 
so, on account of inference (going against this). 

t(l98G) Or what is this obstinate insistence on its being 
eternal? Everything is characterised by origination.destruction-

*Same as Ga. 1839. 
tSame as Ga. 1843. 
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pers1stence (duration). A thing is (i. e. can be) called 'non-eternaP 
etc. from tho point of view of the modes (i. e. acuording to the 
point of view one tn,kcs). 

(1H87) And there is not the utter extinction of fire, because 
it is (only) modified, like milk (into curds), pot (into potsherds), 
potsherds (into powder), bemuse such a change (modification 
into another form) is perceived. 

(1988) If there is not utter destruction of the fire, why 
is it not directly perceived? On account of the subtle (very 
fine) nature of the modification (transformation), like the 
transformation of cloud, or like particles of eye-ointment (blown 
off by the wind; and not an account of 11011-existenue). 

(H)89) Skandhas (matter-aggregates or compounds) being 
cognisable by one of the sense-organs become (transformed so 
as to be) cognisable by another sense-organ or not cognisn,ble 
at all. Various (diverse, of different kinds) is the transformation 
of pudgala (matter). 

(1990) Like things constituted of wind, etc. cognisable 
by one particular sense-organ, things constituted of fire having 
been cognisable by the eye attain the state of being cognisable 
hy the organ of smell. 

(1991) As the lamp which bas attn,ined another trans· 
formation is said to be nirvi:wa (extinguished), so the soul which 
has attained a transfonnation free from idl pain is said to be 
parinirva!).a (errnmcipatecl). 

(HJU2) rrhe emancipated soul has perfect bliss like the sage 
on account of there being (perfect) know leJge and no affliction. 
It is such on account of there being the absence of the factors 
tlmt bring about obscuration and affliction. 

(19V3) (Objection-) rrhe emancipated soul on account of 
the absence of sense-organs is 11011-knowcrj like the sky. 
(Reply-) \Veil, this is contradictory, fo · from this itself it 
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would also follow that it is non-soul. ('rho Objector-) says, 

vVell, it may be snch. 

(1VU4) (Heply) On ;1ccount of its 1rntwal genus (jivatv;1), 

like 'substance' ancl non-cotporoality, it is not proper that it 

shoulcl attain another genns that is quite the opposite of it, 

as Hky cannot attain tlie ge11ns 'son)' (sonlnesr.;). 

(1DD;3) Being corporen,l, etc., 

possessors of cognition (cognisers) 

doorways to cognition (i. c. means 

soul that is the coguiser. 

sense-organs 

like a jar. 

of cognition) 

am not the 

They are the 

and it is the 

*(lmJC\) 'rlie soul is c1iffcrent from t\ie senHe organs because 

there is n,rnernbrn,nco (rncmory) <:ven when they stop 

fu11ctio11ing a,11cl no cognitio11 even when they are opernting, as 

the cogniser is cliff:ernut from the five winc1ows. 

(1997) Soul cannot be devoid of knowlcclge, becr1nse that is 

its very 1rnturn, as an atom cannot be devoid of tbe state of 

corporeality. It is contradietory tliat it exist and be devoid 

of know ledge. 

(HH)8) How ca,n it 110 8ttid that knmvldge is its natnre? 

(Reply-) vVhy, from the <1i red experience in one's own body ! 
It is to be accepted a,s Ruch cvLm in another's bor1y, by virtuo 

of the signs of :tdion aucl i 1rnction. 

(HHJU) \Vhen ,1,ll tbe obstrncti01rn am removed it att11ins its 

purest stn,te, like the sun. AH the senseH are not of the 

form of knowledge, it is not proper that it (Roul) should be 

non-knower in theil' absence. 

(:WOO) rrlrns the son! iH of tho nature of knowledge 

(illnmina,tion). It shines forth only to a Rmall extent becauHe it 

shine~ (ouly) through tlio peep-boles (the sense-01;ga11s) like a 

lamp coverecl with an uten-;il luwing holes. 
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(2001) The emancipated soul knows very much more (i. e. 
everything) on account of the removal of all obscuration, like 
a man wlio is outside the house or like a lamp from which 
the covering ( ntensil) has b2en removed. 

(2002) (Objection-) Pleasnre nind pniin are ea.used by merit and 
demerit (respectively); when these latter are destrnyed, the former 
also should perish and so the emninci pated soul should have 
neither pleasure nor pain, like akasa (ether). 

(2003) Or, it would not have pleasure or pain, like the sky, 
on account of the absence of body, sense-organs, etc, because it 
1s the body that is the locus of the cognition (experience) of 
pleasure and pniin. 

(2004) (Reply) rrhe fruit of merit (too) is (of the form of) 
pain its2lf, because it rises from lrnrman, like the fruit of demerit 
(sin). (Objection-) Well, this would be true of the fruit of 
demerit also; moreover this also contradicts our perceptual 
experience). 

(2005) (Reply-) (It is not so), Gentle one, for what you 
experience (as pleasure) is not pleasure, it is only pain. It has been 
looked upon as different only because it is so established 
(considered) by way of a ·remedy. Therefore that which is the 
fruit of merit is only pain (is pain in reality). 

(2006) Pleasure derived from objects is only pain, because 
it is a counteraction (rnmecly) against pain, like medicine. 
It is called pleasure secondarily, nind there can be no secondary 
usage without the reality being there. 

('2007) Therefore what is the happiness of the emancipated 
soul that is reality (real happiness); becniuse it rises without 
fail not by way of remedy on the destruction of pain, like the 
happiness of a sage free from obstruction. 

(2008) Or the soul is of the nature of knowledge and the 
obscuration overpowers knowledge; sense-organs are aids (to 
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knowledge); when there is the destruction of all obscuration, 
there is purity (knowledge in its purest state). 

(2009) Similarly, the soul is of the nature of happiness; 
demerit (sin) should be known as overpowering it; merit is an 
aid to it; when all (merit-demerit) iR deRtroyed, there iR perfect 
happineRs. 

(2010) Or as by the destruction of lmrman, one attains the 
transformation into perfectness (siddhatva), etc, so it is from that 
alone (as a result of the destruction of karman alone) that one 
obtains supra-mundane happine88. 

(2011) Pleasure a,nd pain are both pain; and there is (true) 
happinesR (only) in their ahf;ence ( when they are got rid of); 
so there is pain when the body, Rense-organs are there and 
happiness in their abgence. 

(2012) Or this contingency may be there from the point of 
view of one who recognises happiness as resulting from body, 
sense-organs. (But) this happiness of perfectness, which is suprn
mundane is quite a different thing. 

(2013) If it be thought, "How is this to be known ?" (the 
reply is:) Why it has aheady been said that it is on account of 
knowledge and freedom from obstruction. (Objection-) rI1hen 
knowledge too shonld be 110n-eterrnLI, becanse it is an a,ttribute 
of a sentient entity, like raga (love, pnH'4ion). 

(2014) Or because it 1s brought a,bout 
(Reply-) It is not so, because there is no cause 
and obstruction. Or this is no fault, on account 
the nature of origina,tion-duration-destrnction. 

and so on. 
of obscuration 
of itH being of 

(2015) As to statements like 'An embodied being cannot be 
free from what is pleasurable and painful (desirnble and 
undesirable), etc., these would not be consistent in meaning if 
there were no emancipation, or if there were destruction (of 
the soul) or if there were no bliss (in mokf?a). 
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(2016) (Objection) What is devoid of body, is dead only 
(non-existent like ass's horn), and pleasure and pain, desirable 
and undesirable do not touch · (affect) it. It is obvious that 
'asarira' (bodiless) mea,ns dead. vVhat wrong is there (in this 
interpretation) ? 

(2017) (Reply) You do not know correctly the meaning of the 
words of the Veda. Listen to this (correct meaning) of theirs. 

rrhe term 'asarira' is like 'adhana' (moneyless) because there 
1s negation of an attribute in something which is existent. 

(2018) Because of negation by 'na', there is meant something 
which is other than it, but certainly like it. 'I1herefore by 
'asarira', it is proper to· understand soul and not zi,ss's horn 
(which being non-existent is entirely different from sasarira). 

(2019) (And) Because 'va vasantam' expresses it as 
existent. 'Va' suggests tlrn,t (pleasure mv1 pain do not touch) 
even an embo:liea being. rrhe particular pleasure and prtin 
do not affect an ascetic (sage) free from passions (likes and 
dislikes). 

(2020) Or 'vava' is an indeclinable having the same 
· ' - • d ' t ' 'bl t ' · t· meamng as va ; an san am means 1avan am -ex1s mg. 

Or 'a,va' means 'know!' and 'va santam' mea.ns existent or 
existent as qualified by knowledge, etc. 

(2021) ('asarira1b va ,1,vasantam') If it he thought that 
'avasa,ntam' (non-existent) is 'na vasantarn' (not existent), it is 
not Ro, for we have the word asii6ra (which can refer to it 

soul alone as shown above) and even the qualification of 
touch is recognised to be only with teference to an existent 
thing. 

(2022-3) (Objection) Even if the emancipated soul iR such 
(existent), the condition of being free from both pleasure and 
pain is there (and so it cannot be said to be perfectly happy). 
(Reply-) It is not so; for pleasure and pn,in caused by merit 
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_and demerit (sin) do not fLffect one who is free from likes and 
dislikes on account of there being know ledge and freedom from 
obstruction. Nothing is dear or not-dear to him. His is the 
happiness of the emancipated. What contingency is there here? 

(2024) When his doubt was dispelled bv the Victor free 
, u 

from old age and death, the Sramai:ia beca,rne a, monk along 
with his 300 pupils. 
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Explanation based on Maladhiri Hemacandra;s Commentary. 

1 - INDRABHUTI REGARDING ,1fV A 

Lord Mahavira rose above attachments and aversions 
and became omniscient. He was 1 n the Mahasena 
V ana and people were coming to him in numbers. The 
Brahmar:i-as assembled in the sacrificial enclosure became 
inquisitive as to who this great one was who was attracting 
hosts of people. In the fnlness of pride, the most prominent and 
intelligent amongst them, Indrabhuti Gautama decided to 
approach Mahavira. Seeing him Mahavira said, "Indrabhuti 
Gautama, you have a doubt as regards the existence of the 
soul.'' Indrabhuti's reasoning was to this effect : The soul is not 
known by perception (pratyakl;la), as the jar can be perceived; 
and it should be acceptable to all that what is utterly 
imperceptible does not exist just as the sky-flower does not 
exist. Atoms too cannot be directly perceived, but they become 
perceptible when they are transformed into their effects, jar, 
etc .. Not so the soul. Inference (anumana) also will not help 
us to know the existence of the soul, because inference is 
based on perception. Hence where perception itself does not 
work, inf~rence is of no avail. "The Mountain is fiery, because 
it is smoky. Wherever there is smoke there is fire, e. g. in the 
kitchen. There is, on the mountain, smoke which is the 
determinate concomitant of fire; therefore it is fiery.'' Here 
'smoke' is the middle term (the li11ga, mark), fire is the 
probandum (the signified, li11gin - that of which smoke is the 
mark). A person can infer in this way the existence of fire 
on the mountain provided he has previously cognised the 
relation of smoke (the lii'lga) and fire (the lingin) in places 
like the kitchen and has determined that wherever there is 
smoke, fire also must exist, because fire is the cause of smoke, and 
remembers that on the perception of smoke on the mountain. But 
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the connection of the soul with any mark has not been perceived. 
Moreover had it been so, it would have been a clear case of 
perception and we would not t11en have to resort to 
inference. The soul cannot even be established by the samanya to
drf:\ta type ,of inference (where a relation is, established 
between lii1ga and lii1gin on the basis of the perception of 
likeness in general) as is possible in the case of the movement 
of the sun. The sun is in the East in the morning and in 
the West in the evening; this charge of place is not possible 
without movement. Devadatta can change his place only when 
he moves. Therefore the sun too must be moving. In the present 
case there is no lii1ga or mark found in any illustration, 
which is invariably concomitant with the existence of the soul 
and hence which could lead to the inference of the existence 
of the soul. 

r.rhe soul cannot be known through verbal testimony 
(agama) also, for this latter does not differ in essence from 
inference. Agama or verbal testimony is two-fold according 
as it concerns an object that can be perceived or an object that 
is not amenable to sense-perception. In the former the process 
is as follows: A person has observed the use of the word 'jar' 
in connection with an object which has a pa~·t,icular shape, etc .. 
He hears the words 'Bring a jar'. He argues to himself, "An 
object having a protruding shape in the middle and like 
characteristics is called a jar, because the word 'jar' is used 
with reference to it, as noticed before in the shop. Here, I hear 
the word 'jar' again. So I am expected to bring an object of the 

. same description and called 'jar'." Inferring thus he brings the 
jar. Hence verbal testimony concerning a perceptible . object 
is not different from inference But the word 'self' (atman) 
has not been noticed to be used in connection with any object 
other than the body, so, that hearing the word 'self' one could 
have tlie knowledge of the soul. Even as r~gards . objects that 
cannot be perceived, e. g. heaven, hell, etc., verbal testimony 
consists of the words of a trustworthy p2rson rn whose 
~tatements no discrepancy or incompatibility 1s found 
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(avisariivadin), that is to say, whose statements r1re infallible, e. g. 
the forecast regarding eelipse, etc. It can be en,sily 8een that 
this too falls within the scopG of inference. And we do not 
find anyone -who has lrn,d the direct perception of the soul 
and hence whme words could be accepted as verbal testimony. 
The scriptures too make coniiicting statements regardillg the 
soul. Hence too, it is but natural that one shoulc1 be confounded 
and as a consequence strut questioning or doubting the very 
existence of the soul. The Carvakas say that only that much 
exists as can be perceived by the senses; even tbe very wise 
arrive at absurd conclusions when they resort to inference. A 
man rnade certain nmrlrn in the c1 nst on the ron,d from which 
wise people came to tlic conclns1011 that a ,yolf had frequented 
the streets at night. Hence i11frrence too ~is not reliable, then 
wlmt to ,iay of the other merms of knowleclge ? 
(Etavan eva loko'ya1il yava n indriyagocarnl.1, 
bhadre v:rkapadam pasya yad vadanti bahusrutal;i.) 
A seer* too has said : 'Vijnfmaglrnna evaitebhyo bbutcbbyal1 
samutthaya tany cvanu vinasyati' - "The mass of consciousness 
itself rises from these urnterial elements, and follows them in 
destruction, and thero is no consciousness after death." rrhis shows 
that the soul has no inc12ponclent existence; it is but au epi
phenomenon of the elements aggregating in acertain proportion. 
Buddha too has said, 'Hupa is 110t pnc1gala (soul)', that is, the external 
object that cn,n be pei'cei vo,1 is not soul. In this manner referring 
to a,11 entities existent, Buddha lias proved tlrnt tliero is nothing 
which can bo looked upon as the soul. \Vith this testimony 
we could have conclnsiYely said that the soul does not exist. 
But we have statements refol'ring also to the existence of tbe 
soul. rro take but a few ill nstrntions, the Chandogyr1 U pani::,ad 
states : 'Na ha vai sasarirasya priyapriyn,yor apahatir asti, 
as:1,rirarh va vasaut::nn piiyapriye na sprs:1,ta]:i/-' As long as 
it is embo::lied, it cannot be free from what is pleasurable 

* This is a sentence from tlie BrhrtdarnJ)-yaka Up. (2. 4. 12), 
nttered by Y:1jiiarnlkya, and not a statement of (Kurnirib) 
Bha%a as stated in the commentary 
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and what is painful; but these latter do not affect one that 
remains disembodied; This asserts the existence of the soul 
apart from the body. etc. So also we lrnve injunctions 'vvhich 
enjoin, for instance, the perfornrnnce of the Agnihotra sacrifice on 
one who desires heaven (agnibotra1il juhuyat svargaki1mal.1). This 
can be understood only if the soul continues its existence after 

the corpornl death. Si11ilkbyas alrn refer to the soul as non-doer, 
qualitylessi, enjoyer, of the nature of sentiency (asti puruf;\o'
lmrta nirgm:_10 bbokta cidrf1pal_1). vVhat can be regarded as 
verbal testimony is thns seen to be conflicting. rrherefore we 
have no proof of tho existence of the soul from perception, 

inference anc1 verbal or suriptun1l testimony. 

Certain school::; 9f pliilosophy accept other positive means 
of proof analogy ( npan1i111a ), 1resurnption or postulation 
(arthapatti). 'As is the eov,' so is the gayal'-such a statement 
of resemblance can give us knowledge of a remote object. But 
there is nothing similar to tbo soul in all the three worlds, 
by the knowledge of wbich ,ve could know the soul. rfirne, 

ether (akasa), space etc. cannot serve the purpose of analogy. 
They are incorporeal no doubt; but not being amenable to 
sense-perception their existence itself would be questionable. · 

Thus analogy is of no help in attaining knowledge of the 
existence of tho soul. Presumption too does not work. No object 
bas been seen or bettrd of in the world which depends 
for its existence solely on the soul and thereforn whose existence 
could decisively establish the existence of the soul. rrhus the 
soul is beyond the range of these: five merrns of valicl knowledge 

.which are concerned with existent objects. Hence the soul 
must be the ob,iect of the sixth prarnal)-a viz. anupalabdhi 
(non-apprehension) ,vhich establishes non-existence. Indrabhuti's 

doubt seems to be a genuine one, and his reasoning too 

appears to be cogent (1549-155:3). 

Lord J\tfahavira's reply was as follows:- rrhe jiva or soul 
is porcei ved by Indrabhuti, hence no other means of proof need 
be resortel to. 'l'he apprehension of the nature of doubt and 

other knowledge is itself the jiva (soul) because jiva is of the 
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nature of knowledge. Knowledge is self-luminous and hence jiva 
being of this nature is established by self-consciousness. If 
thus the jiva is directly perceived, it is not at all necessary 
to resort to other means of proof. We do not need any other 
means of proof for establishing sensations like pleasure and 
pain which are self-cognised. It ma,y be argued that even 
though the world is establisbed by perception, we have to 
resort to other means of proof like inference' to convince the 
Sunyavadin Buddhist, so here too the soul requires to be 
established by other means of proof eve1J when it is established 
by perception. But there is a difference in the two positions. 
The BuddhistH argue that all ideas or jndgments (prntyaya) are 
without an objective basis, because they are mental constructs, 
like dream-ideas (Nirala,mbana}:i sarve pratyaya}:i, pratyayatvat, 
svapna-prntyayavn,t).* And we have to refute snch a contradictory 
argument. But here in the case of the perception of the self, 
there is no contradictory means of proof to Ret aside which ,ve 
would haive to resort to other rneanR of proof (lf5i54). 

We use expressionR like 'I did', 'I do', 'l shall do', 'I said 
this', 'I say this', 'I shall Ray this', etc. Here there is a 
reference to action of all the three times - past, present aind 
future. The conscious_ness of 'I' is present throughout and this 
shows that the soul ic; directly known. This 'I' consciousness is 
not known by inference, because tbere is no mark (lii1ga) here. 
Agama, etc. could not be possible here, for even very ordinary 
people who have no access to a.garna, have this introspective 'I' 
consciousness as self-illumined and this is the perception of the 
soul. But we do not find this in the case of jar, etc. because 
these have no soul (1555). 

Fmther, if the soul did not exist, how could one have the 
'I' consciousness? It could not exist without its object. It may 
be urged that the body is the object of this consciousness; e. g. 
we say 'I am weak', 'I am stout'. But the consciousness of 'l' 
is not present with reference to a dead body and this means 

*(See Pramar;iavartikalai1kara, p. 22). 
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that the 'I' consciousness refers to the soul. Thus that Indrabhuti 
has the 'I' consciousness means that the soul is known to him. 
And hence there is no scope for the doubt as to its existence; 
on the contrary there should bo a conviction about it. And 
if Indrabhiiti still has a doubt regarding the soul, he must 
point out what the object of the 'I' consciousness is, because 
no notion can. ari 0e without an object and lndrabl111ti doeR 
not accept the existence of the soul (155G). 

If the doubter jiva does not exist who would have the 
doubt: 'Do I exist or not?' Doubt being of the nature of 
cognition is a quality and there conlc1 be no quality without 
something ,vhich it can qualify, that is to way, without a 
substance; and therefore the soul mmit be existent for without 
it the quality 'doubt' could have no existence. Doubt cannot 
be regarded as a quality of tbe body because this latter is 
corporeal ftnd infLnimftte, while knowledge is non-corporeal and 
of the nature of bodha, awareness. If their nnJnre is so 
divergent, it follows that there cannot be the relation of quality 
and the thing qualified between them, otherwise we could 
have also thought of colour as a quality of akasa (ether). 
Moreover if one doubts his own existence, --what thing in the 
world would be possibly not doubt? He will be sceptical about 
everything. And if in spite of lrnving tlie 'I' consciousness one 
were to infer, 'Soul does not exist because the five means of proof 
cognising existent objects do not operate with respect to it', 
then the proposition or thesis being contradicted by perception 
turns out to be a sham-thesis as happen8 in the case of 'Sound 
is inaudible'. It is also contradicted by inference; there are 
inferences to estabfo;h the existence of the soul, as we shall see 
later on, and by these the inferential cognition that the soul 
does not exist will be contradicted, as 'vrnrd is eternal' of the 
Mimarnsalrns is contraclicted by the Naiyayilrn by an inference 
establishing thr1it word is not eternal. To argue further, when 
one doubts the exis~ence of the soul, one admits 'I am the 
doubter' and then if he says that the soul does not exist he is 
contradicting his own view. This is what the Sa1rikhyas also 
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would do if at the outset they admit that the puru~a (soul) is 
non-doer, eternal, of the nature of sentiency, and then. proceed 
to . look upon it as doer, non-eternal ancl non-sentient. If one 
denies the soul tlmt means contradicting our empirical 
experience, becn,use the soul is well known to n,ll-even the simple 
. I 

cowherds ancl women and all. It is equivalent to saying "Sasi 
(luna) is acandrn (non-moon)". The staternl'nt, 'Do I exist or 
n6t ? ' is self-contradictory like 'My mother is a barren woman'. 
If the thesis of the inference-'The soul does not exist' -is a 
Hham one, the reason, 'Because the five means of proof 
c~gnising existent objects do not operate with respect to it' 
also cannot be its attribute and thus it becomes unreal 
(asiddha) with referente to it and henc2 fallacious. :Moreover 
,ve can never 1mow the size of the Himalaya by any 
means of proof; the five sources of positive knowledge do 
not operate. with respect to it, nor with respect to ghosts, 
etc., but · this does not mean tlrnt they are non-existent. 
Similarly the means of proof may not be able to operate with 
regard to the soul and yet the soul may be existent. Thus the 
reason given above is anaikantika, inconclusive. In fact,, the 
soul will be established even by inference later on, in which case 
the mark (lii1ga) given nibove can be shown to be existent in 
heterologous cases only, and so is virudclha, contraclictory also. 
Therefore a doubt shonld. not be entertainecl with regard to the 
existence of the soul; but the sonl should be determined by 
perception. (1557) 

The qualities of the soul viz. memory, desire to know, 
desire to do, desire to go, doubt-which are all pa,rticular forms 
of consciousness are estr~blishecl through self-apprehension. 
Therefore the substratum of these qualities must also be directly 
known, just as the jar is known by perception because its 
qualities, colour, etc. are known by perception. One may feel 
like arguing that this is not conclusive, because soun<l, the 
attribtite of ether iR perceptible, but not so ether. But this is not 
correct. Sound is not an attribute of ether, it is ni modification 
of . matter, because it like colour, etc., is amenable to the 
senses (1558). 

10 
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We may pursue this inquiry differently. Is the thing 
possessing the attributes identical with them or different from 
them ? If it is identical, it follows that the jiva should be 
immediately apprehended by the apprehension of its qualities
knowledge, etc., just as if colour is identical with cloth, this 
latter is automatically. cognised when the colour is cognised. If 
the thing possessing the qualities is different from them, then 
it is true that it will not be perceived even when the qualities 
are perceived. But this will apply to all objects . .Jar, etc. too 
will not be perceived even when their qualities are perceived. 
In that case it is not necessary to isolate the soul for a special 
treatment and say that it does not exist. It cannot also be said 
that the soul does not exist because it is not perceived, while 
the jar exists because it is perceived (Gatha 1549). The existence 
of the jar ,vill have to be first established before this could be 
said. If it is argued that the thing a,nd its qualities are 
different, but the qualities cannot remain without it, therefore 
the perception of colour, etc. establishes the existence of the jar, -
then the qualities memory, etc. too cannot remain without 
their substratum. The apprehension of memory, etc. establishes 
thus the existence of the soul of which they are the attributes. 
Thus the existence of the soul has to be recognised even though 
it is not accepted that the soul is perceptible and identical with 
the qualities. It may be argued that it may be accepted that 
the qualities kno-wledge, etc. have a substratum, but it does not 
follow that it is the soul; body can be the substratum because 
like leanness, stoutness, etc. knowledge etc. are found in it. The 
rejoinder to this iH that knowledge, etc. cannot possibly be qualities 
of the body, because it is corporeal and visible like the jar; and 
yet qualities cannot reRide without an appropriate substratum - a 
substance. rrhe substratum which to be worthy of the qualities 
knowledge etc., is non-corporeal and invisible is the jiva or the 
soul which exists over and above the body. It cannot be urged 
that perception tells us that the qualities, knowledge, etc. reside 
in the body, because this is contradicted by inference: The 
knower is different from the senses, because even when they do 
not operate, there is the remembrance of what has been cognised 
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by them. That whid1 remembers a thing cognisd by another 
even when this latter has ceased to operate, is known to be 
different from it as Devadatta who remembers what was cognised 
through the five windows iH different from them. rrbis will be 
diHcussed later on when 1Iahavint solve,; Vayubhuti's difliculty 
(1559-1562). 

Thus even for Indrnbhuti the soul is directly perceptible 
but partially. But l\fabavira is free from all p1tHsions, etc.; his 
knowledge is wholly unobscured. This accounts for the fact that 
he can thoroughly realise the infinite modes (paryaya) of the 
self-own and alien, ,vhile Indrabhiiti can know it but partially; 
as when there is light we sec portions only of the jar and yet 
the whole jar is regarded r1s baving been percei vecl from the 
practical point of view. Here too Indrnbbuti will have to be 
satiHfied 'with this partial knovdedge of tho sonl till he haH got 
rid of his passions, etc. which obscure his know ledge, and still 
admit that the soul can be known by perneption. l\fahavira has 
convinced Indrabhuti of his veracity by straightaway telling 
him what the doubt in his mind vrnH. Hence he appealH to 
Indrabhuti to accept this statement of his regarding the soul 
as truthful on the basis of his former experience of Maha vira's 
trustworthiness (1563). 

Indrabhuti may admit that his o,vn bocly has a soul, but 
how iR he to know this of the bodies of others 1 rrherefore, 
l\fahavira anticipating this s11ys that the Honl of the nature of 
consciousness, in the body of anothe,·, can be known as existent 
through inference. rrhe soul exists in another's body, because 
we see that it is actuated towarcfa wlrnt is attractive or 
desirable and turns away from irnything that is undesirable, 
as in our own case. \Vherever thiH is observed, it is always 
in association with the soul,· e.g. our own body; hence 
another's body too which is seen to behave in this way must 
have a soul. If the soul were not there, there would be no 
such behaviour; for instance, a jar is never seen to behave m 
this manner. rl1his establishes the existence of the soul in 
another's body too (1564). 
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Indrabhiiti had argued that for inference, the liii.gin 
(probanclum) should have been observed previously as being 
always in association with the li1i.ga, (probans). But if these t\VO 
_have not been observed previously as concomitant, the lii1gin 
cannot bo inferred from the lii1ga e.g., hare's horn (horn is not 
seen to be associated with the hare). The jiva too has not been 
known previously as concomitant with any mark (lii1ga), and 
hence it is not possible to infer the existence of the soul. 
Mahavira now says that it is not always necessary that the 
lingin . should have been cognised previously as concomitant 
with the lii1ga. A spirit is generally never observed previously 
making n,ll sorts of gestures and yet from certain gestnres like 
laughing, singing, weeping and other bodily gestures ,ve infer 
the existence of a spirit in a body. (16G5-15GG) 

1\fahavirn, puts forth other inferences a,lso to prove the 
existence of the soul. 

(1) rrhe maker of the body exists because it has a definite 
shape which has a beginning, like the jar. ·what does not have 
a maker, does not also have a definite shape with a begim1ing, 
e.g. the modifications of clouds. And jiva is this maker of the 
body. The Gatha does not specifically mention that the shape 
must have a beginning. But in that case the reason would 
become inconclusive, since the mountain Meru, for instance; has 
a definite shape, but no maker or creator. If· we add _ the 
epithet 'which has a beginning' to 'shape', the inference 
becomes valid for the shape of Meru is beginningless. 

(2) rrhe manipubtor of the senses exists, because they are 
instruments, as the potter is the manipulatm of the wheel1 

staff, etc.; what is not controlled or manipulated is not also an 
instrument, e.g. ether. Jiva is this manipulator of the sense-organs. 

(3) The agent of grasping (or grasper) exists, because there 
is the reh1tion of the instrument of grasping and the thing 
graspad between the senses and their objects, as the blacksmith 
is the grasper in the case of the pair of tongs (the instrument of 
grasping) and pieces of iron (which are grasped). The jiva is 
this grasper. Where there is no grasper,_ the relation of the 
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instrument of grasping and the thing -grasped also does not 
exist, e.g. in the case of ether. 

( 4) The enjoyer of the body, etc. exists, because they are 
things to be enjoyed; as man is the enjoyer of food, clothes, etc .. 
rrhat which has no enjoyer is also not a thing to be enjoyed 
e. g. the ass\i horn. But the enjoyables body, etc. exist and 
therefore they must have an enjoyer. rrhe soul is this enjoyer. 

(5) The lord (owner) of the body, etc. exists, because they 
are of t~1e form of an aggregate or because they are corporeal 
or sensuous or visible or due to any such reason which is not 
inconclusive; as the lord of tbe house, etc. exists; ,vhat is 
without a lord is also not of the form of an aggregate; nor is 
it corporeal etc. e. g. sky-flower. Anc1 body, etc. arc of the form 
of an aggregate, are corporeal, etc.; therefore, their lord must 
exist. The ji va is this lord (1567-1569). 

It stands to reason that the body, etc. must have a maker, 
enjoyer, etc., but does it follow tlmt the ji va is all this ? Yes, 
it does, for the concepts of God, etc. do not stand the test of 
reason. One may also feel inclined to argue that these reasons 
am of the types called viruddha (contradictory) for they 
establish just the opposite of what is meant to be established. 
Potters and others who are agents and so on are seen to 
be corporeal, of the form of a collocation, non-eternal, etc. 
and hence the jiva also would be established as being of tbi& 
nature, while our concEption of ji va is just the opposite of 
this. But this is not trne for as long as the ji va is in the 
tran'smigratory condition, it is, in a way, of this nature -
c·orporeal, etc., because it is enveloped by the aggregate of the 
eight-fold material karman. Hence what has been established is 
not the opposite of what ,vas intended to be established (1570). 

Moreover, the very fact that Indrabhuti has a doubt 
establishes the existence of the soul. X sees something which 
has particular dimensions etc. X has a doubt whetber it is 
a man or the trunk of a tree, because he bas noticed only the 
common features, dimension, etc., but not noticed the particular 
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features, vrn. movement, etc. on the one hand, and bird's nest, 
climbing creapers, etc. on the other. But man and trunk of 
a tree are both existent. It is not nece8sary that both 
should be found on the same spot; the other one may be 
anywhere in the ,vorld, but the fact rernl1ins that that regarding 
which there is a donbt must be an existent thing. rl1his should 
not be interpreted to mean that it establishes the existence of 
ass's horn, as it has been st,ated that the thing must be 
existent somewhere - there or elsewhere. When we doubt the 
existence of tlie ass's horn, when we say, ' rrhe ass's horn does 
not exist,' we only mean that the horn is not found on the 
ass, but it is present on the bull's head and therefore there is 
no difficulty. Similarly if anyone mistakes a trunk of a tree 
for a m3,n, this error too is possible only when 'man' exists, 
not otherwise. If as Indrabhi"1ti has said people bave the 
conception of soul in the body erroneously, that is to say, 
regard the bo:ly as soul it cannot be explained otherwise than 
by positing the existence of the soul (1571-1572). 

\Ve negate the jivl1 when we say 'non-jiva' (ajiva). 
Therefore, the counter-positive of 'non-jiva' must exist. The rule 
is that if an entity denoted by an etyrno1ogical1y derived, pure 
( uncompounded) word is negated, this negation always implies 
the existence of its counter-positive; e. g. in aghata, ghata is a 
word which is both etymologically derived and uncompounded; 
it is negated and ghata is an existent thing. Similarly in the 
case of aji va, ji \'a must be an existent thing. If the counter· 
positive does not exist one may take it for granted that the word 
is not etymologically derived rtna uncompounded, e. g. 'akbara~ 
v1£;;a1).am, 'non-ass-horn' (ass-born can be etymologically, 
explained, but it is not nncompounded) Uind 'aq.ittba', 'non-q.ittha' 
(J)ittha is uncompounded, but it cannot be etymologically 
explained, hence J.)itthn, need not necessarily exist). But as 
pointed above, the jiva must be existent, for in ajiva we have 
the negation of an entity denoted by an etymologically derived, 
uncompounded word. Moreover the very fact that Indrabhiiti 
says, 'The soul does not exist' presupposes the existence of jiva1 
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as when we say 'There is no jar', it is implied. that it is 
existent - but elsewhere. What is uttedy non-existent is also 
not n8gated, e. g. the sixth element which is non-existent like 
the ass's horn. But the jiva is negated, therefore it must be 
existent (1573). 

Yet, it may be urged, we do say 'the ass's horn does not 
exist' and if as has been said by Mahiiivira, that wbich is negated 
must be an existent thing, then ass's horn must be reRil, existent. 
True, when anything is negRited anywhere, it is its conjunction, 
inherence, genus (universRil) or particular that is negated in 
the present substratum, even while it does exist elsewhere. For 
example, In 'Devadatta is not in the house', tho conjunction of 
'Devadatta' and 'house' is negatived, though they themselves 
are existent entities. Similarly when we say, 'The ass's horn does 
not exist' what is negativei is merely the relation of inherence 
of 'ass' and 'horn' which are existent. So also in 'Another 
moon does not exist', by negating another moon we 
are denying merely the class-concept ('moonness'), but the 
utter non-existence of moon is not thereby established. And in 
'Pearls of the si7.e of jar do not exist', the particularity of 
'being of the size of a jar' is negatived of pearlE\ but there is 
no question of denying existence to pearlR. 'rhis being so, even 
when we say, ''The soul does not exist', ,ve are negating merely 
the conjunction of tbc existent soul with something flomewhere, 
e. g. '~l1he soul does not exist in the body', and not rejecting 
outright the existence of the soul. 

Even with this explarnLtion there is likely to b2 an objection. 
If what is negatived must be an existent object, then were 
someone to say to Indrabhuti, 'Yon are not tho lord of the 
three worlds," he should be the lord of tho three worlds as 
lord.ship of the three worlds bas been negatived. 'rhe point 
has not been properly grasped by the objector. What is negatived 
is only the particular, vi7.. 'lordship of the three worlds' of 
Indrabhuti, as 'bei'ng of the size of a jar' is negatived of pearls. 
There is not the utter denial of lordship, since even Indrabhuti 
can be the lord or master of his own disciples i:i,nd followers. 
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So also when we talk of this fonr-fold negation, we are denying 
the nature of 'being qualified by the number five' to negation, 
but we are not denying the reality of negation, since it exists 
as 'qwdified by the number four'. Still one may feel that all 
this is nonsense for 'Indrabhiiti's lordship of the three worlds' 
and 'negation's being qualified by the number five' are 
negated a,nd these are non-ep:istent, therefore it is not correct 
to sa,y that wlrnt is negatived must ba an existent thing'. To 
set aside snch a doubt, Mahavira says that 'the quartet of 
conjunction, etc. too is established as definitely existent in other 
objects'. 'rhe conjunction of Devadatta is denied in respect 
of his house bnt this conjunction does exi8t "With respect to 
another object.· :For instance, Devadatta is in conjunction with a 
field or a road and even though the house is not in conjunction 
with Devadatta it iR rn. conjunction with furniture, " etc .. 
Similarly inherence of the horn is not present in the ass, 

" but it is there in cows ete; genus too is not existent 
in the moon alone, because there is not another moon and a 
genus cannot be found in wlmt is only one of its kind, 
but it is present in other objects, e. g. in jars, kine and $0 

in the other cases too. Lordsbip of the three worlds is not 
present in Indrnbhiiti, but it is certa,inly there in tirthai1karas 
and others. l\ceping this in view iG i8 said that what is 
negatived cloes exist, but thereby it is not intended to state 
that what is negated must exist there only. Indrnbhiiti cannot 
at this stage say tlrnt he denies the existence of the soul in 
the body alone, not elsewhere. 'l'his wonld rnake the task of 
Mahavira very easy. Indrahhfrti had started hy doubting the 
very existence of the soul. If now he accepts this, it will 
automatically be proved that the Foul exists in the body. rrhe 
soul cannot exist withont a support, a locns and it is very 
easily _seen that the body is this support for we have marks 
of its residence in the body, vi:;r, knowledge, etc.. One ma,y 
feel inclined to say that it would be simpler to .regard 
the body itself as the soul, but it is not so. \Vere it so 
it \.vould not he possible to explain statements , like 'He 18 

living', 'he is dead\ 'he has fainted', as the bo3y would be 
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the same always; these statements refer to the relation of 
the body to the soul. If the two are related, the person 1s 
said to be living; if this relation is dissolved the person 1s 

said to be dead and if the soul becomes miiq.ha,, stupefied, the 
person is said to have fainted (1574). 

The word 'jiva' has a meaning, that is to, say it denotes 
a real thing because it is both etymologically derivable and 
pure (uncompounded). It is observed that a word, which being 
etymologically derivable is uncompounded, has a meaning, that 
is, denotes a real thing; e. g. the word 'ghata' (jar). The word 'jiva' 
also is such; therefore it has a denotation. That which has 
no. denotation is also not etymologically derivable and 
uncompounded e. g. J;itha (uncompounded but not etymologically 
derivable) and kbara-vif;laI).a (ass's horn)-(etymologically derivable 
but not uncompounded). The word 'ji va is not such; therefore, 
jt has a meaning. The commentator has added the epithet 'being 
etymologically derivable' to ward off the fallacy of inconclusive 
,reason, for 'J;ittha' has no denotation even when it is an 
1n1compounded word. 

Of course, one may say that there is no objection to the 
word 'jiva' having a denotation. Even the scriptures say 'deha' 
evayam anuprayujyamano drf;lta]:i, yathaif;la jiva]:i, enam na hinasti'
the word 'jiva' stands for deha, e. g., This is the jiva, he does 
not destroy it. Jiva is regarded by Mahavira and his followers 
as eternal. · Hence if there is in this context a reference to 
the destruction of the jiva, jiva must necessarily mean the 
body. This is but a figurative usage based on their association. 
Mahavira's reply to this is that if we study the two sets of 
synonyms of 'ji va' and 'deha' (body) we find that they are 
entirely different. (The synonyms of jival:i are jantul.1, asuman, 
praI).i, sattvam etc. and those of deha]:i are sariram, vapul:i, 
kaya]:i; kalevaram, etc.). On the contrary we find them 
distinguished in expressions like 'The soul has gone', 'May this 
body be b~rnt (cremated)'. The soul has the qualities knowledge, 
etc., , while the body is unconscious or inanimate. How possibly 
could: they be identical? It has already been explained that the 
11 
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qualities · knowledge etc. cannot belong to the body as it is 
corporeal and so on. (See 1559-1562). (1575-1576). 

Mahavira then makes another appeal. His words should be 
regarded as truthful, like his statement regarding the doubt 
of Indrabhiiti. He is free from the afflictions of likes, dislikes, 
fear and delusions, hence his statements are truthful and un
exceptionable like those of an arbiter who has a thorough knowledge 
of the circumstances. If still Indrabbuti has any doubt regarding 
Mahavira's omniscience, he can ask anything he does not know 
and be convinced by Mahavira's reply of the latter's om'niscience 
(1577-1579). 

Thus Indrabhuti should accept the existence of the soul 
with conscious activity ( upayoga) as its characteristic as established 
by all the sources of knowledge - perception, inference, verbal 
testimony. There are two kinds or souls-sarhsarin (transmigratory) 
and others (i. e. siddha-perfect). The sarnsarin souls are again 
trasa and sthavara (1580). 

Indrabhuti might still have a doubt as to the number of 
jivas. According to the Vedantins there is but one soul and the 
scriptures too, according to them, say so; e. g. 

( i) eka eva hi bhutama bhute bhute pratis!thital;i; 
ekadha bahudha caiva drsyate jalacandravat. 
- (Brahmabindu Up. 11). 

(The same is stationed in every being. Still it appears 
as one and also as many like the reflection of the moon 
in water). 

(ii) yatha visnddham akasam timiropapluto janal;i; 
sarhkirr;tam iva matrabhir bhinnabhir abhimanyate. 
tathedam amalam brahma nirvikalpam avidyaya; 
kalu!;latvam ivapannam bhedarupam prakasate. 
- (BrhadaraJ).yakabha!;lyavarttika 3. 4. 43-44). 

[ The ether is (one and) pure, but a man inflicted with 
partial blindness regards it as variegated with different lines. 
Similarly the one pure Brah1nan devoid of differentiation 
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appears due to nescience as if dirty and of the nature 
of difference]. 

(iii) urdhvamiilam adha}:i.sakham asvattham prahur avyayam; 
chandamsi yasya par:r;iani yas ta1ii veda sa vedavit
(Bhagavad Gita 15-1; Yogasikhopani~ad 6. 14). 

[The tree with iti'l root upward and branches downward 
they regard as indestructible. Chandas (Vedas) are its 
leaves. He, who knows it, is the true knower of the Veda]. 

(iv) puru~a evedam gni* sarva1h yad bhiitaih yac ea bhavyam 
utamrtatvasyesano yad annenatirohati. 
(1,i,gveda 10. 90. 2; Samaveda 619; Yajurveda 31. 2; 
Atharvaveda 19. 6. 4). 

(Whatever was and shall be, all this is Puru~a. He is the 
lord of immortality; he grows by food). 

( v) yad ejati yad naijati yad du.re yad u antike; 
yad antar asya sarvasya yat sarvasyasya bahyat:1.l;l.. 
(isa Up. 5). 

[ What trembles (moves) and what does not, what is far 
and what is near, what is within all this and outside aU 
this (is the Puru~a) ] . 

Mahavira anticipating that Indrabhiiti too may £eel inclined 
to believe that there is only one soul, replies that it is not . so. 
If there were one soul, like ether, in all bodies, it would have the 
same characteristics in all of them. But this is not what we 
find; hence there cannot be one soul in all the bodies. B 9cause 
of. differences of characteristics it can be seen that the souls are 
many, like jars, etc.. If there were but one soul there woqld 
not be pleasure, pain, bondage, liberation, for one and the same 
soul cannot experience pleasure and pain or bondage and 
emancipation at the same time (1581-1582). 

* The Yajurvedins pronounce Anusvara occurring in the 
midqle of a pada a~ gum. This seems to have crept in here as 
'gni', as the latter is not found in any place where this verse 
QCCUl'S, 
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tJ payoga or conscious activity is the characteristic of the 
soul, but this upayoga is known to be different according to 
its different degrees of excellence and accordingly the souls too 
are infinite in number. If the soul were one, it would be 
all-pervading and if so there could not possibly be any pleasure 
or pain or bondage or emancipation as is true of the all
pervading ether. It would not also be the doer, enjoyer, thinker 
or even transmigratory. That which is all this, is also not 
all-pervading, e. g. Devadatta. Hence the souls are 'infinite in 
number (1583-1584). 

There are infinite souls of the type of naraka (hellish), 
tiryak (lower) etc. and they are all unhappy. As compared with 
these, few souls· are happy. Innumerable souls are in bondage 
and few have been emancipated. If they were all one this one 
soul would not be happy or liberated as it would be unhappy and 
in bondage to a far greater extent. If a man is diseased all over 
his body· excepting a little finger would you call him healthy 
or happy ? So also, if a man is nailed all over and only his 
finger is free would you call him free-? This shows. that_ the 
souls have to be accepted as many (1585). 

The souls may be many, but can they not ·be ubiquitous 
6r all-pervading as the Naiyayikas and othern regard them ? 
No. The characteristics of the soul are found only within the' 
expanse of the body and so can exist only in the body. · It 
is of the same size as the body. Or to put it the other way 
round, the characteristics of the soul are not found outside 
the body, so it too cannot exist outside the body as a jar· 
cannot exist in cloth. A thing is existent only where its 
qualities are found. Hence the soul resides in the body and 
is not ubiquitous. It being so, it stands to reaso1i that the 
soul is the doer, enjoyer, etc. and that the souls can expe.rience · 
pleasure, p~in, bondage, emancipation, transmigration (1586-1587). 

, ,-Mahavirn, interprets the Vedic paissage J ndrabhuti has· i:tc 
· mind in the light of the latter's view. (See Gatha 1553)., 

'Vijiianaghan~ evaitebhyal;i .... ' This passage, lndrabhuti believes,· 
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conveys the idea that the soul which is a inass of consciousness 
is but an epiphenomenon of the aggregate of the elements 
constituting the body, as wine-spirit 1s a result of the 
conglomeration of the constituents of wine. It is not that the 
soul is different from the body and comes from some other 
world and occupies it. There is nothing like the soul which 
is over and above the body and which is of the nature of 
jiiana (knowledge) and darsana (indeterminate intuition). The 
soul perishes when the aggregate of the elements is dissolved, 
and there is no after-death existence as most of the systems 
of philosophy would have it. We never have the knowledge 
regarding any one that he had a particular name in a previous 
birth or that he was formerly a denizen of hell or was a god. 
In short, there is no transmigration from one existence to 
another (1588-1590 ). 

On the basis of such an interpretation Indrabhuti believes· 
that the soul does not exist. But there are other Vedic passages 
where the existence of the soul is affirmed, e. g. 'na ha vai 
sasarirasya ....... .' Mo mover only if a soul exists can: it enjoy 
in another world e. g. heaven, the fruits of sacrifices· which 
are enjoined in the Vedas. This explains why Indrabhuti was 
confounded and why he entertained a doubt regarding the 
existence of the soul. rrhe fact is that he· has not gtasped the 
true meaning of the Vedic statements - which Mabavira now 
explains to him (1591-159'2). 

Vijiiana mean particular knowledge i. e. upayoga which is 
two-fold - jiiana (determinate know lege) and darsana (indeter-· 
minate intuition). The soul is non-different from v1Jnana 
and abounding in it,· is referred to here by the , word 
'vijiianaghana', (a mass of consciousness); or it is so called 
because there· is · an aggregate of infinite vijiiana~modes 
in eve1;y pradesa or space-point of the soul. 'Eva' stresEes that 
this is the very nature of the soul; otherwise it would nof · be 
inherently conscious like the soul of the Nyaya~Vaisef;!ika 
and others who do~ not regard the soul to be of the nature 6£~ 
vijfiana. In 'bhutebhya}:i samutthaya', 'bhuta' signifies objectsi lik@ 
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jf!,r, cloth etc .. Particular knowledge (vijiiana) arises from these 
that have -assumed the form of knowables. 'I.1hese vijiianas 
(ghatavijiiana, etc - 'This is a jar') are different modes of the 
jiva and hence it can be said that the jiva, from this point 
of view arises out of the knowables, jar, etc. Similarly, when 
these objects pass out of view by being covered or by disappear
ing on some account or when owing to absent-mindedness or 
due to some such reason this particular knowledge does not 
arise or when we leaving one object concentrate on another, 
~bat particular knowledge can be said to have perished on the 
destruction of that object in its capacity as a knowable, and 
hence that particular mode of the soul too can be said to have 
p~rished (1593-1594). 

But this sbould not be misunderstood to mean that the 
soul perishes utterly. When the upR,yoga is directed to an object 
other tha11 the previous one, the previous particular know ledge 
perishes and another comes into existence. These particular 
cognitions are looked upon as particular modes of the soul. 
Hence the soul too can be said to perish with respect to the 
previous vijiiana and be born with respect to the other 
(p~·esent) vijiiana. But there is a continuity of vijiiana which 
should not be lost sight of and with respect to this the mass 
Qf consciousness, jiva is imperishable. The jiva thus has a 
threefold nature and in the J aina view everything has this 
threefold nature of origination, destruction and persistence. 
The previons particular knowledge does not remain only because 
upayoga is diverte:1 to another object; but this does not mean 
that the soul has perishe:1, because it persists in the midst of 

'this so:t of origination and destruction .. 'Vijiianaghana' of the 
Veda stands for the soul (1595-1596). 

Indrabhuti might still have the impression that knowledge 
is -an attribute of the material elements, earth, etc., for it rises 
only when the. material object is present as a knowable and 
perishes when it is removed. But it is not so. Even according to 
the Vedic tradition, con.sciousness can exist even in the absence 
of objects: 'astamite adi_tye Yajiiavalkya candramasi 
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astamite, sante'gnau, santayarh vaci, kirhjyotir eva'yam 
puru~al;i; atmajyotir evayarh samraQ. iti bovaca'. (Brhadarar;iyaka 
Up. 4. 3. 6)-"When the sun and moon set, 0 Yajnavalkya ! whe1i 
fire and speech fade away, what will be the light of the puru~a? 
'O King, the self is its own light', said Yajiiavalkya". This means 
that the soul is self-luminous. This luminosity is the same as 
jnana and this shows that this jiiana-nature of the soul is i11 
no way dependent upon the existence or non-existence of 
material objects. Particular knowledge alone is dependent upon 
the presence or absence of objects in their capacity as knowables, 
as pointed out above. But consciousness in general is not so; 
it is not an attribute of the material objects. It exists even in 
their absence. In the state of emancipation it exists even when 
the material objects are not present. And in the case of a dead 
body, there is no knowledge even when the material objects 
are present. Hence knowledge is different from material objects 
just as jar and cloth are different as there is no direct relation 
of agreement with regard to presence and absence between 
them (1597-1599). 

Indrabhuti does not know the meaning of these V edic 
words - in fact he does not know the meaning of any Vedic 
expression. In the case of every word he has the doubt whether 
it conveys just word or sound as that of the drum, etc., or the 
particular knowledge of an object expressible in words when the 
word (e. g. jar,) is uttered, or the kno,vledge of the difference of 
things - e. g. the word 'ghata' expresses an object jar which 
has a particular shape, etc., but not cloth, etc.; or it expresses 
genus (universal) or substance or action (e. g. he runs) or an 
attribute (white, etc.). Such a doubt is not proper. Much depends 
on what is intended to be conveyed. That it can be this alone 
and not another is not proper. If the statement is from the 
point of view of sva-paraparyaya (i. e. from the point of view 
of ovm and alien modes) i. e. from the comprehensive point of 
view, everything is characterised by everything else and hence 
such a doubt as of Indrabhuti's should not rise at all, A thing 
can be omniform1 i:1,nd hence the ·word 'jar' can express all the 
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meatnings -· substance, quality, action, etc.. for these are the 
different aspects of a thing. But from a particular point of 
view, there can be only one meaning; bhat is to say, from the 
svaparyaya point of vie,v, everything is different from every
thing else. 'Jar' from the general point of view expresses all 
the meanings - substance, quality, etc.; from the particular 
point of view it has only the conventional meaning viz. an 
object jar of a particular shape, etc .. This is how all words can 
be explained (1600-1603). 

After this exposition, lndrabhiiti was convinced of the 
greatness and veracity of Mahavira, and he became a monk 
along with his five hundred pupils (1604). 

It may be noted that henceforth what is common to the 
discussioris bas not been repeated, only the new and distinctive 
points have been discussed. The reader is expected to supply 
the common arguments and maintain a compact argument in 
each discourse. 
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2. AGNIBHUTI REGARDING KARMAN 

Hearing that Inarabhuti had become a monk and a follower 
of Mahavira, his brother Agnibhuti was very much perturbed. 
He decided to defeat Mahavira in debate and to bring back 
Indrabhuti. He could not understand how Indrabhuti, rt master 
rriind could be reduced to this state, when ordinarily people did 
not even dare to approach him for a proper logical discourse. 
It might have been that he was defeated by the tricks of logic 
viz. quibble, futile rejoinders, etc., or Mahavira might have 
exercised his sorcery and thus turned the minds of 1111-men, 
gods and all. No one knew what had actually taken place. 
Hence it was highly necessary that he should go to the spot 
and get :first-hand information and expose Mahavira and his 
tricks. But as Agnibhuti approached Mahavira the latter 
addressed him as Agnibhuti Gautama. Agnibhuti was taken 
aback, but even then he argued to himself that it was not very 
surprising that Maha vira should know his name so well for he 
was a well known :figure. If Mahavira could read his thoughts 
then alone there would be some ground for wonder and 
admiration (1606-1609). 

'Agnibhuti', said lVIahavira then, 'you have a doubt 
regarding the existence of lmrma, whether there is really anything 
like karma.' Agnibhuti had found conflicting statements in the 
Veda regarding karma and this had led him to doubt karma. 
On .the one hand the Vedas say 'Purui:;a evedarh sarvam ... ' and 
it is also stated: 'Pm:,1.yal;i pm;i.yena karmai;ta, papal;i papena 
karmai;ta' (Brhadarai;tyaka Up. 4. 4. 5) ('He becomes meritorious 
by meritorious action, sinful by sinful action'). (See Gathas 1581, 
1643). Moreover, like Indrabhuti in the case of the jiva, 
Agnibhuti believes that karma cannot be regarded as real 
because it does not fall within the scope of the means of 
knowledge. 

12 
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Mahaviri:i, now explains to Agnibhuti that the latter has 
not grasped the meaning of the words of the Veda and that 
karma is not beyond the reach of knowledge. It is known to 
Maha vira by direct perception and even Agnibhuti could infer its 
existence from its fruit, vi7.. the experience of pleasure and pain. 
It should not be argued of course that if Mahavira can perceive 
it directly, all must be in a position to do so if it is at all a 
real entity; there are many things in the world-lion, etc.
which have been perceivel by only a few and yet no one 
has the slightest doubt regarding their existence. Mahavira's 
word. has to be relied upon, for we have the evidence of 
"11ahavira knowing immediately Agnibhuti's doubt. As pointed 
out earlier there cannot be any .doubt as regards Mahavira's 
omrnscrnnce. Moreover even though atoms are imperceptible, 
we admit their perception in their form as effects, because we 
perceive their effects viz. jar, etc .. Similarly karma itself being 
supersensuous may not be known directly by our ordinary 
perception, but we do have the perception of it in the form of 
its effects-pleasure, pain (1610-HHl). 

r_rhe inference can be stated thus: The cause of pleasure 
and pain exists; because they are effects, as seed is the cause of 
a sprout. lfarma is this cause. It may be argued that the 
cause of pleasure can be a visible one-garland, sandal-wood, 
etc.·--·and of pn,in srrnke's poison, thorn, etc.; as long as a visible 
cause can be trnced it is not proper to imagine an invisible 
one. rrhis reasoning involves a fallacy. EYen when the same 
means or causes are present for pleasure or for pain, we find 
that there are different degrees of them; and what is still more 

· significant what yields pleasure to one may be painful to 
another. To take an illustration, a garland makes a man 
honoured by it happy, but it causes inconvenience or even pain 
to a dog which would like to get rid of it. This difference 
in the case of pleasure and pt1in even when the means are the 
same can be expbined only by inferring an unseen cause; 
karma is this unseen cause (161'2-1613). 

Other arguments too may be adduced. The body of a child 
just born must be preceded by another body, becaiuse it is 
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possessed of sense-organs or pleasure and pain or the vital 
breath or winking, life, etc., like the youthful body wliich is 
preceded by another body (child's body). This body preceding 
the child's body is the karmic body. Tha body of the previous 
life or existence cannot be regarded as the cause of the child's 
body, because in the intermediate stage the ji va (soul) has lost 
its association with this body and is moving in the direction 
of the place where it is to be re-born. 'l'hus, in this condition 
the soul is free from the gross body and hence the gross body 
of the former life cannot be regarded as the cause of the child's 
body. Nor can the soul move to the new place in a bodiless 
state as there would then be nothing to decide which 
womb the soul should have access to. 'rlrns the soul 
must have the karmic body which would determine the place 
of the new birth as also be the cause of the new gross body. 
It cannot be argued that svabhava (nature) would be the 
deciding factor. This will be discussed later. The scripture also 
says that after death the soul takes nourishment through activity 
of the karmic body (joel).a kammael).alh aharei al).antaralh jivo-
Sutrakrtai1ga Nir. 177) (1614). 

Moreover, it is universally admitted that the actions 0£ 
animate beings always bear fruit, e. g. agriculture. Hence acts 
of charity, etc. must have a fruit and karma is this fruit. It 
is observed that at times the activities of animate beings, viz agri
culture and others, do not yield fruit; but this does not go 
against the universal rule as this happens on account of lack 
of right knowledg9 or because the means are insufficient or 
defective. Similarly, if the full complement of operative causes 
is not there, as for instance, if charity is not accompanied by 
purity of heart, etc., it too may be fruitless. Another argument 
can be anticipated here. As long as we can find a perceptible fruit 
or result we should not assume an imperceptible one. Agriculture, 
to take the same instance, has a tangible fruit-crop. So it is not 
reasonable to regard karma as the fruit of acts of charity, etc., 
when tranquillity of mind or any such fruit can be shown to 
result from them. But this is not so. rrranquillity of mind too 
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is an act and it too, therefore, must have a fruit. Ka.rma is 
this fruit, because pleasure or pain, the effect of this karma is 
experienced later on. There is no conflict in the two statements 
in the former of which acts of charity, etc. were referred to 
as the cause of karma and the latter one in which tranquillity 
of mind. is rega,rded as .such. Tranquillity of mind is the 
cause of karma, but acts of charity, etc. are the cause even of 
tranquillity of mind. Being the cause of the cause, acts of 
charity, etc., are regarded figuratively as the cause of karma 
(1615-1616). 

Still someone may urge that it IS not necessary 
to go into all these confounding details. Our common 
sense tells us that we attain tranquillity of mind by acts of 
charity and then feel more inclined to perform acts of cha,rity 
which yield greater tranquillity and so on. It is not at all 
necessary to imagine an intangible fruit. But this is incorrect 
reasoning. Acts of charity, etc. are the cause of tranquillity of 
mind, as lump of clay is of a jar. ·what is the cause of a 
thing can never be the effect of that very thing. How . is it 
possible to think of acts of charity, etc. as effects of tranquillity 
of mind ? (1617). 

Even now the opponent may not be convinced as it is still 
possible to point out a tangible fruit. Acts of charity etc. 
may be said to be performed for fame which is its result or 
fruit. Why should we posit an unseen fruit? If people slaughter 
a beast, it is for the meat (flesh) and not for the sin which 
is supposed to accrue from it. People are mostly motivated by 

· the tangible fruit in view and not even an infinitesimal part of 
the activity of the world is seen to have an unseen or intangible 
fruit in view (1618-1619). 

The answer to this is that activities with a tangible fruit 
do have an unseen fruit also. Slaughter, agriculture etc. may lead 
to some visible gain, but sin too accrues to the performer. 
Otherwise if, as has been stated, people mostly act with a 
tangible fruit in view and if these actions of theirs have no 
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unseen fruit at all, we would not be able to explain the very 
existence of innumerable worldly beings or transmigratory souls. 
The facts iR that even while performing the activities of agriculture, 
etc. and attaining its fruit, crop. ete., they bind unto them
selves the unseen fruit in the form of sin even though it was 
not intended by them and thus bound down they continue 
their transmigratory course. The very few performers of acts of 
charity, etc .. obti1in i1n unseen fruit of the nature of dharma 
or merit and thus i1re gradually liberated. It can be argued 
that those who perform good activities like acts of cbarity, etc. 
with an unseen fruit of the nature of dharml1 may attain it; 
no one should have any objection to this. But those who go 
in for activities like agriculture, sll1ughter etc. without intending 
to attain the unseen fruit of the nature of aclharrna, should 
have nothing to do with it. But this is not true. If tho causal 
apparatus is perfect the fruit is bound to follow whether one 
intends it or not. If a farmer while sowing barley drops 
unknowingly seeds of other grain, if there is enough supply of 
water and there are also such other factors, these seeds will 
invariably sprout forth and grow even though the cultivator 
himself did not intend that they should. Similarly when a 

person indulges in cultivation, slaughter, etc. when the full 
complement of operative causes is present, the unseen fruit of 
the nature of adhamrn, does invariably arise irrespective of the 
doer's intention. A truly wise person has no eye on the fruit 
of meritorious activities like charity, etc. and yet the fruit of 
the nature of dharma does arise. Thus all activities good or 
bad must have an unseen fruit-merit or demerit-as the existence 
of an infinite number of transmigratory souls could not be 
otherwise explained (1620). 

Further, if those who perform activities like cultivation, 
slaughter, etc. only for the purpose of attaining a tangible fruit, 
do not attain along with it the unseen fruit (karma) also, 
they would not hn,ve the bondage of karma and thus would 
be liberated immediately on their death without any effort on 
their part. On the other hand, for .those. who perform good 
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activities with an unseen fruit in view there would be endless 
transmigration as they would incur karma by the performance 
of these activities, experience the fruition of karma in another 
birth, inspired. by it again ind.ulge in activities like charity, 
etc., again incur karma and so on; thus transmigration would 
be an endless affair for them and their existence would be 
full of pain and suffering. Even to this we should. have no 
objection; but if this were true, in the absence of the 
accumulation of the unseen fruit of activities like cultivation, 
etc., there should not have been found. anyone performing 
these activities and there should not have been found anyone 
experiencing the fruition of demerit or sin; while there 
should hrLVe been found only those who ind.ulge in good 
activities like charity and those who enjoy the fruit of merit. 
But this is not what we find (1621). 

What we find. in the world is the reverse of this. And 
yet it may be noted that those who perform (sinful) activities 
like cultivation, etc. do not have the unseen fruit of the nature 
of adharma (demerit) in view. This shows that all action 
good or bad has an ·unseen fruit accordingly good or bad, of. 
the nature of dharma or adharma. There are very many people 
in the world who perform sinful n,ctivities and very few who 
perform meritorious acts of charity, etc .. \Ve may note that 
those who perform sinful activities like cultivation, etc. have 
only the tangible fruit in view and yet they do attain the 
unseen fruit which it was not their intention to obtain. Thus 
the unseen fruit follows invariably in the wake of an act of a 
sentient being. It may, further, be noted that the seen or the 
tangible fruit does not result invariably on the performance of 
an activity; all perform the same 11ctivity, yet some attain the 
tangible fruit-crop, wealth, etc., of cultivation, trade, etc., 
while others do not. The complement of operative causes being 
the game, this difference in the result can be explained only 
on the basis of some unseen cause and karma is that cause. 
This has been explained earlier (Gatha 1613). Karma is an 
effect and activity the cause; hence karma is essentially different 
from the cause (1622-1624). 
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If from the existence of bodies, etc., the existence of their 
cause, viz. karma is established, it follows, someone might feel 
inclined to say, that like the effect., body, the cause, karma too 
must be corporeal. Mabavira says that in that case his task 
becomes very easy for then the opponent would be accepting 
what be nsually has to take great pttins to prove. It stands to 
reason that karma should be corporeal, for its effect (body, etc.) 
is corporeal, as in the case of pararna1:rns or atoms, the cause 
of the corporeal jar. If the effect is incorporeal, the cause also 
is such, e. g. the soul which is the cniuse of knowledge. It may 
be noted that by 'cause' is meant the material or the constituent 
cause (sarnavayi-kara1_1a); hence it cannot be argnecl that pleasure 
and pain are effects of karmn, and they being incorporeal it 
follows that kfLrma too is incorpoieal. It is the soul that is 
the samavayi-kara1_1a and it is incorporeal as pleasure and 
pain are; while kanna, like the other factors-food, drink etc. 
- is but the instrumental cause. It .can be seen that there is no 
difficulty whatsoever in accepting the rule that like causes 
(samavayi-kara1_1a) produce like effects (1625). There are many 
other inferences demonstrating the corporeal nature of karma:
A few are given by way of illustmtion:-

( i ) Ranna is corporeal, because in relation to it there 18 the 
experience of pleasure, etc .. 

That in relation to which there is the experience of pleasure, 
etc., is observed to bo corporeal, e. g. edible food. And in 
relation to what is non-corporeal, there is no experience 
of pleasure, etc.; e. g. in relation to ether there is no such 
experience. 

And pleftsnre, etc. 18 experienced m relation to karma, 
Therefore karma is corporeal. 

(ii) That· in relation to which there is the nse of feeling 
is observed to be corporeal; e. g. fire. 

And there is the rise of feeling in relation to karma, 
Therefore karma is corporeal. 
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(iii) Karma is corporeal, because while being distinct from the 
soul and its qualities (knowledge, etc.) it gains strength on 
account of such external factors as garland, sandal-wood, etc., 
which become the cause of perversity of outlook, like a jar, 
which becomes strong by the application of oil, etc .. 

(iv) Karma is corporeal, because being distinct from the sonl, etc., 
it undergoes moc1ification, like milk. 

It should not be argued that the reason 'because it under· 
goes modification 'is a,siddha (unreal, inadmissible) bemuse it does 
undergo modification as tha,t whose effect is subject to modifica
tion must itself be such; for instance,curds cftn be modified as sour 
milk, and hence it can be ascertained tlrnit the cause of curds, 
viz. milk too is subject to modification (1626-1628). 

Agnibhliti aga,in raises a point. As there are a number of 
transformations of clouds, etc. n,nd we are not required to 
assume karma as the deciding factor, similarly even without 
karma the transmigratory souls can experience different grades 
of pleasure, pain, etc. and we need not assume karma to be the 
cause of these (1629). 

Mahavira says it is really surpnsmg that Agnibhuti while 
prepared to accept variety in resp8ct of such things as shapes 
and forms of clouds, etc., which are external and hence not 
influenced by the soul, is reluctant to do so in the case of 
karma which is associated with the souls. rrhere is a greater 
reason to accept va,riety in the latter case just as we willingly 
admit a greater variety in designs and imagery undertaken by 
an artist than in the case of the clouds. The jivas bind unto 
themselves karma which clings to them and there is no reason 
why this karma should not have variety in its transformations 
as producing different degrees of pleasure and pain (1630-1631). 

Agnibhuti is still not convinced. Mabavira accepts variety 
rn karma and through that in the degrees of pleasure and pain. 
Why can he not admit that just as there is variety in the 
transformations of the clouds, etc. naturally, without a cause1 
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so the body also can have variety of appearance, of conditions 
of pleasure and pain and so on without a cause, just naturally? 
Why does he want karma to explain these latter? Mahavira 
calmly argues that karma too is body (karmaI).a-sarira). If 
Agnibhuti admits variety in the body, he ought to admit it in 
the karmic body too which also is material - only it is super
sensuous subtle and internal because it clings closely to the 
individual soul. So if variety be accepted of the gross body on 
the ground of its similarity to clouds, etc., it should be accepted 
of the karma-body too (1632). 

Agnibhuti, sceptical as he is, argues that he personally does 
not admit even the reality of t1:1e karmic body which is not 
perceived, much less variety in it and he fails to see what is 
lost by not accepting it. l\fahavira's reply is that on death a 
soul has no connection whatsoever with the gross body. If the 
subtle karmic booy were not there, the soul would not be 
associated with a body again, because there would be no cause 
or deciding factor for doing so. If this were to happen all 
would be emancipated; there would be an end to trans
migration for all without any effort (1633). 

There would be the contingency of the emancipation of the 
entire assemblage of souls. If it were to be argued that even 
the bodiless can transmigrate, then all would be undergoing 
metempsychosis without any cause and even the siddha (perfect 
soul) would be thrown without a cause into the whirl of 
transmigration and then no one would have faith in the fact 
of emancipation (1G34). 

Agnibhuti now feels inclined to admit the reality of 
karma, but he cannot understand how corporeal karma can be 
related-by conjunction (sarhyoga) or by relation of inherence 
( samavaya) to the soul which is incorporeal. Mahavira 
adduces instances to show that there is no difliculty so far as 
this is concerned. The corporeal jar is related by conjunction 
to the sky and there is the relation of inherence of the 
corporeal finger to its action - movement, which is incorpo
real (1635). 
13 
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Or, as the external gross body is seen to be connected with 
the soul so the soul must be admitted to be conjoined with the 
karmic body when it passes from one life to another, for 
otherwise there would not be the taking of another body as 
pointed out earlier. If it is said that the external body is connected 
with the ji va on account of dharma (merit, good), and adharma 
(demerit, sin, evil), then are these latter corporeal or incorpo
real ? If they be corporeal, how could they be related to the 
incorporeal soul ? If they be related somehow, then karma 
too could be so related, If they are incorporeal, even then it 
will have to be shown how they can be related to the 
external gross corporeal body. If they are not related to the 
body, th~y will not be instrumental in bringing about the 
activity of the body. And if the relation of the incorporeal 
dharma, adharma to the corporeal body be admitted, there 
should be no difficulty in accepting the relation of the soul and 
karma (1636). 

Agnibhiiti objects as to how karma even though related to 
the incorporeal soul can influence it - favourably or unfavour
ably by according pleasure or pain to it. The sky though 
related to fire, is not influenced by it. Mahavira explains 
that there is no such rule that a corporeal thing cannot 
influence favourably or otherwise an incorporeal thing. 
Consciousness, memory, etc., the attributes of the soul though 
incorporeal are influenced by corporeal things-unfavourably 
by the consumption of wine, poison, etc. and favourably by that 
of milk, ghee, etc. so the soul though incorporeal can be 
influenced by the corporeal karma (1637). 

Mahavira has, till now, merely set at nought Agnibhiiti's 
misconception that a corporeal thing cannot influence something 
incorporeal. But in his view the soul in the transmigratory 
conditio.n is not utterly incorporeal; it is also in a way 
corporeal. As iron coming into contact with fire assumes the 
nature of fire, so the soul coming int,o connection with the 
beginningless karma comes to be of the nat11re of the modification 
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of karma. Thus it, being in a way non-different from karma, 
can be influenced favourably or otherwise by karma. The 
sky is not influenced by the corporeal fire, etc., because it is 
itself incorporeal and insentient. But the transmigratory 
soul is sentient and hence it stands to reason that it should 
be influenced by karma (1638). 

The stream of karma, again, is beginningless because body 
and karma are related as cause-effect. A seed produces a sprout 
and this in its turn produces a seed and so on. Similarly, the 
body leads to karma which leads again to the acceptance of a body 
and so on. There is always a beginningless stream of things 
related to each other as cause-effect (1639). 

Agnibhuti has referred to certain Vedic st:1tements which 
seem to go against the acceptance of karma. But the very 
truth of the Vedic statements rests on the acceptance of 
.karma. 'I1here are Vedic injunctions regarding the performance 
of agnihotra, etc. for a person desirous of heaven. By performing 
agnihotra, an apurva (unseen)-karma is produced in the soul 
which leads to heaven in a future life. On death the 
soul loses its association with the body; if karma were not 
admitted, there would be no determining factor as regards the 
soul's journey to heaven. Hence it cannot be argued that the 
Vedas do not admit the reality of karma. Moreover, even 
according to popular belief, heaven is regarded as the fruit of 
good actions like acts of charity, etc., which also would not 
be possible if karma were not accepted (1640). 

Agnibhuti may argue that if the pure soul or God or 
Avyakta (Unmanifest Matter), Time, or Destiny, Chance were 
regarded as the cause of the variety and manifoldness of body, 
etc., it would not be necessary to admit karma (1641). 

But there is no consistency in this. If these be not helped 
by karma, they would not be able to give rise to the bpdy, 
etc., for no effect is possible without the necessary complement 
of causal conditions. The potter cannot make a jar without 
the staff or the wheel. No apparatus other than karma would be 
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ava1lable, because the soul in the womb would not be associated 
with karma, and without karma it would not be able to take unto 
itself the constituents of the body, · viz. blood, etc. and thus 
would not be able to create the body. Anothet· argument is that 
the soul devoid of karma cannot create the body, etc. as it is 
motionless; wha,t is motionless, e. g. the ether, cannot create 
the bo:ly, etc.. The soul devoid of karma is motionless and 
hence it cannot create the body, etc.. Other reasons may be 
adduced, viz. - The soul devoid of karma cannot create the 
body, etc. because it is incorporeal or bodiless or inactive or 
ubiquitous (omnipresent), etc. like ether, or because it is one, 
like the unit n.torn. Hence the existence of karma has to be 
admitted. It cannot also be argued that God with a body creates 
all effects like the body, etc. for there would be the same 
difficulties as regards God's body. Does God create His own body, 
being devoid of karma? This is not possible, for no effect can 
be created without the necessary complement of causal conditions. 
If it is argued that another God creates His body, bas this 
second God a body or not ? If He is bodiless, He cannot create 
because He lacks the necessary causal apparatus. If He h~s a 
body, again he could not have created it if be were devoid of 
karma. Thus another God would have to be imagined and so 
on. All this is unwanted. Therefore it should be acceptable that 
not God, but jiva along with karma is the creator of the body, 
etc.. If God created body, etc. without a purpose in view, He 
would be as good. as mad; and if he had a purpose, He would be 
bereft of Godhood. He who is eternally pure cannot entertain 
the desire to create the body, etc.J as he is free from attachment 
and a-version. There can be no desire without these and no 
construction without desire. Hence God cannot be the creator 
of the manifoldness and variety of hody, etc. Thus, only the jiva 
associated with karma can be the creator of these. rrhus the 
existence of karma is established. This also disproves the 
existence of Visr:m, Brahma, etc. (1642). 

Agnibhuti might still be in favour of regarding svabhava 
or uature as the cause of all manifoldness of body, etc., because 
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of the Vedic statements regarding tho 'mass of consciousness', 
etc. (see Gathas 1553, 1588, 159'2~94, 1597). Some have said, 
"The origination of things is not regarded as dependent upon 
any cause by the Svabhavavadins. 'rhey do not regard even 
'sva' as cause. Who is responsible for the diversity of the 
tenderness of the lotus and the pricking of the thorn? 
We cannot also account for the Yariegated colours of the· 
feathers of the peacock and the whiteness of the moonlight. 
Where there is the element of chancr, all tliat is without any 
cause; e. g. sharpness of thorns and these pleasures and pains''. 

[ Sarvahetunirasarhsam bhavanarh }wma van:iyate; 
Svabhavavadibhis to hi nahul1 svam a,pi karar:iam. 1 

rajiva-kar:itakadini1rii vaicitryali1 lml,1 karoti hi; 
rnayurncandrikttdir va vicitral,1 kena ninnitaJ,1. '2 

kadacitkarh yad atrasti ni9-sesiari1 tad ahetukarh; 
yatha kar:italrn-taiksir:iyadi yatbi1 caite sukhadayal_i. 3] 

Agnibhuti admitting this might say that the variety and 
manifoldness in the world in due not to karma, but to 
svabhava. Lord Mahavira inquires if Agnibhuti has a clear 
idea regarding this svabhava. Is it a particular thing or is it 
non-causality or the attribute of a thing ? It is not a particular 
thing for it does not fall within the scope of any of the means 
of valid knowledge (pramar:ia). If in spite of this it is admitted, 
there is no reason why karma should not be admitted 
even if, as Agnibhuti has said, it does not fall within the scope 
of any of the pramar:ias. 1\forever if this svabhava, a particular 
thing is regarded as corporeal, it is only another name for 
'karma'. If it is incorporeal, it cannot be the creator of 
anything as it is incorporeal and has no complement of causal 
conditions, just as ether cannot create anything. And it does 
not stand to reason that the effect, the corporeal body, etc., 
should have an incorporeal cause. If svabhava means non· 
causality, it would amount to saying that body, etc. originate 
without a cause. And if this is true, there is no reason why 
all bodies should not originate all together. Moreover this means 
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that body, etc. originate without a cause, just by chance. But 
this is not consistent for whatever originates without a cause 
or by chance has no particular shape, e. g. transformations of 
clouds, etc .. Body, etc. have a beginning and a particular shape; 
hence their origination cannot be just accidental, but must be 
brought about by karma. It follows that body, etc. having a 

· particular shape have been created by a creator with his full 
causal apparatus. In the condition when it is in the womb, the 
jiva has no musal complement other than karma. Hence all 
the manifoldness and variety in the world is not there just by 
chance, but is due to karma. 

If _svabhava is conceived as the attribute of a thing even 
then if it be an attribute of the soul as consciousness is, it 
could not be the cause of the bo'.iy, etc. as it would be in
corporeal. If it be regarded as an attribute of a corporeal thing, 
this would be equivalent to a,ccepting what was intended to be 
established, as karma too is accepted by Mahavira as a particular 
mode of matter (pudga]astikaya-paryaya-vise~a). 

There is a Vedic statement: puru~a eveq.am sarvam yad 
bhutam yac ea bhavyam, utamrtatvasyesano yad annenatirohati; 
yad ejati yad naijati yad du.re yad u antike yad antar asya 
sarvasya yat sarvasyasyn, babyatal;i. (See Gatba 1580). This is 
interpreted by Agnibhuti to mean that the puru~a (soul) alone exists. 
['Eva' is taken to negate the existence of karma, prakrti (matter), 
God, etc.]. Whatever is past (i. e. samsara from the point of 
view 0f the emancipated) and what is future (i. e. emancipation 
from the point of view of the bound sathsarin), he who is the lord 
of immortality (emancipation), who grows by food, what moves 
(animals, etc.) and what does not (mountains, etc.), what is far 
(Meru, etc.) and also what is near and what is within the sentient 
and the insentient and what is without these, all this. is puru~a 
:1lone. Agnibhuti thus believes that according to the Veda, the 
existence of nothing other than the purw~a in admitted, which 
means that the existence of karma, etc. is negated. Moreover it 
has been said m the Veda: 'Vijiianaghana evaitebhya}:i 
bhiitebhyal;i ........ ' (see Gatha 1553); here also, in the view of 
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Agnibhuti, the existence · of karma, etc. which are other than 
consciousness is rejected. But this interpretation of the Vedic 
statements is not correct. Here is their true significance. 
Statements like 'Puru$a eveda:rh sarvam' are commendatory. 
They preach the doctrine of non-duality just for the removal of 
pride based on caste, etc. by praising the puru~a; they propound 
non-duality, but are not meant to negate the existence of 
everything other than the puru~11. Their purport is that all 
souls are alike and there should be no notion of inequality 
leading to a false unjustified pride of caste, etc.. Some V edic 
statements are meant to by down injunctions we could not have 
got elsewhere; they are novel. Other statements have arthavada 
in view i. e. are commendatory or denunciatory and still others 
merely repeat what is already known. 'One who desires heaven 
should perform the Agnihotra' is a vidhi - an injunction. 
Arthavada can be by way of praise or censure. It either recom
mends something by praising it or dissuades us from pursuing 
it by censuring it. In 'Puru~a eveda:rh sa,rvam' and such other 
statements, e. g. 'Sa sarvavid yasyai~a mahima bhuvi divye 
brahmapure hy €$a vyomni atma suprnti$thitas tarn ak$ara:rh 
vedayate yas tu sarvajiial;i sarvavit sarvam evaviveseti',* and 
'Ekaya piirI).aya hutya sarvfm kaman avapnoti' (by one full 
sacrifice, one attains all one's desires - desired objects -
Taittiriya, Brahma1_1a 3. 8. 10.5), arthavada by ,vay of praise 
is pre-eminent. This latter sentence cannot be taken as a vidhi, 
because if it were literally true al] injunctions regarding the 
performance of agnihotra, etc. would become useless. Moreover 
'E$al;i val,1 pratharnal;i yajiio yo' gni~tomal;i, yo' nenani~tva'-

*This text is found with a slight difference in two different 
upani$ads :-(a) yal;i sarvajiial;i sarvrtvid yasyai~a mahima bhuvi; 
divye brahrnapure hy e~a vyornny atma prati~tl;iital,1. -MuI).q.aka 
2. 2. 7. He who is omniscient and all-knower, whose glory that 
is such is spread on the earth and in the divine world of Brahman, 
that soul is established in the sky or heaven. (b) tad ak~ara:rh 
vedayate yas tu somya sa sarvajiial;i sarvam evaviveseti. -
Prasnopani~at 4-10. 
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nyena yajate sa gartam abhyapatat' - Ta:r;iq.ya-mahabrahmal}.a 
16. 1. 2. - AgniE}~orna is the first sacrifice; he who without 
performing this sacrifice performs another, falls into a pit -
This statement is meant to show that it is not proper 
to perform the animal sacrifice, etc. before performing 
AgniE}~oma and this it does by arthavada of the type of 
censure. Dvadasa masa];i sarhvatsara}:i. ( Twelve months are a 
year - Taitt. Br. J. 1. 4), Agnir UE}:r;ta}:i. (fire is hot - Taitt. 
Br. 1. 1. 4), Agnir himasya bheE}R,.iam (fire is the antidote for 
cold or frost - rraitt. Br. 1. 1. 4)-such sentences merely repeat 
what is already well known. Hence all the Vedic statements 
should not be interpreted in the same way. Thus 'PuruE}a evedarh 
sarvam' is by way of praise. Similarly 'Vijnanaghana evaitebhya}:i. .. .' 
means that the puruf'_la, the mass of consciousness is different from 
the elements. And it has already been proved that this puruf'_la 
(soul) is the creator and body, etc. are the effects. Now where there 
is the relation of creator, created, the instrument or the means 
must be present; e. g. blacksmith is the agent or creator, ball of 
iron is the thing created and pincers (sarhda1hsa) are the 
instrument. In the creation of the body, etc., by the atma,n, 
there must be an instrument and karma is that instrument. 
Moreover there are Vedic statements which directly establish the 
existence of karma, viz. PmJyal;t pu:r;iyena karrna:r;ta, papal;t 
papena karma:r;ta (see Gatha lGll). Thus karma is established 
by the testimony of the scriptures also (lG-43). 

Mahavira thus dispelled the doubt of Agnibhuti regarding 
k:wma, and the latter became a J airrn monk along with his 
five hundred followers (1644). 
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3. V AYUBHUTI REGARDING BODY-SOUL 

Hearing that Indrabhuti and Agnibhuti had become monks, 
a third Vayubhuti came to have great faith in, n,nd respect for, 
Mahavira. He very humbly decided to approach Mahavirn 
respectfully and place his difficulties before him. But so overawed 
was he by Mahavira's personality and extra-ordinary knowledge 
that he could not utter a word n,s he stood before 
him, even as the latter accosted him by his name and gotra 
as Vayubhuti Gantama. Mahavira realising this said, "You have 
a doubt as to the identity of the soul and yet yon do not ask 
me. 'Is the soul identical with the body or is it different from 
it· ?'-This is your problem. You do not understand the meaning 
of the texts and hence you are confounded" (1645-1649). 

Before discussing the meaning of the words of the Veda~ 
Mahavira explains in very clear words Vayubhuti's own difficulliy 
to him. Vayubhuti believes that the soul is an epi-phenomenon 
resulting from the aggregate of the four elements - Earth, 
Water, Fire, Air. The wine-spirit is not found in the constituents 
of wine severally, but being non-existent previously it comes 
into existence when there is a cong1omerntion of them; similarly 
consciousness is not found in the elements severally, but emerges 
when these elements form an aggregate. vVine-spirit remains in 
existence for some time and then on the means of its destruc
tion being present it perishes. So also consciousness not 
existent in the elements severally, comes into existence in the 
aggregate, remains for some time and then disappears when this 
conglomeration is disturbed. Thus consciousness is an attribute 
.of the aggregate of the elements. There is the relation of identity 
.between the attribute and what possesses it for this relation 
of attribute-substance cannot exist between things that are 
.different. Hence Vaynbhuti is inclined to regard the body and 
.soul as identical. But statements like 'Na ha vai sasarirasya ... .' 
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establish that the soul is distinct from the body. This is why 
Vayubhuti cannot come to a conclusion whether the soul is 
identical with the body or distinct from it (1650-1651). 

Mahavira explains that if consciousness were absolutely 
non-existent in the constituent elements severally, it would not 
emerge at all in the aggregate of these; as oil not being present 
in the particles of sand does not emerge even when they form 
an aggregate (1652). 

rrhe wine-spirit or the power to intoxicate, etc. is certainly 
present to some extent in the constituents of wine severally. 
To take but a few illustrations : The dhataki flowers by them
selves can cause a reeling sensation; molasses, grapes, sugar-cane 
·juice are satisfying and water quenches thirst and ·so on. 
Similarly only if consciousness were present to some extent -
however slight - in Earth, etc. could it become full and distinct 
on their forming an aggregate (1653). 

Moreover, if the wine-spirit vrnre utterly non-existent in 
the constituents of wine, it would not be necessary for us to 
seek these very constituents for obtaining it or for forming 
their aggregate. On9 desirous of wine need not then necessarily 
resort to these but should be able to achieve his aim by means 
of other constituents-ash, stones, cowdung, etc. all together 
resulting in wine. But this is not what we find. Hence wine
spirit is present in each and every constituent of wine (1654). 

· If it is argued on the basis of this that consciousness exists 
to some extent in each one of the elements - Earth, etc.,· and 
it is this that becomes distinct when the elements are brought 
together, the reply is that this reasoning is fallacious, for 
consciousness is not observed in the aggregate of the elements. 
The aggregate called bocly comprises not only the elements but 
also the soul and if conciousness exists in this aggregate, it is 
'not on account of the conglomeration of the elements but 
because it is an attribute of the soul. If it were due to the 
conglomeration of the elements it should exist in a dead body 
also. If it be argued that consciousness is not perceived in a 
·dead body · owing to the non-existence of Air1 this argument 
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could be rebuffed by pointing out that consciousness does not 
reappear even when Air is pumped in. Similarly it does not 
reappear even when Fire (Heat) is introduced. If it is 
urged that consciousness is not observed in a dead body on 
account of the absence of a special type of. Fire, Air, then this 
1s but another name for the soul (1655). 

Vayubhiiti feefo that Mahavirn's statement that conscious
ness does not pertain to the aggregate of elements is one that 
contradicts direct perception as it is there that it is actually 
perceived. You cannot deny the jar its colour. Mahavira says · 
it is not so as there is an inference that sets aside this 
sense-perception. vVe see green grass where there is an aggregate 
of Earth and Water, but this does not mean that it is a 
product of the aggregate of these; we have an inference that 
establishes 1,he existence of grass-seeds - the material cause of 
grass. Similarly in the present context there is an inference 
establishing the existence of atman of which consciousness is 
an attribute and which is distinct from the elements. In fact, 
it is Vayubhuti's stand that consciousness exists in each element 
because it exists in their aggregate that contradicts direct 
perception as consciousness is not perceived in any of the 
elements (1656). 

The inference establishing the existence of the soul as 
distinct from the elements or sense-organs is as follows :
Consciousness belongs to something distinct from the elements 
or sense- organs (Thesis), because it remembers what hag 
been cognised earlier by the elements or sense-organE! (Beason); 
as consciousness is an attribute of Devadatta wlio remembers 
what has been cognised earlier through five windows (Example). 
The purport is that if there is an individual thing that 
remembers all that has been cognised by many it must be. 
distinct from them. If it be not distinct but identical, it being 
one could not remember what was cognised by many, as :i. 

mental cognition cognising sound, etc. can cognise that alone. 
Moreover, if Vayubhuti's argument were to be pursued, it would 
end with Devadatta's being identical with the five windows. lf 
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Vayubhuti reJomR that if the sense-organs themselves can 
cognise, nothing other than these need be established,-his 
position would not be justified, for it will presently be shown that 
there is no cognition at times even when the sense-organs are 
operating (1657). 

That there is a soul distinct from the sense organs can also 
be seen from the fact that even when the sense-organs stop 
operating - e. g. in the condition of blindness, deafness etc. -
there is remembrance of what was cognised earlier by the 
sense-organs; or the fact that even when the s_ense-organs are 
operating, there is no cognition -- in the condition of absent
mindedness or when the attention is directed elsewhere. If the 
sense-organs were the only cognisers, this would never happen 
as long as they were in a perfect condit.ion and the objects were 
amenable to perception. If follows, therefore, that knowledge 
belongs ultimately to something distinct from the sense-organs 
as it belongs to Devadatta who sees different objects through 
the five windows. This Devadatta can remember the things 
cognised earlier through them even when they are shut; and 
if he is absent-minded, will not perceive anything even when 
they are open (1658). 

Other inferences may be adduced: (i) Soul (jiwa) exists over and 
· above the sense-organs, because cognising through one, it reacts 
to the objects with the help of another. X sees a man eating 
tamarind an.:1 his mouth (organ of taste) starts watering. Or, a 
man sees a jar through one window and takes it through another 
and is thus clearly distinct from both the windows. The soul 

. grasps with the hands what has been perceived with the eyes 
(organ of sight) and is thus distinct from the hands and the 
eyes (1659). 

(ii) The soul is distinct from the sense-organs because it 
can remember the objects individually cognised by the sense
organs; as a man having the knowledge of a)l the five knowables
touch, taste, smell, colour, sound - is different from the five 
men who by their wish cognise one each. The purport is that that 
which cognises all that has been cognised by many is distinct 
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from them. Vayubhuti might object tha_t from the example 
given of :five men who cognise colour, etc., it could be established 
that the sense-organs are the cognisen of colour, etc.; but this 
is not what is desired by 1\fahavira w}10 regards the sense-organs 
not as cognisers but only as instrumental in bringing about the 
cognition. But Maha vira by the qua] ification 'by their wish ' 
in the case of men has given the hid that the two cases are 
not to be treated as alike in all respects inasmuch as the 
sense-organs can have no wish and hence cannot be looked 
upon as cognisers, unless it be but figuratively. Till now 
11ahavira has rernrted to reasoning to estftblish the existence 
of the soul; but he wonld like to make it clear to 
Vayubhuti that Atman is snpersensuous an"l hence we should 
not rely on reason alone. It lrns beEn said: ' For the knowledge 
of the existence of supersensuous tl1ings, agama (verbal 
testimony or scripture) and upapatti {reasoning) are perfect 
means of valid knowledge. (Agamas copapattis ea samplir:Q.a:ri:i 
drt;itikaral).am; atindriyal).am arthana Ill sadbha Va pratipattaye) 
(1660). 

(iii) Child's knowledge must be preceded by another 
knowledge because it is of the nature of knowledge. Whatever 
knowledge there is is known to be preceded by another knowle<lge, 
as a youth's knowledge is preceded by his knowledge as a child; 
that knowledge which prncedes a child's knowledge is distinct 
from the body, as even when the previous bo:1y is given up, it 
remains as the cause of this-worldly knowledge (or of the 
knowledge during this life); moreover, it is an attribute and 
hence requires a substratum; atman is this substratum. 'l111us, 
the atman (soul) is distinct from the body. Vayubhuti can object 
that the reason (hetu) 'because it is knowledge' is the same as 
the thesis and hence the hetu (reason) is asiddha (inadmissible), 
,because the thesis has not itself been established. But this does 
not stand to reason. Knowledge in genen1l is given as the hetu 
(probans, reason) and particular knowledge (child's knowledge) is 
the. subject (pakf?a) of the thesis and hence there is no reason 
why the hetu should be looked upon as fallacious. 'Word (or 
sound) consisting of letters is non-eternal because it is sound, 
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like the sound of thunder-' rrhis is accepted as a correct 
inference. If so, our inference too is valid. If the general has 
been established it is possible to demonstrate the particular 
(not yet established) on the basis of that. The hetu would be 
asiddha in an inference of the type : Sound is non-eternal, 
because it is of the 1mture of sound- where sound (the subject) 
and sound (tbe hetu) are both general (1661). 

(iv) Child's desire for breast-feeding must be preceded by 
another desire, because it is of the nature of experience, as our 
present desire is preceded by another .... or because it is of 
the nature of desire*, just like our present desire. Now this 
desire preceding the child's first desire for breast-feeding must 
be distinct from the boly, for even when the previous body 
perishes, it persists and becomes the cause of the child's first 
desire for breast-feeding in the next life. Desire is an attribute 
(lmo':'7ledge-attribute) and therefore requires a substratum. The 
persisting soul alone can be regarded as the substratum of this 
desire. The reason (hetu) 'because it is of the nature of _desire'· 
may perhaps be looked upon as 'inconclusive' on the ground 
that the desire for emancipation is not preceded by a desire for 
emancipation and yet it is desire all the same and that this 
stultifies the universal rule that desire should be preceded by 
another desire. But note should be taken here of the fact that 
the uni vernal rule does not insist that a particular desire should 
be preceded by a desire of the same type. vVhat is meant is 
that it shoulc1 be preceded by desire in general --- some desire, 
whether it be of the same type or another. Desire fo1· emanci
pation, it will be admitted, is preceded. by some sort of desire 
and if so the reason given above is not-inconclusive (avyabhiciiri) 
(166'2). 

(v) Child's body must be preceded by another body, because 
it is possessed of sense-organs, etc .. Whatever has sense-organs 
is seen to be preceded by another body, e. g. a youth's body 1s 
preceded by his body as a child. That which precedes a 

•lfrfhis second reason is suggested by the commentator. 
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child's body could not be the previous gross body for it has 
already perished and cannot therefore be the. cause of a child's 
body. Karmic body is the cause of a child's body. 
The karmic body cannot subsist by itself; it must have 
something of which it coul<i be the body, which it could embody, 
and this something is the soul which persists from one life 
to another. rrhus, again, it can be seen, the body and the soul 

are not identical (1663). 

(vi) Child's pleasure, pain, etc. must be preceded by other 
pleasure, pain, etc., because they are of the nature of experience; 
like our present pleasure, pain. These pleasure, pain, etc, 
preceding the child's pleasure, pnfo, etc., must be distinct from 
the previous body for they persist even when the previous body 
has perished and become the cause of the child's pleasure, pain, 
etc .. Being qualities, they must lrnve a snbstratnm and that is 
atman;-which again proves that the atman is distinct from the 
body (1664). 

(vii) Body and karma are related to each other as cause-effect 
and their continuum is bsginningless, like that of seed-sprout. If 
karma and body are related to each other as instrument and 
effect, there must be some a.gent over and above these to 
manipulate them, as the potter is there with respect to stick 
and jar. The atrnan is this agent (lG65-66). 

[For other arguments dernonstrn,ting the existence of atman 
see gathas 1567-1570]. 

Mahavira n,nticipates an argument from someone with a 
Buddhist bent of mind to the effect that the soul may be 
distinct from the bo'.ly; yet being momentary like it, it perishes 
along with it and hence there is no sense ultimately in 
establishing its existence as something independent of the body. 
Mahavira's reply is that everything in the world is not 
momentary; The basic substance is eternn,l, only its modes 
are non-eternal or even momentary. Hence the soul need not 
be regarded as perishing along with the body. It remembers 
its previous existence and hence could not have perished with 
the p~ev1ous bod.y. A man can remember in youth or old age 
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what happened in childhood or a man in a foreign · country 
remembers what happened in his own country because the 
soul hr1s persisted amidst all the changes; so also if there is 
remembrance of the previous life, it only means that the soul 
has not perished with the body. It cannot be argued that the 
subsequent moments (or point-instants) are stamped with the 
impressions of the immediately preceding ones and this can 
explain the memory-factor, because if the preceding moment 
perishes absolutely without having any • connection with 
the subsequent one, the subsequent moment is absolutely 
different from the previous one. And one cannot remember 
what has been experienced by another as it would amount to 
the absurdity of Yajiiadatta remembering what Devadatta 
experienced (1671). 

It cannot also be argued that remembrance can be 
explained on the basis of a stream of point-instants of conscious
ne~s, even when the soul is momentary; for if a stream of 
consciousness be accepted as distinct from the body, it is as 
good as accepting the existence of a soul of the nature of a 
continuous stream of momentary consciousness (1672). 

Mahavira thus convinces Vaynbhuti of the existence of 
the soul even though it be of the nature of a stream 
of momentary consciousness. Then he sr1ys that conscious
ness cannot be absolutely momentary* for it could 
not then remember what was peeviously perceive:l, as 
a child who dies immediately after birth does not remember 
what happ2ned in the pn,st in this life (as it has no past). 
But we find that a man remembers in his old age what 
happened in childhood or youth, and what is still more s1gm~ 
ficant he remembers even his previous life (1673). 

The Buddhists believe that cognition is one (not helped 
by another) and being one it can cognise only one object. 
Moreover, it is momentary, for in the Buddhist view, whatever 

*Momentc1riness is in a way-from a pc1rticular point of 
view-acceptable to Mahavira rmd so he says that knowledge 
is not absolutely momentary. · · 
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is existent is momentary (yat sat tat sarvam k$ar:iikam-Hetubindu, 
p. 44; k$ar:iika9- sarva-sa:rb.skara"li-All things are momentary). But 
how possibly could they establish this? If all the momentary things 
could be brought together, then alone could there be a cognition 
of all of them as being momentary; again, this knowledge could 
not have been originated by all the tbingR, because . the 
Buddhists believe that one cognition can have but one object. 
If there could be simultaneous cognitions of the momentariness 
of all individual things and if the soul were to assimilate them 
this could be possible, but the Buddhists do not accept the 
simultaneous origination of a number of cognitions of all objects. 
Renee with .their tenets, it is not possible to have knowledge 
'of the momentariness of all the objects of the world. Even if 
knowledge being one and of one object, were not 
momentary - perishing immediately after its origination -- it 
could have been possible to have this knowledge of momentari
-ness of objects; but knowledge too, in their view, is momentary. 
Looking to these difficulties, knowledge should not be. accepted 
as momentary. And being a quality it requires an appropriate 
substratum viz. the soul. This proves the existence of the soul 
·as distinct from the body (167 4). 

There would be still another difficulty in the Buddhist 
view. A cognition, according to it, is confined to its own object, 

_.i. e. it can have but one object. Jf so, how could ·such a cognition 
ever tell ns of the attributes - momentariness, essencelessness, 
·painfulness, etc. - of the objects of a great number of cognitions? 
Thus it is not all possible to have the knowledge of the 
momentariness of things (167 5). 

It can be argued that though cognition is one, of one object 
only and momentary, still it can know the momentary nature 
of all - cognitions and objects on the basis of the inference 

· grounded on the nature of itself and its own objects, and thus 
there is no difficulty whatsoever. To this the reply is that such 

· an inference would be fallacious, for only a thing which is known 
i to exist can be the subject of an inference (tatra pak$aQ. prasiddho 
dharmi -Nyaya-pravesa, p. 1); while the very existence of the 

15 
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subject of this inference - viz. other cognitions and their 
objects - has not been established. 'What is the sense in 
discussing the attributes ( momentariness, etc.) of things 
the ver:Y existence of which is a matter of doubt. The one 
momentary cognition having but one object cannot do this 
work, vi7'. establish that there are other cognitions, they have 
their own objects and these objects have their attributes -
capa,bility of producing knowledge about themselves, etc.. How 
can cognitfon tell us of the momentariness of these, when the_y 
.themselves are not known. It may again be urged that inference 
from itself and its object can establish all this: "Just as I am, 
so other cognitions also exist; just as my objects exist, so also 
the objects of other cognitions; and as I and my object are 
momentary, so other cognitions and their objects are momentary.'' 
But this, too, is not correct. The knowledge cognising the 
momentariness of all these is momentary; it perishes as soon as 
_it originates; it cannot, therefore, cognise its own destruction 
and momentariness - much less can it cognise other cognitions, 
their objects and the momentariness of all these. Moreover, it 
cannot cognise the momentariness even of its own object, 
because the cognition and its object perish simultaneously. 
Should the cognition perish after having seen its object perish 
and having ascertained its momentariness, then this could be 

'possible. But bpth perish simultaneously after having given rise 
to their respective point-instants. Perception of the nature of 
self-consciousness (sva-sarhvedana) or sensuous perception cannot 
cognise momentariness in the Buddhist view and that inference 
cannot help in this direction has been shown above. So 
momentariness of things cannot be established (1676). 

It cannot also be argued that the previous cognition creates 
such an impression on the succeeding one that cognition 
though momentary and of one object, can know the attributes 
(existence, momentariness, etc.) of other cognitions and of their 
objects. This is possible only if the impressor-cognition and the 
.cognition impressed upon meet in one moment and not when a 
.cognition perishes as soon as it is born. If, to avoid this difficulty, 
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the two cognitions be regarded as existing simultaneously 
that would conflict with their momentariness. Again, is 
this impression momentary or is it not ? If it is momentary, 
it too, as shown above, cannot establish the momentariness of 
all; and if it is not momentary, that goes against the Buddhist 
view that everything is ~omentary. Thus even the introduction 
of the concept of vasana (impression) in the explanation does 
not help us to establish the momentariness of all things of the 
world (1677). 

If while accepting that knowledge is momentary, the 
Buddhists also want the knowledge of the momentariness of all 
things, there would be a number of difficulties: 

(a) It will have to be accepted that for the knowledge of 
all the objects in the three worlds a number of cognitions 
can rise simultaneously and the existence of a permanent 
entity-soul - as one that can be the substratum of these 
cognitions and can remember the objects cognised by them, 
will have to be accepted; 

(b) One cognition will have to be accepted as having a 
number of objects,-which goes against the Buddhist_ view; 

(c) Cognition will have to be accepted as having a prolonged 
existence (i. e. as non-momentary) so that it could cognise 
all the things one after another. Does this not amount to 
the acceptance of atman or soul by a different name? 

(d) Buddhism would be throwing to the winds its doctrine · 
of pratitya-samutpada (dependent origination) according to 
which there is no connection whatsoever between cause and 
effect; the cause does in no way persist in the effect. If 
this pratitya-samutpada be accepted all the empirical 
behaviour-remembrance of past things, etc.-would be flouted as 
memory, etc. are possible only when there is a co-ordinating 
factor as the locus of past cognitions. Atman (soul) can su~ply 
this void and we need not rue the loss of pratitya-samutpada 
even here, for the Buddhist tenets themselves cannot sustain 
it. If Atman (soul) is accepted as of the nature of origination, 
destruction, persistence, knowledge,· none of these difficulties 
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remain and all empirical behaviour can be explained. The 
soul is persistent and eternal from the point of view of the 
basic substance - dravya - and liable to origination and, 
destruction according as its modes rise and perish. Hence 
instead of the stream of momentary consciousness, soul of. 
the nature of eternality, origination and destruction should 
be accepted as existent over and above the body (1678-1679). 

Vayubhuti would like to know what kinds ot cognitions 
the soul has and how it has them. When there is destruction
cum-subsidence of the coverings or karma-obscurations of 
mati-jiiana (sensuous knowledge), sruta-jiiana (verbal or. 
scriptural knowledge), avadhi Jnana (visual intuition) and· 
manal).-paryaya-jiiana ( intuition of mental modes), these 
latter arise. The destruction-cum-subsidence of · coverings of 
different kinds and degrees produces corresponding kinds and 
degrees of cognitions in the soul. These are momentary as 
modes (paryaya), but persisting in other times or moments or 
even eternal as the basic substance (dravya) (1680). 

But when the coverings are utterly destroyed, kevala-jiiana 
(omniscience or pure knowledge) arises. It is perfect, eternal and· 
does not admit of variation; it has an infinite number of things 
as its objects and persists in a pure condition perpetually (1681). 

Vayubhiiti is still a bit sceptical ancl wonders why, if 
the soul has an existence independent of the body, it is not 
seen entering the body or leaving it. Mahavira explains that 
non-perception is two-fold. An utterly non-existent thing, e. g. 
ass's horn cannot be perceived. But even an existent thing 
m;ty not be perceived on account of one or more of these reasons: 

(i) Durabhavat - if a thing is very far; e. g. heaven or 
Mount Meru; 

(ii) Atisannikan;lat-if a thing is very near; e. g. eye-lashes; 
· (iii) Atisauk~myat - if a thing is very subtle; e. g. atoms; 

(iv) Ma.no'navasthanat- if the mind is perturbed and 
inattentive; e. g. those unconscious cannot see anything; and 
an absent-minded person does not perceive an object 
before him. 
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(v) Indriyapa~avat - if the sense-organs are · not highly 
efficient; e. g. in the case of one slightly deaf. 

· (vi). Mati-mandyat - dullness. A dull person cannot grasp 
things which are deep and subtle. 

(vii) Asakyatvat - if perception is not possible; e. g. it is not 
possible to perceive one's ears, head, back, joint of the 
neck. 

(viii) Avara:r:iat - if the eyes are cove.ed or something stands 
be.tween the sense-organ and the object; one cannot, for 
instance, see an object covered by a mat or behind a wall. 

(ix) Abhibhavat - when a thing is overpowered; e. g. the stars 
are overpowered by the light of the sun and. hence 
cannot be perceived in day light. 

(x) Samanyat - extreme similarity; even when a grain of 
pulse is very closely examined and then mixed up in a 
heap of pulse-grains, it is not possible to find it out and 
distinguish it from the othe,·s as they are all extremely 
similar. 

(xi) Anupayogat - lack of attention and interest; if a man is 
· concentrating on the pel'ception of colour, he d~es not. 

perceive odour, etc. even when they n,re present, for he 
is not interested in th~m and hence does not pay atten· 
tion · to them . 

. (xii) Anupayat - if the means are not there; e. g. seeing the_ 
horns, · one cannot have an idea of the quantity of the 
cow's milk, because the horns are no means of knowing 
the quantity of the cow's milk. · 

{xiii) Visn:;rti - Forgetting. If a man forgets, he does not know 
what was previously perceived. 

; 

(xiv) Dura,gamat - wrong instruction or testimony; if a man 
. for instance, has been deceived or misguided and h~s aJl 
along known sand of · a golden colour as gold, he will 
not then know gold even when it is before him. 

)xv) Mohat - Stupefaction. IL a person's intellect. has been 
stupefied, he does not perceive the soul, etc. thm1gh they 

· are existent entities. · 
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(xvi) V1darsanat - lack of sight. One born blind cannot see 
anything. 

(xvii) Vikarat - Deterioration; when due to old age, a person's 
energies flag, there is non-cognition even of what was 
cognised earlier a number of times. 

(xviii) Akriyatal;i - lack of activity. If a man does not dig the 
ground he cannot see the root of the tree. 

(xix) Anadhigamat - Non-acquirement. If a man has not 
studied the scriptural texts, he will not know their 
meaning. 

(xx) Kalaviprakar$at - separation by time; one does not 
perceive past and future things. 

(xxi) Svabhava-viprakar$at- the thing's nature being not 
amenable to perception; e. g., one does not perceive 
the sky or evil spirits. 

Thus in any one of these twenty-one ways, it might not be 
possible to perceive a thing even though real and existent. In 
the present context, on account of svabhava-viprakar$a, i. e. because 
the soul is incorporeal, it cannot be perceived. The karmic 
body .is subtle like an atom and hence it too cannot be perceived; 
and so the transmigratory soul accompanied by the karmic 
body cannot be perceived as it enters the gross body or leaves 
it. The soul or the karmic body should not, on account of this, be 
regarded as utterly non-existent, for the existence of these is 
established by a number of inferences (1682-1683). 

On the basis of Vedic testimony also it is easy to realise 
that the soul is distinct from the body. The Veda enjoins 
agnihotra, etc. on one who wishes to go to heaven. Now the 
body is reduced to dust or ashes when a person d~es. If the 
soul is not distinct from the body, there would be no one to 
enjoy the fruit of agnihotra, etc. in heaven, and the Vedic 
injunctions would be serving no purpose; they would be proved 
false. Similarly people believe that one who performs good deeds, 
acts of charity, etc., goes to heaven. This would hold good only 
if the soul be distinct from the body. Vayubhuti had not 
understood the true meaning of the Vedic statements and hence 
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was inclined to regard the soul as identical with the body. But 
Lord Mahavira explained the Vedic passages to him and also 
established by inference that the aggregate of elements in the 
form of the body must have an agent-creator, for the body has a 
beginning and a fixed shape, asi the potter is the maker of the 
pot. There are Vedic statements which clearly say that the soul 
is distinet from the body: Satyena labhyas tapasa hy e!;!a 
brnhmacaryer;ia nityarn jyotirmayo visuddho yAim pasyanti 
dhira yatayal;i sa:rhyatatmanal;l -MuIJ.q.akopanif;!ad, 3. 1. 5. - 'By 
truth, austerity, sexual continence, the bright, pure one can 
always be obtained. The wise, controlled sages see him' ,-and 
such others Hence it must be accepted that the ji va (soul) has 
an existence independent of the body (1684-5). 

When his doubt had thus been removed, Vayubhuti became 
a monk along with his 500 pupils and followers (1686). 
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4. VY A1(TA- REGARDING 
rrHB OBJJ1jC'rIV:B! REALI'rY OF THINGS. 

A foul'th Ga:r:i::tclhara namecl Vyakt:1 too decided to approach 
Ma,havirn, with reverence anc1 lmve his doubts dispelled. 
J\fahavirn accosted l1im by his name and gotra as Vyakta 
Bharadvaja and told l1im Rtraightaway that he had a doubt 
as regards the fi vo elernGnts Rartl1, \Vater, :Fire, Air, :Fither 
and that that was so because lrn fonnd apyia.rently conflicting 
statements in the Veda. One of them Rays : Svapnopamarh 
vai salmlam ity e1;1a brnhrnavidhir aiijasft vijiieyaJ.1-which Vyakta 
interpreted as meaning, 'Everything is bnt of the nature of 
a dream ( like a dream); tbis brnbrna-vidhi, ,vay of the 
ultimate truth should be understood trnly and instantly', and 
hence he was inclined to believe that there is nothing like 
the elements. On the other hand there are statements like 
dyavaprthivi sahf1stam - Taitt. Brah l. 1. '.-3, prthivi devata, 
apo clevatal;t--which establish the existence of the elements. 
Hence Vyakta was confounded whether the elements are 
really existent or not. But the fact was tlrnt he did not 
know the true meaning of, and tbo logic behind, the Voc1ic state
ments. Before explaining tbis l\fahavira proceeds to expound 
Vyakta's clonbt in cloa,r terms to him (] G87-89). 

Yyakta belioveR that tho elements are like objects seen m 
a dream or like objects crea,tecl by magic - illusory, having 
no real existence. A poor man may seo in bis dream elephants, 
and horses at bis door and his coffern full to tbe brim with 
jewels and gold. But he Mvakes as poor as ho was, for all the 
dream-objects wore unreal. So ah.;o in an illusion projected by 
a magician, utensils of gold, jewels, pearls nnd silver and parks, 
flowers, fruits may be seen, but tbey are all unreal. Similarly 
the elements we perceive empirica,lly are unreal, because they 
topple down ·when subjected to the test of reason. If one doubts 
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the reality of the elements which are perceptible, one is fmre 

to doubt the reality of soul, rr.erit, demerit,, etc. which are all 
supernensuous, or not amenable to sensuous perception. Vyakta 
too is apt to believe tlmt the entire ,vorld is unreal (1690-1691). 

Yyakta's argnrncnt is tlrnt the ·moment we stn,rt reasoning, 
things looked upon as ren,l start tumbling down from their. 
pedestal of so-called reahty. Everything in the ,vorld is relative 
like the notiom; of long-short. A thing cmnnot bo established 
by itself, or by another, or by both or by :111ythi11g other than 
these. Everything in the world is either an effect or a cause. 
An effect is so called because it is proL1nccd by a cause and a 
canse is so c:t!lecl becansc it proJnces tl1e effect. These expressions 
are thus mntmdly depenJent and rebti \7 C. There would be no 
'cause' if tlw 'effect' c1ic1 not exist and vice versa. rnrns karya 
(effect), etc. are not established intrinsically, i. e. by themselves. 
And what cannot be established by its own nature cannot be 
establishecl by another. No also a thing cannot be established 
both by itself am1 by another, because what they cannot do 
seYerally, they cannot achieve jointly too. If oil is not found 
in the grains of sancl taken severally it is not also found in 
their aggrrgate. And in this there woul(1 be the fault of mutual 
dependence, for one cannot be est:ihlislwd till the other 
has been csta111ished arn1 :i thing cannot be established by 
anything other than these (ithelf and n,nother), since nothing 
other than the,;n exists and tlH1t woulc1 leal to the contingency 
of a thing being est:iJilishctl without flny c:ause, i. c. haying no 
cause. Hence tho fourth alternative also fails to help us. This 
is what happens -with re,-,pect to 'long', \Jwrt' also. The index 
finger is 'long' when it is referred to tlio thumb, but tlrnt same 
finger is 'short' when refenec1 to the middle finger. By itself 
it is ncitl:er long nor short. Tjongness and sliortnesR are thus 
not self·est:1blishec1 anc1 so c,11111ot be est:tblishecl by another. 
Tbo other two altematiyes too are of no avail in establishing 
their existence. It is well saicl : 

Na dirghe' stilrn clirg1rntvn1i1 na hrasye niipi ea dvaye; 
tasmad asidc1hali:l sfrny:ttviit Rad ity iikhyftyate kvn, hi. 
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hrasvam pc·atitya siddham dirgham dirgham pratitya hrasvam api; 

na kiiicid asti siddham vyavaharavasad vaclanty evam. 

[There is nothing like longness in what is (called) long, nor in 
what is (called) short, nor in both. Hence longness is not 
established. B2ing (thus) void ·where possibly conld it be 
regarded as existent? 'Long' is established in dependence on 
'short', and 'sho:t' iR established in dependence on 'long'. 
Nothing is in fact an established entity; people talk of things 

as if they were established under the corn pulsion of practical 
necessity (i. e. to carry on their empiricfLl dealings)] (169'2). 

Approaching the problem of reality from another point of view, 
one nrn.y ask: Are existence and jar one or different? If they are one 
i. e. non-different, whatever has existence would be a jar and so 
all the thingR in the world would be of the nature of the one 
jar. And then cloth, ete. which are 11011-jn,r could not exist at 

all, everything existent being of the nn,ture of jar. Or to put it 
differently, the jar ,\'Otdcl not only be ja,r but also everything else 
(ghata~1 sarvatma,kal,1). Or, existence being icleutica,l with jar, 
that a,lone would exist mid nothing other than it. Or even that 
would not exist; for 'jar' is so called only because it is the 
counter-positive of 'non-jar'; but if this 'non-jar' is not there, jar 

too will cease to exist. Hence there is but void. If jar and 
existence are diffrrent, then being devoid of existence, jar, like 
ass's horn, would not be existent. Existence means being existent. 
If existence be abfolutely different from the existent jar, etc. 
which are its support, then it would be non-existence, for the 
attribute, the sn pported can never exist apart from the supporter, 

the substratnm. As none of these alternatives is possible, jar 
and all like objects n,re indefinable or utterly void (1G93). 

There is no sense in di,,,cnssing anything :1bout that which 
is not produced, e. g. ass's horn. But even of what is produced, 
causality does not stn,nd the test of reason, and so it too is void. 

What is produced rn11111ot b2 produced, as it has been already 
produced, e. g. jar. If even a produced thing can be produced, 
then there would b2 no encl to this repeated origination. vVhat 

is non-producoc1, that too cn,nnot be produced; otherwise we 
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would have to accept the origination of non-existence, e. g. ass's 
horn, as it too is non-produced. Even produced-non-produced 
cannot be produced, for the dinicnlties of both the above 
alternatives would be present here. But, is there any such 
thing as 'produced-non-produced'? If it exists, it can be 
called 'produced' alone, and not both. If it docs not exist, it can 
be 'non-prodnced' only. And the difficulties in either case have 
been pointed out. So also, 'what is b2i11g p:'OClnced' cannot be 
produced, for it too if existent should be classified under 'produced', 
and if not existent nncler 'non-proc1ucod', and tho same difficulties 
would present themsel vos. It bas been said: 

gata1n na gamyate tavarl agata1n naiva gn,myate; 
gatagata-vininnukta1i:i gamyn,rnit1rnri1 na gamyate. 

(Madhyamika-kiLrikiL '2. 1) - 'If motion has alren,dy tn,ken place, 
the question of motion does not arise at all; and it does not 
arise even if it bas not taken place. And the condition other 
than 'motion' aud 'non-motion' (the process of motion, what is 
being gone through) is not found.' Thus, as causality does not 
stand to reason, the world should be regarded as void (1694). 

Another argument can be aclvancec1 to demonstrate the 
inconsistency of the concept of causality - which leads to the 
view that everything is void. The inherent (or material or 
constituent - hetn) and the instrnmental (pratyaya) are the causes 
held responsible for the production of n, thing. And it is held 
that tho constituent n,nd tho instrumentnil ca,uses taken severally 
cannot prod.nee the effect. Bnt if the capacity to cause or 
originate does not exist in each factor of the full causal 
apparatus, how can it exist in the total causal apparatus as 
pointed out earlier too? Then there would be no effect and the 
causal-apparatus too would not exist and the world would be 
void. It is said : 

Hetu-pratyaya-samagri·prthagbhave$v adarsanat; 
tena te nabhilapya hi bhavab sarve svabhavata}:i. 

loke ya vat snimjna samagryam eva drsyate yasmat; 
tasmad na santi bhava bhave' sati nasti samagrL 
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-· The effect is not found in the constituent ea use :111d the instru
mental cause severally n,nc1 till the effect, e. g. jnir, is not produced 
it cannot be called j1tr, etc.; hence by 1rnture it is indefinable. 
Whatever nomencbture we find in the worlc1 is \Yith reference 
to the total (causal) app1tratns, henco things do not exist. And -
if things do not exist the cansn,l appn,ratus too does not exist 
(1695). 

Wbn,t is imperceptible is, like the ass's horn, unreal. But 
even if we take into consideration percoptible things, they are 
not indivisible wholef.i, they are nm.de up of pa,rts. Roughly 
speaking everything lrns n, fore pn,rt, middle anc1 hind part. 
The latter two r1re not visible n,s they a,re covorec1 from view 
by the fore part. The fore prLrt too ca,n be inilni tcly <1i vidcd 
into p:1rts so tlrnt thcs3 ,vill be just atom, n,ncl so not perceptible. 
rrherefore things like post, ete. ca,nnot bJ perceived in ror1lity. 
Being non-perceived they n,ro unreal like the ass's horn. rrhis 
again proves that everything is void. It is s:1id : 

Yavad drsya1n paras tavac1 bbag:11,1 Sfl, Cft W1 drsyate; 
tena te nabhilapya hi bhavM1 sn,rve svabhavatal_i. 

-'Of what is perceptible, the hind pfLrt is not seen. rrhus all 
things are by nature indefinn,ble'. By such reasoning Vyaktai 
argues out a case in favour of tbe unreaility of aJl things. rrhe 
Vedas, on the other hand, refer to the existence of things. On 
account of this, Vyakta, has a doubt as to the existence or 
non-existence of things in re;1Jity (16GG). 

After having set forth the doubt in Y ynJ;:tai's mind, J\fah~wira 
shows that this doubt itself does not hold gooc1 in tlmt context. 
If, as Vyaktn, argues, there are no objects wlrntsoever in the 
world, no one would entertain ai doubt as to their existence or 
otherwise. No one even for a while has any doubt rega,rding 
sky-flower or ass's horn. Doubt can airise only with respect to 
existing things ns when we say 'Is this a main or a post?' If 
everything is regarded as unreal, no specin,l rea,son can bo adduced 
on account of which doubt as regards nrnn-post 1s justified but 
does not pre,ent itself in respect of sky-flower. It could have 
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no doubt in rnspec-t of rrnm-post-jnst tl1e opposite of wbat 

,vo have at present. But this is 11ot wl1at we friHl It follows 

that everything is not non-existent like s1,y-Jlowor (1G\J7-D8). 

The doubt with rcga;-d to man-post c:111 be; jnsbfiec1. rrhings 

ri,rc known to U8 by any of the three means of ,·;1,lid Jrnowledge

perception, inference, verbn,1 testimony. Donbt can ai'ise only 

where knowledge is possible. But hmr c,w tlwro be rmy doubt 

with regarJ to things which cannot be known by any of the 

means of knO\vledge ? rJ 1his explains wby we cntei·ktin doubts 

as to man-post, but not with rog,ircl to Rky-tlower (lnm)). 

I)oubt, error, irn1efinite lrnowledge, definite knowledge etc., 

are all rno:lcs of lmowlcclge wl1icl1 cnn rt+m only in clepern1ence 
on an object. So ,YIL'i'C tliere is no object, tlioi·c is no b1owloclge 

rtnd lience no doubt or error or any of tlicso rnodcfl of know1cc1ge. 
But there is doubt., as Vyakb srtyfl, and licnco there is 
knowledge which inv,u-ia,b]y pl'csnpposcs tho oxisLonce of objects 

e g. post, man. It rnri,y be argucr1 that the oxrunple is 

falhwious-rtn inadmissible (asicldlrn) one for tho existence of post or 

ma,n bas not been estn,blishd. But then there would be no 

doubt also. 11lnl8 the existence of objects crtn be inferred on 

tbe basis of the existence of doubt (1700-1701). 

It crtn be argne:1 that there is no such rule that a doubt 
mmnot rtrise if no object is existent. A sleepiug rrnm has 

nothing beside liim th:1t crtn be the object of his knowledge, 
and yet he doubts, 'Is this an elephant or a mountain?' This 

rnenns tlmt donbts can a rise even when there are no objects. 

But it should be noted thrtt even in a, dream doubt 1s 

caused by memory, etc., of what was Jml'cei vecl or experienced 

ertrlier or due to any such factor; it never operntes wbere 

there is absolute negation of all existence. Dreams too cannot 

originate witho1!t the instrumentality of some such factors : 
something experienced in the W,tking condition, e. g. 

bathing, crtting, a.nointing, ctc; or sometbing perceived at 

some time-elephrrnt, horse, etc; or something 0110 thinks about 

very often or worries about, e. g. i1rnbility to attain one's 
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beloved; or something bcanl of-heaven, bell, etc; or disorder 
of the lrnrnotus -wind, bile, phlegm; some deity, favourable or 
otherwise; marshy hncl. Or merit rnay bCJ the cr1use of a good 
dream; or demerit of ;111 evil or illanspicions clream. rrhis shows 

that oven a drcrtrn is somctliiTJg positive; if tlrnt is so, how 
can we say that tlie work1 is void? (1702--170:3). 

Otlier reasons too u111 bCJ ac1cluccc1 to sbow that dreams are 
positive in natnro: Dream is poc;itin\ because it is of the nature 

of knowledge, liko the lmowlcclgo of a j:1ir; or dream is positive, 
because like a pot, it is brought :1bout by instrumentfLl factors -
any of those mentioned above (170-1). 

l\forcovcr, if there ,vern 11011-existence of cverythi11g, how 
could we distingnish between dream and non-dream, true and 
false; Cbndh:trYa-city (City of Illusion) an'.1 the city of 
Pittaliputrn,; \d1at is liternlly tnw (e. g. a real lion) and what is 
figurative (e. g. nrnn-lion)? JJow conlll ,ve speak in terms of 

effect, cr1use, what is to be established and wlrnt is the reason 
which establishes, door, speaker, statement (whether it has 

three members in the syllogism Oi' five) and what is to be stated 
(i. e. the intent of the statement)? And hmv could we accept 
one view 1:1s our own and say that the other view is another's. 
If everything ,vere void, non-existent, how could we use such 

expressions eyen under the corn pnlsion of practical necessity ? 
And how conld it hrLYO been detetmined that ErLrth is solid, 
\Yater ilni(l, Fire hot, \Vind moYing and Ether colourless 
(fo::rnless or incorporer1l); and tlrnt sound, etc. fLre respectively 
the objects of the organ of befLring, etc.? (1705~7). 

If everything were void or non-existent, everything should 
be alike n,nd tbere conld not be any classification of the type 
of dream - non-dream, etc.; or things could have been determined 
in just the opposite \yn,y - a dream could have been non-dream 

and vice versa, or \YateL" could lrnYe been solid and Earth fluid; 
or there shonlcl }rnve been no cognition whatsoever in the 
n.bsence of an object. If it is n.rgued that all this nomenclature, etc. 

and inconsistency with respect to cognition, et.c. are themselves 

due to bhranti, error or illusion, then the reply is that it is 
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not so, for cognitions are determined by pbce, time, nature, etc .. 
Again is this bhranti itself real or not? If it is real it goes 
against Vyakta's view of tho unreality of everything; ancl if it 
is unreal, the cognitions of ob,jects as existent am free from 
error and so objects are reed. Hence it is wiser to give up the 
doctrine of the non-existence of things arn1 rega,·d things as 
existent. And if one clings to the view that everything is void, 
there is no strong point ,vhich coulrl le:u1 to the conviction 

that knowledge of tbo void is correct and knowledge of the 
existence of objectR is not. If overytliing be voil1, it would not 
even be pOf,sible to distingnish in this way ( 1708). 

Vyakta has al'gued that a thing cannot be estabfo,hed by 
itself or by another, or by both or by anything other tlmn these. 
To controvert this, Mahav:irn, w1,ys, if everythillg iR non-existent 
there cannot be the notions of 'self' ('itself') and 'm10tber'. 
And if these do not cxiHt, Yyakta cannot establish that things 
do not exist by tlio aboye argument based on 'itself', 'other', 
'both', 'other than tbese'. l\foreon,r, it is contradictory to say 
on the one hand that tl1e existence of thing,:; is rehttive (short

long) and on the othet' to point out that a thing cannot be 
established by itself, othe,·, etc. And it i~, 11ot qnite correct to 
say that the existence of tl1ings is 011 ly relati vr; things also have 
the efficiency to prodnco lrnow lc'.dge reg,1rding thrnisr I vcs and 
this itself is a llrnrk of tlieir e;-.;istrncc. 'Sho ·t', etc. give riRe to 
knowledge concerning thernsc[yc·, arnl ;-O tlicy mnst Le existent; 
they should not b2 looked npon a,., no1H'xi,.:;tent. Jf tho finger 

which is umwtl can be short or long wl1r11 refc~ncd to another, 
then even tho ass's horn sl1ould bo spoke11 of as 'lung' or 'short', 
as the two cases are pn,rallel; or the inc1cx-f-iuge,· should be 
short by itself with rcferenco to itself, bcrnnsc non-r,xistence 
holds good everywlwre. But this is net wliat we find. The fact 
is that the fingt,l' exists in its own right. It has numerous 

attributes 'which become rnanifest ns they lrnve in their vicinity 
a corresponding auxiliary cause. Dnt if the finger were utterly 
non-existent, it conld not lmve b2c11 short or long ollly because it 
was referred to anotliot· and the itlternativcH of 'itself', 'other', etc. 
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would not be possible. This is true of all things. The Nihilist, 
again, cn,nnot iugne that he bimsolf does not accept the notions 
of 'itself', 'othel'', ·ctc, but he utilises them because they are 
accepted by bis ri,·a1 thinkcl'; - that he speaks of them only 
from tl1e opponent':-; point of view. 'J1ho Nibili:-it forgets that 
for him thel'e is nothing like 011e's own view anc1 rmother's; 

and if he accepts this, he shonltl gi\·n up his st::rnd rcg:t"ding 

~ibilisrn (170D). 

Vyakta lias argued th;1,t notliing bas existence, there is 
merely the void ancl th:1,t onr empirical lmowlcdge of 'long', 
'short', etc. ari :cs 011 ly relatively. A thing is calhd 'long' 
or 'sbort' only wlurn it is referred to anot11or. Now, tlo the t\yo 
cognit;ions of 'long', 'sho,·t' occur simnltm1eonsly or 0110 after 

the other? If sirnult:1nconsly, the two cog11isables appear in 
their own knowledge irdcpern1cntly an:l one conld not possibly 
depend on the other. If tlH'Y bkc phco one n,[ter the othor, 
tho imfox finger, to take an insti'Lnce, lrns n,ppea'.·od as 'short' 

in its own cognition wl1ich occurs first n,nil so cloes not neecl 
to depend on the other cognition, vi;1,. of the middle fingel' as 
'long'. And to cnt tlie m:-1ttcr sl:ort., cnn you point ont 
anytl1ing on which the very firnt cognition of a newly born 
child n,s it opens its cyeR clepcnds? And if two objects :trc alike 
in all respects like tlrn two eyes i'Ln1 if they arn cogniseJ 
simultaneously, they appen,r in tlrni;· O\Yll rrntu rc in theit' own 
cognitions n,rnl no rnutn,1,J depe:rnle11ce of these t\YO cognitions 
could be thought of. Tlrn fact ih tl1:1,t (Jbj2ct,, i'lppc:H in their 

own 11aturc in tl1cir 1 cspceti Ye cc,guition,; wit11ont reference 
to n,nother; and :-1t a htor stn.ge when wo lmve the cmiosity 
to inquire: into the det:1ils reg:-1rcli11g fo:rn, etc. ,ve are helped 
by rrnxi li:-1ry fadorn like: the memory of thoii' prntipnJ,f:<,L 
(oppo:-;ite) :-111cl tlrns by n synthc~i,; we speak of the object 
as 'lollg' OL' ':,l1ort'. Dnt flill U1ing;1 are _rC':istent in their own 

right- arc: sclf-cst:tblishc<l (1710-J 711). 

If, n,s VyaLtn, s:1,ys, there i:', sheer ~ihilisrn, :111 objcC'.ts are 
eqnal in he:ing tlll :'eal. Iu that errse -why lias lie to e-s:pbin the 
knowledge 'long' \\·ith r~gn,r,1 to the rnic1,ll," ting,1· li)' reforring 
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to short objects like the index finger, etc. \Vhy cannot a thing 
be called 'long' with reference to a long object, or even a 
sky~flower when everything is equally unreal and non.existent; or 
why by referring things to a s1zy-flower do we not call things 
'long' or 'short' ? But this is not found to be the case. So 
Nihilism cannot be accepted and reality of things has to be 
admitted (1712). 

If Nihilism be accepted, even the concept of relativity shonlcl 
not be accepted as it is not consistent with the fundamental 
doctrine of Nihilism. It ca,nnot be asserted that it is the very 
nature of things to be called relatively 'short' or 'long' 
and . nature ( svabhava) cannot be questioned. Who is to 
be questioned as to why fire burns and not ether ( agnir 
dahati nakas:11:h k'otra paryanuyujyatam)? If the Nihilist were 
to put forth this argument, his case would be doomed. Nature 
or svabhava is one's own existence or character. Here there is 
distinction between 'itself' and 'another' and this militates 
against the doctrine of Nihilism. Moreover if everything were 
unreal, would it be possible to discuss and argue in terms of 
one's own nature (svabhava)? Can you ever imagine the 
essential nature of the 'barren woman's son' ot· of any such 
thing utterly non-existent? Only existent things can have 
svabhava, their own nature. Thus Nihilism stands refuted 
(1713). 

Mahavirn himself is not against relativity as such. vVe may 
know ·things as, or call them, 'short' or 'long'. But the very 
existence of things does uot depend on n,nything. And the 
qualities of things e. g. colour, form, taste, etc. too as distinct 
from the relative ones - 'shortness', 'longness', etc. are self
established, not relative. The existence of these does not depend on 
.anything and hence they cannot be regarded as non-existent. 
Hence the doctrine of Nihilism cannot be upheld (1714). 

· Were e'ven existence, etc. reln,tive, the long thing itself 
,would perish if the 'short' did not exist. But this is not what 
1we find; the ·thing would exist even then, only it would not be 
called 'long'. This shows that existence, colour and such 
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?!ttributes are self-established, and so Nihilism cannot hold good 
(1715). 

Even Dependence or relativity has reference to depending, 
depender, that depended upon; these will have to be accepted 
as existent, so Nihilism is out of question (171G). 

Certain thingR in the world are regarded as being 
self-established, e. g. cloud which is the result of a particular 
11rrangement of the baRic substance, but does not depend on any 
doer or maker; some things a,re extrinsically established, e. g. jar 
made by a potter; some are established in both the ways, e. g. 
m'1n, determined by his parents and also by his own karman; 
others are eternally established, e. g. ether. This consideration is 

· froin the empirical point of view (1717). 

But from the real or ultimate stand-point everything is 
self-established, intrinsically established; the instrumental factors 
it depends upon are external to it; this can be seen from the 
fact that even when such external agencies exist a thing which 
has no essence in itself, e. g. ass's horn, does not come into 
existence for it is itself not intrinsically established. A person 
arrives at the truth by a proper consideration of both the 
points· of view - empirical and ultimate or real (1718). 

The very fact tbat Vyakta could ask as to the identity or 
otherwise of jar and existence implies that they are real and 
existent; and that he is discussing merely the modes. If it was 
not so; why did he not say anything regarding ass's horn 
· or . barren woman':, son being identical or not with existence ? 
(1719). 

A similar question can be asked, 'Are jar and the Void 
.identical or not ? ' If the Void is something different from the 
jar, what is it ? vVe see merely the jar and nothing else over 
and above it called the Void ? If they be identical, even then 
it is the jar that should be admitted, for it is amenable to 
perception and no attribute of it called Void is cognised 
(1720). 
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Again, is the Nihilist identical or not with the concept1on; 
'All the three worlds are void' and the expression of it ? If he 
is identical, then Nihilism stands refuted for identity is an 
existent fact as in the case of 'treeness' and 'sirhsapariess'. If 
he is not identical, then the Nihilist is devoid of knowledge 
and speech, and under these circumstances how could he 
possibly prove Nihilism; a heap of stones cannot argue out a 
case? (1721). 

Vyakta had argued that if jar and existence were identical, 
everything would be of the nature of jar; or as the contradictory 
non-jar would be non-existent, jar itself would cease to exist.* 
Mahavira's rejoinder is that 'existence of the jar' is an attribute 
of the jar and identical with it, but it is certainly different 
from all the other things, cloth, etc.. Hence when it is said 
that the jar exists it does not necessarily mean that the jar 
alone exists, for everything does have its own existence. Thus 
this reasoning of Vyakta or of any Nihilist has no force. This 
also shows that the existence of jar will not serve as an 
obstruction to the existence of other things for each thing . ha~ 
an independent existence of its own (1722-3). 

The sum and substance of the argument is that 'existence 
of jar' is an n,ttribute of the jar alone, and is different from 
cloth, etc., is not found in them. When we talk of existence in 
general terms it may be referred to jar or non-jar. But when 
it is specifically said, 'Jar exists' it can refer to the jar alone. 
This can be clarified by giving an example: 'Tree' refers to 

. . ' ' mango and non-mango trees; but mango-tree necessarily means 
a tree and not a non-tree for the latter can never be a 
mango-tree (1724). 

Vyakta had said that neither the produced nor the non~ 
produced, nor the produced-non-produced, nor _the being produced 
can be produced. Such a thinker may be asked what is that 
thing which he regards as produced ? If this something is 
admitted by him then Nihilism falls to the ground and all 

* See Gatha 1693 and its commentary. 
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this discussion regarding the inconsistency of causality is in 
vain.,Moreover if this thing be a produced one, how could it 

.. be called 'non-p1·ocl.uced' by these alternatives;>and it would be 
self-contradictory as one and the same thing cannot be both 
produced and non-produced. And if this 'produced' be something 
unrea,l, then the alternatives regarding 'produced', etc., will not 
have anything to stand upon. If it could be possible to think 
in terms of such alternatives even of non-existent things 
Vyakta or any one should have discussed sky-flower which is 
non-existent in the same fashion. As said before (see Gatha 
1708) if everything is equally non-existent the situation could 
have been the reverse of what is at present, viz dream could 
be non·dream tmd vice versa; or produced and non-produced 
should be of the same kind or what is produced should be 
non-produced and vice versa and so on. It cannot also be argued 
by the Nihilist that he discusses these alternatives of 'produced', 
'non-produced', etc., not because he accepts them as such, but 
because he wants to defeat the opponent on his own ground, 
for if he accepts 'own' view and 'other's view' that would be 
giving the lie to Nihilism (1725). 

Mahavira argues that even our commonsense tells us that 
things must be produced. A thing becomes perceptible only 
after its birth, its production; it was not cognised before and 
again will not be cognised when with the passage of time it 
has perished. r.rhis shows that production 1s an established 
fact (1726). 

By the above-mentioned alternatives, even the knowledge 
(conception, idea) that everything is void, and its expression 
can be proved to be non-produced; yet the idea and its 
expression have necessarily to be somehow taken as 'produced'. 
similarly all things can be looked upon as produced, whether 
the alternatives are applied or not. If the knowledge and its 
expression are not accepted as produced, the void will not be 
prnpounded by anything (1727). 

Vyakta could disprove the concept of causality by 
dialectical reasoning. But Mahavira has the advantage of his 
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non-absolutism according to which causality can be explained 
in the case of things, produced, non-produced, both and those 
being produced while there may be some things which are not 
produced at all. As possessed of colour the jar as produced is 
produced, for colour in the earth exists even earlier; from the 
point of view of shape the same j,1,r as non-produced is produced, 
for shape did not exist in the lump of clay. From both these 
points of view, the jar as produced-non-produced is produced. 
The past has perished and the future is still unborn; no activity 
is possible in these; it is possible only in the present; so it is the 
jar that is being produced that will have to be admitted as 
produced. But there are things that cannot be said to have been 
produced from the point· of view of any of these alternatives. 
As for exr~mple, a jar that was prod.need in the past cannot 
possibly be produced again; so it can never be produced and the 
produced jar can never be produced in the form of another's 
mode, for instance, as cloth. Again, the aheady produced jar 
which is already produced from the point of view of its own 
modes and non-produced from the point of view of the modes 
of another, cannot be produced, for it is already produced on 
the one hand and cannot be pro:luced as another's mode on the 
other. rrhus even the pwduced-non-produced can never be produced. 
The jar that is 'being produced' as jar can never be produced 
as cloth. rl1hus causality can be explained or not according to 
the point of view we adopt in viewing it (17:28-1730). 

The sky :1,gain is not produced at all as it is eternally 
produced or existent. To sum up, things are not produced 
as the basic substance as it is always there; and these 
alternatives apply to the modes as pointed out above (1731). 

As to Vyakta's argument that all effect is produced out of 
the causal apparatus, but if everything is non-existent there is 
no question of this apparatus,-1\fohavira's reply is that this 
statement is quite contradictory, for utterance as the effect and 
throat, Ii ps, palate, etc. as the causal apparatus are directly 
perceived. The Nihilist can still say that owing to the illusion 
caused by Avidya, even what is non-existent appears as existent 
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for it is said: "Owing to attachment, dream, fear, intoxication, 
illusion caused by A vidya, people see things even though they 
are really non-exist(mt, e. g. woolly substance when the eyes are 
pressed with the finger". (Karnasva:pna,bhayonmadair avidyopa
plavat ta,tha; pasyanty asantam apy artha1h kesoI_lqukadivat). 
But can the Nihilist explain why all things being equally 
non-existent, ,ve do not perceive the cn.usal complement of the 
hair of the tortoise, but we do perceive that of speech? If the 
doctrive of the void is true n,nd if everything is equally non
existent and unreal, there is no reason why the causal comple
ment of all should not be perceivec1, or that of the hair of 
the tortoise Rl10ultl not be perceived while that of speech is 
perceived (178'2). 

Moreover do the speaker equipped with the causal complement 
(chest, he:1c1, throat,. lips, palate, etc.) and his utterance exist 
or not ? If they do Nihilism is out of the question. If they 
do not and if everyt1iing is non-existent, there would be no 
one to make the statement, •rrbe world is void' and no one to 
hear it (1733). 

If the Nihilist says that this is exactly the position, 
there is no sp2aker, no statement, nothing about which a 

statement can be made, that everything is void, -he 
may be askeu if this statement of bis is true or false; if it is 
true, Nihilism stands disproved; and if it is false, it will have 
no validity and will not be able to establish Nihilism. If in 
spite of this Nihilism is somehow accepted, even then is this 
acceptance true or false ? In either case there will be the same 
difficulty; even otherwise acceptance would presuppose the 
existence of the one who accepts, the acceptance and the 
thing to be accepted, which again would go against the doctrine 
of Nihilism (1734-1735). 

· If non-existence of rdl is accepted, all our empirical 
dealings and behaviour wiH be upset, will crumble down. 
Everything being equally non-existent, we should be in a 
position to obtain oil from grains of sand also and not necessarily 
from sesamum seeds. And the entire assemblage of effects 
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could be obtained from the causal complement in the form 

of sky-flower. But this is not what we find; our experience is 
that an effect arises from a particular thing alone as the cause 
and this cannot be true if Nihilism is accepted (1736). 

Moreover there is no invariable rule tlrnt everything must 
be produced out of the cansal complement. Bodies of binaries, 

etc. having space-points are made of two or more atoms; but 
the atom is devoid of space-point and so is not produced by 
anything and yet it is existent as can be inferred from its 
effect as the liilga (mark). It bas been said : The atom can be 
inferred from corporeal things; it is without Rpace-point, it is 

the final cause, is eternal, has one taste, one colour, one odour 
and two kinds of touch. If can be inferred from its effect 
(miirtair a:r;rnr a,pradesal,:i kararam antyam bhavet tatba nityal,:i; 
ekarasa-varl)..a·gandho dvisparsal,:i karya-lingas ea,). 
If even the atom is regarded as having space-point -we will 
have to go still backwards, but will have to stop somewhere 
and that will be the atom. But even that will contradict the 
supposed rule that everything is produced by the causal 
apparatus (1737). 

If Vyakta says that the atoms do not exist at all as they 
are not produced by the complement of causal factors, then 
it means that Vyakta is contradicting himself as he 
himself has previously said that everythiDg is observed to be 
produced by the complement of causal factors, and the existence 
of these could not be explained in the absence of a,toms. That 
would be as self-contradictory as saying, 'All statements are 
false'. Moreover if atoms do not exist, should the world of 

effects be explained as produced out of sky-flowers ? 'rherefore 
if it is believed that everything is produced out of the causal 
apparatus, atoms mnst exist (1738). 

As to the argument that the hind part of a thing is not 
seen, only its fore-part is seen and so on* leading to 
Nihilism, there is contmdiction even here, fo,· it 1s admitted 
that the fore-part is cognised and yet upheld that it does not 

* See Gatha 1696. 
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exist. It cn,nnot oven be said that everything being non-existent 
the cognition of the fore-part is illusory; for if it be so, all 
.things being equally non-existent, there should be the cognition, 
though illusory of the fore part of the ass's horn. Either both 
must be cognised, n,s they n,re equally non-existent, or there 
should be just the reverse situation, vi?: the fore p11rt of asfl'S 
horn should be cognised and the fore part of pill11r, etc. shquld 
not be seen. Bnt this is not what we find and so it cannot 
be accepted thn,t everything is void ( 1739). 

What an inference is this, 'The fore-part too does not 
exist, for the hind part is not seen'? How can one set aside 
by inference what is estn,blished by direct perception ? One 
can never demonstrate by inference tbat fire is cold. It would 
be more ren,sonable to say 'The hind part exists because the 
fore pa rt is co6nis:d; 'Fore-p'.1rt' is relative, it mm exist 
only if the bind part is there; if the fore p11rt is cognised, its 
existence establishes that of the hind part too. It is I1ot also 
reasonable to imagine a fore part of this fore part and so on 
infinitely unless the existence of the hind part is admitted. More
over it cannot be said that a thing does not exist simply because 
it is not perceived. Non-perception can be accounted for m a 
number of ways (1740). 

If everything is non-existent, how can one tc1lk of fore, 
hind or middle parts; it cannot be from another's point of 
view also for with Nihilism there cannot be anything like 
one's own or another's point of view. If such parts are accepted 
Nihilism cannot be n,dmitted; and if they are not admitted, .there 
is no sense in imagining such parts of a non-existent thing 
as in the case of ass's horn. If everything is void, w'hy is the 
fore part alone seen and not the hind part ? Why is there not 
non-perception of both or the reverse position, vi:i: the hind 
part being seen and not the fore part ? (17 41-43). 

If it be accepted as a rule that a thing does not exist if 
it is not seen then the existence of crystal, etc. will have to 
be recognised as their hind part is seen; if even their existence 
is not admitted then the reason 'because it is not perceived' 
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will not be a reason at all; instead one should say, 'Because 
nothing is perceived'. Evon this inference that 'Everything is 
void, because nothing is pGrceived' will contradict what Vyakta 
has said before, vrn. 'bacanse the fore part is . pGrceived'; 
again, town, river, jar, clotb, etc. are perceived by a11, so it 
would be contradictory to perception to say that nothing is 
perceived. 'l1hus Nihilism cannot be established. 

Somebody might argue that a reason (hetu) to be valid 
need not be pre,rnnt in all homologous (similar) cases, but 
must be absent in a,ll heterologous (clifisimilar) caseR; e. g. 
'sound is non-eternal, becanRe it iR proclucecl by effort'. All non
eternal things are not produceu by effor-t, e. g. lightning, 
cloud, flo,vor, etc.; yet this reason is not found in any 
heterologous case, as there is no eternal thing which depends 
on effort for its procluction; eternal things, in fact, have no 
origination, so effort iR out of question. Sirnilarly, here too 
'non-perception of the hind pirt' may not be present in void 
(sunya) things like crystal, etc., but it is found in a great 
many caseR and so c:tn be regarded as a valid reason. The rejoinder 
to this is that in the case of 'because of non-perception', the 
negative statement of the nniverf)al rnle (vyatirelrn-vyapti) 
cannot be established, as in that of the argument given as an 
instance. It is quite proper to stty: ''What is not non-internal 
is not also proaucecl by offort, e. g. ether'. But won Id it be 
right to srty: '\Vh<=Jrever the Voicl does not exist, there is not 
also the non-perception of the hind-part'? \Vliere can this be 
demonstrated if nothing wlrntsoever is existent? Hence it will 
have to be admitted t}mt 'because tbe hind part is not perceived' 
is not a valid reason ( 17 °14-5). 

If it is Raid tliat the hind and the middle parts do not 
exist as they are not perceived, and reln,ti vely to them the fore 
part too does not exist, this is not proper for oven here there 
will be the contingency of the acceptance of the existence of 
sense-organs and object ,vhich aro indispensable for perception; 
and if they are aclmittecl as existent, one cannot talk of 
Nihilism in tbe same breath. Or 'because of non-perception' 

18 
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should not be adduced as a reason to establish Nihilism, for 
the nomenclature 'perceptible' or 'non-perceptible' does not hold 
good in the absence of sense-organs and object (17 46). 

Again, 'because it is not perceived' is an inconclusive 
reason. There are things which are not perceived and yet are 
existent, e. g. Vyakta's cognition of the nature of doubt, etc. 
If even this is non~existent, then what is the void, whose is 
it, by whom is it cognisea? If Vyakta has not this doubt, 
then no one else has it and the discussion ends here since the 
existence of village, town, etc. is acceptable to all the others (17 4 7). 

lVfahavira thus refutes all the arguments of Vyakta. By way 
of instruction he proceeds to say that one should never entertain 
a doubt regarding perceptible things like Earth, "\Vater, Fire 
as one does not doubt one's own nature. Air too is perceptible 
as its quality touch can be felt, like a jar. Or one may say 
that Air and Ether are not perceptible, so one may doubt 
their existence. But it is possible to establish even their existence 
by inference. Touch, sound, health, shaking, etc. are qualities of 
Vayu ( or arising from Vayu ), so they must have a substratum, 
though it be imperceptible, and Vayu (Air) is this substratum. 
Therefore Vn,yu is existent. Similarly there must be a container, 
receptacle, support of Earth, Water, Fire, Air, because they 
are corporeal, as jar is the receptacle of water; the container of 
these is cl:Jarly* Ether. If it is said that no example can be 
adduced for this inference as the example would be a part of 
what is to be proved, then we could have inferences of this type: 
'Earth must have a container, because it is corporeal, like 
Water; vVater must have a container, as it is corporeal, like 

· Fire, and so on (17 48 50). 
These five elements are thus vouched for by the means of 

cognition and should be recognised as existent. They are animate, 
possessed of sentiency or soul till they are injured or struck 
by weapons; they are the support of the body and are enjoyed by 
the soul in a number of ways. Earth, vVater, Fire, Air are 

*There is a pun on the word Vyakta ( Vyakta, Suvyakta ). 
Vyakta should have a clear knowledge of things and not doubt, 
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possessed of a soul, as the characteristics of the soul are observed 
in them; whereas Ether is only the support or container of the 
soul, but is itself not possessed of a soul as it is incorporeal 
(1751-2). 

Instances can be cited to show that characteristics of the 
soul are observed in earth, etc . Trees are animate, since they, like 
women, have birth, old age, life, death, healing of wounds, foods, 
a queer fancy for things during pregnancy, sickness, cure, etc .. 
It can be said that this reason is inconclusive, for even 
inanimate things are said to be born, etc; e.g. curds are produced, 
live poison, de:1d potion of satliower (kusumbhaka); - and yet 
these are not animate. But it must be noted that in curds, 
etc. all the characteristics are not observed as in the case of 
human beings, hence such expressions are merely figurative in 
respect of curds, etc: - as if produced, as if live, as if dead; but trees 
like human b3ings manifest all the characteristics and so they 
are animate. The shy plant contracts itself the moment it is 
touched exactly as a worm would do; creepers move to trees, , 
etc. for support; Sarni, etc. are known to have the characteristics 
of animate beings - sleep, waking, con traction, etc.. And it is 
known that Bakula, Asoka, Kurabaka, Virahaka, Campaka, 
Tilaka enjoy in their seasons, sound, beauty, fragrance, taste, 
touch respectively. This holds good of Kuf:lmaI,19_:i, Bijapuraka and 
such other trees in respect of their pregnancy-longing. Further, 
trees, corals, lavaI_la (salt) upala ( precious stone, rock) as long 
as they are in their own birth-place, are not uprooted from 
their source, are animate, for they are known to sprout forth, 
as flesh sprouts forth in piles. Mahavira wants to prove that 
earth is animate; yet he has spoken of trees first and then 0£. 
earth in the form of coral, salt, rock as animate for two 
reasons: Trees are known as the modification of earth; secondly 
the characteristics of the soul are manifest to a greater degre~ 
in trees than in rocks, etc.. Earth is thus shown to be 
E),nimate (17 53-G ). 

Water is animate, £or w:1ter akin to the earth springs up 
naturally when the earth is dug; or water of the atmosphere is 
animate as it forms itself into clouds and falls. Vayu without 
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being goaded by another, moves about horizontally in the different 
directions ~1s it likes, like a bull, so it is animate, Fire is animate 
for like human beings it grows stronger or weaker according as 
it is fed (fuelled). In general, the four elements-Earth, Water, 
Fire, Air are bodies brought about by the soul, are its support, 
are corporeal and are different from transformn,tions such as 
clouds, etc. -these latter are excluded as they are aggregates of 
bodies that are loose and not modified. These elements are animate 
as can be seen from their colour, odour, taRte, touch, etc. if they 
are not injured, cleft asunder by wenporn,; but nre inanimate 
when thus struck (1757-1759). 

There is another point to ho considered. Numerous souls 
attain enmncipn,tion; and it is n,drnitted that 110 new soul is 
born; this ,vould mean tlrnt a time woul<l very soon corr.e when 
there would be an end of all worldly existence, as the world 
is of limited dimensions and only 11 few gross souls can live in 
it. But this does not happen for there aro souls with one organ, 
e. g. trees, etc. No thinker of any school admits thn,t the world 
will one day come to an end. This means that an infinite 
number of souls will have to be admitted, and they must be 
embodied-having the elements as their support, they are born 
in it. Where can such souls live but in trees, etc. ? Hence trees, 
etc. are animate ( 1700-1 ). 

One should not fear that because eartli, etc. are so crowded 
with souls, there would be hirhsa (injury) at every step 
whether one wills it or not. It lms been pointed ont earlier that 
what is struck by a weapon is not possessed of a soul. There 

. will not be injury simply becn,m,e the ·world is crowded with 
souls. It is the intention that ultimately matters. From the real 
point of view, a man does not become a 'killer' only because he 
has killed or because the world is crowded with souls, or remain 
innocent only because he has not killed physically, or because 
souls are sparse. B-ven if a person <loes not actually kil11 he 
becomes a killer if he has the inte11tion to kill; while a doctor 
has to cause pain, but is still non-injurious, innocent, because 
his intention is pure. A wise man equipped with the five Samitis 
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and the three Guptis ancl pntctising rostmint thereby, is non
injurious; not one who is of just tl10 opposite type. Such a man 
of restraint is not regarded n,s injurious irrespective of whether 
he kills or hurts or does not; for it is the intention that is the 
deciding facter, not the extenrnl act ,vhich is inconclusive. 
From the real point of ne,v it is tbe evi 1 intention that is 
hirhsa (injury) whether it materialises into an evil rtct of injuring 
or not. Them can be non-injnry even when the external act of 
injury has been committed arnl injury even when it has not 
been committed. ( 17Ci2 ~ G ). 

Does this mer111 that the external act of killing is never 
injmy '? _l\Iuch depend:'\ on the eYil intention. 'l'liat externn,l act 
of killing which is the canse of an evil effect., CH" is mrnsecl by evil 
intention is hirilAfL ( injtuy ). Dut tha,t which iH not caused by 
evil intentions or does not result in an evil effect i:=; not birhsa 
in tbe case of the aboYe-mentionecl wis3 mn,n. :For example, 
sounds, etc. do not muse the p:1ssions of a man free from 
attraction and infatna,tion because his mind o · intention is pure, 
undefiled. A good man does not have infatu:1tion for bis mother 
however be:1utiful she may be; simihrly, the external act of injury 
is not hirilsa in the case of a, man of a pure mind. 'l1hus that 
the world is crowded with souls cloos not mean that there is 
himsa at every ::;tep. '11herefore there are five elements, and 
of these the fir::;t four are possessed of sonl. As to the statement 
that 'everything is comparable to a dream', that does not mean 
what Vy:1kta took it to mean - that everything is non-existent. 
It is only meant to prevent worldly souls capable of being ern::tnci~ 
pated from being stupefied by over-attachment to worldly objects 
like wealth, gold, son, wife; 'comparnble to drea,m' does not mean 
that they are unreal, non-existent; but that there is no worth 
in them, one should not lodge all faith in tborn) but must 
strive for emancipation. But the things of the world do e:xist 
(1767-8). 

When Vy:1kta was convinced by .l'vfahftvirn of the impropriety 
of his doubt and of the reality of things, he becatne a monk 
along with his five hundred followers (l 76D). 
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5. SUDHARMAN-REGARDING S!MILARITY 

OF rrHE Orl1HER LIYJjJ rro THIS ONE 

Hearing that all these had become monks Sudbarma too 
decided to approach Lord Mahavira respectfully. As he approached, 
the Lord addressed him by his name and gotra as Sudharma 
Agnivesyayana, nincl told him about the doubt in his mind. It 
is said in the Veda that after death a man remains a man 
and anim::1ls continue as animals (puru::;o mrtrd:i san puru~atvam 
eva'snute, pabval.1 pasutvam). Further, it is also said that he 

who is cremated along with the faces is rebo;-n a jackal (srgalo 
vai e::;a jayate yal.1 sapuri::;o dn1iyate). Owing to such conflicting 
statements Sudharma had a doubt whether man's condition in 

the other world or life is similar to that in this world or dissimilar 
to it. But this was so b2canse be did not understand the true 

meaning of the Vedic statements which Mahavira explained to 
him at the end of the discussion (1770-2). 

Sudharma's line of argument is that the effect is in 

agreement with the cause, e. g. barley-sprout with the barley-seed. 
rrhis-worldly existence or life is the cause of another birth which 

must, therefore, be similar to it. Hence a man must be reborn 
as a man only and so on (1773). 

But tbis is not so. There is no universal rule that the , 
effect must be in a,greement with the cause, for Sara springs , 
even from Sri1ga and a kind of grass Bhi.itp;taka springs 

out of it only when it is besmeared with Sar$apa (mustard). 
Diirva grass springs from the hairs of cattle and sheep. Thus 

Vrkf;layurveda (Botany) tells us that diverse herbs spring from 

the combination of different substances. Again in Yoniprabhrta 
where these is a description of yoriis (wombs, sources), we can 
see that diverse things like serpent, lion, etc. and jewels1 

gold1 etc. are produced out of the combination of a number 
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of diverse substances. Hence it cannot be said tbat the effect 
must invariably be in agreement with the cause (177 4-5). 

Or even because the effect is recognised to be in agreement 
with the cause, condition in another existence should be 
different in respect of caste, family, strength, dignity, etc. from 
what it is in this one. Not mn,n, but karman is the seed, cause 
of the sprout in the from of other-worldly existence and 
karmans are di verse in nature as they have di verHe ea uses. If 
karrnans be admitted and also recognised as diverse in nature, 
their fruit in· the the form of worldly existence as denizens of 
hell, lower creatures or human beings or gods for the 
transmigratory soul too must be recognised as correspondingly 
diverse. 'rhe causes of karmans are diverse, viz. mithyatva 
(perversity, predilection for the untruth), avirati (intense 
attachment, non-abstinence), prnmacla (Rpiritnal inertia), ka}:laya 
(passions) and yoga (activity) and so their effects or fruits must 
be accordingly diverse (1770-8). 

The inference is as follows: The transmigration of souls as 
denizens of hell, and so on is diverse, as it is the fruit or effect 
of karmans which are diverse, like the diverse fruit in this 
world of actions wbich are of different kinds e. g. fruit of 
agriculture, etc. (1779). 

That karman is diverse can be seen from the fa.et that it 
is a modification of pudgala (matter) just like the external 
modifications as clouds or like the modifications of Earth, etc .. 
What has not diverse modifications is not also a modification of 
puclgala, e. g. Akasa. l{armans are all alike in being modifications 
of puclgala, yet their peculiarity in being :1varai:i.a (cover) etc. 
sbould be accounted for by the diversity of their causes, viz. 
mithyatva (perversity), etc. (the common ones) and hatred of 
the wise and such others which are the special causes (1780). 

Or, if as Sudharma argued, the other-worldly existence 
be admitted to be similar to the present worldly existence, and 
if action in this-worldly existence be diverse-good and evil
then the fruit of action in the other-worldly existence must 
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be correspondingly diverse. That is to say, it is but evident 
that men perform different kinds of actions which ca,n lead them 
to hell, heaven, etc.; if tliey are expected to experience the fruits 
of these actions in another world, then there should be found the 
same diversity arn1 dissimilarity among the,;e beings in the other 
world as was found in tl1is world. As one is in . this world 
(performer of good or sinful action anc1 therefore one v,,}10 binds 
goon. or Rinful Jrn,rman) so will he lie in the other vvorld (enjoyer 
of good or sinfnl karman) (1781~2). 

It ca,n b2 argued here that action yields fruit only in this 
world and not in another, thr1,t is to say, a,griculture, etc. can 
bear fruit in this ,Yorlc1, but acts of clrnrity, etc. which a,re for 
another world cannot bear m1y fruit in the other world; 
consequently there \\'onlcl be no fruit in the othor world, 
a,nd hence no dissimilarity in the conditions. Bnt here the 
rival thinker forget, that in tha,t case the similarity of the 
souls he is driving at will not ho possible, since lmrman is the 
cause of the soul's birth in another life, while the fruit of 
karman in anotlier world is not recog11isec1 by him. It cr1,m10t 
be said that a soul is born in a similar sbtte in anotl1er world 
even without lrnrnrnn. For in tlrnt caRc, it wonl<1 bo ac; good 
as saying that simihrity is prodnc2d evon without any cause 
ancl at the same time thc,·e would bo the loss or destruction of 
karman whicli is the rosnlt of acts of charity, injury etc. which 
am already accomplished. Or tliere wonld be the contingency 
of there being no karrnan at all; fo~· :1,ds of clmrity, injury, 
etc. would be lookec1 upon as fruitless; lrnrnmn would not be 
binding anc1 in tho absence of tho cause; the other-worldly 
existence woult1 not bo there, leave :1lone sirnilarit,y in it. If 
the other-worldly oxistonr:o b2 admitted in spite of there being 
no lrnrman, it 'would be without any canso; if oven this 
be admitted, then that worldly existencc vrnnld come to an 
end too ·without any canse and all effol'ts at tlie practice of 
austerity, self-contrnl etc. would be usoless. A11c1 if worklly 
exiRtenco is looked upon as nncansod, then dissimilarity of 
souls too cr1,n be looked upon as nncausecl for the position is the 
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same rn the two cases. There is no reason why they should be 
looked upon only as similar and not as dissimilar (1783-4). 

One may feel like saying that the othor-vrnrldly existence 
can occur just naturally even when there is no lrnrman just 
as the effect, jar, befitting the ea use, l urn p of earth, 
emerges just naturnlly, without any karman. The other-worldly 
existence in the form of r1i series of similar births of creatures 
will emerge just naturally. There can be nothing wrong - in 
this. But one should bear in mind that even the jar is not 
produced just naturally; it requires the agent, the causal 
apparatus etc. so here too the agent sonl stands in need of 
some instrument for the effect in the form of body, etc. of the 
other-worldly existence, and that should be distinct from the 
agent and the effect as the causal apparatus wheel, etc., is 
distinct from the potter and the jar. r:rhe causal apparatus that 
the soul requires for bringing into effect body, etc. is karman. It 
cannot be argued that jar, etc. may have agents like the potter, 
etc. because they are directly perceived; but the effect, body, 
etc. will come into existence just naturally like the modifications, 
clouds, etc. and hence karman cannot be establised. One should 
bear in mind that body, etc. cannot come into existence naturally 
since they have a beginning and a definite shape, like the jar. 
And as to the similarity of the other-worldly existence which 
is admitted on the basis of the law that 'the effect is always 
consistent with the cause', that too would have to be abandoned 
if Svabhava-vada be accepted on the basis of the example of 
the modifications of clouds, etc. for the modifications of clouds 
are utterly distinct from the substance which iR their cause (1785). 

Again what is this Svabhii,va (one's Nature)?* Is it a thing 
br non-causality or attribute of a thing? It cannot be a thing 
as it is not perceived, like sky-flmver. And if Svabhava is 
accepted as existent even when it is not-perceived then karman 

* Svabhava has been discussed in Gathii, 1643. In fact, the 
commentator has refuted Svabhava in his comm. on Gatha 
1643, keeping in vimv Gathas 1786-1793. See the Sl1mmary 
of the comm. of Gatha 1643. 
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too should be admitted as existent. vVhatever accounts for the 
existence of Svabhava can also account for the existence of 
karman. Or there should be nothing wrong if Svabhava is but 
another name for lrnrman. Again this Svabhava will have to 
be admitted as always remaining the same, if the other-worldly 
existence is to be accepted as similar to this one, that is to say, 
if man is to be reborn as man. But on account of what can 
this Svabhava remain similar? If it be said that it is by its 
very nature that Svabhava remains similar, then in favour of 
the thesis of dissimilarity of ,vorldly existence, can it not be 
said that it is the very nature of Svabhava to be eternally 
dissimilar, and so give rise to a dissimilar worldly existence? 
(1786-8). 

Moreover is this Svabha va corporeal or not? U corporeal, 
how is it distinct from karman? It is but another name for 
karman. And being modificatory it cannot remain similar, like 
milk, etc; or even because it is corporeal it cannot remain 
sitr1ilar, like the modifications of clouds, etc.. If Svabhava is 
incorporeal it cannot possibly be the causal agent of body, 
etc. for it would have no instruments, like the potter without 
the instruments, staff, etc. or even because it is incorporeal, 
like ether. Again, Svabhava cannot be incorporeal, since its 
effect, body, etc. is corporeal. An incorporeal thing, e. g. ether, 
cannot have a corporeal effect. Svabhava cannot be incorporeal 
if feelings etc. are to be accounted for. Karman has been 
established in GaI).adharavada, '2 as corporeal because its 
effect is corporeal and on account of feelings of pleasure, etc .. 
These arguments hold good for the corporeality of Svabhava 
too* (1789-90). 

Svabhava cannot mean 'non-causality'. 'Naturally' should 
not be understood to mean 'without being caused', for that 
cannot vindicate Sudharma·s view that the other-worldly 
existence is similar to this one. If similarity can occur without 
being caused, there is no reason why dissimilarity also 
should not occur without a cause .. And so also the destruction 

* See Gathas 1625-6. 
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or worldly existence can take place just accidentally without 
any cause, that is to say mokf'Ja (emancipation) should not require 
any cause 01· effort. And if body, etc. can emerge without being 
caused, ass's horn should also so emerge, but that is not what 
we find. Moreover, if body, etc. have no cause, how could they 
have a definite shape ? "\Vhy could not the body emerge without 
a definite shape as the clouds do? All these problems cannot be 
solved if Svabhava is taken to mean 'non-causality'. Hence . 
Svabhava cannot mean 'non-causality' (1791). 

Even if Svabhava means 'attribute of a thing', it cannot 
remain eternally similar, and so cannot give rise to a similar body, 
etc.. The modes of a thing are diverse - of the form of 
origination, persistence, destruction - and they do not eternally 
remain the same. The attributes of a thing, e. g. blue colour, 
etc. are seen to undergo other transformations. So Svabhava 
as 'attribute of a thing' cannot always remain similar. Moreover, 
if Svabhava is taken to mean 'attribute of a thing', it will have 
to be clarified whether it means 'attribute of soul' or 'attribute 
of matter'. If it is the former, it being incorporeal, cannot 
be the cause of body, etc. which are corporeal, as the in
corporeal akasa cannot be the cause of corporeal things. If it is 
attribute of matter, it is the same as karman, since Mahavira 
and his followers recognise karman as an attribute of pudgala 
or matter having spatial existence (pudgala-astikaya) (1792). 

Thus there is nothing wrong if svabhava is accepted as 
a modification i. e. attribute of a thing in the form of karman 
which is material, and if it is recognised as the cause of the 
diversity in the world. But it cannot be maintained that it 
remains eternally similar. On the contrary it is of diverse 
varieties on account of the diversity of its causes-perversity, 
etc., and so its effects too are diverse. Thus it should not be 
insisted upon that there is complete similarity in the other
worldly existence; the possibility of dissimilarity should b.e 
admitted (1793). 

The fact is that not to speak of worldly existence alone, 
the nature of every thing in the world is such that certairt 
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rnodes, similar or dissimilar are originated or are destroyed 
every moment, wbile its basic substance remains the same. One 
and the same thing does not remain the same in the next 
moment, but becomes different. r.rhus if a thing cannot remain 
similar to itself, one cannot think of its similarity to other things; 
and still a thing cannot be looked upon as absolutely dissimilar 
from all the other things in the world for there are certain 
universal attributes, existence, etc. which are common to all. 
Thus if a thing is similar to all the other things in the world, 
there can be no doubt whatsoever as regards the similarity, on 
account of these common attributes, of a thing to its previous 
conditions. But no 11bsolute stand-point can be maintained. 
Nothing is absolntely similar or dissimibr to itself or other 
things in this worldly existence or another. Every thing is 
similar-cum-dissimilar, eternal-cum-non-eternal and so. Hence 
similarity alone in the other-worldly existence should not be 
insisted upon by Sudharma or any one (1794-G). 

A youth has no similarity to his own condition in childhood 
or old age, i. e. is not absolutely similar to himself by virtue 
of the past modes of childhood and the future modes of old 
age, even though there is nothing in the world to which he 
is not similar in respect of such common modes as existence, 
etc.. rrh us the soul in another worldly life is similar-cum
dissimilar to everything including itself, and it is no use insisting 
that the soul is absolutely simihr to itself alone as it was in 
the previous worldly existence (17D7). 

. To explain this point further, suppose a human being 
dies and is reborn a god. He is then similar to all the three 
worlds in respect of the common modes, existence, etc. but by 
his modes of godhead, etc. is dissimilar to them as he is to 
himself as he ,vas in the previons ,rnrldly existence. Thus 
there cannot be absolute similarity anywhere. Similarly a thing 
is eternal as the basic substance, but non-eternal on account· 
of the modes, and so on. Sudharma may argue that. 
he did not insist on similarity in all respects in the other
worldly existence, but only in respect of birth; e. g. a man dies 
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and is reborn a man. 'J1his too is not proper. T.ho other-worldly 
existence is caused by kannan which having diverse causes 
is diverse in nature. If karrnan is diverse, its effect, the other,: 
worldly existence too must be di verse and so it cannot be 
said that a man should be reborn as n, man and so on, that 
is. to say, that the jati (genus) should remain the same (1798). 

1foreover if genus or class (jati) were to remain the same then 
the betterment or deterioration in the same class could not be 
explained. He who is prosperous in this life should be prosperous 
in the other-worldly existence also and be who is poor should be 
such. Thus there should be no scope for betterment or 
deterioration in the other-worldly existence. If this were so, 
acts of charity, etc. would be in vain, that is to say, would 
have no fruit. But this cannot be, for people are inspired to 
perform acts of charity, etc. in the hope that they will get the 
prosperity of gods anl thus better their lot. If such auspicious 
acts were to bear no fruit, people ·would not perform them. 
Hence even similarity in respect of genus should not be insisted 
upon (17DD). 

Further if similarity in respect of class is insisted upon, 
the Vedic statement that he who is cremated along with the 
feces will be born a jnclml, will be contradicted for according 
to it a man is said to be reborn as a jaclml. \Ve lrnve other 
statements to the effect that 'One who desires heaven should 
perform Agnihotra' (agnihotra1n juhuyat svargakamal;i) and 'One 
wins the kingdom of Y n,ma by Agnit;itoma' (agnit;1to111ena 
yamarajyam abhijayati) anc1 which yield promises of betterment 
of lot in heaven. This shows that even in the Vedic view there 
is no indication that the jati (genus) remains the same. As to the 
statement that a man is reborn as man and animals as animals 
(puruf;\O vai purut;iatvam asnute pasaval,1 pasutvarn), Sudharma 
had not understood its meaning and hence his doubt. vVhat it 
means is that a man who is by nature good, polite, kind, free 
from malice binds unto himself such t\YO karrnans called nama 
(body-making) and gotrn (status-determining) as enable him 
to be reborn as man again after he is dead. But this· is not so 
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as a rule. All men do not bind unto themselves such karman only 
and so take different kinds of birth, i. e. are born in different 
wombs. Similarly, animals who in this-worldly existence have 
ori account of their deceit. etc. bound unto themselves nama 
and gotra karman pertaining to animals, are reborn as animals. 
But all animals do not bind such karman and so all are not 
necessarily reborn as animals. Thus the state of a jiva is 
dependent upon karma. (1800) 

When his doubt had been removed by Lord Maha vira, 
Sudharma became a monk along with his five hundred followers 
(1801). 
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6. MAlfQIKA - REGARDING BONDAGE AND 

EMANCIPATION 

Then Ma:i;i<;lika decided to approach Lord Mahavira who 
accosted him by his name and gotra as Ma:i;iq.ika Vasi~tha. 
Maha,vira also explained to him the doubt that disturbed him. 
Are there bondage and emancipation or not? There are Vedic 
statements which should mean that there is nothing like bondage 
or emancipation for the soul; e. g. Sa ei:ia vigu:i;io vibhur na 
badhyate sarhsarati va, na mucyate moca.yati va, na va e~a 
bahyam abhyantararh va veda-This soul is ubiquitous and free 
from gu:i;ias. Neither is it bound nor does it transmigrate. It is 
not freed (from karman) nor does it free (karman), that is to 
say, it is non-doer. It knows neither the external nor the 
internal (for knowledge is an attribute of pralq:ti). On the other 
hand we are told: Na ha vai sasarirasya priyapriyayor apahatir 
asti, asarirarn va vasantam priyapriye na sprsata]:i-'The 
embodied soul is never lacking in respect of the pleasant and 
the unpleasant i. e. can never be free from pleasure and pain, 
whereas these do not have any effect whatsoever on the soul 
as it exists in an unembodied state'-which would suggest that 
the soul has the conditions of bondage and emancipation. 
Ma:r;iq.ika was puzzled on account of these conflicting statements
both of the Veda-and hence his doubt. But the truth is that 
he did not know the true meaning of these V edic statements 
(180'2-4). 

Dialectical reasoning also has led 1vfa:i;i<;lika to question 
bondage-emancipation. If bondage means the union of the jiva 
(soul) with karman, has this union a beginning or not? If it 
has, which of the two is earlier, jiva or karman? Or were they. 
simultaneously produced. Bondage cannot be explained in the 
light of any of these alternatives: 
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(i) ,Ti va cannot exist before lrnrman, for in that case it 
like the ass's horn would have no canse, and hence could not 
be said to have been produced. '.Vbat is procl.nced must have a 
cause, e. g. jar. And what is produced without a cause, should 
also perish without one. If it rn argued that jiva is 
beginningless n,nd there is no question of its being originated, 
even then it crtnnot lmve n,ny nnion with kn,nnan if there is 
no crtuse for it. If this union is regarded n,s uncaused, it would 
_recur in the cn,se of emn,ncipated persons also, for there is no 
determining factor for its appearance; and if that is so there 
is no refLson why people should h::we any faith in emfLncipation. 
Therefore the union of ji va, rtnd 1mrnmn cfLnnot be uncaused. 
If the soul bo regarded as having no union with karman, it 
would be eternally e11mncipated, or in the absence of bondage 
what emanciprttion could there be for it ? The unbound sky is 
never looked upon as being emancipated. rrhere can be no 
emancipation without bondage preceding it. Hence the first 
alternative-first jiva,, then karman-is not acceptable; it does 
not explain bondage and emancipation. 

(ii) ICarman cannot be produced before jiva, for Jlva is 
regarded as the lmrta, doer, and karnmn as the karya, effect, 
and there cannot be the karya without the karta. Karma, 
cannot, like jiva, be prodncod without any cause, for its destruc
tion also should then be brought about without there being any 
cause. Origination a,nd destruction can never be uncaused. So 
karnrnn cannot be rega rcled as existing before the ji va. 

(iii) Ji va, and lrnrnmn cannot also be regarded as having 
been produced simultrmeously, for the drawbacks of both the 
above-mentioned alternatives wonld accrue. Moreover, if they a,re 
produced simulta,neously, one cannot be regarded as the karta 
and the other as kirya; snch a relation in not found in the 
case of bull's horns which are produced simultaneously 
(1805-1810). 

To say that the union of jiva and karma is beginningless also 
does not stand to reason because it cannot explain emancipation. 
'.Vhat is beginn ingless is also endlesR; rtnd j1 va and karma 
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would never be dissociated, and the soul never be emancipated, 
as is the case with the union of ji va and sky (1811). 

rrh us Vedic passages and dialectical r1rgumen t~ b ave le::l Mar:i-q.ika 
to believe that the ji va cannot have bondage and emancipation 
and yet there are statements in the Veda pertaining to these. 
Mal_l.q.ika is therefore in a fix as to the acceptance or otherwise 

of these concepts. 1\fahavira proceeds to resolve his doubt (1812). 

The strea,m of jiva-lmrma is beginningless, since they like 
seed-sprout are related to each otber by the cause-effect relationship .. 
Hence there is no scope for the alternatives as to the prior 
existence of one. That the stream or continunm of karma 1s 

beginningless can be seen from what follows: 

A particular body is the cause of a future karman and is 
itself the effect of a past karman. Similarly a · kal'man is the 

cause of a fnture bo'.1y, but is itself the effect of a past body. 
Thus karmn,n and body being related to each other as cause. 

effect,:- their streams are beginning less: and so the stream of 
karmn;n is definitely beginningless. It may b2 questioned here 
thf1,t Jl:iis discussion aims at. establishing the facts of bondage 
~pd . -emancipation; and it is simply irrelev::tnt to prove that 
tb.~ stream of l~arman is beginningless. But it is not so. 'Karma' 
i:;1 deriyed from .the root 'kr', to do. \Ylwt is not done is not 
ka,rma; .and the 'kr1rnrn' done is itself the bandha or bondage. 
And. 'if the · stream of karman is beginningless, bondage too 

is such. True, it may again be argued, but thi8 is an attempt 
to proYe the cause-effect relationship bet,veen body and karma. 

~Yhat h::ts it do with ji va,? An'1 hmv c:in. this prove that the 
~nion of ji va a_ncl lmrma is beginning less ? But the one advancing 
tqis argument has not grasped the link properly. The 
c~use-effect relationship does exist between body a,nd karman, 
but neither ,youlcl be produced in the absence of lrnrta, an agent, 

a doer.. Hence it has to be admitted that ji rn is the karta, that 
it creates .the body through the instrumentality of lrnrman; the 
jiva creates karman a1so through the instrumentality of body. 
Thus ji va is . the kart:1 of both boc1y and kamrnn, as the potter 
creating a pot through the instrumentality of the staff is the 
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karta of the jar. Thus if the P.tream of body and karman 1s 
beginningless, jiva too will have to be looked upon as 
begin ningless, and its bondage too will be such (1813-15). 

It should not be said here that karman being supersensuous 
is not established, much less can its instrumentality be established. 
Karman is proved through its effect. Boc1y, etc. must have aa 
instrument, for they like jar etc. are made; pot, etc. being 
effects cannot be produced without the instrumentality of 
staff, etc.; so the body being an effect cannot be produced 
without the instrumentality of something and this is karman. 
Or soul and bo:ly being agent-effect, must be related to some 
instrument; as the potter and pot standing in the relation of 
agent-effect have the sta,ff as the instrument. If soul is the 
agent and body the effect, karman must be arcepted as the karar:ia 
or instrument. Moreover, acts of charity, etc. of sentient beings 
must ha,ve a fruit as agriculture, etc. have. Karman is this fruit of 
acts of charity, etc. of sentient beings. This point has been 
discussed earlier in the discussion with Agnibhuti, and the existence 
of karrnan should similarly be admitted by MaI_l<Jika too (1816). 

As to the argument that the continuity of the union of 
jiva and karman being beginningless is also endl':ss, this is no 
absolute rule. At times the continuity is seen to come to an 
end, as seen in the case of seed-sprout. If either the seed or 
the sprout perishes before it has produced the effect, the 
continuity or the strea,m would be snapped off. This is true of 
hen-egg, father-son relationships and so on. The union of gold 
and soil even though handed down in a, beginningless line can 
be cut off on account of the heat of fire, etc.. Similarly the 
union of jiva and karmnin though it may have come down in a 
begninningless line can be terminated by such means as austerity, 
self-control, etc. Thus it should not be said that if bondage be 
beginningless there could not be emancipation (1817-19). 

Lord Mahavira further clarifies that the mutual relationship 
of jiva and karman which is beginningless is like that of jiva a.nd 
sky and also like that of gold and soil and there is no contradic
tionin this. The former type which is beginningless and endless 
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can be seen in the case of abhavya souls who will never be 
emancipated; the latter type-beginningless but having an end
is true of bhavya souls. It may be questioned that when all 
are alike souls, why should there be this distinction of bhavya 
and abhavya : rrhe distinctions of naraka (denizens of hell) etc. 
among souls are due to karman, they are not natural. The 
distinctions of bhavya-abhavya, on the other hand are not on 
account of karman, but are intrinsic. How can this be 
accounted for ? ( 1820-22). 

But the answer to this doubt is that jiva and akasa are 
alike in both being dravya (substance). They have other attributes 
in common, e. g. existence, knowability, etc. yet they are 
essentially differnnt inasmuch as one is jiva, the other is non
jiva, one is sentient, the other is not, :ind so on. Similarly, even 
though all may be jiva, there should be no difllculty in some 
being bhavya and others abhavya (1823). 

It may argued that bhavyatva being the very nature of 
the soul is eternal exactly as 'soulness' is, and hence 
nothing can put an end to it and therefore there can never be 
emancipation; and that if this is so it is useless to distinguish 
between bhavya and abhavya, souls; as perfect (siddha) souls 
know of no such distinction (siddho na bhavyo napyabhavya}:i). 
r:rhis argument is not correct. Even what is beginningless can 
have an end. The prior non-existence of jar (ghata-purvabhava) 
is essentially beginningless, but it comes to an end as soon as 
a jar is produced; similarly bhavyatva., though beginningless can 
be put an end to by acts of austerity, etc. (1824-25). 

This prior non-existence of jar can very well serve as an 
illustration, as it is not non-existent like the ass's horn. It is 
positive character. It is of the nature of the assemblage of pudgala 
(matter), only this assemblage has not assumed the form of a 
jar, and hence is called prior non-existence of jar (1826). 

It should not be thought that if there can be an end to 
bhavyatva, bhavya souls would go on decreasing in the world· 
and a time would come when there would be_ no bhavya soul, 
just as however enormous the amount of grain in a granary, 
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it is reduced to nothing if it is drawn upon continually. This 
will not be the state of things. rrhe bhavya. souls are infinite 
in number, and a time will never come when there will be no 
bhavya soul. For instance, time keeps on passing, but 
we find that even with the subtraction of time-points, th~ 
infinite future always persists, or even if we keep on subtractiny 
space-points, the infinite akasa ·will never come to an en_d, 
Similarly bhavyfli souls being infinite in number there wiH 
never be an end to them even if every moment some of them 
are emancipated (1827). 

rrhe effect or result of the past and the future is the same. 
If only an infinitesinml part of the assemblage of blmvya souls 
has become siddha (perfect), has reached the state of perfection 
in the past, an ec1nal number will be emancipated in the 
future. Hence there will never come a time when the number 
of bl1avya souls will be exhausted. One may feel like asking a§ 
to how it can be ascertained that the bhavya souls are infinite 
in number and that only an infinitesimal part of it has reached 
the stage of perfection, have become siddha, J\faha,vira's reply 
is that this is exactly as in the case of rrime and Akasa (ether 
or space) which are infinite and are never exhausted. Moreover 
1fawJika should hn,ve faith in Lord l\Iahi"wfra's words, as he 
has reason to do so on the basis of l\Iahavira's veracity right 
till then st:uting from his lmo·wledge of l\far;i.cJika's doubt. 
Mahavira is omniscient and free from likes and dislikes, so his 
words should be accepted as true like those of a dispf1ssionate 
arbiter in a dispute, who is in the know of facts. l\fahavira 
has removed the doubts of all, hence this claim of his. If still 
there is any doubt, it is open to all to seek of l\fahavira 
a solution to whatsoever doubt they have and make sure for 
themFJelves of l\fahavirn's omniscience (1828-32). 

It rna,y be questioned that if, as Lord. l\fahavira says, even 
the bhavya souls will not be emancipated in all time, then they 
are abha vya, and there is no sense in distinguishing them as 
bhavya as against the abhavya ones. But there is a misunder··· 
standing here. By 'bhavya' is meant one who is capable' 
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of attaining the stage of perfection or becoming a siddha,, 
not one who ,vill attain siddhi (perfection) without fail. 
That one is worthy of siddhi does not by ltself imply that he 
will attain siddhi; this ca,n lrnppen only when factors leading 
to siddhi are favourable. For insta,nce, each one of gold, 
jewel, stone, sandal-wood, etc. is capable of being turned 
into an image; yet ail! do not turn into an image, but only 
those which the necessary implements reach. But this 
does not mean that the others ca,nnot be transformed. into 
images. Similarly the bba,vya, souls will become sic1dha only 
when the factors leading to siddhi are favourable. But this does 
not make them abhrwya, for at some time or the other they will 
be emancipated, but the ablrnvya souls never. Or, as in the case 
of the union of gold :111d rock (o;- soil) in a,ll cases there is 
the possibility of their being separated, but they are separated 
only when the apparatus for separation is arnilable. But things 
which are not capable of dissociation will never be sep::uated 
even when the means ft,·e available. Similarly, emancipation 
which is characterised by the extinction of all karman will 
occur as a rule in the case of bhavya souls only, not in the 
case of abhavya souls. rl1his is the distinction between bhavya 
souls and abhavya ones (1833-3G). 

It should not be argued that emancipation is not eternal 
because it is caused by means, or beca,use it comes after effort 
or because it has beginning etc. like jar. All the rea,sons a,dduced 
are inconclusive (ana,ikantika), because they n,re present even in 
vipa,k~as (dissimilar-cases),-posterior non-existence of jar etc. 
( ghatadi-prndhvali:1sabhava) even though caused is eternal. 
Pradhvari:.lsabhava like pragabhava, should not be regarded as 
a non-entity or negation of being and therefore as no example 
at all; for it is positive, of the nature of an assemblage 
of pudga,la (matter) which is characterised by the destruction of· 
jar. This discussion keeps in view the caused nature or 
artificia,lity of mok~a, but mokl?a is not in reality artificial or 
caused. l\fok~a is the separation of soul and karmic matter. 
When at the time of mok!;ia, karmic matter is separated from 
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jiva by austerity, restraint etc. what change is really wrought in 
the essential being of ji va that mok9a should be regarded as 
krtaka, caused or artificin,1? vVhen the· jar is destroyed with a 
stick, there is no specin,1 change by way of addition, in the 
sky or space. 1\Iokf:'n, is destruction of lrnrma; on this ground it 
should not be reg:trded as non-eternal, the destruction being 
caused by austerity, etc. like the destrnction of jn,r brought about 
by a stick. Such an argument would mean that one has not 
understoo:1 the conception of destruction of jar or of karma. 
Destruction of jar means nothing else than the existence of 
akasa alone, and 110 change is brought about in akasa thereby, 
since it remaining the sa.me is eterna.1. Similarly in the present_ 
ca.se, destruction of kamrn signifies the jiva existing by itself; it 
is not different from the soul, nor is there any change brought 
about in the jiva by it, for it too like the sky or space is 
eternal. Hence emancipation is neither caused (or artificial) nor 
non-eternal. If it is sn,id that mok9a is in a way non-eternal, 
Mabavirn has no objection to it, for each and every thing is 
eternal-cllln-non-eternal, being of the nature of both dravya 
(basic substance) and paryaya (modes). But mok9a iR not 
absolutely non-eternal (1837-39). 

Maw}ika should not have any suspicion lurking in his mind 
that the karmic matter ·which has been thrown away by the 
soul after its dissociation from it will continue to exist in the loka 
(cosmos, inhabited uni verse) irt which the ji va also exists and so 
they will come into relation, even as akasa dissociated from jar 
comes into contact with its kapalas (potsherds); and again the 
soul will be bound by karmic mn,tter. The free soul will not be 
bound again, since there is no ea use for bondage as is the case 
with a guiltless or innocent person. The activities of mind-speech
body are causes of condage and nin emancipated person not having 
a body will not indulge in these. Bondage does not occur simply 
on account of contact (relation) with the matter of karma-groups, 
for such a bondage exists in n,11 kinds of souls and this would 
be ati-prasa11ga (absurd over-extension). Mere relation of jiva 
and karmic matter is not bondage which occurs only ·on account 
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of defects (do$a) like perverRity of attitude and on account of 
activities (yoga) (1840). 

Here a further question arises. The Buddhists believe that 
an emancipated soul comes to woddly life over and over 
again. vVhat is Lord Mahavirn's view in this respect? An 
emancipated soul is not reborn, does not come brwk to worldly 
life, since there is no cause for it, as a sprout cannot come up 
when there is no seed. The cause or seed of rebirth is lmrman 
and that is not not present in the case of an emancipated soul. 
Hence mok~a is eternal and the emancipated soul too (1841). 

rrhe emancipated soul is eternal also because being a 
substance it is incorporeal, like the sky. rrhe contingency of its 
being ubiquitious also like the sky sbonld not be nrged because 
inference goes against this. Soul c,i,n not be nbir1uitous because it is 
kartr, doer, agent, like a potter. Tlrnt it is ftll agent is established 
by the fact that it is enjoyer, seer, etc. which it would not be 
if it were not lrnrtr (doer) (1842). 

Lord ::Vfahavira does not insist on the n,bsol ute eternality of 
the soul. He has to take the trouble of proving that it is eternal 
only to counteract the Buodhist view of its being non-eternal. 
But, in fact,, for the J ainas all things are of the nature of 
origination, destruction, p3rsist2nce. rrhe jar, for example, from 
the point of view of the moae of lump of clay can be said to 
perish, from the point of view of the mode of jar to have been 
produced and it can be said to have persisted in its existence 
as clay. When we refer to a thing as destroyed, etc. it is only 
because we have only one aspect of the thing prominently in 
view. So the emancipated soul can be said to have perished from 
the point of view of its worldlinesc;, it persists from the point 
of view of its soulness, its upayoga (conscious activity), etc; 
and can also be said to have perished from the point of view 
of its perfection of the first time-point, to lrn,ve been originated 
from the point of view of the perfection of the second time
point and to have persisted as substance, soul, etc. Hence it 
is sometimes referred to as being eternal, etc. but this is only 
from different .points of viev,r (1843). 
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If the emancipated soul is not ubiquitous, where does it stay? 
It stays on the summit of the loka (cosmos, inhabited universe), 
that is to s1y, at its uppermost limit. Of course, all activities 
of the soul are on account of karrnan, but hero there is this 

movement to the uppermost limit of the loka because when the 

soul on tlie removal of karmic matter becomes light, this 

transform:1tion . in the fotm of upward motion occurs exactly 

as it attains siddhatva (status and nature of a siddha). On 
account of this upward movement the soul re:1ches its destination 

in a single time-point. Besides we bave scriptural passages 

in suppo,-t of the upward movement of tbe emancipated soul: 

"fan y:1 ernJ).<}aphale n,ggi dhfrmo ya isu dlianuvimnklrn; 

gai puvvap,1oger:ia1p eva1i:i siddhar:if1 vi gai n.'' 

(As there is momentum in a gourd, castor-seed, fire, smoke, 

an arrow shot from the bow on account of former activity, 

such also is the rnovemen t of the siddha). 

If a gourd is besmeared n,ll over with mud n,ncJ drowned 

in water, it comes to the surface of the water as soon as the 

mud is "'ashed off, so the soul moves upwards when the lrnrma
covering is rBmoved. rrhe castor seed shoots upwards n,s soon 

as its outer covering or sheath breaks off, so the soul shoots 

upwards as soon as it enierges from the sheath of kannan. 

l"ire 11nJ smoke move npwards natnrally, so also the soul. The 

arrow sbot from a stretched bow keeps on moving on account 

of the initial act, rn n,lso the soul moves upwards. Another 
illn!,tration is the potter's wheel iYhirh when once set in motion 
keeps on moving for son1e time eYeu when no fresh movement 

is gi veu to it. Thus one should not have any doubt as regards 

the upward movement of the emancipated soul for one time

point (1844). 

Our experience tells us that incorporeal things are devoid 
of activity, e. g. akai1, kal:1 (Time). If it is so, it may be 

argued, Atman being incorporeal cannot have any activity 
and so raunot move upwards. But we forget that things have 
their own peculiar attributes. ThiDgs, for example, which 

are incorporea_l are also non-sentient e. g. akftsa; and still we 
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accept the incorporeal emancipated soul as sentient. Though 
the soul and akasa, etc. have incorporeality in common, 
still sentiency is a peculiar attribute of the soul, similarly 
motion or activity also can be its peculiar attribute and 
there should be no objection to this (1845). 

That the soul has activity can also be demonstrated by 
inference. rrhe soul is active, because like the potter, it is a 
doer or because it is an enjoyer. Or the soul is active, because 
movements of the body ftre directly perceived as in the case 
of a machine-man (184G). 

If it is urged tlmt the effort of atrnan is the cause of the 
bodily movement, bnt not the activity of atnrnn and hence the 
atman cannot be shown to be active, the, reply is tlrnt even 
effort is not found in inactive things e. g. ether or space and 
so if we want atmftn to mftke efforts for the movement of 
the bo:ly it itself must be ftcti ve. Further if the incorporeftl 
effect is the cftuse of bodily moYement, what is it th,1t makes 
this effort cap.1blo of being the cause of bodily movement ? 
And if this effort can be such irrespective of any other force 
why cannot the atman by itself be the cause of bodily 
movement? It is not necessary to bring in effort. If it is further 
argued that sorno unseen (ndr~t,1) is the cn,use of bodily 
movement and not tho atman which 1s irnwtive, this 
hypothesis should bo examined. Is this ac1r~ta corporeal or not? 
If it is incorporeal there is no reason ,vhy the incorporeal 
atrnan shoulJ not bo accepted at, the canso of bouily movement. 
If it is corporeal it ca,nnot be anything other than the karmic 
body. And this karmic body can be the cause of bodily 
movement only if it itself has movement, not otherwise and 
there must be some cause of this movement of its ftnd so on 
aa infinitum. If it is said that this lrnnnic body has movement 
by its essentinJ nature, in that case, evon the extonrnl body 
can have movement jnst natnrnlly and it is not necessary to 
recognise the existence of even the karmic body. But this 
position is not accopt:-tble because the external bocly is 
insentient. Further we know that that which is· spontaneous 
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and so has not the expectancy of any cause is either always 
existent or always non-existent (nityam sattvam asattvarh va 
hetor anyanapek~ar:iat). If accordingly the body has movement 
naturally, that movement will persist eternally. "\Vhat we find 
is that the movements of the body are of a specific kind. This 
can be explainod only by the functioning of the fLtman along 
with karman. Hence fLtma,n has movement. It can be easily 
understood that the tnmsmigrntory soul associated with karman 
is active; bnt even the emancipated soul free from karman is 
active for, as explained above, it is so on account of transformation 
into movement, oxactly as by the destruction of karman the 
soul attains. siddhatva (or state of perfection). It can thus have 
motion also in the state of emancipation (18-17-1849). 

But a further question arises. vVhy does not the emancipated 
soul move beyond the n,bode of the sidcllrns ? Beyond the abode 
of the siddhas is aloka ancl dlrnrrnastikfLya (the principle of 
motion ·which has spatial existence) that helps motion does 
not exist there. It follows that the soul cannot move beyond 
the abode of the siddbas (1850). 

Some may be inclined to question the existence of aloka. 
'J1he rule is tbat if n, word is nncompoun,led and derivative 
the counter-entity of the thing denote:l by it must exist. 
For instance, ghati1 (jar) is one snch word. So aghata, 
the counter-entity of ghat:1 does exist. Simibrly loka must have 
its counter-entity ::tlolm existing. Dut this ::tlolrn cn,n be anything 
other than lolm, e. g. jrw, etc.. Is it necessary to recognise the 
existence of another entity called aloka? rrhe difficulty can be 
resolved thus-na loka):i alokal.1; paryudasa ni~edha (negation by 
exclusion) is intended here by 'nan' ('a' in aloka). The counter
entity must be a fitting one for the thing negn,ted. The thing 
negated here, loka is a particular akasa, space; and so its 
contradictory must be befitting it; as by apawJitGi we mean 
'a sentient person alone who is bereft of a particular knowledge' 
and not just jar, etc. So here too aloka must be a worthy 
counter-entity of loka. It has been srjd: 
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''Nanyuktam ivayukta1n va yadi karyarn vidhiyate; 
tulyadhikarai;ie 'nyasmirhlloke' py arthagflitis tatha." 
(If in a grammatical formation 'nan' or 'iva' is employed, a 
thing which is similar to it but distinct from it is understood 
to exist in the world) ancl "Naii-i vrtyuktam anyrtsadrsadhikarai;ie 
tatha hy arthagatil.1 ('A word to which 'Nau' or 'iva' is affixed 
denotes a tbing different from it but similar to it'). It 
follows that the existence of aloka, the counter-entity of loka 
must be admitted (1851). 

From this it follows that dharma (principle of motion) and 
adharma (principle of rest) exist since it is they that determine 
loka and render it distinct from aloka. Otlrnrwise akas'1 being 
the same everywl1ere it would not have been possible to divide 
it into loka and aloka and distinguish between them. That akasa 
in which the astikayas, dharrna ::md adharnm exist is loka; 
that in which they do not exist is aloka (1852). 

If dharma ::md adharma do not exist and do not divide 
the loka from the aloka the souls and matter which had once 
started moving would continue to do so infinitely in space as 
there would be no obstruction to their motion; they would move 
into aloka too and that being infinite souls and matter would 
not have any mutual relation. If this were to happen there would 
not be the different arrangements gross or other of matter
skandhas, and in that case there would be no, what are called, 
bondage, emancipation, pleasure, pain, transmigration etc. for the 
souls and the souls too would not come together and so there 
would be no help or obstruction, etc. caused by them. Hence jiva 
and pudgala have no motion in alolrn beyond the loka, for there 
is the absence there of the principle that helps motion, just as 
the fish cannot move out of water there being nothing to help 
its movement there. That principle which helps the movement 
of jiva and pudgala is dharmastikaya which is co-extensive with 
loka. There can be an inference to this effect : There must be 
.something that measures or determines loka, because it is 
measurable or knowable as know ledge exists for the knowable 
object. Or ji va and pudgala are called loka, hence there must 
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be some entity that determines because it is determinable 
(knowable), as there is tho prastha measure for rice, etc.. That 
which determines here is dhannfistikaya. The existence of 
dharrna can be justified only if the existence of aloka is 
recognised since akasa is the same everywhere. Hence it has to 
accepted tlrnt the siddhas remain stationary at the summit of 
the loka and do not go beyond (1853-55). 

A further point to be considered in this context is: 'sthiyate' -
sminniti sthanarn', that where one stays is place. Thus the word 
'sthana' denotes a substratum: Siddhasya sthana1n siddhasthanam
siddhasthana is tho place of the sidc1lms. If it is so, the siddhas 
are likely to fall oiI, topple down from this place as Devadatta 
falls down from his lofty position on a mountain or a tree, 
or as fruit falls down. But this fear is unfounded. 'I111e genitive 
in 'siddhasya sthanam' is in the sense of the subject, it means 
'the siddha stays', siddha and sthana are identical; there is 
no sthana other than it (1856). 

Even if siddha and sthana are not identical, this sthana 
is nothing other than akasa and that being eternal cannot be 
destroyed and hence there is no likelihood of the emancipated 
soul's falling. Again, kannan is the cause of such activities as 
falling, etc. on the part of the soul; the soul has no karman 
and so there is no possibility of its falling off. The upward 
movement for one time-point is, as pointed out earlier, on account 
of previous momentum. That movement cannot be repeated as 
there is no cause for it. Moreover, its own effort, attraction, 
repulsion ( vikarf;\al).a), etc. are the causes of falling, and there 
is no possibility of these in the case of the emancipated soul 
and hence there being no cause for falling, the siddha will not 
fall off from its sthana (1857). 

That because a thing is in a place it should fall is quite 
inconclusive, is not an absolute rule. On the contrary there is 
an inherent contradiction in the statement that a thing falls 
from its place; for a thing can fall from what is not its place, 
not from its place. If you want a thing to fall from its station 
.th.en the akas[L etc. should be continually . falling from their 
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eternal place. But this is not wlrn,t we find. Hcnco 'fall because 
of location' is definitrly inconclwiye (18:38). 

Somoone may have a doubt tlrnt a siddlrn is emancipated 
from the worldly existm1ce, and sicldlrns have tlins a beginning
as far as their cmancipak!d state of existonco is concernerl; hence 
there must have been someone who wn,s tl1e fr:·st to become 
siddha. But tl1is is not true; t}wie is 110 such rule tlrnJ, whn,tever 
has a beginning, is an effect, must hn,ve some one entity 
which is the first of its kind. D:1y n,nd niglit h:we a beginning; 
but Time is infinite; so there is nothing like '.tin:;t night' or 
'first day'; all bodies havo n, beginning, yet there is no 'first 
body'. Simibrly there 1s no one likt: the 'first Ridc1ha' (185U). 

There iR likely to be still another doulit. Souls have 
continued to become siddha from time beginniugless and the 
abode of the siddlias (siddhi-k::;ct:a) is finite in dimension; 
how possibly could tbi:, infinite number of siddlrns be accom
modated in this limited space ? ~l1hern should be no difficulty 
here since the souls n,ro not corpoteal. Every thing becomes the 
object of the pure and pedect knowledge and intuition (kevala
jiiana-darsana) of siJdhas; that is to say, as an infinite number 
of jnanas and dars::mas mm stay in one Ii.mi ted thing; 
glances of thonsn,nd:,i of spectn,tors can be n,ccomodated in one 
dancing girl; so there should be no difiiculty in an infinite 
number of incorpornal siddbas being accomodated in a plr1ee 
of finite dimensions. Even n, number of corporeal things like 
the light of a lamp and so on c:in stay in one small place, 
then what to say of incorporeal things (lSGO). 

Lord Mahavira explained in the beginning the concept 0£ 
bondage-emanc;ipation by moans of reasoning. '11hen he explained 
it with the help of Vedic passages. 1\Ia:r:ic}ika had not understood 
the meaning of such Vedic passnges as 'Na ha vai sasarirnsya 
priyapriyayor a,pahatir asti, asariram va vasantam piiyapriye 
na sprsatal;t'; and hence his doubt as regards bondage
emancipation. But there is no ground for this doubt. It is 
obvious that tho embodied and the disembodied states refer to 
bondage and emancipation. The embodied state means bondage 
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of the nature of a series of bodies external or :internal 
(ac}byatmika); n,nd the clismnboclied state means emancipation 
which is chara,cterised by the removal of all kinds of body. 
Likerwise J\faI_l(lika took such statements as 'Sa ef}a viguI_lo 
vibhnr 11a badhyate' to mean tbat there is no bondage or 
emancipation for a, sonl in worldly existence or in the 
trnnsmigra tory co11dition. But such pass;1ges refer not to the 
transmigratory soul but to the emaincipated soul which has no 
bondage, etc.. 1'hus there is no mutual conflict in the Vedic 
passages about bond;1ge- emancipation (1861-186'2). 

"\Vhen 1\!IaI_1c}ika's doubt was thus dispelled by Lord Mahavira, 
he became a monk along with his 350 pupils and followers 
(1863). 
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7. MAURYAPUTRA-REGARDING THE EXISTENCE 

OF GODS 

Hearing that l\Iai:iq.ika and others bad become monks, 

Mauryaputra decided to approach Mahavirn. Mahavira accosted 
him by his name ninc1 gotra as l\fauryaputra Kasyapa and 
told him about his doubt as to the existence of gods on 
account of there being Vedic staternPnts in support of either 
side. 'Sa e~rt yajiiayudhi yn,jamano'iijasa svarga-lolrnrh g:1echati' 
(The sacrificer with sacrifice as his weapon decidedly goes to 

heaven), 'Apama somam amrba abhf1ma aganma jyotir avidama 
devan, kirh minam asman li;rrnwad arfLti1.1 kim u dhfutir amrta 
martyasya'* (\\,.,. e drank soma and became immortal; we approached 

light and knew the gods. vVhat possibly, oh Immortal One, 
could the enemy do to us; of wbat efficacy is the cunning of 
mortal men ? -RV. 8.48-3) - such Vedic statements lead us to 
recognise the exist211ce of gods in heaven. On the other 
hand, we find a statement like 'I\_IJ janati mayopaman girvaI).an 
Indra-Yama-Y1.ruI).a-Knberadi11' CWho Jrnows the existence of gods 
like Indra., Ymna VarnI).1,, Knb2ra who are Maya-like?). But 
the truth is that 1VIauryaputra dirl not know the true meaning 
of these statements which l\fal1ay1r;1, explained to him later on 
to dispel his doubt (lfif>4-18Gi;). 

Mamyapntra's argument to prove the non-existence of gods 
is as follows: The clcnizens of hell nndergo great torture and 
are dependent on a number of factors, so it is nnderstandable 
that they cannot come to the earth. Hence we should recognise 
their existence even relying on the words of others if we cannot 
perceive them. But the gods are said to have the freedom to 
go wherever they like and to have celestird powers and yet 
---------

*The text in the printed edition of Gai:iadharnvada 1s 
corrupt. The meaning given is according to the correct text. 
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they never flit across our span of vision. Even then they are , 
referred to in Srnti and Smrti work;, Hence the doubt as to 

their existence (lRG7--8). 

Mahavira tel18 l\fauryaputra to entertain no such doubt, 

for even if he set aRide Hrnti and Srnrti works, he conld apprehend 

directly fom kimfo of gocls - Bha-vanapati, Vyantara, Jyoti~ka, 

Vaimanikt - who had come to attend the S:tmavasarnl).a rn 

order to pay their liomage to him (l\InJ1avira) (18GD). 

1'hero vv,1,s no reason for l\Ianryapntl'a to doubt the existence 

of the gorfa even c:1rlior for t_be jyoti~lrn, gods, snn, moon, etc. 

can be JX!rceiH·d lJy liirn; n,rd if he (1ii'cctly perceives one grnup 

of gods it is not ren,rnnnblo to doubt the existence of the 

different typeR of gods. Moreover no one doubts the existence_ of 

a king \Yho Rhows favour or disfavour to his snbjects; the 

goc1s too aro known to make f,ome people proRperous and 

to ruin othe: s r1,:1d hence one canuot poRRihly have any doubt 

as to theil' existence (1870). 

It rna,y be qnestioned that sun, moon, etc. are but abodes 

and so it cannot be said that the jyotit31rn (stellar) gods are 

directly p1:Eceived, as these abotlcs like cities may bo jnst 

vacant, devoid of inbab1b11tR. Tt i:-1 not su; rrn abode is alwa,ys seen 

to be occupid by sorncone, as Dc-v.telntta and others live in 
the abolcs of Va,santrtpnr:1J, etc.. Sun, moon, etc. to be abodes 

must have Rome inhftbitants and thrse shonlc1 be goc1s. Men 

cannot live in ll1cse abodes which :tre diRtinct and different 

from the abo:les of nwn :1Jnd so wbich must have inlrn,bitants 

too of a distinct type, viY. gods as distinct from men. Abodes 

arc, it is trnc, not always occnpied by inlrnbit;1nts, they may be 

at times vacrrnt as aro tl1e a,l:oclefl of men. But they a.re not 
always unoccupied. Aboc1rn certainly have inhabitants in thorn 

some time or the other-in the past, in the prnsent or in the 

future; so they n,ro occupieJ by inhabitants and are not always 

unoccnpiod. J fence gods crtn be looked upon as the <leniY.ens of 

such abodes as moon, etc. if not now at least in the pi1st or 

in the future (1871). 
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Another difficulty may be considered here. It may be argu13d 
that sun, moon, etc. may not be abodes; the sun may be just 
·a ball of fire, the moon may be just pure water; rmd thus the 
jyoti~ka vimanas (abodes) may be just balls made of shining 
gems. But it is not so; they are decidedly vimanas, because 
Jike the abodes of the vidyadharas they are made of gems and 
move in the sky. Clouds and wind are not vimanas as they 
are not made of gems (187:3). 

Sun, moon, etc. cannot also be illusory fabrics projected by 
some magician. Even if they r1re such, we will have to recognise 
the existence of gods who would be the magicians projecting 
this illusion, for men could not have brought it about. But it 
is not proper to regard sun, moon, etc. as illusory, because like 
cities like Pataliputra they are always found while a magical 
illusion is not found to be permanent, it disappears after a 
_short time. So sun, moon, etc. are as real as Pataliputra and 
other cities (1873). 

Still another reason may be adduced to prove the existence 
'of gods. People who commit very great sins go to hell to 
experience the fruit of their sinful actions and the existence 
of denizens of hell is accordingly recognised. Similarly those 
who perform highly virtuous actions must be recognised as 
becoming gods to enjoy the fruits of their actions. It is true 
that we see men and lower creatures whose condition is highly 
miserable and as such they are experiencing the fruit of their 
sinful actions, and at the same time there are men who are 
very happy and so may be looked upon as enjoying the fruit of 
their virtuous actions. Then why should one posit the existence 
of denizens of hell and of gods whom we cannot see? But there 
is a difference. \Ve never see anyone on this earth experiencing 
unalloyed pain or unalloyed pleasure; there is al ways an adulte
ration however small of pleasure or pain as the case may be. 
y ery happy persons suffer from some disease of the body or 
on account of the pain resulting from old age, etc., while even 
the very miserable have a tinge of pleasure in their Ii ves at 
some time, e. g. enjoyment of a cool breeze. Hence we have to 
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admit the existence of denizens of hell experiencing only pain 
as the fruit of their highly sinful actions and of gods 
experiencing only pleasure or happiness as the frult of their 
highly virtuous actions (187 4). 

But if the gods exist why do they not come to the mortal 
world even when they are free to go wherever they like? As 
a rule they do not come as they have transferred their affections 
to celestial things, they are attached to the objects of 
pleasure there, they have not completed all their duties there, 
there is no special reason for them to come here as the work 

· of mortals is not dependent on them. Moreover the world of 
mortals is ugly and they would not be able to bear the foul 
smell emitting from it. For these rea,sons jointly or severally 
gods as a rule do not visit the mortal world (187 5). 

But it is not true to say that they never come. They come 
on joyous occa,sions like the birth of a tirthai1kara, his initiation, 
his attaining omniscience, his nirva1_1a,, Some gods like Indra 
come insta,ntaneously out of a, sense of devotion, other gods 
follow him; still others come to dispel their doubts. There are 
other reasons also for their coming, viz. attaichment to a son, 
friend, etc. of a previous life; appointment given to a friend, 
etc. for giving enlightenment, by being attracted by the 
severe austerity of great bf:iings a,nd ascetics; intention to harm 
a foe of a previous life or to favour a friend, son etc. 
of a previous life; solely for pleasure, to test good persons, 
and so on (187G-7). 

rrhe following inferences can prove the existence of the gods: 
One must have faith in the existence of gods, because 

(i) Reliable persons, who have the power to know their previous 
existence, say that in a previous existence they were gods, 

(ii-) there is direct perception of the gods in the case of some 
persons possessed of such attributes as austerity, etc; 

(iii) some persons get their work accomplished through the gods 
by means of vidya (lore), mantra (prayer, incantation) 
upayacana (entreaty)? etc; 
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(iv) the bodies of some persons are possessed by some unseen 
spirit other than the soul, because abnormal activities are 
observed; 

(v) there must be the fruit of the great merit accumulated by 
acts of austerity, charity, etc; and 

( vi) because there is the nomenclature 'deva' ('god'). 

Moreover all the agarnas are un:1nimous about the existence 
of gods. Hence one should have no doubt whatsoever on this 
point. 

A few points may be clarified here. · How can it be said 
that certain actions of the boc1y of man are the result of the 
influence of graha (possession) ? This is easy to understand; a 
machine-man cannot walk, bnt if a man enters into it, the 
machine starts moving; similarly the body may not be able to 
perform a certain act and yet if it is seen doing it, it must be 
so on account of the fact that it is inspirnd by some unseen 
spirit other than the soul; and this spirit is some god. Persons 
are thus seen performing extra-ordinary actions. As regards the 
nomenclature 'deva' (god), it must have a meaning, for like 'g~ata' 
it is a derivative, uncompounded word. Deva is derived from 
'div', to shine. 'Deva' can mean 'man', it may be argued, e. g. 
accomplished gaI).a(Jharas and others and cakravartins (sovereigns) 
and others possessed of prosperity who are called gods, and so 
it is not necessary to imagine the existence of gods who are 
not seen. But it is should not be forgotten that gal)adhara, 
cakravarti, etc. are called 'gods' only figuratively .. If, for 
example, a real lion does not exist at all, a man cannot be 
called a lion 'figuratively'; so if the gods did not exist at all, 
gaI).adharas, etc. would not be called gods figuratively. Hence 
'deva' must mean 'a god different from man' (1878-81). 

The Vedic statements do not seem to be conflicting if 
they are correctly understood. If the gods do not exist, the 
fruit of Agnihotra and such rites as is laid down in statements 
like 'Agnihotraril juhuyat svargakamal;' (one desirous of attaining 
heaven should perform Agnihotra), the fruit of sacrifices and 
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or acts of charity as are well-known in the world. would all 
be in vain. Heaven is the fruit, but how could heaven be there' 
if there were none to dwell in it 1 Sentences like 'Sa e$a 
yajii.ayudhi .. .' establish the existence of the goc1s-as is accepted 
by Mauryaputra too. And sentences like 'Im janati mayopaman .. ' 
do not maintain that the gods do not exist; they only 
emphasise that even the gods nire illusory and transient, much 
more so other kinds of prosperity, etc.. If this be not so the 
statements about the existence of gods, and the invocation, by 
the mantras, of the gods would be meaningless. Statements 
like "One attains victory over the heavenly kingdom of 
Yama, Soma, Sfirya, Sura-guru (Yama-Soma-Siirya-Surnguru
svarajyani jayati) by kratus like uktha, 90dasin, etc." take for 
granted the existence of the gods and so would be meaningless 
if the gcds did not exist. Kratu is a sacrifice in which the 
yiipa (s3,crificial post) is used, while a sacrifice in which the 
yiipa is not used and in which there are acts of charity, etc. 
is called a yajna. There are invocations of Indra, etc. by the 
words of Vedic mantras like 'Indra agaccha medhatithe 
1:1e~avf$al).a'. All this would be meaningless if the gods did not 
exist>· Thus the existence of the gods has to be recognised on 
the basis of th:i scriptures as also on that of reasoning (1882-3). 

When Mahavira free from old age and death thus dispelled 
the doubt of Mauryaputra, the latter became a monk along 
with his 3EO pupils (1884). 
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8. AKAl\fPI'rA HEGAHDING 1'HB EXfSTE"N"C:BJ 
OF DENIZENS OF HELL (NA RA KAS) 

Hearing that Mauryapntra and otbern bad become monks, 
Akampita decided to approach Lord l\fahi"tvira and pay his 
respects to him. J\fahavira accosted him by his name and gotrn 
as Akampita Gautama, and told him straightawn,y that he had 
a doubt in his mind as to the existence of hellish beings. On 
account of Vedic statements like '~fuako -vai. ef;,a jayate ya}:l 
sudrannam asnati' (He, vd10 partakes of the food of n, sudra, 
is born a hellish being), lie was led to h:we faith in tho existence 
of hellish beingR; on the other hand there is a statement: 
'Na ha vai pretya narak{d:i' ( Ji vn,s do not become narakas 
after death or there are no naralrns in the other world) 
which suggests that there are no hellish beings. Hence the 
doubt of Akarnpita as to their existence. But the truth is that 

· Alrnmpita bad not grasped the true meaning of these Veclic 
statements which Mahavira proceeded to show later, after 
arguing with him on the grnund of rcaRon (1885-87). 

Akampita's argument in favour of the non-existence of 
narakas is as follows: Gods like moon, etc. are known by direct 
perception; the existence of others can be demonstrated by 
inference from the accomplishment of the fruit or desired end 
by vidya (lore) mantra ( prayer incantantion) upayacana 
fontreaty, request, etc.). But we merely hear the word 'naraka'; 
the object denoted by it is not directly apprehended anywhere, 
nor can its existence be demonstrated by inference. Therefore 
the existence of 'narakas' who cannot be cognised by any 
means of know ledge and so must be different from lower 
beings, human beings and 
But Akarnpita should 
himself cannot directly 
Mahavira on account of 

gods cannot reasonably be accepted. 
bear 111 mind that though he 

apprehend these narakas, Lord 
his omniscience can and so they 
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must be existent. Akarnpita should not obstinately urge that 
his prntyakf:\f1, direct perception alone is prntyakE}a; the pratyakE}a 
of others also is pratyakf:l:1. \Ve find in the world that the 
pratyrLkE}a of reliable persons is given flS much importance 
and validity as one's own prntya,l,;f:la. All do not have the direct 
know ledge of lion, sarnbba,, 1

' ha1psa (swan) and yet no one 
regards them as not known or nncognised or uncognisable. 
Akampita, himself bas 11ot seen all places, times, villages, 
towns, rivers, oceans and yet ho recognises them as existent 
and cognisable, :1nd he also recognises the pratyakf:la of others as 
pratyakf:l:1. rrherefore, if mirnlrns arc, directly cognised by Mahavira, 
they should he recognised as directly knowl:Lble (1888-91). 

Moreover, is it true to Sl:LY t.lrnt sensuous perception is the 
only perception a,nd that l\faktvira's perception being super
sensuous cmrnot be accepted as snd1? In fact it is only by courtesy 
that sensnons perception is c111lecl perception. It is supersensuous 
perception that is tlrn only true perr:eption as it does not depend 
on extraneous help and pertains to the soul alone. Sensuous 
perception is really indirect, but it is called direct perception 
only figuratively inasmuch as it does not have to depend on 
the knowledge of an extraneous object, as inferential knowledge 
of fire depends on the knowledge of an extraneous mark, viz. 
smoke. But sensuous perception too is, as a matter of fact, not 
direct, because as in infe,·ence we do not have the cognition of fire 
directly but through smoke, so here also the ak~a (perceiver) 
i. e. atman does not have the knowledge of a thing directly 
but through sense-orgrrns vd1ich are other than the soul. Hence 
what is called direct perception is really as much indirect as 

· inference. Super-sensuous perception is the only real perception. 
Hence the nara,lrns must be recognised as perceptible on the 
basis of Lord Maha.vim's pratyakf3a (189'2). 

It should 11ot be :1rgued that even though in sensuous 
perception the soul does not know the object directly, yet the 

* A mythological creature supposed to have eight legs and 
to inhabit snowy tracts. Sarabha also means camel, young 
one of an elephant, butterfly, locust, etc. 
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sense-organs are the cognisers and they cognise the object 
directly and so perception by the organs is perception in the 
primary sense of the term. It is not so; sense-org~1ns cannot 
be the cognisers of things, because being of tbe nature of 
aggregate of matter, they are corporeal, or because they are 
insentient and so on, like jar. Cognition produced by them 
is not, therefore, direct perception. Sense-organs am merely the 
doors to cognition and soul is the ::1gent of the cognition, the 
cogniser, as Devadatta sees through the five ,vindows even 
though the windows themselves cannot see anything. The five 
sense-organs aro merely instruments rmcl with their help the 
soul cognises things (18D3). 

Sense-orgi1ns and soul cannot be regarded as identical, 
because even when the se:i:1Se-organs have stopped functioning, 
there is memory of the object cognised through them; and a 
person if he is absent-minded docs not cogniso a thing even when 
the sense-organs are functioning. This sbo,vs that the cogniser 
soul is distinct from the instrnments, the sense-organs, as a 
person looking through five windO\rn is distinct from them 
(1894). 

One should not for a moment h:we a doubt that super
sensuous cognition cannot give as much knowledge as sensuous 
perception, sin co in the latter tho soul gets lie] p from the sense
organs. In fact, the soul which gets no help whatRoever from 
the sense-organs i. e. an omniscient soul perceives much more 
than the soul functioning with tlrn help of tho sense-organs, or 
to be exact, perceives everything. A pernon sitting within the 
house and gaz;ing through the fi \'8 windows of the house sees a few 
things; but if the rrnm goes ont he is not obstructed by anything 
and he sees many more things. rl1his is true of the soul also 
which perceives unobstructe<l, without tbe lielp of the sense
organs (1895). 

Other reasons can be adduced to prove that sense-perception 
is not direct perception. A tliing has infinite attributes, yet 
one can cognise through the organ of sight, etc. only a 
particular ob,ject with the attribute colour, etc. only. Hence 
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sense-perception is indirect like inference in which through 
a mark of inference e g. the attribute artificiality, one can only 
demonstrate an object as characterised by only one attribute 
vi:;,;. 'non-eternality'. In sense-perception too through the organ 
of one attribute one can establish a thing as characterised·· by 
tlmt attribute alone. Sense-perception does not give us a 
full know ledge of its object (] 8DG). 

Inferential knowledge of fire through the knowledge of 
smoke with tlie lielp of the remembrance of the relation cognised 
eadier iR indirect; so Remmous perception too is indirect as in 
it the memory of convention grasped earlier is indispensable. 
On ::ccount of familiarity, t11is memory of convention takes 
plape so immediately at times that one loses sight of it; still it is 
indispensable; otherv,ise one who has not the knowledge of the 
convention, would 11ot liave the knowleclge 'This is jar' on 
seeing a jar. But this is not what we find. Ono perceives a jar 
as ja,r. Memory is thus as much indispmrna.ble to sense-perception 
as it is to inference, and so both are inc1ii:ect. rrhat knowledge 
alone is direct in which the soul does not require any help 
from any instrument, e. g. visual intuition (avadhi), intuition 
of mental modes (manal,1-paryaya) and pure ::tnd perfect knowledge 
(kevala-jnan::t); but in sense-perception the sonl requires the help 
of the sense-organs which are thus the instruments of the 
perceiver (ak~a), soul and hence sense-perception is indirect 
like inference (18D7). 

It comes to this tlrnt leaving aside pure and perfect 
knowledge (kevala-jiiana), intuition of mental modes (manal,1-
paryaya) and visual intuition (avadhi) all other cognitions are but 
inferential, indirect as have for their object a thing that is not 
directly perceived. The above mentioned praty,1k~a and. also 
inference establish tlie existence of hellish beings. Therefore they 
exist. The prntyi1kt;la is in tl1iH particular case the pure a.nd 
perfect knowledge of Mabavira,'s The inference is as under: 
There must be some enjoyers of the fruit of extremely sinful 
actions, for that too is fruit of lrnrm:1 like the fruit of the. low 
and middling types of karman. Lower creatures and human 
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beings are the enjoyers of tbe low and middling types of karman, 
-so we must accept that it is the narakas w bo are the enjoyers 
of the fruit of extremely sinful actions. \Ve cannot regard those 
-lower creatures and human beings as the enjoyers of the fruit 
of extremely sinful actions, as we do not see tlmt same climax 
of misery amongst the lower creatures and human beings as 
we see the climax of happiness amongst the gods. There is no 
Jower creature or human being svho experiences only pain or 
misery unalloyed with some happiness, fot frnch a one also has 
the pleasure however little of enjoying cool breeze or the shade 
of a tree and so on; and we never see such a one exp8riencing 
the well known extreme tortures of hell, e. g. piercing, cutting, 
baking, burning, hurling on a stone, etc .. So we must recognise 
the existence of hellish beings (narakas) as distinct from lower 
creatureR and human beings. It has also been said : 

Satatam anubaddham uktam dul;ilmm nf1rake~u tivrap'.1rir:iamam; 
tiryak~u~r:ia-bl~aya-k~ut-tr~adi-dul.1kham snkharh calpam. 

suklrndul;ikhe man ujanarh manal;i-sarirasraye b'.1huvikalpe; 
sukham eva tu devanaril alparh dul_1kharh tu man:1sibhava,m. 

(It is said that there is continually enduring pain of severe 
consequences amongst the narakas. Among the lower creatures 
there is the pain of heat, fear, hunge1·, thirst, etc. and little 
happiness. 'l'here are mental fliml physical pleasures an:1 pains 
of many kinds amongst the mortals; but the gods have pleasure 
alone and little of mental unhfLppiness) (lRGS-1900). 

Alrnmpitn, should recognise the exi8tcnco of naralrns relying 
on 1\Iahavira's word, for he is omniscient and therefore his 
word is authoritn,tive like the word of other omniscient beings, 
J aimini n,nd others - recognised n,s such by Almmpita (1901). 

'I1here cn,n be no doubt regn,rding 1\fahavira's omniscience 
since there is the absence in him of for1r, likes, faults, infatuation, 
etc. which acttmte f1 person to utter lies and malicious words. 
Maha,vira's words should be n,ccepted as truthful and free from 
malice like those of nin flirbiter who is in the know of facts. That 
Mahavira is omniscient can be seen from the fact that he has 

'23 
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dispelled all the doubts and because there are no fear, likes, 
disli~es, etc. in him an account of which a person becomes 
ignorant or stupefied. There are no external signs of these and 
hence Mahavira's words are those of an omniscient being and 
so authoritative (1002). * 

As for the Vedic statement 'Na ha vai pretya naraka];i 
santi' which led Akampita to doubt the existence of narakas, 
it does not mean that the narakas do not exist at all, but that 
there are not in the other world such naraka beings as are 
eternal like Meru, etc.; those who commit very great sin become 
narakas after death; hence one should not commit such sin 
as would make one go to hell after death. The emphasis is on 
the teaching that one should not commit sin and not on the 
non-existence of hellish beings (1903). 

When Akarnpita's doubt was dispelled by Lord l\fahavira, 
free from old age and death, he became a monk along with 
his 300 pupils and followers 1904. 

* This Gathii hr~s occurred earlier, Gatha 1578, 
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9. ACALABHR.ATA REGARDING THE REALITY 
OF PU~YA-P.APA (GOOD-EVIL) 

Hearing that they had become monks, Acalabhrata deci~ed 
to approach Lord Mahavira with the intention of paying his 
respects to him. As he approached, Mahavira accosted him by 
his name and gotra as Acalabhrata-Harita and told him that 
he had a doubt as to the reality of merit (pm;1.ya) and sin 
(papa). There are Vedic statements like 'PuruS'a evedam gni 
sarvam'* which Acalabhrata interpreted as meaning that there 
is nothing in the world except the PuruS'a; on the other hand 
most people believe in pm,1ya and papa. Hence his doubt. But 
the truth was that he did not understand the true meaning of 
this Vedic statements (1905-7). 

Moreover a nurriber of views were set fot·th by different 
thinkers as to puI).ya and papa and Acalabhrata, not being able 
to decide which was acceptable, was confoundei : 

(i) PuI).ya alone exists, not papa. 

(ii) Papa alone exists, there is nothing like pm;ya, 

(iii) There is only one thing of the nature of both pui;i.ya 
and papa. As the mecaka-maI).i (a jewel) has a number of 
different colours and yet is one, similarly being one this thing 
yields both pleasure and pain. 

(iv) Pleasure - yielding puI).ya and pain-giving papa are 
different entities; 

(v) There is nothing like karma or papa-puI).ya; the manifold 
worldly existence just goes on by itself, by its own nature (1908). 

The arguments in favour of these views, are respectively 
as follows: 

* See GaI).adhara vada, 2 
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(i) Pm:i-ya aione can explain pleasure and pain, and so it 
would be superfluous to recognise the reality of papa. As 
pm:i-ya goes on increnising tbere is increase in pleasure and good 
and when pu:r;tya reaches its height it gives rise to the pleasure 
of heaven. As it goes on declining, decreasing, pleasure also 
decreases and pain increases and when the the least possible 
pu:r;i.ya is left it results in the pain of hell. But if pu:r;tya is 
completely destroyed, there is rnokf:\a, or emancipa,tion. rrhe case 
is similar to that of wholesome food. The more one partakes of 
it, the more healthy and strong one becomes, but by gmdually 
giving it up health starts disappearing and a person becomes 
unhealthy; and ·when it is completely abandoned a person dies; 
similarly when there is no pu:r;tya, there is mokf;\a or liberation 
from this world. Thus p5,pa does not figure at all as the cause 
of pain and hence pu:r;tya alone is real (HJOD). 

(ii) Those who recognise the reality of papa. alone g1v~ 
the analogy of unwholesome food. rrhe more one partakes of it, 
the more_ prone to disease one becomes. So also as papa increases, 
one suffers more and more pain, and when it reaches its climax 
one experiences the greatest posible pain viz. that of hellish 
beings. But as papa declines, there is decrease of pain and 
gradua,l increase of pleasure or happiness and_ when papa is at 
its lowest ebb there is the pleasure of heaven, exactly as by 
decreasing the quantity of unwholesome food there is more and 
more of health and less of disease. vVhen unwholesome food 
is completely given up there is the gain of perfect health, so 
when papa is completely eradicated one attains emancipation 
or molu;ia. Papa alone can explain pleasure and pain; pu:r;i.ya 
is _superfl nous (HHO). 

(iii) Pu!).ya and pa pa are not distinct, but are one entity, 
Diffei:ent colours _ form one variegated colour-pattern; the 
niecaka-ma:r;i.i with many colours is _but one; bearing the form~ 
of man and lion, Narasirp.ha is but one; so there is only 
one entity which bears the names pu:r:i-ya and papa. When' the 
proportion of papa goes up that same thing is called papa-; 
and when the pu:r;i.ya-element increases, it is called .pm;1ya (1911). 
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(iv) Plea'3ure and pain which are effects do not occur 

simultaneously, so they must havo separate causes; these are 
pm_1ya and pftpa which are therefore independent entities. 

(v) There is nothing like papa or pui:i.ya; the manifold 
worldly existence goes on by its own essential nfLtnre (svabhava). 

Of these the fourth view alone recognising tbe independent 
existence of pui:i.ya n,nd papa stands to reason; the others 
are faulty and can be subhtocl by reasoning. SvabhfLva, · to take 

the view mentioned last, cfLnnot exph1,in the existence of pleasure 
and pain iu all their variety. 'What is this Svabhava? Is it a 

thing or non-causality or attribute of a thing.* SvabhfLva cannot 

be recognised as a thing because it is not apprehended like 
sky-flower (Hl1'2-3). 

Anclt if its existence is recognisecl even ,vhen it is not 
apprehendea, then there sbould be no objection to recognising 
the existence of karma of the form of pul_lya-pipa. Whatever 

reason is put forth to account for svabhftva even though it is 

not apprehended the same will be the reason for the existence 

9£ karma (1914). 

Or there is no harm in regarding svabhava as but another 11arne 
for karman.t l\foreover, svabhfLva being uniform in nature, ca.nnot 
give rise to the manifold effects like body, etc. which have a fixed 
shape. rrhe potter cannot make jars of a specific shape without 
the help of his manifold apparatus; so the variety of pleasure· 

pain cannot arise without manifold karma; svabbava, uniform 
in character, cannot be regrLrd.ed as their cause (H) 1-5). 

Agn,in, if this svabhii,va,§ is a thing is it corporeal or 

incorporeal. If it be cot'poreal, it ,croulcl differ only in name from 

* Sarne as G{1tha 178G. For the refutation of Svabhavavada, 

see Gatha 1G43 commentary. 
t Same as Gatha 1787 
! Same as 1788 rtb. 
§ The same questions have been raised in Gatlias 1789-90 

but answered differently. And we have the same discussion as 

we have here in the commentary on Gatha 1(343. 
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lrnrman; srnbha,va would in essence be the same as karman. If 
it be incorporeal, it could not, like alrnb (ether), give rise 
to any effect, mnch less voduce body, etc. or plenisure-pain. 
As tbe effocts, bocly, etc. are corporeal, the cause svabhava 
too must be corporeal, and if it be corporeal, it would be the 
same as lmrrna as cxphined above, only with a different name. 

If svabhCwa is looked upon as non-causality'1• (-that is to 
say, effects Jrnvo no c:1use-), then ass's horn should also be 
producecl as mnch as j:ir, etc.; but this is not what we find, since 
ass's horn has no ca,nse; hence every effect must have a 
muse and svabhiLVa cannot be interpreted as non-causality 
(HH6-7). 

If svabhava be an attribute of a thing, it would be a 
trnnsformnition of ji va and lmrman, called pui:i.ya-papa. This 
transformation can be esta,blished as the basis of the inference 
of the effect from the cause and of the cause from the effect. 
'11his is as follows: Acts of cbarity etc. and injury etc. are 
causes, thereforn they must ha,ve their effects and these effects 
are nothing but the transformations of jiva and karman 
in the form of puI).ya and papa as the act of ploughing etc. 
has rice, barley, whe:1t, etc. as its effect. It has been said : 

"Samasu tulyam vi$amasu tulyrnn sati$v asac capy asati$n sac ea; 
pba larn kriyasv ity atha yannimittarh tad dehinarh so'sti nu 

ko'pi dharmal;i. 
-'Like activities bear like fruit, and unlike activities too yie1d 
like fruit; at tirneii there is no fruit even when activities are 
undertaken and at other times there is the fruit even without 
activities. This shows tlrnt the fruit of acfrdties does not depend 
entirely on them; it must be dependent on some attribute of 
embodied beings; karman is this attribute.' 

Inference from effect is as follows : Body, etc. must have a 
cause because they are effects, like jar, etc .. Earman is this cause 
of bo:Jy, etc .. 'fhis has b3en discussed at length in the conversation 

* This alternative has been differently answerea in the 
comm. on Gatha 1643 and in Gatha 1791. 
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with Agnibhuti. It may be argued that we directly apprehend 
parents etc. as the cause of body, etc. and so there is no need 
to imagine the existence of invisible karma. But it is not so, 
Children of the same parents are unlike one a,nother; some may 
be good to look at, while others may be ugly f1nd it is on account of 
this that karman as distinct from the visible causes, parents, etc . 

. has to be recognised. And this lrnrrnan lrns again to be recognised 
as of the form of pm).yf1 n.nd papa; for pu:r:iyai - karmain can be 
inferred as the cause of subha (good) body, etc. and papa-karman 
as the cause of asubha (bad, inauspicious) body, etc .. Moreover 
the cause in the form of good action gives rise to good kannan 
or pm:i.ya and fonl action as the cause gives rise to bad 1..arman 
or papa. Hence the two typ2s of karman-pftpa and pu:r:iya-are 
different by their very nature. It has also been said :-

"Iha dr~tahetvasambhavikaryavisef;\ftt kulftlayatnf1 iva; 

hetvantaram anumeyaril tat karma subhasubharh Jmrtul_i''. 

-"When a particular effed does 11ot arise from visible causes, 
another cause has to be infer red like the effort of the potter, 
and that is the subha (good) or asubha (bad) lrnrman". Moreover, 
Acalabhrata must reccgnise the existence of Hubha and asubha 
karman relying on the words of -:\fah:'wirn wbo is omni,,cient 
(1918-20). 

The two-fold cla.ssification of lrnnnn, into pu:r:iya. and papa 
can be established in a, different way n,lf'o. Pleasure and paiin 
are effects and they must have n, befitting cause (agreeing with 
their nature). Atoms are the befitting cause of jitr anc1 threads 
of cloth; similarly pu:r:iyai-karma is a, befitting rnnse of pleasure 
and papa-karma of pain, n,nd the two shonld be regarded as 
distinct (1921). 

One may raise an objection hero tktt if lrnnmm is the cause 
of pleasure and pn,in and if it is in conformity with the effect, 
then it too should be arupm ( without form ) ftnd if it 
has form, it is not a befitting c:urne, since ple:1snre and 
pain are not corporeal, whereas kannan wonkl be corporeal 
(1922). 
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The answer to this is that cause and effect are not 
in absolute agreement, nor also do they completely differ. If 
they be regarded as absolutely agreeing with each other, 
they would be identical and both would be of the nature· of 
cause or both of the nature of effect, but would not stand to 
each other in the relation of cause-effect. If they be different 
from each other in entirety, if the effect be reg:uded as a 
real existent entity, the cause would not be one at all. Hence 
the cause and the effect are neither in absolute conformity, nor 
are they completely different. Hence the cause, karman need 
not be formless, because its effect, plmsure-pain is such 
(1923). 

Of course it remains to be explained why the cause is 
said to be one befitting the effect, when not only cause-effect 
but everything in the world is both similar and dissimilar. 
Even when everything m the world is both similar and 
dissimilar to every other thing in the world, the effect is an 
essential mode of the cause a,nd hence it is required that the 
cause should be befitting the effect; tbe things other than the effect 
are alien modes, a,nd hence the ea use does not agree with 
their n:ttnre. 'l1hat is to say, while the cause is transformed into 
the effeet., it is not transformed into any other thing, and hence 
it is said that the ca,use is in conformity with the effect; the cause 
may be similar to other things in other wayR but from this 
particular paint of mvn and nlien modes, the cause is not in 
conformity with tlii11gs other than its own effect. In the 
present context, pleasure and pain are the essential modes of 
their cause a8 follow8: the conjunction of soul and merit is the 
cause of pleasure and the latter is its mode; and the conjunction 
of soul and demerit i8 the cause of pain which is its mode. As 
pleasure is said to be good, auspicious, etc. these very attributes 
are applied to its c;1use-tbe material pm)y:1 also; :1nd the 
material papa is called bad, inauspicious, etc. because its effect 
pain is said to be such. Henco it is from this particular point 
of view that merit-demerit n,re said to be befitting causes of 
pleasure-pain (HJ24). 
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The corporeal blue object is the cause of the incorporeal 
cognition illuminating 01· presenting it, so corporeal karman of 
the form of merit-sin can be the cause of incorporeftl pleasure-p:1in; 
our experience tells us that corporeal food, garland, sandal-wood, 
woman, and serpent, poison, thorn, etc. are the causes of pleasure 
and pain, so is karman their cause. It may be argued that if 
this is what Lord l\fahfwira's view nmounts to, then let these food 
etc. which are directly perceived be the cause of pleasure-pain; it 
is not necessary to posit the existence of lrnrmt1,n which is not 
seen. But it is not so. Even in the case of person8 with the same 
resources in respect of food, etc. there is seen to be a great 
difference in the resulting pleasure and prtin. The same food 
confers health on one while it bringR illheRilth to another. 
This difference in results must have some special cause; if 
there were no cause it would be eternally existent like ether; 
or eternally non-existent like ass's horn. Karman is this cause 
and it can be seen that it is highly necessary to posit its 
existence, even though it may not be seen (19:25-6). 

I(arman is regarded as corporeal though it is not seen, 
because difference in results in the case of persons with the same 
resources is caused by it n,nd because it imparts strength to the 
corporea,l body, etc. as a jn,r does. The jM a:,:; an instrumental 
cause imparts strength to body, etc. and is corporeal.* Or 
karman is corporeal because its store is strengthened by corporeal 
things like garland, sandal-wood, etc., just as the jar is streng
thened, m11de firm by corporeal things like oil, etc .. Or lrnrman 
is corporeal, because its effects, body, etc. are corporeal, as 
atoms are corporeal since their ef£ects-jitr, otc.-are corporeal. 
It Cftn be urged here that if the effect should determine 
for us the nftture of the cn,use, then lrnrrnm1 ftS the cause 
of the corpore11l body, etc. shoulrl be corpore:tl and as the 
cause of the incorporeal plea,sure-pftin should be incorporeal. 

*This seems to mean thrtt the body by itself cannot fetch 
water, but if it is helped by a jar, which serves fts :tn instrumental 
cause, it attftins the strength or cftpability of bringing water. 

24 
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Butit is not so. Lord Mahavira does not intend to state.that 

if the effect is corporeal or incorporertl, all its ca,uses should 

be accordingly corporeal or incorporeal. Kannan alone is not 
the cause of pleasure-pain; sonl too is the cause; and of the two 
it is the soul which is the material or constituent cause and 
the lrnrrna is the asrtrnavfl,yi-kitrar.rn (non-constituent canse); hence 
it is but _ proper tlmt the soul, the material cause should be 
incorporeal as its effect,.;, pleasure-pain are incorporeftl; and it is 
not at all necessary to infer tlrnt tlie asamavayi-kara1p1, karma 

shoulcl be incorporeal because pleasure, etc. are sucb. Hence there 
is no difflculty in establishing that the cause vi". karma of 
body, etc. which are corporeal is corporeal (19'.27-1~)29). 

If karma though corporeal is established as the cause of 
pleasure and pain, it is not reasonable to state that there is 
abundance of pain simply on acconnt of the decline of merit. 
But abundance of pain is certn,inly on account of the abundance 
of its corresponding ka;-rnan, viz. papa-lrnrrna, because there 

is abundant experience of pain; just as the experience of 
the abunc1ance of pleasure is caused by the abuncfance of 
the corresponding karma, vi,,;. pm:iya-karma (ID30~31). 

Moreov81' the abunda,nt pfLin experie11ceil by embodied 
souls is not cftused merely by the decline in merit; but an external 
factor, vi,1, abundance of undesired food, etc. too is necessary. 
If it be causec1 merely by tho decli11e in ptu:iya, then it should 
appear even when there 1s the decline of dosired food 
alone which accnwR on acconnt of pn:r:iy:1,, and would not 
depenc1 on the almnchnco of the force of external means like 
undesired food, etc. which ftccruo on n,cconnt of papa and which 
arn opposed to it. The purport of this discnssion is that if pa,in 

were caused merely by the decline of pu:r:iya, then it would be 
brought about merely by tlie decfoie in tbe means such as 
desired food, etc. which are attained by the rise of pu:r:iya, 
but this is 11ot what we firn1; on tbe contl'fLry it is caused 
by virtue of the abuncfance of tlie means like undesired 
food, etc. which are opposed to it. Decline of merit cfLn cause 

decline of desired rernnrces, but never increase of undesired 
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resources. An indepemlent cause, vi11. sin bas to be supposed for 
it (1932). 

Agn,in if the lmppy boc1y were c1eterminec1 by n,bundance of 
pm:_1.ya alone a ncl the mis3ra,ble bo]y by 011 ly the docren,so of pul_lyn, 
alone, and if there were nothing like sin (pa.pa), then the body 
being corporertl it would bo huge on accouut of the abundance 
of pm;iya and small on account of tho decrease in pm;iya. And 
the big body should be pleasnra,ble and the small one painful. 
But we do not find this. rrl10 body of an elephant is bigger 
than that of a sovereign lord, and yet there is abundance of 
merit in the ca,se of tho sovereign lord.. If, a,s said above, 
decline of merit ,vero to determine the body, then the elephant's 
body should be very small, but it is very big. Again pu1_1ya is 
good and anspiciouf'l, and even a srna,ll amount of pu1_1ya should 
bring about a good effect; in no mse can it become inauspicious. 
Gold, for example, in a sma,ll quantity makes a small golden 
jar, but never an earthen one or n, copper one. rrhe elephant's 
body too sbould be small and auspicious, but not big and asubha 
(foul, inauspicious, ugly). But if it is such, an independent papa
karma should be responsible for this (HJ33). 

The same discussion in the reverse form a pplios to the view 
that there is sin alone and no good. or rneri t; plea sure cannot be 
caused. by decline of demerit or sin; for if poison is fatal, even 
a little poison shoulcl cause harm, but never good. But pu1_1ya
karma has to bo postulated to account for pleasure. Karma cannot 
be of a mixed nature too, as there is no ~:1use of such a karm8J. 
Yoga (activity) is the cause of karma. Yoga can be either good 
or bad at one time, but not of a mixed good-cum-bad. nature; its 
effect too should be good, viz. pu1_1ya or bacl, viV,. papa, but not of 
a mixed form-pu!_lya-cum-papa. Perverted attibude, non-abstinenc~, 
spiritual inertia, passion and activity (yoga) aro the causes of 
bondage; of these yoga alone is such that it is invariably 
connected with karma-bondage; that it to say, karma-bondage 
is not possible without yoga. Hence yogt1 alone of all the 
causes has been mentioned here. Yoga is three-fold according as 
it pertains to mind, speech or body (HJ3t1-rn35). 
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!t may be objected that activities of the mind, speech 
and body are seen to be of a mixed nature-to be good· 
cum-bad-, so the above statement is not correct. To wit, some 
one thinks of giving in charity, in a way not in accordance with 
what is prescribed, then the mental activity is both good and 
bad inasmuch as the pious attitude is indicative of good, but 
the non-observance of the enjoined method is indicative of 
'bad'. Similarly if one instructs another to give in charity, not 
in the prescribed way, there is the activity of speech which is 
good-cum-bad. And if one worships the Jina by bowing down, 
etc. not according to the prescribed way, that is good-cum-bad 
bodily activity. True, but it should not be forgotten that yoga is 
two-fold - dravya (physical) and bhava (psychical). rrhe material 
substances inspir1ng the activities of the mind, etc. n,re dravya
yoga and so also all the vibrations of the mind, etc .. Adhyavasaya 
(determination, motive, intention) is the cause of both these 
kinds of dravya-yoga. Dravya-yoga may be of a mixed nature 
both good and bad. But the cause of it vi;,;. adhyavasaya 
can be at a time either good or bad, but can never be of 
a mixed nature. Dravya-yoga too is said to be of a mixed 
nature only from the vyavahara-naya i. e. the e1itpirical point of 
view; but from the ultimate point of view (niscaya•naya), it can 
be only good or bad at a time. In the inquiry into the real 
nature of things, it is the niscaya-naya that is more important 
than the vyavahara-naya and it constitutes the import of the 
scriptures. In the case of bhava-yoga, the mixed state is not 
possible from any point of view. Adhyavasaya can be either 
good or b'.Ld; in no scripture do we find a reference to a third 
type of adhyavasaya of a mixed nature-good-cum-bad. When 
the adhavasaya is good there is the binding of pu:r:i.ya-karma and 
when the adhyavasaya is bad there is the binding of papa-karma; 
but there being no adhyavasaya of a mixed nature-good-cum
bad, there can never ba any lrnrma which is of a mixed 
nature-pu:r:i.ya-cum·papa. Hence pu:r:i.ya and papa should be 
regarded as independent and not of a mixed nature (1936). -

Now it should be explained why bhava-yoga is not of a 
mixed nature. Bhava-yoga is two-fold-of tbe nature of dhyana, 
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(concentration) and lesyi"t (coloration). Dhyiina can be righteous 
(dharma) 01' pure (sukla) and auspicious (subha) or mournful (arta) or 
cruel (raudra) and inauspicious (asnbha); but never of a mixed 
nature. On the cessation of dhyana, the coloration is good-taijasa, 
etc. or bad-kapota, etc. but not of a mixed nature. Bhava-yoga 
also which is of the two-fold naturn of dhyanft and lesyft, thus 
cannot be of a mixed nature; karma too which is bound by 
this bhava-yoga can be auspicious, of the nature of pm:iya, or 
inauspicious, of tho nature of pi1pa, but not of a mixed nature. 
Thereforn papa, and pul).ya should be regrLrded as independent 
entities (1937). 

An objection can be put forth here: If karnrn, is not of a 
mixed nature', why is the nfttme of mohaniyft-karrna of the 
form of right-cum-perverted attitude and so gooJ-cum-bad? 1!1110 
fact is that the nature of mixed mohaniya is not mixed from 
the point of view of binding; that is to say, the karma that is 
bound by yoga is from that point of view either good. or bad; 
but this previously bound karma-prn,lq:ti can be turned by the 
force of adhyavasaya (determination) from good into bad and from 
bad into good. The formerly bound asubha karman of the nature 
of perverted attitude can be transformed into the nature of right 
attitude by purifying it by good adhyavasaya (determination). 
Similarly bad or impure adhyavasaya can transform the good 
pudgalas of ( karma of) right attitude into the nature of 
perverted attitude, and some karma-pndgahs of perverted attitude 
can be half-purified. Tbus from the point of view of the existing 
karman (persisting after being bound), mixed rnohaniya-lrnrma 
is possible; but at the time of binding, there is never the binding 
of mixed mohaniya karma (1938). 

As to the transformation of one kind of karma-p:·akrti 
(karmic matter) into another there is no possibility of such 
transference as far as the eight basic karmn,-prakrtis are 
concerned - vix. .1m1inavaral).a, darsanavaral).a, vedaniya, 
mohaniya, ityu, narna, gotra and antaraya; i. e. one karma
prakrti cannot be transformed into another. But transformation 
among the sub-types of each basic karman is possible except in 
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the ca,se of hyn ana moha,niyit lrnnnans. 'l'o wit, manui3ya,, deva, 
narnlm, tirya1tc:1 Me the four sub-types of ftyu-Jrnnna,; they cannot 
be trnnsfonnec1 inlo 0110 n,notlier; similarly of the two-types of 
rnolrnniya lrnrmr1-chr~a11 fl,- molia11 iya a nc1 cfi, ri tra-mohaniya-one 
cannot be transformed into tlrn other. In the case of others, 
trnnsfonn:1tion is po,.;siblo iu tlio c:1se of tbo sub-types of lrnrman. 

This is how tlio tnrnsforrn:1.tion is to bo considered: There are 
47 dhrnva-h:1nclhini uttrtra-pralrtis (sub-types of the bondage of 
karman), vi11. 5 jiii1w1ntra:r:ias, V clarsanfwara:r:ias, 16 kaf;)ayas, 
mithyatva, blrny:1., jugups{1., taijasa, kf1rma:r:ia, colour, taste, scent, 

toucb, :1gurulaglrn, upa,g1i:\t:i, nirn1a:r:ia, 5 antarayas. These 
sub-pralq:'tis which aro non-clifferent from the mi"i!a-prakrtis 
(basic lrnrmir: nmttor) keep 011 being tmnsformed from one 
sub-type to another. ALout tlrn ac1hruvft·brmc1hin prakrtis it 
should bo 11otccl that tlio non-bound prakrti is transformed 
into the boull(l; but the bounc1 is never transformed into the 
non-bound. This is the wa.y of transformation of prnlqti (karmic 

matter). 1'he remaining process of the transformation of pradesa 

(numerical strength), etc. can bo seen from 'mi"tlaprakrtyabhinnasu 
vedyamanasu sarnkra,m119- bhavati-' There is transformation 

into one another amongst those that n,re known to be 
non-different from the original p:-akrti' (1939). 

Pu:r:iya and pn,pa can be c1istinguishec1 as follows: That 
which has such attributes as goocl colour, scent, taste, touch, 

and that which lias good fruition is pu:r:iya. That which is 
just the reverse of this, that is to say, has foul colour, etc. and 
foul fruition, is papa. 'l'hose pCtpa and pul)ya arc both pudgala 

,(matter); but they Me neither very gross like the mountain 
Meru, etc. nor are they very subtle (l!HO). 

11he universe is full of pudga,las and yet the soul binds 
(catches) only such matter of tlie lrn,rma-group as is fit for 

karrnan in- tlrn form of pipa and pu:r:iya; it does not bind 
parnmal).us snbtlor tbitn the substance of the karma-group and 
substance of the very gross (au,litrilrn) group and trnch other 

groups. If a ui:-111 besmears his body with oil and sits in the 

open, p:1rticles cling to his entire body in proportion to the oil 
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besmaared, RO tho soul besrnea,re:1 with likes-clislikeR catches 

only such pudgalas n,s am fit for lrnnn:1 n,; pn!).ya, pi1pa. Again 

the soul catchoR all over its cxpa11s:; only tho:lo pnclgalas as are 

within the praaesa (space-points) it occnpics. It has been sn,id: 

Egapaesoga(}haiil savvapae,iehi ka,mrnn!).0 jogga1h; 

b::111dhai jn,hutta,hemil si1iyanrnr:i-rt,iya1i1 vfvvi. 
(1\t11c:1,sai1gralia, (hthf1, 2R4)-

"Th3 solll bind-i with a,ll its spn,ce-poillt'l as rnnch matter fit 

for karman as is sitnatecl in tho sp:1.c'.':', occupiecl by it. rrhis is 

accounted for by the canseri rnentionec1 above (i. e. perversity, 

etc.). rl'his bondage hac.; a b2gi1111ing or ifl kgin11inglc8s from the 

point of view of the series". 

rrhe soul which has fallen off from the pa,th of subsidence, 
(upasama) starts binding the rnohrmiyn, and other lrnnnans a,fresh; 

and in the case of the jiYfL ,,ho has no'G yd started on the path 

of subsidence, the bondage is srticl to be beginninglcss (1941). 

A point can ba raised hero to .the following effect: All the 

space-points ftra crowcle:l with pndgalas irrespective of ,vhether 

they are subha or flsnbhft; thrro is no c1ivision lil<e sprwo reserved 
for snblrn pndgf1lf1S Ot' for asnbba prnlgnhs. ,Tnst fl,:l tlie body 
besmeared with oil can ,li-;tiugni:-;h bch\oen dw,t-11flrtielcs big 

ancl snrnll, bnt 11ot b~,.tm·cn f111:-;picions rrnd innnspiciorn,, so the 
soul can hirnl unto it-;elf knnuie 111f1ttcr by distinguishing 

between gro:-is am1 subtle, but it cannot chsting11ish wl1ile binding 

karmic rn:itter, be:t\\'cr11 anspiciow-', and inansp1mons pndgabs 
and tf1ke nnto its,,•!( only tlw anspicions ones (HlJ'2). 

This c:1,11 be ans\Wl'l'(l fl", fn!lo,Ys: AH long '.kl karma-pnc1gah 

is not bourn1 by the jivf1, it is nrithei' ansp-icions nor inauspicions; 

but as soon as jirn biwls it it transforms it into rMrnpicions 
or inauspiciomi by virtne of tho peculiarity o[ the transfonnation 
in the form of n,o.hyav1"tsf1yn, (c1otenninati011) ancl a!Ho of the 

support, as in tho c:1,Ye of foo~l Tl1:1t iR to s:iy, tho jiva 
,vhile binui11g kanrnrn prnc1n('cs in it ftnspw10nsncRs or 

mausp1c10nsness in accordrrncc with the trnusformation of the 

jiva into alrnpiciorn, or inanspicimrn ndhyavasii,ya; again, the jiva 
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which is the support of karman has such a peculiar nature on 
account of \Vhich it can transform karma even ,vhile binding it; 
the karma too lias such a 1mtnre that it is thus kansformed 
even while being bonnd by tho jiva with auspicious or inauspicious 
adhyavasitya. In the same way ji va procfoces also the manifoldness 
of type, dnnition, intensity of fruition, scantiness of space
points or exte1rniveness of space-pointq, even as it binds it. This 
has b2en pointed out in the following Gitthas: 

(i) Gahar.iasamayamrni jivo uppaei gnr.ie sapaccayao; 
sa vvaji viil).antagur.ie lrnmrnapaesesn sa vvesu. 
(Kanna-prnkrti, Bamlhrrna-karal_la, Gathii, '.29) 

(ii) Ayugabhago thovo nf1rno goe sarno tao ahigo; 
avaral).arnantarae sariso ahigo ya rnohe vi. 
savvnvrtri veyal).ie bhf1go ahio nu karal).alh kimtu; 
suhadul_1klrnk:1rar:iatit thii visesrr:ia sesasn. 
(Bandha-s,1talm, Ga. 89-90).* 

[(i) The soul while binding karma-pudgalas produces m the 
lmrrna-prac1esas, on account of its transformations, infinite 
attribute-units, infinitely times the souls. 

(ii) In the lmrrna-pradcsa,s tlie Rmallcst portion is that of the 
aynl.1-karnmn; more than tlrn,t, bnt e(1ual amongst themselves, 
is tlrnt of Jrntnavarnl)-a, (farsanavarnr:ia and antaraya 
karmans. Moro than that is the portion of mohaniya, but 
the gre:1test of all is the porti011 of vodaniya, because it is 
the cause of plertRure arnl pain. 'fhe portioHR of ths other 
lmrrnans is in proportion to their clnration] (19L13). 

The case of lrnrnm11 pndgala, is para,llel to that of food. 
Even when the food iR the sa,me, there are different modifica
tions caused by the peculiarity of modification and of the 
support or receptacle. Even if a cow and a serpent are given the 
same food, the cow's food turns into milk and that of the 
serpent into poison. As there is this peculiarity in the nature 
of the food that it unclergoeR different modifications in different 

*Oomprue K:1rma-prnlq:-ti Cfrrr:ii, Bandhana-kara:r;ia, Ga. 28. 
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receptacles (asraya), so the support or the receptacle of the food 
also has the peculil1r mpability or efficiency of trnnsforrning it 
differently. Karma, simihrly, has the energy or capability to 
undergo an ausp1c10us or inauspicious trnnsformation on 
resorting to a jivl1 with an auspicious or inl1nspicious adhya
vasaya (resolution); and the supporting jiva too has the capability 
to bind karman a,nd to trnnsforrn it into auspicious ot· inauspicious 
1. e. into pm;iya (merit) or papa (sin) (1944). 

This example cannot be stretched to the extremest possible 
end because it can only prove that some jivas can transform 
karman into auspicious (subhfl) and otber jivas can transform karma 
into inauspicious (asub1rn) but it cannot be Sfl,iJ that one and the 
same jiva has the capability to produce in karman both snbha and 
asubha transformations. Another example can be given for this. 
Even in the same body, the same food immediately undergoes 
modifications both substantial and unsubstantial, good and foul. 
It is well known that our body turns the food eaten into substantial 
thing;; like juices, blood, flesh and into foul things like urine, 
faeces. So the jiva can transform the karman it has bound into 
subha or asubha in accordance with its own modifications or 
adhyavasaya-subha or flsubha (1945). 

It is easy to see tbat subha karrnan is pm.:i-ya and asubha 
karman, papa. But it remains to be seen as to which of the 
types of karma-bondage are subha and which asubha. Comfort
g1vmg (satavedaniya), right belief (samyiLktva, a particular 
state of purity of the mithyatva-pudg,1,la), laughing, male sex, 
rati (improper and confil'med prejudicial liking), good quantum 
of life (ayu), good name (naman), good lineage (gotra), -these types 
are cl1lled pu~1ya. In tbe subha-ayu (quantum of life) l1rG included 
deva (god), rnanuf;!ya (man) and tiryaiica (lower beings), that 
is to say, hellish beings are exclncled. 8ubhfl-namn, includes 37 types, 
viz. devt1dvika i. e. devag11ti and dcvanup1-1rvi, yas;il,:i-kirti (fame), 
tirthakara (potency of revealing truth and establisbing religious 
community), etc.. Snbha-gotra means high lineage. These 46 
types being auspicious are pu:r:i,ya and the renmmmg n,re papa. 
Some acaryn,s regard l1ll the sub-types of molmniya·kl1rman as 
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papa, because they bring about some harmful effect or the other 
for creatures. Thus by excluding samyaktya, laughing, male-sex, 
a,nd rnti there are 42 pul_l.ya-prakrtis: satavedaniya, uccagotra (high 
Lineage), manuf}ya-deva-tiryanc ayu and 37 types of nama-karman, 
viz. devadvika i. e. devn,gati and devanupurvi, manuf}yadvika i. e. 
manuf}yagati and manuf}yanup11rvi, beings with five sense-organs, 
5 bodies, vi;,;. gross, subtle, aharaka (of ascetics), luminous, 
karmic; triad of a11gopai1ga, vi,r,. grnss, subtle, ahara angopar;igas; 
~rathama-sarnhanana - vaj ra-rf:labha-na raca, caturasra-sari::tsthana 
(symmetrical structure), auspicious colour, taste, scent, touch; 
agurulaghu, paragh{1ta, ucchvasa, atapa, uddyota, prasasta-vihayo
gati, trasrt, badrtra, p:1ryapta, pmtyeka, sthira, subha, subhaga, 
susvara, adeya, yasa]:i-kirti, nirmaI_la, tirtlrnkara. These have been 
enumerated as the 42 pu:r;iya-prakrtis by the .Jina."* 

The remaining 82 karma-prakrtis are inauspicious i. e. papa. 
- the 5 samsthanas viz. nyagrodhaparimal_l.q.ala, sadi, kubja, 
~amana, hm;HJa; rtprnsasta vihayo-gati; 5 sarnhananas. viz. 
f$abha-naraca, naraca, ardhanaraca, kilika, chedavrtta; tiryaggati, 
tiryaganup1trvi, asatavedaniya, low lineage, upaghata, birth with 
one sense-orgrtn, with two, three, four sense-organs, naraka-gati, 
narakanupi"trvi, naraka-ayu, sthavara, s11kf:nna, aparyaptaka, 
sadbara:r;ia, astbirn, asublrn,, durbhaga, dul,1Svara, anadeya, 
ayasaJ:i-kirti, asublrnva r:r:ia, asubliagandba, asubha rasa, asubbasparsa, 
kevalajnana va ra:r;ia, ke valadarsan a varaI_la, nidra, nidranidra, 
praciala, pracalapracala, styanagrddbi or styanarddhi, 
anantanubandbi-krodlrn, ananta 0 mana ananta 0 maya, an°lobba, 
apratyfl,kbya,navara:r;iakroalrn,, apr 0 ma1rn, apr0 maya, aprBlobha, 
pratyakhyanavarai:i,a hodha,, pr0 mftna, pr0 maya, pr0 lobha, 

"'' Sayarn uccagoya:rh nara-tiri-devauyairn taha name; 
devadugarh rnaI_lnyadugarh pa:r;iidajai ya taI_lupa:r;iaga:rh. 
aligovai1gai:ia tigarh pa<_lhamarn sari::tghayaI_larn eva sarhthar;iam; 
subbava1,11,1aicaukka1h agurulah11 taba ya paragbayarb.. 
usasarh ayavarn ujjoya vihagai viya pasattha: 
tasa-bayara-pajjattarn patteyathirarh subha:rh subhagarh. 
sussara aejja jasa,rh nimmil_l.a titthayaram eva eyao; 
bayala1h pagaio pnI_11,1afr1 ti jil_lehirh bba:r;iiao. 
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mithyatva, matijnanavaral).a, srutajnanfi 0
, avadhijnana", 

mana]:i-paryayajnana O) cakf;!u]:i-darsa,nf:1, 0 , acakf;!u]:i.-darsana 0 , 

avadhidarsana 0 , sa1hjvalana-krodha, sarh0 mana, sa1h0 maya, 
sam0 lobha, hasya1 rati, arati, s8ka, bhaya, jugupsa, striveda, 
purhveda, napu1hsakaveda, dc111antaraya, fabhantaraya, bhoga9, 

upabhoga0
, virya 0

• 

The status of samyaktva is rather a puz,,Jing one. That too is 
regarded by Lord Mahavira as asubha - papa. But then how 
is it called samyaktva? The samyaktva in the form of the 
ruci or predilection of the jiva is subha; but that is not the point 
of consideration here. Here samyaktva is a particular state of the 
purity of mithyatva-pudgalas; and as these cause undesirable 
states like doubt, etc., they are asubha, and hence papa. 
These pudgalas are figu;-ati vely said to be of the nature of 
samyaktva inasmuch as they do not very much obscure the 
good predilection of the soul. They are in reality the pudgah,1,s 
of mithyatva. Both these papa and pul).ya are also classified as 
with fruition and without fruition. The type-bondage which 
fructifies in the same form as it was bound in is called savipakc1-
prakrti; it affects the soul. The soul can lessen the intensity 

l 

of fruition and when the lessening is so much that the 
karman almost loses its effect on the soul, the fruition of that 
karman is non-effecting and only its space-units are experienced. 
This is the avipaki prakrti. 

Thus it can be seen that put).ya and papa are independent 
of each other. Had they been mixed, all the souls would have 
experienced their effect in a mixed form; that is to say, no one 
would have experienced pleasure alone or pain alone; but only 
pleasure-pain in rt mixed form. rrlie gods experience only pleasure 
and hellish creatures and others experience only pain; if the cause 
pul).ya-papa were of a mixed form, the effect pleasure-pain too 
would be of a mixed form; it can never be that one of the 
constituents of the mixtme is generated in an intense form 
in the effect and the other has no effect whatsoever. Hence 
the cause of abundance of pain viz. papa must be quite distinct 
from the cause of the abundance of pleasure viz. ptlQ.ya. The 
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effect resulting from the mecaka-mal).i does not reveal intensity 
of one of the colours. It may be argued that papa-pul).ya as 
mixed can n,ppear as one, but when there is increase of pul).ya
constituent and a corresponding decrease of papa-constituent, 
abundance of pleasure is experienced and when papa-constituent 
increases and pul).ya-constituent correspondingly decreases, there 
is the experience of abundance of pain; this can explain the 
experience of gods and hellish beings etc., even when pul).ya 
and papa are of a mixed form. But this argument is not correct. 
If pul).ya and papa were one in form, when one increases, the 
other should also increase; but what we find is that when one 
increases, the other decreases. Hence they must be independent 
and different entities, as Devadatta and Yajnadatta are different 
in that the prosperity of one does not affect the other. Thus 
pul).ya and papa are different entities, though there is no objection 
to their being regarded as of one form (one) in as much they are 
both of the form of karma. The three alternatives as to pul).ya
papa have been quashed, hence the fourth one alone that pm:).ya 
and papa are independent entities holds ground. Hence too 
Svabhavavada is not acceptable, as proved earlier in the 
discussion with Agnibhiiti (1D46). 

The Vedas do not intend to say that the Puru[:ia-Brahman 
alone exists, and nothing external to it; for if there were nothing 
like pm;tya and papa, the injunction regarding the performance 
of Agnihotra in the ca.se of one desirous of heaven would be 
meaningless. Moreover, people believe that acts of charity, 
etc. yield pul:).ya nnd the fruit of injury is papa; this too would 
have no consistency. Hence the Vedas cannot be interpreted as 
hegating pu!).ya and papa (1947). 

When Acalabhrata's doubt was thus removed by· Lord 
Mahavira free from old age and death, he became a monk along 
with his 300 pupils and followers (H>48). 
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10. METARYA REGARDING THE OTHER-\VORLD 

Hearing that they had become monlrn, MetfLrya too decided 
to approach Lord Mahavira and have bis doubt dispelled. As 
he approached, the Jina accosted him by his name and gotra 
as Metarya Kam_l(Jinya and told him that be had a doubt in 
h.is mind regarding the existence of the 'other world'. rrhis was 
because he found what seemed to him conflicting sta,tements in 
the Veda viz. The mass of consciousness risi11g from these 
elements, etc .. * But he did not know the tnrn import of the Vedic 
passages and hence his doubt (ID49-51). 

Metarya's argument is that as the wine-spirit emerges 
from molasses, dhataki, etc. being identical with them, so 
consciousness emerges from the material elements-earth, etc. 
and is non-different from them. If these elements are perishable, 
cOnsciousness too would perish along with them being their 
attribute, as the colon;:- of the cloth perishes with it. So no 
other-world need be imagined (1952). 

Even if consciousness be regarded as a distinct entity, not 
identica,l with the elements, it would be non-eternal since it arises 
out of them, as fire arising out of fire-wood is perishable. \Vhat 
is non-eternal perishes after rnme time, so there is no question 
of its going to another world. Hence too there is no other-world 

. (1953). 

If a number of consciousnesses (one in each body) and of the 
form of the attribute of material elements be not recognised, 
but only one Atman, the abode of all consciousness, pervacling 
all the worlds and inactive be accepted as is said 111: 

'Eka eva hi bhiitatma bhfrte blrC1te vyavasthita9-; 
ekadha bahudha caiva drsyate jalacandravat.' 
-Brahmabindu U pani$ad. 

* See Ga:r;iadharavHJda, 1. 
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[There is only one elemental self stationed in each and every 
being (bh1\ta) and it appears as one or many like the reflection 
of the moon in wa,terl, even then the other-world could not be 
established. '_l1his Atman being a,11-pervading and inactive would 
be present in all bodies evel'ywhere like the ether and hence 
would not be able to move, and bence the question of going to 
'other-world' cloes not arise (1D54). 

'rhe world of gods, of hellish beingF, etc. can be said to 
be 'other~worlcl' from the point of view of thG world of human 
beings, but it is not percei vell Metarya's arguments naturally 
lead him to deny the other-worln; but there are references to the 
existence of the other-wodcl in the Vedas, a,nd hence Metarya's 
doubt as to its existence or otherwise (HJ55). 

1\fahavira proceeds to dispel this doubt of his. Consciousness 
1s an attribute of the soul which is different from the material 
elements, sense-organs, etc. and this soul (atman) is eternal from the 
point of view of the basic substance on account of remembrance 
of previous birth, etc. and non-eternal from the point of view 
of the modes. 'l1his point has been discussed. earlier with 
Vayubhuti (1956). 

It is not proper to [Lecept one all~p3rvading, inactive atman, 
since there are differences of characteristics as in the case of jar; 
so like the many jars, etc. we must accept many souls. This 
has been discussed at length with Indrabhuti. U payogrt (conscious 
activity) is the clrnracteristic of the soul. This upayoga is seen 
to be diverse on account of the infinite different transformations 
occasioned by likes-dislikes, passions and objects, etc.. So 
their substrate, atman too must be accordingly infinite in 
number. The atrrrnn is confined to the body, it cannot be 
all-pervading, as its qualities a,re found only wibhin the body; 
the sensation of touch, to take a parallel inshLnce, is found all 
over the body but not elsewhere, so the sense-organ of touch is 
said to be co-extensive with the body, but is not said to be 
elsewhere also. rrhe soul again cannot be inactive, because like 
Devadatta, it is an enjoyer. This too has been discussed with 
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Indrabhiiti. Hence the souls must be regarded as many, not 
ubiquitous and not inactive (1957). 

That the other world-the world of goas, aud hellish beings
exists has been established in the discussion \Vith l\faurya who 
doubted the existence of the world of gods, and with Almrnpita 
who had a doubt as to the existence of tlie world of bellish 
beings (19.58). 

are 
the 

It may be argued : vVhether 
looked upon as identical 
'other world' cannot be 

ji va (soul) and consciousness 
or not, the existence of 
proved. If the ji va is of 

the nature of consciousness, tlrnt is to say, identical ,,;;ith 
consciousness, then the btter being non-eternal and destrnctible, 
ji va too would be such and therefore there would he no other
world characterised by going to another life. If it is said 
that the jiva is distinct from consciousness, aml so eternal, and 
therefore there is another world, then soul would be non-lmov,,er 
like the akasa which is different from lmowleclgr, or like a 
block of wood (1959). 

And if the jiva being different from non-eternn,J consciousness 
be looked upon as eternal, then it could not be the doer and 
the enjoyer, for if being eternal it wern <loer-enjoyet· it would 
be such alway:s, since eternal things am uniform in n:1ture. But 
this is not what we firnl. If soul were not the doer, there would 
be no other-world, because if it were there, there should be 'other 
world' even for the sidclhas (perfect souls). Even if soul is not 
enjoyer, it is futile to inngine 'other world' because that 
which is non-enjoyer has JlOt to enjoy any fruit of action in 
the other-world. If the soul were non-knower it would not 
transmigrate, move from one life to another as a log of 
wood does not move. Agn,in being incorporeal like akas:1, it 
would not trnnsmigate. In tl1e absence of tn1nsrnigration, how 
could the 'other world' be established (rnGO)? 

Lord Mahavirn answers these arguments as follows : 
Metarya takes it for granted. that whatever is cn,pable of being 
produced is 110n-eternal like jar, etc.. Vijriftna (consciousness) 
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can be produced, so it is non-eternn,l and the soul being identical 
with it must n,Jso be such. He also believes that the modes are 
non-eternal ('and so on' in the Gatha), e. g. the modes-newness, 
oldness of post, etc. which are non-eterrntl. Vijnana (consciousness) 
being a mode is non-eternal and the soul too identical with it is 
non-eternal and so there is no other-world. But this argument 
is not sound. The very ret1sons tlrnt prove the soul to be 
non-eternal cn,n also be adduced to show that the soul is eternal. 
Thus they arc fallacious ones, Inconclusive. Everything is of 
the nature of origination-destruction-duration (utpada-vyaya
dhr:1uvyn,). As an account of its having an origin, a thing is 
prnved to be perishable, so an account of its having duration, 
it can be proved to be in a way eternal too. Hence it can 
be argued: Vijnana (consciousness) is eternal because it is 
produced, like jar. Jiva (soul) too being identical with vijiiana 
is in a way eternal and hence there cannot be the negation of 
'other-world' (19G1). 

The argument advanced by Metarya is fallacious, for there 
is a counter-inference vi,:,;. Viji'iant1 ct1nnot be absolutely perishable 
because it is a thing like jar. A thing is perishable, from the 
point of view of modes, but imporisht1hle or eternal from the 
point of view of the bt1sic snbstt1nce. It mt1y appear strange 
that a jar is looked upon t1s impcwishable even when it has a 
beginning, an origin. Now ,vhat is a jar? It is a conglomeration 
of the t1ggregi1te of fonr qtrnlitios, vii. colonr, taste, smell, touch, 
of the number one, strneture, rnatorit11 vi,1,. chy and potencies or 
capt1bilitios to carry water, and the like. Colour, etc. are of the 
natnre of origination-defltrnction-dnrntion, so the jt1r ct1n be 
ct11led as well irnperislmble as it can bo callod. perishable. And this 
illustration can establish the soul to be imperishable. To explain 
at length, the lump of clt1y is produced in the form of the 
modes, vi11. shape of the jar, potencies, etc. simultaneously with 
the destruction of the modes, vi11. sht1pe of the lump, its potencies 
whatever they be. But from tbe point of view of colour, taste, 
scent, touch, and the substance clay, the lump of clay is neither 
produced nor destroyed; so from this point of view it is called 
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eternal. The lump of clay perishes m the form of its own shape 
and potencies, is born in the form of the shape arn1 potencies of the 
jar, and persistK in the form of colour, etc. and substance clay 
and so is of the 1mture of utpiich-vya.ya-dhr,1uvya (origination
destruction-clunition). rrhns the jar abo perishe,, in the form of 
the previous modes, is originated in the shape of a, jar and 
persists in respect of colour, etc. and sulmtn,nce clay; so it too is 
recognisecl to be of the nature of utpada-vyay;1,-dhrauvya. Hence 
as the jar is prove:1 to be perishable on n,cconut of its having 
been pro~1nced, so it ca,n be proved to be imperishable too. This is 
true of all things withont exception. Vij11ana is thus imperishable 
even because it iH produced. Hence sonl which is one with 
vijiiana is in a ,vay etor1rnl nrnl so there cannot be the negation 
of other-world (HH\2-5). 

rrhis is bow vijnn,na is of tbe nature of utpada-vyaya
dhrau vya. Knowledge of ghat,a (jar) is ghat,,wijiiarn1 or ghat,acetana, 
and knowledge of pata (cloth) is pat,,wijiin,na or patacetana, and 
so on. vVe observe bhat pata-cetana is produced simultaneously 
with the destruction of gha~a-cetrrna but the continuity of ceta,na 
in general (the basic cetana) of the form of jiva persists. This 
is bow sonls of this ,vorld are of tbe nature of utpiida-vya.ya
dhrauvya; the sonls of the other-,vodd also n,re such. rro wit, 
when a man dies in this world iuH1 is born in the world of 
gods, etc., the this-worldly existence in the form of man perishes, 
the other-worldly existence in the form of god is produced, but 
jiva in general persists throughout. There is 1rnthing like this
world Ol' other-world from the point of view of the pure basic 
substance soul; it is called merely jiva. T'hns if the jiva is of the 
naturo of utpada-vyaya-dhrnuvya, there cannot be the absence 
of other-world (H>GG-7). 

It may be questioned as to why the. dnrntionsasl)ect should 
be recognised when things am not seen to b3 existent before 
their production n,nd after their destruction. But it should not 
be forgotten that what is absolutely non-existent can never be 
produced, as otherwise we wonld }rnve to recognise the origination 
of ass's born too. rrhereforc, everytliing mn,st be existent in 

26 
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some form or the other. Nor can a thing be absolutely destroyed, 

for in that case in the course of time there would be the 
extinction of everytbi11g. rrherefore, the existent thing is produced, 
in some one form and destroyed in another. The existent or 

persisting ji va is destroyed aR a human being, but is produced as a 
god, etc.; absolute extinction is not recognised by the tirthakrts 
(teachers, founders of schools), because in that case all empirical 
beh:wiour would corno to au end. rro take an example, if the 

pitcher of gold a princess plays with is broken up and a ball of gold 
is made for the prince out of the gold, then there is distress on 
the part of the princess, joy on the part of the prince, but only 
indifference on the part of the king-the O"\YlleL· of the gold, as 
the gold is not lost in any of the conditions, but persists 
through them. All such empirical behaviour would come to an 
end if the ntpac1a-vyaya-c1hrauvya nature of things is not 
accepted. 'rhereforn even after death, the soul persists in a way 
and there cannot be tbe absence of other-\\-orld (Hl68-9). 

Even the Vedas cannot possibly deny the existence of other
world, since were they to do so, their injunctions regarding the 

performance of agnihotrn, etc. for one wbo is desirous of heaven 
would be lacking in consistency. And it is popu1arly believed 
tha,t the fruit of acts of charity, etc. is heaven; that too would 
lose its men,ning. Hence it is obvious that 110 Vec1ic statement 
can have negation of other-world for its import (1070). 

When Meti'iirya,'s doubt was thus dispelled by Lord J\fahii.virn, 

be becftme a monk along with his 300 pupilR ancl followern (1D71). 
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11. PRABHASA REGARDING :~UHVA15A (SALVATION) 

Hearing that they had become monks, PrabhiLsa decided 
to approach Lord Mahavira, pay his respects to him and wait 
upon him. As he approached he was accosted by the Jina by 
his name and gotra as PrabbiLsa KtuwcJinya (HJ7'2-3). 

The Lord told him straightawn,y that his doubt was as to 
nirvaI.J.a (emancipation). In there anything like nirval).ni or not? 
Prabhasa found conflicting statements in the Vedas. It is said 
in the Vedas; ".T arf1maryaril vaitn,t sarva1h yn,c1 a.gnihotram.''* 
-( One must perform agnihotra as long n,s one lives). 'l1he rite 
of agnihotra is the occasion for the slaughter of creatures, so 
it is of a mixed form; there is a drawbn,ck in it. It can lead to 
heaven but cannot bring about emancipation. If one has to 

perform the agnihotra as long as one lives, there is no scope 
for anything which can bring about apavarga or emancipation, 
and so there is nothing like mokf;la (emancipation). On the 

other hand, we find statements like 'SaiE3f1 guha duravagaha' 
(This cave one can enter with gteat difficulty) and "Dve 
brahmai:;ti param apararii c:1, tatr:1 para1i1 satyarit Jnanam 
anantaram brahma" ('rhere are two Brahmans - higher and 
lower; of these the higher Brahman is Truth; the other is 

Knowledge); these appear to be saying that there is moki;;a or 

nirvai:ia (emancipation). Guba (cave) here stands for mokf3a, 
that presents a tough job to those who are attached to 
worldly things. Of the two Para and Apara Brahmans, Para 

Brahman means Satya (Truth), MokE3a (Salvation). The other 
Brahman is Knowledge. If Prabhasa thus found Vedic statements 
which maintain the existence of mokE3a and also deny it, 

, 
,r, rrhe reading in the Sata. Br. (1'2-4-1-1) is: "Etad vai 

jaramarya1h sattva1h yad agnihotra1i::i, jaraya va hy evasman 

mucyate mrtyuna va." 
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it wac; but natural that he should have entertained a doubt as 
to its reality. But the truth was that he did uot understand the 
true meaning of tbe Vedic stnfoments which Lord Mahavira 
explained to him and thus dispelled his doubt (1U7 4). 

Prnbhasa, moreover has a doubt :1s to the nature of nirva:i:rn. 
Is nirva:r:ia the destruction of the soul Ji ke the nirvft:r:ia (extinction) 
of a lamp as nirvitI_la can only me:111 blowing out? Some 
Buddhists say : 

Dipo yatha nirvrtim abbynpeto 
rn11vn,vamm gaccbati rn:intarikf}am; 

disalrl na kfL1i1cid vidisruj1 na ka1i1cit 
snelrnkf}ay;1,t kevalam eti santim. 

jivas tatha nirvrtim abhyupeto 
na1 va,vn,rnm gaccliati n[tntarik;;;am; 

disarh na ka1irnid vidisalh na ka1hcit 
klesakf}ayat kevabm cti santim. 

(Saundaran:tnda lG. '28-'29) 

-As a lamp when it attains nirva:r:ia does not go to the earth 
or to the sky, not to any direction or n,ny intermediate 
direction, but simply becomes santa (qniet) because the oil is 
exhausted-that is to say, the lamp is extinguished-similarly 
the soul when it attains nirvaI_l1 cloes not go to the earth or 
to the sky, not to any direction or any intcrmedi:1te direction, 
but simply becomes sant:1 (quiet) bec:1use the afflictions are 
exhausted or removed, i. e. is extinguished. 

Or, is nirva:r:ia a pn,rticubr state of the soul wbich is an 
existent entity on account of the destruction of such du~kha 
(pains or evils) as rttga (likes, passion), dve~a (dislikes, hatred), 
tnada (pride), rnoha (ignorance), janrn:1 (birth), jara (old age), 
roga (disease), etc? rrhe J ainas describe it as such. It has been 

sai.d: 

l{evalasalil vid-darsan:1r11pftl;- SlLl'VtHtid U l_ikha parimukta}:t; 
modante rnuktigata jival.1 kf;lil).antararigu:r:ial.1. 

-The souls who have :1tt:1ined mobp,, who are of the nature of 
perfect knowledge and perfect intuition, who are free from 
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pains of all kincls, who.~e internal (psychological) ettennes 

have been set at nought, rejoice. 

Thus Pra.bhasa came aeross st:1tcmcmts which corroborated 

the concept of Nirvi"tI_JfL as sheer extinction and rdso as ~1 rmrticular 
state of an existent thing, awl hence his aoubt (Hn 5). 

Moreover, Prabhasa also believes tlmt Lhe connection of 
soul ancl lmrrna, like that of sonl and ft,k5iH,L is beginningless 

and so it will never come to an end; there will not be tm end 
to sarhsara, or the transrnig:·atory conclition or mundane conclition, 
and so there is not the slightest scope for m1·va1,1a. There is 

nothing like nirvi"11,1a (1 m Ci). 

1\fohi"1vira, resolves this problc111 of 11irva1,11i. As he had 
explained to 1\foI,J.l}ika, tbe conncetion of ji rn, ancl karnmn which 

bas no beginning, can be dissociated by trne knowledge and action, 
as the connection of gold and 1rnnalrn-paf;,aI,J.a (ore) can be brought 

to an end even though it id bcginninglcss, by contact with 
fire, etc.. This sets at nought the suspicion that there cannot 

be nirva1,1a (1977). 

It may be urged that the soul is al wrtys in the state of 

a hellish being, lower being, goc1, etc rtnd that is its state of 
smhsara, (mundane existence); we have no knowledge of any soul 
which is not in one of tbese strttes; tlrnt is to say, the ji va is 
never known rts a bi1sic snbstance devoid of these pa,ryayas 
(modes). So when the sarils{un, in tbe form of the state of hellish 
being, etc. is de.stroyed, tbe soul itself vYill be destroyed. 'l'hcn 

whose would this mok~a be? ( HJ78). 

But there is no ground for any such apprehension. "\Vhen 

the hellish state and such other states whieh a 1 e merely modes 
(paryayas) perish, it is not trne to rmy that the soul too 
absolutely perishes, ftS when a ring is (lestroytd, the gold is not 
absolutely destroyed. As when the ring-mode of gold is destroyed, 
the ear-ring-moc1e comes illto existe11ce, so when the narnka 
and other rnoJes of tho soul porisb, the rnukti-prtryaya 
(salvation-mode) comes into existencr; but the basic substa,nce 

persists all throughout (1D79). 
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It is not true to s:1,y that as s:11i1sitL·a perishes whon karrnan 
is brought to il,Tl encl so tho soul a.li:,o should perish il,Dd there 
cfln be no rnokt:,:1, since 1-m1i1~C1rn, is brought n,oout by karman; it 
is but proper lha,t it sl1oulc1 pcrisli in tlio event of the destruction 
of its cause; but tlic :-ionl is 11ot caused by karman, and so it 
can persist even wlwn tl1ere is 110 kannan. It is a rule that 
wben the causo and tho lllOiC extensive (vyapalrn) entity are 
not them, the C'fTect an<l the ll'SS extensive entity respectively 
cannot exist. K:urna is neither the c:m,:e of jiv:1, nor is there 

n,ny relation of concornitance between them wlierein karma is 
more extensive tlrnn jiva. So tlie latter can persist even 
when karn1:1, is no rnore, ftrnl thus there is no difficulty m 
recognising mok;m, (HJ80). 

rrhc irnprrishablcncss of tlie J1va cm l:c proved by an 
inference: ",Jiv:1, is llOt l)('l'iH\1ablc, bcc:U1Se fl,S in akaSl,, SO 

here too no change or divisibility is oh,ervcd. \Vhat is perishable 

undergoes clmnge Oi' is cli \'isible, like Jar etc. divided into 

potsherds. Tlie soul is eternal r111d so mok$a too should. be 
eternal" (l081). 

It can be argnecl that whn,tever is krtaka, c::1Used, is brought 
about, caused, and invarirtbly perishes, e. g. jar; rnok17a may not 
be perisbing every moment of its existence, but being caused, 
it must perish with the p.tss:1ge of time. 13ut this is not true; 
there is no invariable rule that ,vba,tever is caused must 

in v:1,riably be perislrn,ble. The posterior non-existence (pradhva1i:tsa
bhava) of j:1,r, for example, is krtr1lrn, caused and yet it is 

eternal. 80 rnok17a too can be eternal, even when it is krtaka. 
If it be said that posterior 11on-existe11ce is no example, as it is 
tucclm (a non-entity) like :tss's horn, tbis is not true, as it is not 
tucclm; ghatn,-pradh va1ilsitbhava is a, positive (existent) substance 

chaL·acterised by the clcstrnetion of jar (1U82-3). 

'fill llOW it has been assumed tlmt rnok17a is lqtaka. 

But in re:tlity, tlio soul is not :1t all rtifected when it is 
dissoci:ttcd frorn karmic m:tttcr and so uwk~a 8hould not be looked 
upon as something cansed. Jf a jn,r in ~pace (akasrt) is destroyed, 

this has no effect whatsoever on space wliich remains as it 
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was before or always was, so even when lmnnic matter JS 

dissociate.a from the soul, that is to my, wl1en the contact of 

karmic matter is brought to an end, tlio sonl regains its pure 

unri,ffected nature; nothing rnore tlien this happens, notliing is a.dded 

to the sonl. So rnoki:<a crmnot be regarded as non-eternal (Hl84). 

':I.1hat the emancipated soul rn eternal c:111 bo proved 

by the reason (lii1gr1,, hetu) that even though it is a substri,nce 

it is inco:·po:·eal, like ii,kiis:1 which is a snhstaucr, and iR in

corporeal and eternal. But akiis,1 is all-pervrrc1ing also; in that 
case should the ernanei p:1.ted soul be reg,tl'(1ed as all-pervading? 

No, because infernnce contrnchcts this: '1'110 soul is :1s extensive 

as the body up to the Rl,in, ;;ince it is her,: tliat it:, <prnlities are 

experienced, like touch. 'J1 hereforc, the soul cannot be all-pervading, 

but is co-extensive with the body. Sirnilady it may be argued 
that the son! too like akfts1 being a snbstrncc-i a1H1 incorporeal, 

should not also be bound or u11ancipatcd, as tl1e akfts:-1 is 

not bound by anythi11g ancl so is not al,o freed from anything. 

But it is not so. Bonclage iH possible in tlrn case of the soul; 

it is bound by pnr:i-y:-1 and pii.pn., because itR actions 1ike n,ds of 

charity, injury, etc. bear frnit, like agricnltmc, etc .. 'l'liiR boncfoge 
cn.n be ended bcrause it is of the llatnre of s::11i1yoga or 

contact, like tl1e contact of gol l and clli:\tu-p{t~,'n:ia (mineral). The 

contact of kn.mm, w1ii,·li is the boll(foge uf llin soul, ca11 be 

destrnyed by trno lmowlengo :tll(l nctions. If the soul is etenrn,J, 

mok~a also is estab!iskd to bo etcnrnl (l 985). 

But there shcrnl<l 11ot be ,lll obstinate iirnistence n.s to rnoki:<::t 

being eternal; foL' e\·erything being of the natu!'e of origination

destruction-persi8tence, rnok":la lll'.1,.Y he: anity,L (11011 eterrml) rtlso 
from one point of view rrs it is nitya (eternal) from anotber. 

rrhis has been c1iscnssoc1 in t\10 conversation with ?\Iar:,.cJika (1986). 

rrhe Buddhist view nrny be considered hcr0, which believes 

that as the lnrnp is c:ompletoly extinguished, so tbe son! completely 

perishes in the Rtatc of rnohi:\a. The Bucldhists are mistaken; 

the flame (fire) of tlie lamp does not absolutely periHh, it merely 

undergoes parir:,.ama (trf\nsformation); it gives up its parir:,.ama 

a,s light anc1 assumes that of dn,dmess, as milk turns into curds, 
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or pot into potsherih and these turn into dust. So it should 

really be saic1 that just like a lamp tho soul c1oeR not _absolutely 

perish; it only a,;snmes a11othor form. rrhe lamp is not seen as 

hrnp (fire) ,vben it is oxtingtfr,hed bemuse itR modifications 

become Rnbtler rwd snhtlc,· and a re ultinrntely not seen even 

when they do 0xiRt, tbongh tho rnodifimtion as darkness is 

certainly porcrpti ble. \Ve may trrke a few insta,n ce8 to ill nstrate 

this: cln,rk cloncls when smttcred aro not Peen though they exist 

because thoy lianl assumed a subtle form; rye-ointment too when 

it is blown of by lhe wi11d is not visible as it is in the form 

of Yory subtle partir;lef\. Simihrly the lamp also after extinction 

is not visible 11ot bec;H1se it l1oc:-l 110t rxist, bnt becanse it has 

undergone tnrnsformation all(l become snbtle (1087-8). 

It is the very nature of pudgaht (matter) to nndergo various 

mo::lifications. Gold-leaf, s:11t, dry ginger, haritrtVi (rnyrabolan), 
citralrn, (ca,Htor-seed), rnol:1,sses-these componncls (skandhas) are 

in the beginning perceptible by such sense-organs as those of sight, 

etc. but corning into co11tact ,Yith otber collocations of snbst1tnce, 

place rmd tirno become cognisable by other organs such as those 

of touch, smell, etc or even beco1ne incognisable. ]for example, if 
gold-leaf is made, its p;olcl is perceptible by the eyes; but if in 

order to purify it,, it is thrown into fire and gets rnixd up 

with ashes, it can no longer be perceived by the eyes, but it 
can he felt by touch; if it is sep;1,rated from the ashes, it can 

again bo percc.ivecl by the eyes. Ralt etc. also are perceptible by 

the organ of sight; bnt if thoy arc mixed with other medicines 

to form cfocoction, pnwclcr, rlcctnary, etc. they can only he known 

by tho sense-orgrn1 of taste. 1\fusk, camphor and snch irnbst11,nces are 

perceptible hy the eyos, hut if they are blown off elsewhere by 

the wind, they can be percoi ved only by the organ of smell; 

·and if the distance is very great thoy may not be perceived 

by any sense-organ; the organ of smell cr1n detect them if they 

are at the mo:c;t nine yoji1nas (i. e. 3G kos[1s or 81 miles) away. 

Similarly, every thing must be known to undergo diverse kinds 

of moclificatiom,; ancl we should not fed surprised if the lamp is 

not perceived after its nirvana (1080). 
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Moreover our experience tells us that air is perceived only 
by the senRe of toucb, taste by the tongue, smell by the nose, 
colour by the eyes and word by the ear alone. But if these· 
undergo a transformation, they may be cognised by other sense

organs. So in the present case, the fire-matter of the lamp is 
perceived by the eyes, bnt when it is extinguished it can be 
perceived by the organ of smell, and so one crtnnot say tbat 
the lamp completely perishPs (HY)O). 

As when the lamp is said to be nirvar_rn (extinguished) it 
only undergoes a modification bnt does not utterly perish, so 
when the sonl is Raid to 11ttain 'parinirvar;ta', it attains another 
transformation of the form of unobscured perfect happiness. 
rrhis means that rnok~:1 or nirvar.ia is a particular state of the 

existent soul which is characterised by the destruction of misery 
(1991). 

One point should be clarified here. We do not believe that 
absence of dul.1kha (pain) is happiness; and so if a soul is just free 
from pain in the state of mol,~a, it cannot be looked upon as 
experiencing happiness. None the less, the emancipated soul does 
experience bliss. 'rhe emancipated soul enjoys natural (spontaneous) 
perfect bliss or happiness free from rt false sense of ego. This 'is so 
because it has excellent knowledge and is free from all afflictions· 
such as birth, old age, disease, death, separation from a loved 
one, arati (prejudicial dislike), sorrow, hunger, thirst, cold, heat, 
desire (kima), rtnger, pride, deceitfulneRR, desire, likes, hatred, 
anxiety, eagerness (autRukya), etc. A sage is free from these and 

enjoys perfect bliss which a log of wood and such inanimate 
things cannot eujoy though they are free from these, since they 
have no knowledge. Bnt wb::tt is the criterion for deciding that 
the emancipated soul has perfect knowleage and is free from 
afflictions? 'rhis can be determined from the absence, on account 
of removal, of the crtuses of obscuration of knowledge and from 
the absence of tbe c::tnses of these afliictions, viz. vedaniya 
(feeling producing) lrnmrnn, etc .. '!1f1is can b2 <1emonstl'nted by 
an inference thus : 

27 
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The emancipated soul is luminous by its own natural light, 
because it is free from all tbe facto:·s that obscure light, like the 

· moon. It is said : 

"SthitaJ:i. sita1hsuvaj ji val.1 prnk:rtya bbavasnddhya, 
candrikitvac ea vijiiana1h tadavaraI_J.am abhravat." 
-~ Yog·aa:ri;ltisamuccaya, 181 

(The ji va i'n its natnrally pnre Rtate is like the moon; itR 
consciousness is like the moonlight; and its obRcuration is like 
the clouds). The emancipated soul enjoys unobstructed bliss, since 
all its aftiictions have been dispelled, like a perfectly healthy 
rnau who bas got rid of his ailment. 

It bas been said : 

Sa vyabadbabhavii.t sarvajiiatvac ea bhavati paramasukhi; 
vyaba:lhfl,bhavo'trn, svacchasya jiiasya paramasukham. 
(-Tattvartha-bha$yatika, p. 318, Part II) -

The emancipated soul is perfectly happy as there are no 
obstructions and it iR omniscient; the absence of obstructions 
IR itself the highest happiness of the pure knower (1992). 

A point nrny be raised here; rrhe emancipated soul has no 
sense-organ, so it, like akasa, must be non-knower. But it is 
not so, for tlrns one could also sa,y that, like akasa, the 
emancipated soul is ajiva (non-soul), and in that case the hetn 
'because it has no sense-organs' wonlcl be a fallacious one -
virnddha (contradictory), as it denies jivatva to the emancipated 
soul which is recognised as a soul by all. The opponent may 
say that logically be is even prepared to go to the extent of 
denying jivatva (sonlness) to the emancipated soul; because this 
contingency would go against Lord Mahavira's position also and 
the responsibility of refuting this would devolve on him. Maha.vira 
answers this by sn,ying that he bad posed this contingency 
only as a retort to the opponent's statement that the emancipated 
soul should be a non-lrnovver, because it has no sense-organs; if so 
it sboulcl be non-soul also. But, as a matter of fact, the emancipated 
soul iR neither ignorant, nor ajiva (non-soul). Tlie soul in the 
statA of emancipation cannot become a non-soul, since the natural 
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genus of a thing cannot be transformed into one just 
the opposite of it. 1I1he universal 'jivatva' is as natural to the 
soul as are the universals 'substance' (dravya,tvn,) and 
incorporeality (amiirtatva). The soul cannot become adravya from 
being dravya or miirta from being am11rta; so the soul cannot 
become ajiva from being jiva. rro take an instance, 'ajivatva' is 
the universal natural to 'jiva', so the sonl-jiva can never become 
ajiva. As stated above, Mahavira posed the contingent:y of jiva 
becoming ajiva only to one who tried to -show that the 
emancipated soul if devoid of sense-organs should be non-kr1ower; 
i£ so, it should be aji va also. But in fact, the reason 'not having 
sense-organ.s' does not imply that the emancipated soul is aft va·. 
Universal concomitance ( vya,pti) does not hold good in the case 
of this hetn (reason). rrhe canse-effect rehttion and the ±·elation of 
invariable concornitance, that is to say, of vyapya (lesg-extensivJe, 
determinate concomitant) and vyapaka (determinant ccmcomitant) 
can determine vyapti. If jivatva were the effect of sense•organs, 
then it could be said that jivatva cannot exist in the absence 
of sense-organs as smoke is not found in the absence of· fire, 
which is its cause. But jivatva being a beginningless, end'lesB 
entity capable of transformation, is uncaused and is not the effect 
of any cause. Hence the absence of sense-01·gans cannot dl;ltennin~ 
absence of ji vatva. Again if ji vatva were the determinate 
concomitant of sense-organs, the determiO:ant concomitant, a~ 
simsapa is of vrk1?atva (treeness), then it could be said that 
jivatva does not exist in the absence of the sense~organs, as 
simsapa is not existent when treeness is not there. But this 
relation does not exist at all between jiva and sense-organs 
because they are entirely different; the ji va is incorporeal and 
sentient, while the sense-organs are corporeal and uonstituted 0£ 
matter. Sense-organs have this relation of ~nvariable concomitance 
(vyapya-vyapakabhava) with body, since both are rnatorin,l. Hence 
it is not true to say that the emancipated soul becomes non-soul 
when there is no sense•organ. It remains a soul (1993-4). 

The emancipated soul may remain a jiva, but the original 
question as to how this soul could cognise or know in the 
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absence of sense-organs and that therefore in this state it 
should be non-knower, remains unanswered. The answer to 
this 1s that the instruments of knowledge, sense-organ, 
etc. are corporeal so they cannot be the agents in the act of 
perceiving or cognising, they are merely windows - instruments 
- opening out on knowledge; it is the soul that is the agent of 
the act of knowing.* Even when the sense-organs stop functioning, 
the soul ha,s knowledge of the type of memory, etc.; and even 
when the sense-organs are functioning the soul may not have 
knowledge if it is absent-minded. Positive and negative 
concomitance of knowledge is with reference to the soul and 
not with reference to the sense-orgr111s. So it is not true to say, 
that the emancipated soul is non-knower or has no knowledge 
because there is no sense-organ then. The soul perceives through 
the windows of the Eenses as Devac1atta would through the 
windows of his house. But if Devadatta were to leave the house 
and gaze out in the open, bis vision would be very much 
enhanced, so when the soul is free from the sense-organs when 
the body perishes, it 1s able to know all things without being 
obstructed (1995-6). 

The soul can in fact never be devoid of knowledge, since 
knowledge is its essential nature, as an atom cannot be devoid 
of form, etc. (corporeality). Hence to say that the emancipated 
soul exists and that it is devoid of know ledge is to contradict 
oneself. A thing cannot exist if its essential nature is lost. It 
has just been explained that a thing having a particular genus 
cannot be transformed so as to come into possession of a different 

· genus altogether; the soul can never be jaq.a (insentient). Thus 
the soul can never be a non-knower (1997). 

One would lose .all patience if he were questioned as to 
bow it could be determined that the soul is of the nature of 
knowledge, for this is something that can be known from experience. 
As said above, the soul can remember things cognised earlier with 
the sense-organs, even when these sense-organs are not function· 

* See Gathas 1657-1660 
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ing; and at times does not have their knowledge if it is absent
minded even when the sense-organs are functioning with 
reference to objects. A person has a vision at times of 
things not seen or heard of before. This shows that knowledge 
is the very nature of our own soul. Even th9 person who raises 
such a doubt must have this experience and it is surprising that 
this could possibly be questiond. And as one's own soul is of the 
nature of knowledge so must be the soul of others also, that 
is to say, the soul in other bodies also; for we find the same 
kind of action and inaction, efforts to reach a desired thing and 
repulsion from a thing not desired. This means that the souls 
in other bodies are of the nature of knowledge as is our own 
(1998). 

Not only is the emancipatec1 soul a knower, but it is also 
omniscient. As long as a soul is in an embodied condition, is 
not free from passions, etc., there are veils which obstruct Hs 
knowledge, and so there are gradations in its know ledge in 
proportion to the removal of this vei I, but when it has freed 
itself from the body and has no sense-organ, all the veils are 
removed, the soul becomes purer and therefore has perfect 
illumination of omniscience, like the Run who has freed bimself 
from all the obstructing clouds. rrhe sense-organs, on the other 
hand, are not of the nature of knowledge, so even when 
they are not there, there is no lack of know ledge in the soul, 
which would have been the case if they were of the nniture of 
knowledge. Thus it i,, clear tbat the emancipated soul is not 
a non-knower because there is no sense-organ then (1999). 

If a lamp is covered with a vessel having boles, it can 
shine, radiate light only through these holes, but cannot manifest 
all its light; similarly the soul's illumination in the bound 
condition is in an obscured state and can only revea,l itself through 
the outlets of the sense-organs as there is subsidence-cum· 
destruction of the obscuring factors (2000). 

But the emancipated soul has all its veils removed, so it8 
illumination ia perfect, that is to say, it is omniscient, it can 
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perceive everything, jmt as a In;Ln who stands outside the house 
cn,n see everything al'o1111d hirn, or as the lamp from which the 
coveriug is removed can shine forth in all its illumination. But 
wlrnt is essential is that the entity in order to shine forth either 
partially or completely must lie of the nature of illumination, 
otherwise it would llot have any illumination whatsoever. 
rn1erefore the emanci pa tea ~·ou l is a knower (2001). 

rrhe emancipated rnnl m:,y be a knower, but bow can it 
be established that it is happy? Pu1_1ya (merit) brings about 
happiness, and papa (sin OL' dermerit) pain or unhappiness. In 
the case of an ernanciratecl son!, there is no pu1_1ya or papa; 
srnce all the karrnan is eradicated, it can have neither 
l1appiness nor p:-tin (misery) like akasa. Moreover, it is the body 
that is the Joens of tlie apprehension of pleasure or pain, and 
in tlie st:-tte of ernanci p,ttion there is no body, nor even the 
sense-org,tns; hence the soul like akab, can have neither 
pleasure nor pain (200'2-3). 

L'.)rd Mahavira says it is not so. It is wrong to look upon 
the fruit of pu1_1ya as pleasme or happiness; as a matter of fact, 
the fr11it of pu1_1y·a also is pain or misery, because it is caused by 
kn,rm1,n, like the fruit of papa. Of course, the retort can be tha·t 
similarly it can Le argued that the fruit of papa also is 
pleasmr, because it is caused by karrnrt, like the fruit of pu:r)ya. 
Moreover, tlie strttement tbat the fruit of pu1_1ya is of the nature 
of pain contradicts our experience inasmuch as the fruit of 
pu:r:i.ya is found to be agreeable, not so that of papa. But this 
is mistaken, because what is regarded on account of intellectual 

. obliquenes.:; as pleasure o,· lrnppiness is illusory, unreal, and so 
it is no contradiction to say th'Lt the sensation that arises from 

:t~e ~njoyrnent of sancfalwood, etc. is. of the nature of pain. 
There. is no true pleasnre or happiness in the world; what 
paople attached to worldly things rrgard as pleasure is not 
really such, but is only of the nature of a counter-active force, 
a reme:ly against pain. If a person is st1ffering from eczema, 
he scratches the body and this gives him some relief, but in 
the long run it will only increase his ailment. Similarly what 
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we call sensuous pleasure is only :rnch for the time heing, aR 

a remedy for longing, 11ttachrnent etc., lrnt result" in pttin, and 

so even the fruit of pm:iya like sowreignty, etc. is of th3 natme 

of pain. As has been sttid : 

"Nagnal,i preta ivavit}ta\1 kva:r:iantim up11grhy11 tftm; 
gaq.hayasitasarva1i.gal,i sa sukbi r:1mate kila.'' 

(A passionate man, becoming 1rnkccl lilrn a ~pirit of the dead, 

embraces a woman wbo is making n, whining sound, and even 

wben he experiences great fatigue all over his bocly, he enjoys 

feeling happy). An experienced king like Dui;lyanla says that 
kingship is a,n onerous tr1,sk, thongh ordinruy 'people think it 

something worth envying : 

"Autsukyarnatram avasadayati pratif:\thil, 

klisnati labdha-prtripalanavrttir eva; 

natisramapagamanaya yatha srnmaya 

rajyam svahastagatada:r:ic;Iam ivatapatram." 

( -Abhijnana-sakun ta lam, 5.Ci)_ 

(Kingship wherein one holds the sceptre of power and responsi

bility is not so much fol' the rnmoval of fatigue as for its 
n,ugmentation, like an umbrella one holds in one's· own hand. 

The very installation in it e: a(lirntes whatever ea,gerness there 

was for it and the ttv::ik of prntoeting wlrnt h:1,s been obtained 

IS afflicting). 

Wha,t a man ingrosscd in th3 worlcl regrtn1s aB pleasure 

IS in tbe view of a urnn of renunciation p:1111 : 

Bhuktal,i s,·iyaJ.1 sttlrnlak:tm:1dugl1as tatal.1 kirn 

sampri:r:iital,i prn:r:iayinal.1 svafllianaiB t;1,ti1l.1 ki1h; 

dattam padari1 sirnsi vicl vii;lahtrii ta tal,1 ki1il 

kalpam sthita1i1 tanubbrtft1h tn,nubbi,, tatal.1 ki1n. 

(What if one hn,s enjoye:l prosperity satisfying all desires? 

And of what 11se is it if near and clea,r ones have been 

pleased by giving them one's wmlth? \Vlirtt if one has been 
able to tread on the bead of enemies? And ho,v will it help if 

the body of the embodied b.sts even for a lrnlpa?) 
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"Ittharh na kiiicid api sadhana-sadhyajatarh 
svapne nd rnja l asadrsam pararnarthasunyarh; 
atyantanirv:rtikara1h yad apetabadha1h 
tad brnhma vaiichata jana yadi cetanasti.'' 

(Thus, there is nothing like mean:-; and the end to be achieved; 
everything is like n, dream, a magical illusion, void of reality. 
Oh men, if yon have understanding, have a craving for Brahman 
which brings perfect bliss and which is free from all obstruc
tions) (2004-5). 

Thns even pul).ya can yield only pain which may be looked 
upon as pleasure by worldly beings. This can be proved by 
inference also: Sensuous pleasure is as a matter of fact only pain, 
beca,use it is of the fonn of remedy against pain, like drinking 
of decoction, etc. as remedies for leprosy, etc .. If it is popularly 
known as pleasurn, it is only secondarily so; and tbis implies that 
true pleasure must be something really existent, as otherwise 
figurative or secondary usage would not be possible, like the 
figurative uso of the words 'lion', etc. for man ('2006). 

rrherefore it is the pleasure or bliss of the emancipated soul 
that is the true plea,snre, because it is natural. It rises out of 
the removal of all pain, like the blissful state of a sage who is 
a great knower ancl is free from all obstruction; that is to say, 
the rise of true happiness does not depend on any external 
factor. It is said : 

Nirjitamaclamadananarh vak-kaya-manovikarnrahitanrtrh; 
viniv:rttaparasii,nam ihaiva rnoki3al.1 snvihitauarh. 

( -Praiimarati, '238). 

-They who have ccmqnerecl pride and love and are free from 
the depravities of speech, bocly, and mind, and who expect 
nothing of others, such men of restraint are emancipated here 
only) ('2007). 

Again, as to know ledge, the f:loul is of the nature of 
knowledge; the veil of the form of umtijnanavaral).a, etc. obscures 
knowledge, and tho means, the sense-organs, aro helpful in removing 
the obscuration and helping the manifestation of knowledge; as 
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the holes in the clouds allow the light of the sun to come out; 
when all the covering is removed, knowledge shines forth in all 
its purity, as it is self-luminous. Similarly, the soul is of the 
nature of inherent infinite hnppiness; papa causes obstruction to 
this happiness, while pu1_1ya helps in the manifestation of this 
inherent happiness; when the entire veil is removed, when 
all lrnrman-papa and pu1_1ya-is eradicated, true happiness 
reveals itself and the perfect em£1ncipated soul enjoys perfect 
bliss ('2008-9). 

And as by the removal of all karman, the emancipated 
soul attains perfection, the culmination of perfection, 
from even that, it attains true happiness which is beyond the 
limits of transmigration, and of a nature quite distinct from 
sensuous pleasure. This is also a fitting answer to the objection 
that as pm;tya and papa are eradicated, there will be no cause 
for pleasure and pain and so the emancipfLted soul will have 
no pleasure or pain, like the sky. It cannot be said that there 
is no cause for plertsure, because the eradication of karma is 
itself the cause of pleasure ('2010). 

·Thus it can be seen that what is commonly regarded as pleasure 
is, as a matter of fact, of the 1rntnre of pain; it is the fruit 
of pm;iya; and pain, the fruit of pCLpa, is obviously such; what is 
experienced by the body, etc. is pain only arnl it alone is there 
in the state of worldly existence; there is no trace of true 
pleasure or bliss as long as the bodily and other adjuncts are 
there and it is wrong to believe that there can be no pleasure 
in the absence of the body, etc. in the state of emancipation or 
perfectness; on the contrary, there is no bliss as long as the 
body, etc. are associated ,vith the soul; and absence of body, etc. 
is indispensable for bliss. rrhus the perfect souls, the siddhas 
experience true pleasure or bliss, even when they have no 
body, etc. ('2011). 

The opponent's contention that the state of emancipation 
would admit of neither pleasurer nor pain in the absence of body 
and sense-organs is right as far as worldly pleasure or happiness 
is concerned. Ignorant people delighting in sensuous satisfaction 
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regard worldly happiness as ultimate; and this contention may 
hold goocl in their case; but not in the case of those who have a 
different attitude altogether-those who mean by 'sukha' happiness 
quite distinct from the ple:1sure or pain resulting from pm:iya or 
papa, inexhaustible, incomparable bliss of the siddhas, beyond 
the stage. of transmigration. 'I1his does not depend on body and 
sense-organs which on the contrary hinder it or prevent it 
from manifesting itself (2012). 

If proof is demanded for this, it can be provided by way 
of inference as pointed out earlier.* The siddha has perfect 
bliss, because knowledge or consciousness being there, it is not 
obscured, as in the case of a muni. (ascetic). It may be said 
tha.t it can be similr.rly argued that bliss and knowledge of a 
siddha must be non-eternal, because they are attributes of a 
sentient entity, like raga (passion). They are, moreover, those 
that have been created by austerity, etc. i. e. are artificial or 
because they have been newly created, like a jar. But it is 
not so. Knowledge and bliss would be non-eternal if a siddha 
did not continue to experience them. If knowledge and bliss 
seem at any time to be destroyed, it is on account of the rise 
of a veil over knowledge and of the rise of asatavedaniya (karma 
causing unpleasa,nt feeling) and such other factors. 'I1hese 
obscurations arise or are bound on account of such ca,uses as 
perversity of attitude, etc.. These causes being absent in the 
state of perfection, there cannot be the loss of knowledge or of 
bliss in the case of a siddha, and so they are not non-eternal. 
It is not an invariable rule that cetanadharmas-attributes of 
sentient entities-must be non-eternal for dravyatva ( basic 
substance), amurtatva (incorporeality) of soul are not such even 
when they are cetanadharmas. So the ren,son, 'because they are 
attributes of a sentient entity' is inconclusive. Again it is not 
true to say that what is caused and is a new creation is non-eternal, 
n,ncl henre knowledge and pleasure of the siddha are such, because 
posterior negation of jar is caused and is a new creation and 

*Gatha, 2007. 
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yet is eternal. Moreover, this reason 'because it is caused 
and is a new creation' is asiddha (unreal) as lmowledge and bliss 
are inherent in the soul and so it is not proper to regard 
these as caused, like a jar, or as new creations like lightning; 
they were only obscured and in the state of emancipation 
merely the veils are removed; but they were all along existent 
like sunlight or moonlight revealing itself when the clouds 
move away from it. They are not caused like a jar, nor are 
they new manifestations of things non-existent before, like 
lightning; and hence they cannot be non-eternal. Moreover, in 
the view of the Jina everything is of the nature of utpada
sthiti-vyaya, knowledge and bliss are both eternal and non
eternal; they may be regarded as caused and non-eternal from 
the point of view of the particubr mode of manifestation; 
the object of lmow ledge from the point of view of the mode 
perishes every moment, so know ledge also perishes and is from 
this point of view non-eternal; pleasure too undergoes trans
formation every moment, so it too can be looked upon as 
non-eternal. If from this point of view, knowledge and bliss 
though inherent are looked upon as anitya, there is nothing 
wrong 111 it; that 1s acceptable even to Lord Mahavira 
('2013 - 14). 

Now we turn to the apparently conflicting statements in 
the Veda: rrhe sentence 'Na ha vai sasariragya ...... 'would have 
no consistency if there were no emancipation, if the soul were 
destroyed in that state and if there were no bliss in it. So it 
should be taken as establishing these. 'Matirapi na prajiiayate ... ' 
also cannot establish the absence of the soul in the state of 
emancipation ('2015). 

Prabhasa interprets 'Na ha vai sasarirasya .. .' to mean that 
when the body, etc. perish the soul too becomes non-existent 
like ass's horn, because it also is destroyed; so 'asarira' means 
soul which is non-existent like ass's horn, and the Veda says 
that pleasure and pain do not affect such a soul. Thus both 
the Vedic statements are interpreted as having the same 
meaning, and as being consistent in meaning. rrhus he concludes 
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that the Vedas recognise moki;;a of the type of the extinction 
of a lamp (2016). 

But Prabhasa. has not understoocl the true meaning; 'asarira' 
like 'adhana' contains a negation of r'.mrira in the case of an 
existent entity. As the existing Dovadatta is 'aclhana' (devoid 
of wealth), so the existent 'jiva' is 'asarira' (devoid of body). 
Thus 'asarira' means the soul without the body. If Devadatta 
were non-existent like the ass's horn, we would not say of him 
that he is 'adhana'. Similarly the jiva can be termed 'asarira' 
only if it is existent. But the term in the Vecla is 'asarira' 
alone which can refer to anything devoid of a body. \Vby should 

· this epithet be referred to ji va or soul ? rrhis difficulty can be 
resolved thus. The negation is of the type of paryudasa 

· (exclusion), and where thiR is found the import iR that of a 
thing which is simil11r to it and nc)t entirely c1ifferent from it. 
There is a grammatical rule: 'Naii-ivayuktam anyasadrsaclhikaral)e 
loke tatha by arthagati]:i' - In popular usage, the ,vord to which 
'na' and 'iva' are affixed, means another but simihr thing. To 
take an instance, 'abrahmal).a' means non-brahma:r:i.a; i. e. one 
who is not a brahmal).a, but yet like a brahma:r:i.a, e. g. kfJatriya, 
etc., but it cannot mean mere non~being, a non-entity. Similarly 
'asarira' can refer to one who has no body, but yet is like 
one who has a body, i. e. to the jiva, but not to anything that 
is utterly non-existent like an ass's horn. rrhat 'embodied
sasarira' and 'unembodied-asarira' denote the same thing is 
because of similarity, on account. of the 'upayoga' ( conscious 
activity) being identical in both cn,ses. In the state of 
worldly existence, soul and body. get mixed up like water and 
milk, and it is not possible to separate them in that state, so the 
body should not be put forth as one of the reasons for raising an 
objection against regarding the embodied soul as similar to 
the unembodied soul. This clearly demonstrates that 'asarira' in 
'asarirnri:i va vasantam .. .' means the unembodied soul, and not 
a non-entity like ass's horn, etc. (2017-18). 

Moreover, the expression 'va vasantam' suggests that the 
soul continues to exist, abide ( vasantam) in the state of mok~a 
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also; it does not become extinct and because of 'va' it means 
that even an embodied soul in this-worldly existence Dan be 
free from the influence of pleasure and pain, the fruit of puJ).ya 
and papa, e. g. a yogin free from passions, etc. who has subdued 
or even destroyed his moha (stupefaction, ignorance) and who 
is in the highest stage of samadhi. Such a yogin is not affected 
by pleasure and pain (201D). 

Or the sandhi (coalescence) in the sentence can be dissolved 
thus: 'asarirarn vava santarn', where 'vava' is the same as 'viii'. It 
stat3£ that pleasure and pain have no effect on the unembodied 
soul existing in the state of moki;;a; 'va' suggests that it has no 
effect even on a soul free from attachment, etc. though 
it be embodied. Or the sentence can be explained as 'asariram 
va ava santam'. 'Ava' is imperative second person singular of the 
root 'av', to protect, go, love, etc .. Now, roots having the sense 
of motion are also used in the sense of know ledge. The sentence 
then means :. 0 disciple, know that pleasure and pain do not 
affect the unembodied soul existing in the· state of moki;;a as 
qualified by such attributes as knowledge, etc .. 'Va' suggests that 
they do riot affect even a 'sasarira'~embodied soul free from 
passions. (20'20). 

It can be argued here that Lord Mahavira construes the 
sentence so as to make it yield the meaning he wants from 
them. But the opponent also could do the same. rrhe statement 
can be interpreted thus : 'asarira1n va avasantam .... ' - the 
unembodied one which does not exist anywhere .... This would 
corroborate the stand that the soul does not exist, 1s 

annihilated in the state of emancipation. But this is not 
correct, for as shown above 'asarira' points to the existence of 
the soul in the sta.te of moki;;a and no interpretation can be accepted 
which contradicts this. Moreover, the statement about pleasure 
and pain not having any effect ca,n be consistently explained 
only with reference to an existent thing; there is no sense in 
saying that they have· no effect on a non-existent soul. We 
never say, 'Pleasure and pain do not affect barren woman's son' 
because there is no possibility of it in this case. Therefore the 
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subject in que:stion is 'asarirn'-the soul in the state of mok9a 
and not its non-existence. Thus the statement is 'Asarira1i1 va 
vasantam,' and means that the soul does exist in the state of 
rnokf:la, which is characterised by the dissociation of soul and 
karmic body. One should, therefore, not entertain the slightest 
doubt as to the existence of the soul in the state of mokf;!fli 
('2021). 

There might be yet another difficulty : The soul may exist 
in the state of mokf;!a; bnt it is free from pleasure and pain, 
and so it cannot be said to be enjoying perfect happiness. To 
say so would contradict the V cdic statement that it is free from 
the influence of pleasure and pain. Mahavira says that he too 
agrees that the emancipated soul is devoid of pleasure caused 
by pu1_1ya and pain caused by papa. 'rhese pleasure and pain 
belong to the worldly state and have no existence in the 
state of. emancipation wherein the emancipated soul is free 
from all karman of the type of pu1_1ya and papa. But this 
should not lead us to conclude that it has no happiness 
whatsoever. Being free from attachment, there is no pleasure 
caused by pn1_1ya and being free from hatred, there is no pain 
caused by papa. But there is· the perfect happiness or bliss as 
distinct from these, which is inherent and spontaneous in the 
soul, which is incomparable and which is not ca,used by kannan, 
is not sublated by anything and is endless, and this the soul 
certainly has in the state of emancipation. So it comes to this 
that even according to the V cdas, there is mokl)a, the soul 
exists in mokl)a, and experiences perfect bliss which is unfailing. 

As to the statement "Jaramaryarn vaitat sarvarn yad 
agnihotrarn"-on the basis of which Prabhasa said that if man 
were to perform agnihotrn even in his old age up to death, 
he could only attain heaven and there would be no scope for 
the pursuit of emancipation, and therefore, there is, in the 
opinion of the Vedas, nothing like mok9a, Mahavira says it 
is not correct to say so. Prabhasa had not understood the 
trne import of the statement. There is 'va' in the sentence, 
which indicates that mt1in should perf0rm the agnihotra as 
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long as he Ii ves ana one longing for emancipation should also 
perform activities which could lead to emancipation. rrhus, it 
can be proved by rmsoning and the testimony of the Veda 
that there is mokf:la, and one should not have any doubt about 
it (2022-'23). 

·when Prabhasa's doubt was thus dispelled, he became a 
monk along with his three hundred pupils and followers ('2024). 
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1 

(1549-1553) J\fahasena Vana - 'l'his is according to the , 
belief of the Svetambarns. The Digambaras believe that Mahavira 
came into contact ,vith the Ga:r:utdharas on Mount Vipulacala 
ne::1r Ri1jagrlm, arnl it was there that he propounded his teaching 
and propagated his school of thought. 

Doubt (sarhsaya) - vVhen we have knowledge of character
istics which may be common to two entities, and have no 
knowledge confirming the cognition of one ot· setting aside 
that of the other, there is doubt; e. g. is it a serpent or a piece 
of rope. Only the length, thinness, ete. which are common to 
both are perceived, but not the distinguishing characteristics 
of either. Similarly, hore there is no evidence which either 
positively asserts the existence of the sonl or denies it. Hence 
Indrabh1-1ti's donbt n,s to the existence of a soul. 

Pratyak~;1 and other prnima:r:i-as-means of valid knowledge. 
The Ci1rvalmR or Materialists recogniRe only one varnaI_la, vi7.. 
pratyak::;a or perception, and some among them accept anumana 
(inference) only if it pertains to objects that are perceptible RO 
that it could be verified. The BuddhistR and the Vaise~ikas 
admit two sources of cognition-perception and inference. The 
SamkhyaR add agama ( ver brd or scri ptnral testimony). The 
Naiyayilms admit a fomth source of knowledge-upamana 
(analogy). Prabhfl,kara 1\1:imamsakas recogniRe arthapatti 
(presumption-presuming a thing on the basis of a known one 
which ca11not be otherwise explainecl) as the fifth and ·the 
Bhatta MimarhRalrn,s abhitva (negation) as tl1e sixth prarna1_1a 
(means of valid knowledge). This last operates only where the 
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other five prama:r;u1s cognising positive existence do not operate, 
and therefore detem1ines the non-existence of things. rrhe J ainas, 
it may be noted, admit only two pramaw1s-pratyakf:,a (direct) 
and paroksia (indirect), including all the other pramaI).as under 
the latter. They believe that the perception on the part of the 
soul without the belp of the sense-orgaus is the only real percep
tion; yet to keep abreast with the views of logicians of other 
schools they had to recognise sensuous perception also as pratyakf:la 
(direct knowledge), but they termed it empirical direct knowledge 
(samvyavaharika pratyaksia). 

Is the soul directly known ? The Carvalms do not recognise 
soul as an indepenc1ent entity, because it is not perceived. 
Nyaya-Vaisef;lilm admits tbe existence of the soul, but believes 
tbat it can be inferred from attributes like knowledge, will, 
hate, etc. (see Nyaya-811. 1.1.10; Prasastapflidri, Bha~ya-Atman), 
Even then the older Naiyayilrns and V:1,iser;;ikas accept that the 
soul can be directly perceived by yogic perception (N yaya-Bhftt;lya, 
1.1.3; Vaisesiika fh-1. 0.1.11). This means that t~1e son] cannot be 
perceived by orclinary people, but can be percoivecl by yogins. 
But with the setting in of the age of rcasoD, yogic perception 
was almost reducecl to the c:Ritegory of agama or verbal testi
mony. Consequently Ny:\va-Vais8r:,ilrn, regarcls the sonl as some
thing that can be ostablisher1 by inference. But as ratiocirrntion 
became nicer and subtler, it came to be rccognisecl that the soul 
can be perceived. ,Tairrns, Buddhists, Veclilntins-as a matter of fact, 
all except the Carvilka anr1 the followers of tlie Nyfliya-Vaiscf;lika 
regard the soul as c1 i rectly experienced. 

Atom-Compare "Saukr:,myat t'1chnupalabc1hir ni:tbhavat 
karyatas tadupalabdhel.1."-8arhkl1ya J<ariki:t, 8 (about prakrti). 

Inference is based on, or preceded by, perception- see Nyftya 
81°1. 1.1.5, and Vatsyaya1rn's Bhat;lya on it. 

Samanyatodrf:\ta-anumana-Bverytbing lias two forms or 
aspects-the universal and the particnlar or the individual. 
Samanyatodrf:ita anumana concerns itself only with the general 
aspect of things, e.g. movement. It also meant inference of 
supersensuous things. Inference was classified as piirvavat (from 
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cause to effect), se~fLvat (from effect to cause) and samanyatodnlta. 
This classification grn,dufLlly went out of vogue. See Sarhkhya 
I(a. G. For the history of these vide PrarnaI_J.a-Mirnarµsa-Notes, 
p. 18\J (by Pandit Sukhlaljee) rtll(1 Nyayavataravartikavrtti, 
Introduction, p. 71 ( Pt. J\Ialavania ). See also 'Pre-Dinnaga 
Buddhist rrexts 011 Logic from Chinese Sources - r11ucci (GOS), 
Introduction, pp. 17-18. 

A.gama-see Nyaya-siitrn, 1.1.8. 
, 

Brb. Up, 2.4.12. 8a11lmra bas explained this passage in 
accordance with his own view of the Absolute Brahman from which 
everything arises and into which it is merged, like waves, foam, 
etc. merging into w:1ter, the original entity. 'rhe Carvakas quote 
this passage as countenancing their own view. rrhe Naiyayikas 
regard this pn,ssago a,s the prima-fru·ie view (pftrva-pak£;,a) of the 
Upanil?ads and interpret it in the manner of IndrabhC1ti. See 
- Yael vijnanaghanadi-vedavacanmil tad ptll.'vapak£;,e sthitam; 

paurvaparyiwimarsasunyahrdayai}::t sortho grhitas tada. -
Nyaya-maiijari, p. 472. 

Rupa-All matter is called rupa in the Buddhist view -
Earth, water, fire, air and everything that can be accounted for 
by these. See Abhidhammattba-sa,i1gaha, 6. R1\pa is not pudgala 
(soul)-This ha8 been discnssed in Sari:iyutta N ikaya-12. 70. 32-37; 
Digha-Nikaya-J\fahanidi1na sutta 15, Majjhima, Nikaya, Chakkaka 
Butta 148. One after the other all known things are stated not 
to be soul. 

Pudgala - Soni in Brmr1Jha works. See Puggala-paiinatti, 
where the different types of souls are de~cribed. Pudgala means 
matter in ,Taina terminology. See Sparsa-ra8a-gandha-var:r:iavantal;i 
pudgalal;i .23 .... AI_1ava~1 slrnndhi1s ea,. (atomic or aggregates) 
25. - rrattvartha, s11tra, 5). But we find 'pudgala' used in the 
sense of 'soul' in the Bbagavati St1. (8.3.20.2). 

The text in the Chandogya Up. 8.12.1 is 'Maghavan martya1n 
va idaril sariram attam rnrtynna tad asyasarirasya"tmano'
dhi~thfrnam fttto vai sas:1riral.1 priyapriyabhyari1 na vai 
sasarirasya satal:i priyapriyayor apahatir asty asariram vava 
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santa1h na pnyapriye sprsatal:i'. See in this connection Gathas 
2015-2023. rrhe portion 'asarimrh vava santam' can be split in 
different ways; (i) 'asarirnrh vava santam' as 8ai1kara and almost 
all do; even Jinabhaclra knew this meaning - Ga. 2020, 
(ii) 'asariram va vasantam' as is done here, (iii) asariraih va 
ava santam, (iv) asarirarh va avasantam. 

For the Sarhkhya conception of soul see Sarhkhya Ka 
17-19. 

(1554) Here jiva is established as an entity that can be 
directly known by showing its identity with knowledge which is 
self-luminous a,nd therefore can be directly known. Nyaya-Vaisel'}ika 
regards knowledge as different from the soul; it can be produced 
as an attribute of the soul, bnt is not found in the state of 
emancipation. rrhe Vedanta, (of Sal'1lmra) and the Sarhkhya-Yoga 
regard the soul as of the nature of pure conscionsness and as 
non-doer, etc. and knowledge etc. should according to this view, 
be of the nature of non-consciousness, being attributes of bnddhi 
(intellect). There will be no such difficulty in the case of the 
other Vedantins, in whose view the soul is knower, doer, etc .. 
J ayanta as a N aiyayika recognises the difference between attribute 
(gm;ia) and substance (gnI).in), i.e. between knowledge and soul 
in the present case, yet he regards soul as an entity that is 
directly perceptible ( Nyaya-maiijari, p. 433 ). J ainas, Bauddhas, 
Prabhakaras, and Vedantins regard knowledge as self-luminous 
and self-cognised, that is to say knowledge manifests itself, no 
extraneous agency is required to reveal knowledge. On the other 
hand; the Nyaya-Vaisef?ika system of philosophy does not regard 
knowledge as self-luminous, but believes that another cognition 
called anuvyavasaya (introspection) is necessary for the 
awareness of cognition. This anuvyava,saya is of the form 'I 
know jar' and follows the knowledge of jar. In the Samkhya
yoga view all operations of the intellect ( buddhi) become 
luminous by virtue of the puru~a (soul). Kumarila and his 
followers regard knowledge as something that can be indirectly 
known ( paroki;m, )- it can be established by inference or 
presumption (arthapatti). See PramaI).a-Mimamsa, Notes p. 13. 
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(1555) vVe find the soul established on the basis of 'I' notion 
from very early times. See Nya,yabbaf:lya (3.1.15), Prasastapada
bha~ya (p. 3GO), Nyayamanjtui (p. 4'2D), Nyaya-vartika (p. 341), 
etc .. 

(1557) rrhe doubter cannot doubt his own existence. Compare 
8a11kara's argument in his commentary on Brnhma-sl1tra 1.1.1. 

Pakf3a-rl'hat which has what is to be proved is called the 
pakf;la, e. g. 'Mountain is fiery, because it is smoky '-here 
mountain is the pakf:,a; the presence of fire on it must be 
doubtful so as to make it a worthy pakf:,a for the inference 
(sandigdha-sadbyavan pakt;la]:i). What is to be established is also 
called pakt;la-tbesis; see Prarnal).a-naya-tattvalokalai1kaia, 3.14-17. 
For a discm,sion of the constituents of anumana (inference), 
see Tarkasa11grnha. 

(1558) In the view of Prasastapacfa, pleasme, pain and 
such attributes of the soul are experienced on account of the 
contact of soul and mind. He does not accept the view that 
if the attributes can be directly known, the substance also is 
directly known. 

(1550-GO) Substance-attribute-The Nyaya-Vaiset;,ika regards 
them as different entities, the Sarhkhya,s and Vedantins a,s identical; 
the Mimarhsakas and the J ainas believe that there is bhedabheda 
(both difference and non-difference) between them. According to 
the Buddhists there is nothing like a substance in which the 
attributes inhere, there is only the continuum of attributes. 

rrhe attributes cmrnot exist without their substrate :-
see Prasastapada (p. 3GO). See also Nyayabhaf:!ya (1.1.5), Nyaya
sfrtra (3.'2.40). 

(1561-G4) \Ye find a similar argument in Nyaya Sit. 3.'2.47ff 
and in Prasastapadabhaf:!ya. 

(1570) r:I.1he Jainas alone regard the soul as, in a way, 
corporeal (murta) in the mundane state. 

God-Like the J ainrt, the B11u<1dha, the Si'tri:ikhya-Yoga, aud 
the Mima1i1salrn do not regard God as the creator of the world. 
Vedanta regards God as both the material cause and the 
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instnnnental uauso of the world. 'rhe Nyaya-Vaise~ika regards 
God as the creator of the world. 

(1573-7 4) \Ve find the samo reasonmg rn N yayavartilrn 
( :3.11 ). 

(1574) S111i1yoga-conjunction; e. g. of table and finger, 
wbere the two things c:i,n be joined or separated witbout 
disturbing the identity or existence of either. Samavaya-The 
relation of inherence is wlmittea by the Nyaya-Vaiset}ika. It 
1s the relation betwean attribute-substance ( gm,1a-g11I).in ), 
substance-action ( dravya-karnia ), substance-universal (dravya
samanya), substance-particular (dnwya-vise~a). Here the two 
things cannot be sepr1ratecl ,yithout one of them perishing. It 
is recognised as etemal, and all pervading. 

Others do not recognise this relation, e. g. tbe Vedantins 
regard it as but identity (tadatmya). 'rhe Buddhists do not 
admit any enduring substance, so there is no question of 
admitting samavaya. 

(1575) Of. Vyomavati, p. 407-Aha1i1sabdo bahyabadhitai
(sabdo hyabadhitai)-kapadatvad avasya1h vacyam apekt}ate. See 
also Nyayavartika, p. 337, Tattvasal':1graha, p. 81. 

(1578) 'The author of the Nyayavartika adduces three 
reasons as contributing to the ::Luthoritativeness of a verbal , 
statement (Sabd::i, or fLgama)-(i) immediate realisation of a 
thing, (ii) sense of mercy towards creatures, (iii) truthful 
nature-the desire to describe things as they are. See Nyaya
vartilrn, 2.1.60. 

(11580) 'rypes of souls:- See Tattvarthasutra, Chapter 2. 
vVe give here a few sutras :-

Sa1iisa ri:r.10 muktas ea (10)-Souls are of two kinds-mundane 
and liberated. 

Sam:111askamanaskal,1 (11) lU undane souls are of two kinds 
--those who have a mind and those who do not. 

ffa1r1;;;{LriJ?.'1S trasastharnrfd.1 (U)-l\fondane souls from another 
point of view are of two kinds-trasa i. e. mobile or having a 
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body with more than one sense-organ, n,nd sthavara, immobile 

and having only the sense of toncb. These latter being in fear 
do not have the capacity of moving niway from the object 
causing fear. 

Prthivy-np-tejo-vayn-vn,naspatrtya.l;i stha, vrual,i (13)-Immobile 
one-sensecl souls am of five kinds-en,rth-boc1iod, wn,ter-bodied, fire
bodiod, air-bodied and vegetn,blo-bodied. 

Dvindriyadn,yn,c; trnsal,i (14)-Mobilo souls h11ve two or more 
senses. 

Vn,1rnspr1tyantanam elrnm (22)-The earth-bodied, etc. np to 

the vegetable-bodied lrn-ve only one sense -that of touch. 

Kpni-pi pilik:1-bhrarnarn-rnanur:,yadinarn olrnilm vrddhani (23)

"N orms, ants, bees, men-of these each class has one sense more 
thrm the prececling one. \Vorms, etc. hn,vo two senses (touch and 

t11ste), ants, etc. tliree senses (touch, taste, smell), beeR, etc. fonr 
senses (touch, taste, smell, sight), men, etc. five senses (touch, 
taste, smell, sigM, hen,ring ). Vve may note here that Jainas 
believe in fom kinds of emboclied exif,tence of the soul-naraka 
(hellish), tiryak (snb-human), rnannr:,n, (huma,n), daiva (celestial). 

(lf5R:1) Upr1.yogn, corresponcfa to [l;tt~ntion-conscions activity. 
Dr 0fathmfl,I Tati[l, prefers to rrncler it as 'active consciousness' 
as opposed to labdbi, \lo11ua11t conseiousrn,ss'. "'11lio consciousness 
in its state of clormancy is called labclhi In other words, the 

dormant capacity of the son! fol' lmowlcc1ge -is labdhi. Upayoga 
on the other ba,ncl, is conseionsness in its state of activity. 
'11 lie soul is r:-tlled upayukta or npfl,yogavan when it is actually 
engaged in knowing sornething. l\Tcre capacity for knowledge 
without n,ctnal know ledge rn htbclhi "- Studies m Jaina 
Philosophy, pp. 55 - 5G - Dr. Nathrnal Tatia. The Jainas 

unanimously maintain the impossibility of the simultaneous 
ocenrrence of two npr1,yogas. Up[l;yogr1, is the defining cliaracteristic 
of a soul. ~I.1his upfl,yoga cn,n be sakara 'determinate' as also 

'anakarn' 'indeterrninfl,to'. 'L1he former is called jnftna (knowledge) 
and the lattel' dars111a (indeterminate intuition). See Bhagav11t.i 
81-1 II. lOi Tattvartha S1-1trn II. 8-- a. 
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' (1584) All the philosophers except Sai1kara and his followers 
regard the souls as many even in the state of emancipation. 
See Sftthkhya-karika, 18. 

(1586) The soul is of the size of the body - The J ainas 
regard the sou I as of the same size as the body. N yaya-VaiRe1?ika, 
Sarhkhya-Yoga, Mima1nsa and KevrLladvaita Vedanta regard 
the soul as all-pervading; Ramanuja and the other Vedantins 
regard it as atomic. The Buddhists have not given much thought 
to this aspect of the question as they were more interested in 
denying the soul as an independent entity. vVe find many 
different views in the Upanif:,ads. The Kanf:,itaki: Up., for example, 
describes the soul as pervading all over the body (4.20); we 
may infer from this that it regards the soul as co-extensive 
with the body. Brh. Up. 5.G.1 regards the soul as of the same 
size as a grain of rice or barley. ,Ve find the soul also 
described aR of the siie of a thumb (e. g. in Katlrn Up. 2.'2.1'2; 

Svet. Up. 3.13; 5.R-9); It is at some places said to be of the size of 
a span; it is very frequently stated to be all pervading. At places 
in the spirit of mysticism it is described as smaller than the 
smallest and bigger than the biggest (Ratha l.2.'20, etc.). 

(1597) Corn1ci0Ufrness is not an a,ttribute of the material 
elements. The Cnirvakas regard consciousness as bnt an epipheno
menon of the mftteria,l elements. For the refutation of this view 
see PramaJ?-avarttika pp. 67 ff (Hahula Sai1krtyayana). 

(1600-1) Meaning of a word-see Nyayas11trn 2.2.GO; Nyaya
rnaiijari, p. '297. This problem is cfoicussecl in works on 
poetics. rrhere is divergence of opinion as to what a word 
means-individual or univen:al or shape (11krti) or quality, or 
action. rrhe Mima1hsalrns regard jati ( uni versa], gen us) and 
akrti (shape) as one, and believe that a word means 
jati. Nyayas1-1tra regards vyakti (individual), jati and akrti 
all the three as meanings of a word, one being principal and 
the other two Rnbordinate according to the context. According 
to the J ainas, everything is of the nature of both universal 
and particular and it is snch a thing that is the meaning of 
a word. According to the Buddhist a word means anyapoha or 
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-anyavyavrtti i. e. exclusion of other things (e. g~ 'jar' excludes 
all that is non-jar). 

The threG alternatives mentioned in these gatbiis represent 

the views of the 8abchhrahrnavadi Grarnmari1ns, the 
Vijiifmiidvaitavadi Ba,uddlms and other philosophers who admit 

an external object which the word is rnea,llt to dcno~r. According 

to the 8abdabrnlnuava'1ins, Sa,bcfa or \V orcl is the ultimate 

reality, and a,ll else is a phenomenon of it. 'l1 herefore a word 

can mean \Vord only. 'rhe Vijiianftc1vaitava.c1ins regard vijniLna 

or consciousness ac; the only re:1lity, even the external things 
are but external p:-ojections of iderts. Tli:.:refore, in their view, 

the m:::aning of a word is vijii{rna or knowlecJge. According to 

the other philosophers a wonl means 11 thing. 'Nords · are 
cla,ssified rts two-folcl-naman (noun) and ftkhyf1ta ( verb). Nouns 

iHe of four kinds according as they mean genus, substance 
(dra vyrt), action or a, tt ··ibute. See N yiiyam,1iija,6, p. '2D7. 

-x-x-

(IG11) Ifarnm-S~e Introiluction~2ection on b1,rman, a late11t 

impression deposited by acts, physical or mental. The ,Tainas 

regard it as pndgala constituted of matter, h.rnl ns clinging .to 
the sonl. All schools of philosophy, excepting the Cii,rvitlms, 

accept the docti·ine of karma. 

(lGlB) ,fayanta has in his Nyii,yamaiijari brilliantly argned 
out a case for kannan. Ree Nyi1,yamanjari, p. 481. 

(lGU) 'rhe intennediate movement when tbe soul has 

abandoned the previous body, but has not taken nnto itself a 
new oBe is called in ,faina thought the n,ntar:ilagati, wherein 

the soul moves to its new c1cstin'.Ltion liy virtue of its 

associi1,tion with the Jrnnnic body. 'rhe Bauc1dlias c:111 tbis lmrmic 

body ant:-1irabhava-sari:r·a (inter-existence bo:ly) ,vhic1:J in t11eir 

30 
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view also is corporeal. See Pcama:Q.a·varttika 1.85 CManoratha. 
nandini r_i1ika. 

Yoga of the karmic body-Yoga means activity of the mind, 
speech or body. Here the activity of the karmic body is 
referred to. 

(1620) Compare the doctrine of desireless ( or selfless) 
action in the Gita, which is not binding and therefore is 
conducive to the attainment of emancipation. 

(1625) Karma is corporeal i. e. possessed of attributes like 
colour, taste, etc.. See A~tasahasri, karika 98. 

(1643) Goel is not the cause of the world-not even its 
creator. For a fuller discussion see Syadvadamaiijari, ka. 6. 

Svabhavavada - The doctrine that the origination of 
.things is not dependent upon any cause - they just naturally 
occur. This doctrine is very old and we find it referred to in 
the Upani~ads and in the Gita. The Gita states that Arjuna 
cannot escape activity. Prakrti is by nature active, so Arjuna's 
body, speech or mind cannot but be active whether Arjuna 
wills it or not. What is essential is tbat one must perform all 
acts in a selfless manner. ( See 18. 59-60; 3. 5; 3. 33; 5. 14 ). 
Yet there is a difference. The author of the Gita cannot be 
called a svabhavavadin since be aumits Goel rtnd rtlso the soul 
as controlling prakrti or matter. The svrtbbavavadins believe in 
just the nature of things and do not rtdmit any other cause as 
guiding, or operr1,ting on, it. 

Vidhi-Vidhir vidhayakal,i- 'fi1at which enjoins, an 
injunction- N yayas-C1tra 2 .1.63. 

Arthavada - a statement that commends or denounces
'Stutir ninda parnkrtil,i pmakalpa ity arthavadal,i'-Nyayasutra. 
2.1.64. 

Anuvada-Bepetition of what is known from other sources; 
Vidhi-vihitasyanuvacanam anuvadal.1--Nyayas-C1tra 2.1.65. 

-x-x-. 
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3 

(1649) Soul-body-Is the soul identica,l with the body or different 
from it? That the soul and body are identical is a view of some 
of the Carvalms; it is known as 't3,jji vataccharirnvada' in early 
works. 

(1650) Vide a Carvaka s-cttra quoted in the 'l1attopaplava
si:ritha ( p. 1 )- Prthvy-ap-tejo-vayur iti tattvani; tat-samudaye 
sarirendriya vif:,aya-sarnjiia. Another Slltra of the Carvakas is 
'Tebhyas caitanyam'. For a refutation of this view of the Carvakas, 
see Nyayasiitra, pp. 301 ff; Nyayamni\jari, p. 437; Vyomavati 391; , -
Slokavarttika-Atmavada; Pramar;rn,-varttika, 1. 37 ff; Tattva-
sa11graha, ki. 1857-1964; Bra,hma,sfrtra Sai1kara Bb. 3. 3. 53; 
Af?tasahasri, p. GB ff; Prameyakamalarnarta:r;i<Ja, 110 ff; Nyaya
kumudacandra, pp. 341 ff; Syac1vaclarntna,ka,ra, pp. 1080 ff; 
Nyayavatara-varttika, pp. 45 ff, Dharmasai1graha:r;ii, ga 36 ff .. , 
Cf. also the Carvalrn siitra quoted in Bra,hma Sii. Sa11kara Bl1. 
3. 3. 53 'Tebhyas caitanya,m madak1,kti vad vijnanaril caitanya
visi$ta1;i kayal.1 puruf:,al,1 '. 

( 1657-63) Compa,re Prasastapadabhai;,ya, p. 60 and Nyaya
slitra 3. 1. 1-3, 19, 22, 25. 

( 1160) Compare for 'agamas copapattis ea', Yogadri?ti
samuccaya, 101. 

( 1661) Pratijiia is the statement of what is to be proved, 
'Parvato vahnirnan'- e. g. Mountain is fiery. Cf. Nyayasara-. 
'Pratipipadayif;la,ya pak$avacanam pratijna yatha sabdo'nityal;i ... 
tatra sadhyadharrna visi$~a~1 pak$at1 -Pratijna is the first member 
of a syllogisrh. It is the statement of the subject ( pak$a) with 
the desire of proving something in respect of it; e. g. word 
is non-eternal ( where ' word' is pak$a and non-eternality 
is the sadhya, to be proved. The argument of Vayubhiiti 
in this gatha is that the pratijna is yet to be proved, whereas 
the hetu ( lii1ga, mark of inference) must be an established fact. 
Therefore a part ( ekadesa) of the pratijria cannot be adduced as 
a hetu. 
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( iG71) Cf. 

Pr11tit::n!_la-vi11:1sJ hi bli{Lv:tn:trn bh:nasantatel.1; 
tathotpattel.1 sa hetutv,\d ftsr:1yo'yuktarn anyath:1. -

Prarnill).<tv{trttika l.G9. 

In this connection, tho well-known Buddbist stanza may 
be quote'.1-

Yasminneva lti santiinc {1hit:1, kan11av:tsarn1; 

phalarh tatraivft sftndhatte b\q1:tse raktat;\ yatha. 
See also Bodhicary,-wiLUHapaiijika, p. 472. 

The attack of the rival thinkers against the Buddhist system 
of thought is tlmt if tho point-instants ( svalakl3a!_l.ft) a,lone are 

real, memory, recognition, fruition of ka,rrna etc. woulc1 not be 

pJssible. This the Buddhists expbin on the basis of the 

stream ( rnntati) of point-instants being tlic }-;fttnc. 

( lC\7 °1) The Buddhists believe that one source of cognition 
( prama!_l-a) ca,n have one object only; for example, perception 
brings n,bout the cognition of specific particula,r ( sva,lakl3ar.rn,) 

·only and inference that of universal ( sii.mfrnya, ). Perception 

cannot cognise sitrnanya, nor ca,n inference cognise svalakt3al).a. 

_rrhe Buddhists are thus pramfil).a-vigrahc.vi1dins, as against others 

who a,re prarntL!_l.a-sarnplavavf1dins; in tbe vie,v of the latter, 

one source of cognition ( pra,rnitl).a) can have as object even 

·things eognise<l by other pramii,!_l.as. See 

Yifn1Ctti 1rn viju,\nam elrnm artlmd vayarh yatha; 
ekarn artha1h vijiinati na vijii.,i,nadvaya1i1 tath{t''. -

quoted in Fa,·va 1·tl1asiddlii (1.12). 

1<:~a1).ikal.1 sarvasa1i1ski"u:\l_1-8ee 

kt3nq.ikal.1 sarvasa1i1skar~11.1 asthi!'i"tJ.1,11i1 kutal.1 kriyi"t; 

bhf1tir yait3it1i1 kriyii, sai v:1 karalm1it saiva cocy::1te. 

-quoted in BoJhicaryavaUi·apa:iijil,i""t, p. 376. 

( 167(3) rratra pakt3rtl,1 prasiddho dlrnrrni- ~yayapravesa, 

p. 1. In the inferencr, Mountain is fiery, because it is smoky, 

rnountn,in is called. the pakt3n., subject of the inference-the 
minor term. It is also called 'clbarmin' the sub:-itrnte, the attribute 

(dbarma) viz. fire of which is to b3 proved (sa,dhya). 
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The paki:;,1, in any inference must be a vwll-known entity, its 
existen cc should in no crtse be don btf ul, otherwise notb in g could 
be dernoustrnted in connection with it. It is only the sii,dhya 
that is doubtfnl and therefore is to hG est[l,blished by inference. 

( 1G82) Comp[l,re :-
Ati<fftrftt samipyttd indriyaghCtU1n rnano'rrnvasth;-rn:-tt; 
saul(i:;myal vyavnidhiiuad abhihhav:1t samiin:-tbhihiirac ca.-

Srtiiikhya-karikit, 7. 

Note:- vVe have m this section a reference to different 
fallacies of the 1 ii1grt (mrtrk uf inference), e. g. flsiddha, (ina,d
rnissible, unrefll), vyabhica1 in or anrtikantikfl, (incouclusive). For 
fallacies of renson, see 'l'arlrnsr1i1gl'alm. See :dso Nyayasiirn-

'l\ttn1n iscitapn,k:3:vvrbti l' ;1,si de] lin,]_l; pa], :;\fL-Yi pak:3:1yo l' 8 va 
varta rnii, no v irnddlial.1; pal,;'3.t-frn p,1, l::13:t-v i pak'3·t vi:Lti r ann i htn ti k a l.t 
...... ; Srwyabhicit ·o' naikfrntilrnl.i -2\iyii,ya-sCttra. 

-X-X--

4 

Vyakt:1,-The name SneidnJttrt also is founc1 in the Digamlxtm 
tradition. See Hari va1i1 ~.L Pu r:°Ll).a, 3.4:2. 

'l'he purvr1-p;1,k:3in of tlw cliscnssion in this section is the 
1\Iaclhyamika B,Lllddlm. \Yhat th2 Buddhists rertlly rnermt by 
stinyn, was 'devoid of nny esrnnce of its own', 'devoid of self', 
'dependent upon another', 'rclati ve '. 'l1liiugs being momentary 
are produced anew by the causa,l :1.pparntns; this being, thn,t is; 
there is dependent o;-igiuation ( pratitya, - samntpadn, ). vVlrnt 
originates in depcrndence 011 :1,nothe1' is s,-rnya ( void). 'l1lio rival 
schools i nterpretecl tlrn doctrine of s,-rny:1, a,s Nihilism denying 
the existence of everything- which the Budc1liists did not intend 
to propound. \Vhat they \Y,1nted to dc'.ny was tlie basic entity 
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empirically described and understood. See S:uhyutta Nikaya, 
35.85, Boclhicaryavatarn p. 356; also 

8:1 yadi svabhavatal.1 sy:1cl bhavo na syat pratitya, samudbhutal.1; 
yas ea pratitya, bhavati graho nanu stmyata saiva. 67. 

yal.1 stmya,tam pratitya-sf1mutpadam rrn1dhyamam 
pratipadam eki1rtharn; 

nij,tgada pra:r:iamami ta,m a,prntimrrsambuddham iti. 7'2. 
- Vigrahavyavarta,111. 

We find the word used in the hter Upanif}acls also in connec
tion v;rith the absolute or qnalityless self which does not 
fall within the scope of any of the worldly categories, is devoid 
of phenomen:d attributes, but yet is existent. See Tejobindu 
Up. 3.27; 4.4:J; also Maitri Up. 3.5. 

( lG'.)0) 'l'hings of the worlcl are comparable to a dream:-
Compare: 

Drsyate jagati yaclyal yf1dyaj j:1gati vikf}yak; 
vartate ja,gati yaclyat s:1rvam rnithyeti niscinu. 55. 
idam prapaiiearh yat kincicl yacl yaj jagati vidyate; 
drsyar1"ipari1 ea drgrupruh sarvrtlh s:1swir:;a:r:iavat. 75. 
bhumirapo'nalo vayul.1 kham mano budclir eva ea; 
aha1hkaras ea tejas ea lokam bhuvana-mawJalam. 76. 

-Tejobindu Up. 5; rtlso 

Yatha maya yatha sv,1pno gandharva-na,ga:·arii yatha; 
tathotpadas t,1tha sthinrrrii tathf1 bhai1g:t uclahrtal.1. 

- Mulama:lhyamika Ef1rika. 7.34. 

phena pil)q.oparnaril r11 pa1i1 vedana buclbnclopama; 
maricisadrsi sarhjna sarhskaral_i kaclalinibhal_i. 

rnayopamarh ea vijiianam uktam adityabandhuna- quoted in 
Maclhyamilm-vrtti p. 41. 

Y:1thaiva ganc1h:1rvapuram rnaricika, 
yatlrni va miya supinarh y,1Lhaiva; 

svabhavas,-tnyi1 tu nimittabhavana, 
tathoprtman jarrntlrn sa,rvabhavan.-1\faclhyamika-vrtti, p. 17S. 
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vVe have a similar purva-pakf:\a in Nyaya-s1itra, 4.2.31-32-
Svapnavif;!ayabhimanavad ayam pramaI,lfl,prameyabhimana}:i; 
m~ya-gandh arvanagara-rnrgatrf;-1,1i ka vad va. 

(1692) Things are relative ( sapekf;la ), e. g. short-long. -
Yo'pekina sidhyate bhava}:i tarn evapekf:\ya sidhyati; 
yadi yo'pekf;\itavyaJ;i sa sidhyata1h karn apckf;\ya ka}:i. 
yo'pek$ya sidhyate bhaval_i so'siddho' pekf;\ate katbam, 
athapy apekf;\ate sidclhas tv apek$a'sya na vidyate. -

Mulamadhyamika Karika, 10.10-11. 

We have a similar purvapahf:1:t ( p:·ima-facie view) and its 
refutation in Nyaya-s11tra, 4.1. 39-40. 

See TejobindL1 Up. 5. 21--29 for similar atguments to 
prove the unreality of everything except Brahman. Not by them
selves, nor by others ... . .. . Also-

N a svato napi parato n:=t dvabhyarh na'py ahetutal_i, 
ntpanna jatu vidyrrnte bhaval.1 kvacana kerntna. 1.1. 
na svato jayate bhfwa}:i p1irato naiva jayate; 
na svata]:i paratas caiva ji'i,ya,te jiyate kutal.1. 21.13. -

M11lamadbyamilrn IGtrika. 

( 1694 )-Pro'.luced, non-pro'.luced ........ cannot be produced:
Utpadyarnii.nam utpado yac1i cotpadayaty ayam; 
utpaiayet tarn utpii.dam utpii.d,l\i katflmal:i puna9. 18. 
anya utpidflyaty en:uh yady utpado' l'rnvasthitil.1; 
athanutpa:fa utpannal.1 sruv;tm ntpadyate tatlia. 19. 
svatas ea tavad utpattir n.satas ea na yujyn.te; 
na satas cfLsatas ceti p1uvam ovopflpaditflrn. 20. -

M11lamadhyamilrn KfLrika., 7. 

(1695) Compare:-

Hetnpratyayasamagryam prbhflgbhave'pi madvaco na yadi) 
nann s1myatvaril siddlrnm bha van fLm asvabhfl. vata}:1-

Vigrahavya vartani, '21. 

hetos ea prntyayana1h ea, sfLmagrya jayate yadi; 
phalflm asti ea samagrya1h samagr·ya jayate lmtham. 1. 
hetos Cfl pratyayarnirh ea sarnagryft jayate Yfl,di; 
phalam nasti ea samagryarh samagrya jii.yate kfltham. 2. 
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IIetcs ea prn,tyayanitril ea si1nrngryam asti cet p1rnhnh; 

gr11yeta nanu sf1mn,grya1h sarnagryari1 ea na grhyate. 3. 

hetcs ea prn,tyayanalh ea s1\magryft1i1 ll~tsti eet plrnlam; 

heta,va1.1 pratyay:\s ea synr ahetnprn,tyayai1,1 sama1.1. 4. 
-1\fttlamadhyamilrn Ei\1·ikii,, 20. 

( 1702 )-Cornp1re :-Smrti-sn,i1lrnlpavn,c c1, s\·apnavii:;aya

bhirnanal.1-Nyfi,ya Su. 4.2 :-H all(l Hhf1,i:;yn, on it. 

( 170:} )-Dream - fbe Prnsa::;tn,pacla Bb:1,~ya, pp. Dl-;t 
( Kn,shi Sa 11sk l'i t Series). 

( 1705 (i) - Ryllogism of three members - pratijiia 

(thesis), hctn (reason), uclahara:r:ia ( ex,unple ). Syllogism of 

5 members - the above thi·e0 anl np1,nn,ya (application) and 

nigamana (conclusion). 

Pa,rvato vaJrnimiin-Mountain is fiery (prn,tijiiii,1; 

DlrCnnat- Beca,use it is smoky (hetu); 

Yatrn yatm clh-Cmns t:1,trn t:1trn, vn,hnir yatha mahfmase

"Whero there is smoke, there is fil'e, as in a kitchen (uclitharnr,rn); 
Vahni vyapyac11n-1mn,vf1n a yam ( parvata 1,1 )-This Mountain has 

smoke which is invariably concomita,nt with fire ( npa,11nya ); 
T[1sm{1,t tathii, (-parvato Yahnim,-tn )-Tlierefore the Mountain 

is fiery ( n iga11mna ). 

The rule of invariallle concomitance (vyii,pti) forms a pa:"t 

_ of the syllogis111- whiht1rnr:1a. 'l'be illustration can be eitl1er simi
lar or dissimilar, anr] n,ccorclingly tbe vyitpti is st:1,tecl positiYely 

or negatively. The above is an example of p:Jsitive yyapti 

(anvayin); the neg:ttive ( vyatirekin) being expressecl as follows 
- 'Yatt-a yatrn vabnyabhf1val.1 tatra tat: a dh1-m1abbaya]_1' or 

'yr1trn vahnit· 11ac;ti tat,·a <lhumc/pi rn'i.sti yathit sarnsi'-vVhere 

there is not fire, thel'e is not also smoke, as in a poncl. 

( 1710) Sarnantabhaclra has in his AptarnirnariJ~a (ht. 7:-3~7 :3), 
refuted the extreme Yiews that eYerythiug is relalivE, (sftpeki:;a), 

clepenclent upon others, and that everything is self-suflicient. 

( 171:3) Rvabhftva :-Agnir clalrnti nii,kai'.la1il ko'tra 

paryanuynjyatcun ........ 'l'he whole stan,..;a is as follo\vs ;-
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Idam evarh na vety etat kasya paryanuyojyatam; 
agnir dahati nakasa1h ko'tra paryanuynjyatam. 
-,- PramaI_lavartikalai'ikara, p. 43. 

( 1718) Vyavahitra and Niscaya (empirica,l ancl real stancl
points)-Acarya, I<nnda Kunda has distinguished between these. 
See his Niyanmsara, 11 ff and other works. For a discussion 

of these, see Nyiiiyiiivataratikavrtti, Introdnction, pp. 130 ff by 
Pt. Dalsnkh Mal vftnia. 

( 1737) The Nyayft-Vaisei;lika regards an atom as devoid 
of parts ( niravtLyava,) and indivisible. See Nyfi,ya Su. ( 4.'2.16) 
and Bha~ya of V:1itsyayana. The Buddhists find fault with this 
as they regard every atom as an aggregate of six units. If the 
six wern to occnpy the same space, everything in the world 

would be of the size of an atom. See 

"f:fatkena yugap1cl yogftt parnrnaI_J.ol.1 i;\a4-a.1h:'.i1ta; 
i;li1I_lI_l3i1ll sarniiinadesatvftt piI_lc}al.1 syacl a1:i.umatrakal.1.'' 

-Vijnaptimatrata-siddhi, ka. 1:2. For a rejoincler to this, see 

Y yom'1vati, p. 2:2G. 

DvyaI_J.uka--binary---According to the Nyaya VaiHef:lika, two 

atoms form a dvya1.rnka. As regards the composition of tryal)-uka, 
etc. thero is diffel'ence of opiniou, - according to some, three 
atoms form a tryftI_lnka, fom a caturnI_luka and so on; whereafl 

others believe that three dv_ptI_lukas make a tryaI_luka, four 

tryai:iukas a caturar:rnlrn and so on. 

l\ffirtair a:r.rnr aprndesal.1.. ...... - A similar starn:a is quoted 
m r:I.\tttvartlrn-bba<:,ya, 5.:2G. -

J{arai;iam eva tacl antyaril s11ki;lmo nityas ea bhavati paramanul.1; 
ekarasagandhavarI_lO dvisparsa}.1 karya[ii1gas Ca. 

(17 40) Non-perception of a thing cannot prove its non
being- rrhis is a stock argument of many darsanas, esp. the 
Buddhists. Compare Nyayabindu, pp. !59-f\0; also Prama,i:i-1-
vfLrttika, 2.85 ff; Tattvasal'1graha H:270 ff. 

( 1749) For al'guments provmg the existenc2 of vn,yu 

(ail'), see Vyomavati, p. 27'2. 

Hl 
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( 17 50) · The N yaya-Vaise~ikas argue that the quality 'sound' 
must have a substratum, and sound could not possibly be a 
quality of earth, water, fi.te, and air, and therefore there 
must be akasa to serve as the substratum of sound ( sabda ). 
See Vyoma vati, · p. 322. The Jainas do not regard EOund 
as a quality, so they infer the existence of akasa on the 
ground of the argument that the corporeal elements earth, 
etc. must have something to support them and akasa is such 
a supporting substance, and so on. 

(1759) Struck by a weapon-See Acarai1ga, 1 for a discussion 
as to which soul is struck by which weapon. 

(1765) :Five samitis and three gnptis-Jaina thinkers have 
suggested certain means for the stoppage (sa:thvara) of the inflow 
of new karmic matter u;nd also for the dispersion or dissociation 
(nirjara) of the accumulated karmic matter f rorn the soul. 
See "Asrava-nirodhnJ:i sa1hvarnl:i; sa gupti-samiti-dharmanuprekf)a
parii;!abajaya-cari trai\1; tap:tsa nirjara m; samyag -yoganigraho 
gupti}:i; iryabhai;laii;,a:r:iadfl.naniki;!epotsargfl.l;i. sarnitayal,1'' -
Tattvartha-1Su.tra IX 1-6. 

· The first condition for the stoppage (sarnvara) of inflow of 
karmic matter is the three-fold gupti, control of thought, speech 
and physical movements. This is aided by (i) the five-fold 
samiti (regulation of the five main activities for the maintenance 
of life; (ii) the ten-fold moral virtues (dharma), (iii) twelve-fold 
contemplation (11nuprcki;!a), (iv) patient endurance and conquest 
of the twenty- two afflictions (pari~a.hn.ja_ya) and (v) five-fold 
conduct ( caritra )*. 'I1he five-fold samiti consists in proper 
regulation and CR.re in wR.lking (samyag irya samiti), speaking 
( samyag bha~a samiti ), eating ( samyag e~u.I).a samiti ), 
lifting and laying things (samyag adana-niki;!epa samiti) and 
excretion (samyag utsarga samiti) so as to cause no injury 
to anything or anyone. Gupti rneans desisting from any evil 
activity or movement of thought, speech and body. 

*See Tattvartbasf1tra IX. 
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'l1he point at issue iu this section does not seem to represent 
the stand-point of any p:1rticubr school of thought. It might 
have been something :1bout ·which all were anxions to know. 
Under the pretent of the treatment of the similarity of this
worldly life to the other-worldly life, the relation of similarity 
of cause and effect is discussed. Even those who do not accept 
the view that the effect is latent in the cn,use, recognise the 
similarity of the cause and the effect; the Carva1rns would recognise 
sentiency as a dissimibr effect of the n,ggrngate of rnateri:1,l elements. 
The Sainkhya accepts everything as evol ring out of Prakrti and 
the Vedant:1 as evolving out of B:·ahmnin, irrespective of the later 
differentiation in respect of the gu:r:i.n,s or Miiyf1,. No system of 
thought has any objection to the effect being similar to the cause. 
Only those who do not believe that tbe effect is latent in the 
cause recognise dissimilar effects also. 

(1800) Nama (body-making) and gotra (status-determining) 
karman-See Introduction. 

-x-x-

6 

The Carvakn, is the only dn,rsann, (system of philosophy) that 
does not accept the concept of bondage and emancipation. All the 
other systems of philosophy believe that the soul must be liberated 
from its bondage or metempsychosis, and that mokt3a or libera.- . 
tion is or should be the go:1,l of all human effort. The 
Sarnkhya-Yoga is of the view that it is Pra,1q-ti, tlrnt is l)ound 
or liberated, because the soul is just an unatta,ched witness of the 
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clance of Prakrti, while other systems believe the bondage to be 
that of the soul. But this is a matter of interpretation, and the 
concept of bondr1ge and liberation is accept:1blo to it also. 

(1804) Sa ef:\a vigurp1]_1 ...... rl1his statement cannot be 
traced, but it has a Sa1ilkhya tinge. Uornpare-karrnadhyak$al_i 
sarvabh1\til,dhivii,sal_1 sR>kf:li cetfL kevalo nirgm:_ias ca-Svet. Up. G.11. 

(18:21-18:2:2) rrhis division of the souls into bhavya--those 
that are capable of being liberated, and abhavya-those tlrnt are 
not-is one for which no thoroughly rational explanation bas 
been given. Acarya Siddhasena recognises it as something that 
1s to be accepted on faith or on tho autbority of the scriptures. 

( 1827) If all the bhavy11 souls are cm::mcipatecl, there 
would be nn end to all sa1i1sara, mundane existence. \Vill such 
a situation ever a•·ise? The Jai1rns say it will not, as explained 
in the body of the text. rrhe same problem is attempted 
to be tackled in the Yogabha$ya, where it is sr1icl that this 
cannot be answered but one thing is certfl,in tlrnt the knsala 
(good, pure) fl,re emancipated, not so the akusala (impure); 
but it is not possible to say anything of the -world as a whole. 
There is quotation in the Bhasvati commentary of the Yoga
bhi'L$ya saying that there will never be an end to all mundane 
existence, as at the present. - 'Idanirn i va sarvatra natyanto
cchedal_1.' Bhasvati also r1uotcs 'Pu r:Q-::tsya pur:Q-am adaya 
purr.mm evavasi$yate' of the u panil3ads and also, 

'Ata evr1 hi vidvatsu rnucyamfme$u sanada; 
brahmaw}aji: valokanam ;inantritvad a:'.i-Cmyata' - to the same 

effect. See Yogabha$ya, 4.3:J. 

(1839) Is mok$a (emancipation) k:rtaka (caused or brought 
about)? vVe may note briefly the views of different darbnas 
in connection with this problem. The Buddhists regard everything 
as made, as composite (krt:1ka), except nirvlLI)-fl, and akasa (space). 
In the Milind,1panha, it is recorded that King Mili.nda once 
asked Nagaseua if there was anything that was not caused by 
action (bm11;1) or cause (hetu) or season (rtu). Nagasena replied 
that there were two things-akab mid nirvf1:Q-a that complied 
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with this conditi<m. But then naturally the question arises 
that if nirval).a is something uncansed, why did the Buddha 
give instructions regarding the path leading to libel'ation and 
also discuss its causes. rrrie answer is that to ren,lise something 
and to p:·odnce are two different things. The causes mentioned 
by the Buddha are for the realisation of rnok13n,, not for its 

origination. One can go to the HimaL1,yas, but one can never 
by the same effort tfLke them elsewhere. One can go to the 

other bank of a river with the help of a boat, but can never 
bring the other bank physically to himself. Similarly, Lord 
Buddha can give instruction rega,rcling the path leacling to the 
realisation of rnokf:\fl, but can never point out the causes 
bringing about mok13:1, bernuse mo1'1311 or nirval).:1 is something 
uncaused, it cannot bG brought about. Nirval).fl·, in fact, does 
not fall within any of the catego;ies of empirical thought, still 
it i:; not non-3xistent ac; it is the object of rnent::d- ra,ther, 

trnnscen:1ontal- cognition, it can be cognisecl by the undefiled, 
pure Mind. See Milind·i,paiiha. 4. 7. l '2-15. 

Bven in the Vedanta, rnok:m has only to be realised, for 
it is eternally p:'esent. rrhe ignorance regarcling tbe nature of 

the pure, un1.efiled soul has only to be disp>2lled for the realisation 
of its true nature which is eternally existent. 1'he path of 
rnok13,1, pointed out con,:;ists not of originating (utpaclaka) 
factors but of jnapak;1, .(cognitive) ones that only sl10w the 
facts rLs they are. All tbe Brahm;1,I).ic;1,l systems of philosophy 

regarc1. tlrn soul as eternally unclrnnging anc1 pure, ancl rnok~a 
as nncausecl. f_l'he Bhi't~,ta school of thought alone specifically 

regards the soul as capn,ble of evolution, and consequently 
r0cognises change or rno'."lific;1,tion in it. The Buou\iists regiwcl 
citt;1 as naturally luminous and the impurities as adventitious 

( Prnbhawarnm idarh cittarn prnkrtya "gantavo m[tlal,i -

Pramaw1-varttika, 1. 210). 

The Jainas rega,·d mokf:\[t as both krtaka (caused) ancl 

akrtalrn (uncausecl, natural) from different points of view. It 
is krtalrn from the point of view of rnoclec;, as it gets rid of 

impurities and attains a state of perfection, but from the point 
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of view of the basic substance there is no cha.nge in it and so it 
is nncaused. The soul is existent from time beginningless, it 
wais never brought about. 

(1841) Saugata-The Btuldhists of the }\fabayana school 
believe that the Buddha-the Sngatfli returns to his mundane life 
repeatedly for the good of the crcaturns of tho world. Compare 
the theory of A v.1,tftra ( focarn:1tion) in the Bhagavad Gita 
and in Vaif;!qavisrn. 

(1844) 'l1lie emancip:1,tod ped8et soul is stationed in the 
uppermost pfl,tt of tlie lok1 (c::ismo.s). In the Sa,1hkhya, Nyaya
Vaise~ilm and. 8ai1lrnra schools of thought, the soul is all-pervading 
so there is no possibility of tll8 enmncipa,ted soul moving to 
another place, only its connection with tho body, etc. is cut 
off. 'I.1he theistic schools of thought bcdieyo that the ern::mcipated 
soul (which is atomic) goes to the worlc1 of Vi~I).n (or of the 
Goel recognised by them). The Dw1dliists of the Hinayana <lo 
not recognise any place to which the ernancipated go. See 
Milinda-panha, 4. 8. ~3, but those of the l\fahayana believe 
that there are places liko Tu~ita Heaven, Sukhavati Heaven 
where the Buddha resides and from which he returns to the 
world assuming the nirmaI).akaya. 

Laii ya-This is Gath a !J57 of the A vasyaka Niryukti. 

(184G-4G) Son! is active. Those who regard the soul as 
vibhu, ubiquitous and kfrtastha, eternally unchanging, do not 
recognise any activity on the p'.1rt of the soul. But in the 
J:.1ina view the soul is capable of expansion and contraction 
and so it is quite corniistent to ::1ecept activity of the form of 
movement in the soul. 

(1847) Effort-The Nyaya-Vaisc$ik;i, believes that effort 
(prnyatna) is an attribute of the soul, and being a quality it 
is different from karman or kriya (activity). 

(1848) Nityam sattvam - 'l1his is p:1rt of a karika m 
Dharmakirti's Prama:q.avarttika -

Nityarh sattvam asattva1il vii hetor anyanapak$i1I).at; 
apJkf;,i'Ltas ea bbavanfLm ka::lacitkasya smnbhaval,1 (3.34). 

-x-x-
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7 

All the schools of thought except the Carvakas recognise 
the existence of gods. Bee Introduction. 

(1869-79) The gods can be directly perceived- This 
statement also has in a wrty to be taken on faith and the 
authority cf the scriptures. vVe find in ertrly wol'ks the tendency 
to identify the sun, moon, etc. with the power supposed to 
preside over them, thongh we find pasRages where a clear 
distinction is drawn between the two, and the thinker wants 
to know the tnrn natnre of the presiding power as against the 
outward appe::1,rance. 

Gods-See rrattvartha-sutrn, IV 

Devas caturI).ikaya]:i (1)-Celestial beings are of four groups 
or cla'lses-bhrt vanrtvasi (residential), vyrtntara ( peri p1tetic ), 
jyoti[;llm (stellar), vrtirnanilm ( hertvenly ). 

Bhava1rn vasino' snra-naga-vidyut-su parI).agni-va trt-stani todadhi
d vi pa-dik-k urnara}:i (10) 
Vyantaral,1 kinnara-kirnpnrni;\a-mahoragrt-gandhrtrva-yakf;la,
rak[;Jasa-bhiita-pisacaJ.1 (11) 
J yoti[;Jka}:i s11ryacrtndmrnasa,u graha-nak!;latra-prakirI).aka-tiirakas 
ea (1'2)-

( The sub-classes of stellars are sun, moon, planets, constellations, 
scattered stars). 
Meru-prnda k!;liI).a nityagatayo nrloke(B); tn,tkrtal,1 ka la vibbagal,1(14); 
bahir a,vastbitfiJ.1 (15). 
[In the human region (i. e. the 2t dvjpas), tbe stellars 
eternally move round their respective 1\fonnt 1\Iern. Divisions 
of time are caused by these movements of the stellars. The 
stellars outside the '2! dvipas are fixed]. 

Vaimanikal,1 (16); 1ml popflpannal:i kalpf1titas ea (17)-
( The heavenly beings are of two kinds-kalpopapanna, born in 
the 1G heavens, and kalpatit:1, botn beyond the 16 heavens). 

(1869-70) Even in Buddhist works we find the belief that 
gods come down to tbe human world. See Kathavatthu, 4. 7. 
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8 

All the schools of thought, except the scoool of the Carvakas 
admit the existence of naralms (denizens of bell). 

(1892) Sensuous perception is, n,s n, matter fact, not direct 
perception-The ,Ja,inas are the only philosopbers who believe that 
the soul's perception is the only pratyakf:1rt (direct apprehension), 
sensuous perception being, as a matter of fact, indirect. In their view 
'itkf3a' de11otcs the soul, and therefore the soul's perception alone 
is prntyak9a in the literal sense of the term. Other systems of 
thought take 'akf3'1i' as denoting sense-orga11, n,nd tlms for them 
pratyakf3rt is semmous perception which for the Jainas is 
parokf:,,'1i (indirect knowledge). To keep n,breast with the times 
and on the sam3 phne of thought n,s the others the J n,inas 
n,lso called sensuous 1~erception pratyak~a, but qualified it as 
sarn vyavaharika (empirical). Sensuous perception-salll vyava,harika 
pratyakf3a. 

(18D7) Avadhi, manal:i-paryaya, kevala-jiiana-
1\ia,ti-srntftvadhi-man:1}:lparyn,ya-kevalani jiianam (H)-Knowledge 
is of five kinds-mati (sensuous knoyvJedge), srutn, (scriptural 
knowledge), av11dhi (visual intuition), mana}:t-paryaya (intuition 
of mental modes), kevn,la ( perfect know ledge-- omniscience). 
Tn,t-prami"u:i.e; fi,c1ye pttrok~am; pratyakf3am anyat ( 10-12 )
T,tttvartba-:.;11tra, I-1\fati rLnd sruta are inoirect or mediate 
cognition (p:Lrok~11.) and the other three-n,vadhi, nmnal.1-paryaya 
and kevala, a,re direct or irnrnedi:1te intuition (pratyal(~a). For 
details see 'l'attvartha-s11tra, 1 and Strnlies in Jaina Philosophy, 
Oh. 11-Nathmal 11:1tia (Jain Cultural Research Society, Benares, 
5, 1951). 

-x-x-
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Of the different alternatives discussed here, the view of 
Svabhavavaaa and the view accepting papa and pur:iya as 
distinct are well-known; but' it cannot be said as to whose the 
views recognising the existence of papa alone, or of pur:iya 
alone, or of their mixture are. It may be that all possible 
alternatives are discussed here, without any reference to the 
schools to which they belong. We may note in passing 
that Ma~hara has in his introduction to karika 13 of Samkhya
karikii raised a problem simil.H to the pfirvap:ikl:1'1 here, viz. 
Why are sattva, raj1s and tamas recognised as three different 
gup.as, why cannot only one gu1,1a be admitted ? 

(1935) Yoga-activity of mind, speech or body. Of. "kayavai1-
manal;ikarma yogal_i; sa asrava~1. -Tattvartha 8ft. 6. 1-2.-Yoga 
is the channel of asrava (inflow of karmic matter into the 
soul). 

Mitbyatva (puversity ·of attitude), etc ..... Of. Mithyadllrs ma
virati-pramada-ka~aya-yogfL bandbabetava}:i-Tattvartba Su 8.1-
Mithyaaarsam, (wrong belief), non-abstinence, spiritual inertia,, 
passion, and yoga ( activity of mind, .speech and body) are 
the causes of bondage. 

Mitbyatva-perverse attitude, wrong belief. It may be of 
the nature of ekanta ( one-sided view of a thing of many 
aspects), viparita (perverse belief, e.g. animal sacrificees lead to 
heaven), s11hs1ya (doubt, scepticism), vinaya (credulity, taking 
all religious and views to be eq.ually worthy of pursuit), ajiiana 
(wrong bf lief caused hy ignoranCE', incliscrimnation of good and bad). 
Pujyapada Devanandin also notice3 a two-fold cla,sification of 
mitbyadarbna - (i) naisnirgika (inborn) and (ii) paropadess.
pftrvaka, acquirecl from instructions by others. There are four 
varieties of th<i latter according as it belongs to a kriya-vadin 
(believer in moral and spiritual action), akriya vadin (non
believer in mornl and spiritual action), ajiianin (agnostic) or 
vainayika ( crcd n lous person). 
82 
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Mithyadarsana n,ay be abhigrhita (obstinately held) and 
n,nabhigrhita (lightly held). See 'l'attvartha Su. Bhat;1ya 8. 1; 
8:Hvartha-siddhi of P-C1jyapada Devanandi on Tattvartha Su. 
8. 1; also Siddhasenagary.in's comm?ntary on it and Samayasara, 
96. 

Por a clear exposition in English see Studies in Jaina 
Philosophy, pp. 144ff - Dr. Natbmal Tatia. 

It mn,y be noted thn,t mithyadarsana lies at the root of all 
evils an 1 whatever misery there is in the life of a soul is 
ultimately due to it (si:uhsarnm-Ctla-biam miccbattam -Bhatta
pariI_1I_11,ya, 4..1'5:J) though yogq, may, as pointed out by Maladhari 
Hemacandra, be the immediate antecedent of karma-bondage. 

A virati- non-abstinence from sinful behaviour e.g. injury, 
falsehood etc .. It is of twelve kinds-lack of compassion for six 
classes of embodied souls, and lack of restraint of five senses 
and mind. 

Piamada-carelessness, spiritual inertia, not being mindful 
of what is to be done or not done. 

Kaf;,aya-passions-anger, pride, deceit, greed. 

(1936) Adhyavasaya, the gooi or b:1d modifications-motives 
intentions-of the soul. 

LEsya-colora,tion. See Studies in J aina Philosophy, p. 253 
foot-note-Dr. Nathmal Tc1,tia-"Lesya is a transformation of 
the soul, dependent upon the activity of the mincl. There is 
lesya so long as there is association of the soul with the mind. 
The soul has infinite-fold transformations due to the infinite
fold activities of the mind associated with it. But these 
transfomiations are classified for the sake of convenience into 
six main types which are known as krf:lI.l-a (black) lesya) nila 
(blue) lesya, kapota (grey) lesya, tejo (yellow) lesya, padma 
(pink) lesyi1 and sukla (white) lesyf1. r11hey are thus nothing 
but the states d the soul brought about by the various 
conditions of the mind". Cf. 

"Lisyante iti lesyal.1, rnanoyogavai:\tambhajanita-pariI_lamal:i ... 
anekatYe'pi parir:iamasya paristh-C1ra-katipayabheaakathanam eva 
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sujnanatvat kriyate, na tvascf:lap:1,rir:iama-bhedf1khyi"111am 
asakyatvat-

Tattvartha Sutrn Bbaf;lya rfiki:"1, '2. 7. 

See also the Doctrine of Karman m Jaina Philosophy by 
Dr. H. Von Glasenapp. 

'.I1he lesyas from krf:\I).3i to kapota are a snbha (inauspicious) 
and those from tejas to snkla am snb}rn (auspicious). 

Dhyana-concentration, meditation. See 
Uttamasa1hhananasyaikagracintanirodho dhyanam antarmuhurtat 
('27), arta-raudra-duarmya-suklani (28), pare mokf;labetu ('29) 
-Dhyana is confining one's thought to one object. In a man 
with the best constitution (of bones, etc.) it lasts at the most 
up to one antarmuh"Cirta(p3riod less then forty-eight minutes). 
It is of four kind3 - (i) artadhyana - mournful or painful 
concentration, (ii) ruclra or cruel, (iii) dh,i,rma, righteous, 
(iv) suk1a, pure concentration, i. e. concentra 1,ion on lhe sou1• 

'.I.1he last two are the causes of liberation. 

Artadhyana is four-fold-(i) On attainment of an unpleasing 
object, repeatedly thinking of getti11g dissociated from it or rid 
of it (artam amanojiiasya samprnyoge tadviprayogaya smrti
samanvabaral,1-Ibid, 30); 
(ii) repeatedly thinking of reunion with a pleasing object on 
being separated from it ( viparitam manojiia,.ya - Ibid, 81); 
(iii) on being afflicted by disease or any other source of pain 
and anxiety, repeatedly thinking of becoming free from it 
(vedanayas ea - Ibid, 3'2); (iv) on being over-anxious to enjoy 
worldly objects and not getting them in this world, repeatedly 
thinking of gaining them (nidana:rb. ea-Ibid, 33). 

Raudra dbyana is four kinds - (i) delight in hurtfulness, 
(ii) delight in falsehoods, (iii) delight in theft, (iv) delight in 
preservation of objects of sense-enjoyments (hi1nsa'nrta-steya
viE_;ayasainrakf:lar:iebhyo raudram aviratadesaviratayol.1-Ibid, 35). 
Dharma-dhyana is of four kinds - Contemplation (i) of the 
principles taken on the authority of the scripture as being the 
teachings of the Arhats, (ii) as to how the universal wrong 
faith, knowledge and conduct of people can be removed, 
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(iii) of the fruition of the eight kinds of k:1rm:111, (iv) of the nature 
and constitution of the universe (aj-iiC1paya-vipaka-s'11ilsthana
vicayaya dharmyarn-Ibid, 36). 

, 
Sukla-dhyaoa · also is of four kinds, the first two kinds being 

possible only for saints possessed of a knowledge of the 14 Pt1rvas 
and the last two kinds are peculiar to the man of perfect 
knowleage (kevalin) (sukle caaye P11rvavidal.1; pare kevalinal:i
Ibid, 37-38). 

The four kinds of sukladhyana are ( i) absorption in 
meditation of the self, but unconsciously allowing its different 
modes to replace one anothel', (ii) absorp~ion in one aspect 
of the self, without changing the pal'ticulal' aspect concentrated 
upon; (iii) the very fine vibratory movements in the soul, even 
when it is deeply absorbed in itself, in a kevalin; (iv) total 
absorption of the soul in itself, steaay and undisturbably fixed 
without any motion or vibration whatsoever. 
(Prthaktvaikatva-vitarka-suk~makriya-pratipativyuparata -kriya
nivartini-Ibid, 39). 
See Tattvarthasutra 9. '27ff and commentaries. 

(1938) Mohaniya karma of a mixed nature 
Mobaniya ( deluding karman) is of two kinds-darsana 

mohaniya (right-belief deluding) and c aritra-mohaniya ( right
conduct deluding). Darsana-mohaniya is of three kinds-rnithyatva 
(wrong belief which does not allow a person to have a correct 
knowledge of the nature of things), samyag-mitbyatva (mixed 
wrong and right belief wherein there is wavering knowledge as 
to the nature of things), samyaktva-mohaniya ( right belief 
clouded by slight wrong belief). See Tattvartha-sutra, 8. 9. 

(1939) Sa11krama- rrransformation of one karman into 
another. 'I1ransformation is a process by which the soul trans
forms the nature, the duration, the intensity and the numerical 
strength of one kind of karmic matter into those of another 
kind which it is binding at that time by means of the mani
festation of a particular kind of potency. 
Sa1i.kramyante' nyakarmarupataya vyavasthitfd.1 prakrti-sthitya
nubhaga-pradesa anyakarmarupataya vyavasthapyante yena tat 
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sai1krama1.1am--Karmaprakrti (HJ37), Bandhana-karar:i.a, p. rn (1). 
By this process the soul either deposits a formerly bound 
karman into one which it is binding at the time and then trans
forms it into the latter, or of the many kinds of karmic sub-types 
that it is binding one karmic sub-type is transformed into 
another [ Badhyama,nasu pralqtiE;,u madhye abadhyamana
prakrtidalikam prakE;,ipya badhyamana-pralqtiriipataya yat tasya 
pari1.1amarra1h, yac ea va badhyarnananam prakrtinam dalika
riipasyetaretaranipataya pari1.1amanam tat sarva1h sai1kramaI).am 
ity ucyate-Karmaprakrti p. 1 (2)]. In the case of the three 
sub-types · of the darsana-rnohaniya (belief-deluding) karman, 
however, transformation is possible even in the absence of 
bondage. A person of right belief (sarnyag-drE;>~i) transforms the 
perversity-producing (mithyatva) karman int•) the two karmans 
that produce respectively right-cum-wrong belief ( samyag
mithya~va) and right-belief (samyaktva), even though the latter 
two are not bound_ Similarly he transforms the karma that 
produces right-curn-,vrong belief into one that produces right 
belief. It m1y b3 stressed again here that samyagmitbyatva 
and samyaktva are only the two particular states of purity of 
the mithyatva-pudgala (i.e. the karmic matter producing 
perversity). The soul can bind only the karman tbat produces 
perversity (mithyatva). It does not bind t,he karman producing 
sarnyag-mitbyfttva, or the karman producing rnmyaktva., 
but only purifies the mithyatva-karma,n into samyag-mithyatva 
and samyaktva. [ Se.:i Karmaprakrb, p. 2 (2) ]. 

It is to be noted, as Dr. Tatia has drawn our attention, 
that a person of perverted belief (mithya-drE;>~i) cannot transform 
his perversion-karman (mithyatva) into the karman that produces 
right-cum-wrong belief or into one that produces right belief, 
n•)r can a person of right belief transform his karma producing 
right belief into one that produces right-cum-wrong belief or 
wrong belief [ Ibid, p. 3 (2) ].* 

*See 'Studies in Jaina Philosophy', pp. 255-7-Dr. Nathmal 
Tatia. We are highly indebted to Dr. Ta,tia's lucid exposition 
of the states and processes of karman in his book. 
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(1930) Dhruvabandhini prakrt;i is that karmic matter which 
is invariably bound when the conditions of bondage are present; 
while adhruvabandhini is that which ma,y or may not be bound 
even when the conditions of bondage are present. 

47-fold Dhruvabandhini prnkrti- (1-5) Jnanavarn:r;i.iya-viz. 
matisruta-, avadhi-, mana}:t-paryaya-1 kevaht-jnanavara:r;i.iya (know
ledgeobscuring) lrnrmans; (G-14) 9 darsanavara:r;i.iya-cakf:,ur-, acak
EJUr-, a vadhi-, kevala-darsa,n a vara:r;ii ya (undifferentiated-cognition
obscurin g) karmans and nidrakarman, nidri°1nidrakarman, pracala
karman, pracalapracala-karman, styi1nagrddhi; ( 15-30) 16 
kaf;\ayas ( caritramohaniya lrnrman )-The p::u,sions are krodha 
(anger), mana (pride) maya (deceitfulmss), lobha (greed). Each 
of these is four-fold according to the intensity of manifestation
(a) anantanubandhin-of life-long duration, (b) apri'Ltyakhyana
vara:r;i.a-obscuring the energy for even partial abstinence, (c) pratya
khyanavara:r;ia-obscuring only the er,ergy for complete abstinence, 
(d) samjva.lana-flaming up and effective only occasionally; 
(31) mithyatva (darsana-mohaniya); (32-33) bhaya (fear), jugupE;ia 
(disgust)-two no-kaE;iayas (quasi-passions), (34-42) taijasa (giving 
fiery body), karma:r;ia (giving karmic bo3y ), var:r;ia (colour-giving), 
rasa (taste-giving), sparsa (touch-giving), aguru-laghu (making 
a being neither heavy nor light), up'.1igbata (causing annihilation), 
nirma:r;i.a (causing the right formation of the l::ody)-these are 
different types of nama-lmrman; (43-17) 5 antaraya-dana-, labha-, 
bhoga-, up1bhoga-, virya-antaraya (energy-obscuring) karmans. 

These can be continually transformed into sub-types of their 
own basic type.* 

The remaining sub-types of the dtfferent karmans are 
adhruvabandhini and their transformation even into sub-types 
of their own basic karman is restticted inasmuch as only the 
unbound karman (that is to say that which is to be bound) 
can be transformed into that which is already bound, but that 
which is already bound cannot be transformed into the 
unbound. 

*See The Doctrine of Karman, pp. 5-10- Dr. Glasenapp 
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(1941) Oil-This is a very popular example with the J ainas 
even from the time of the early canonical literature. 

Karrna-vargal_la (karma-groups). "The Jainas conceive an 
infinite number of grnups called vargal_las, of atoms. The first 
vargaI).a is conceived to contain only such atoms as remain 
alone and solitary and have not formed composite bodies with 
others. The second group contains composites of two atoms. 
The third group contains composites of three atoms. And so on. 
By this process, we arriva at a group which contains composites 
of an infinite numbl:'r of atoms which is fit for the making up 
of the auaf1rika (gross) body such as of men and animals. This 
group is followed by an infinite number of groups which are 
all competent for making the stuff of audarika body. Then 
follows a numb:ir of gr'oups which are incompetent for any 
kind of body. AgRiin, by the rnme process we reach an infinite 
number of groups which are competent to form the stuff of 
the vaikriya (subtle) body such as of celestial beings. And by 
following the same process as above, another infinite number 
of groups are reached which are capable of forming the stuff 
of ftharnka body rnch as of an ascetic having special powers. 
Similarly by repeating the same process we obtain groups which 
are competent for taij isa (luminous) body, bha~a (speech), 
anapana (re::-piration), manas (mind) n,nd karman. It is to be 
noticed in this connection that a composite body of the group 
that follows consists of greater number of atoms but occupies 
less space in comparison with n, composite body of the group 
that precedes. Thus a composite body of the karma-·rnrgaI).a 
consists of more atoms but occupies less space in comparison 
with a composite body of manovargaI_la, which, again, consists 
of more atoms but occupies less space in comparison with a 
compo13ite body of tbe itnapana-vargaI).a. And so on. [ See 
Avasyaka Niryukti, 39. Also see Vis2~avasyaka Bha~ya, 631-637 
and the Brhadvrtti.]"-Studies in Jaina Philosophy, p. 65-
Dr. Nathmal Tatia. 

U pasamasreI).i-Path of subsidence :- For the final 
consummation the soul has to remove the :five conditions of 
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bondage, viz. mithyatva ( pervernity ), a virati (non-abstinence), 
pramada ( spiritual inertia), kaf;laya (passions), and yoga ( activities 
of body, speech and mind). The most important activity for 
spiritual progress is the subduing of the passions. This is possible 
by the repetition of the three-fold processes of yathftpravrttakarar:i-a, 
apiirvakaral).a and anivrttikra:ip1. Yathapravrttakaral)a is the 
impulse from within to realise the good whose vision, though 
indistinct, the soul sometimes bas in the course of its wanderings. 
It is a kind of manifestation of energy and is not always effective 
and consequenLly does not invariably lead to spiritun,l n.dvn,ncement. 
But if the impulse is strong enough to cut the tie of riiga (like", 
attachment) and dvef3'1 (dislikes, repulsion), the soul is succesEiful 
in the struggle and is bound to be Iiber:1ted within a limited time. 
The struggle consists in the two-fold procEsses known as 
apurvakaral).3' n,nd anivrttikarar:i-a. By the yatbftpravrttakarar:i-a 
the soul is confronted with the con0en trated force of the 
passions and the other two enable the soul to overpower 
and transcend the force. 'J1be force of the passions is 
beginningless, but the soul is feelingly conscious of it only on 
some occasions. This consciousne"ls is the work of the pro<'ess 
called yathapravrttakarar:ia. During this process the Fonl undergoes 
progressive purification every instant and binds karmic matter 
of appreciably less duration. Again there is increarn in the 
intensity of the bondage of auspicious karmans along with decrrnse 
in the intensity of the bondage of inauspicious karmans. As a 
result of this the soul gets an indistinct vision of the ultimate 
goal. It is only the souls having the necessary ener@y who can 
overcome the force of passions. The souls manifest such energy 
by the two processes of aptirvakarar:i-a n,nd ani vrttikaral).!1 at the 
end of which the soul develops such spiritual strength as is 
destined to lead it to the goal of emancipation. The duration 
and intensity of the karmans which were considerably reduced 
in the process of yathapravrttakarar:i;~+ are further reduced in the 
apurvakarar:i-a during which the soul passes through such states as 

* The kara:r;ias are spiritual impulses that goad tbe soul to 
realise its ultimate goal, emancipation. 
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it never experienced bafore ( apurva ). During the process of 
apurvakarai;ia, the duration and intenisty of the bondage of 
new karmans as well as the accumulated is considerably 
affected. This is rendered possible by four sub-processes which 
begin simultaneously from the very first instant of the main 
process: (i) sthitighata, destruction of duration, (ii) rasaghata, 
destruction of intensity, (iii) construction of a complex eeries 
(gu:r:iasrei;ti) of the groups of karmic atoms, arranged in geome
trical progression with an incalculable common ratio, transplanted · 
from the mass of karmic matter that would have come to rise 
after an antarmuh1-1rta, for the sake of their premature 
exhaustion by fruition, (iv) aplirvasthitibandha, an unprecedented 
type of bondage of small duration whose length is much smaller 
than that of the duration hitherto bound. The soul undergoes 
yet another sub-process, viz. gui;ia-sai1krama ( transference of 
karmic matter) by which a portion of the karmic matter of 
the inauspicious types of karman is transferred to some other 
types of karman. The mass of karmic matter thus trnnsferred 
increases every moment until the end of the ap1-1rvakarar,i.q, 
process when the knot (of rfLga and d ve!:la,) is cut, never to 
appear again. 

The third proce.ss of a ni vrbtikara:r:i 1. leads the soul to the 
verge of the dawn of the first enlightenment that comes like 
a flash on account of the absolute subsidence of the karmic 
matter of the vi:'lion-:leluding ( mithyatva-mohaniya) karman. 
The soul undergoes the same five sub-processes, as are described 
in the process of anivrttikarai;ta. There also occurs a new 
process called antarakara:r:i~ whereby the soul divides into two 
parts the karmic matter of the mithyi"l,tva-mobaniya karman 
that was to rise after the anivrttikara:r:iai. The first of the two 
parts the soul forces into rise during the last few instants of 
anivrttikara:i:ia, while the rise of the second part is postponed 
for an antarmnh(irta during which no fotrmic matter of the 
mithyatva-mohaniya karman is allowed to rise and produce 
it3 effect on the soul. Thus n.t the eni of th9 proces3 of 
anivrttikarai:1<1, the mithyi"l,tva-mohaniya k~rman has no effoct 

33 
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on the soul for an antarmuhC1rta (a period less than forty-eight 
minutes). This is its first viPion, its first enlightenment which 
is tempo'.·ary and disappears within a very short time. The 
soul now attempts to recapture the vision and make it a 
perm1nent possession. 'rhe processes the soul bas to undergo 
for this are quite analogous to the precesses already described 
with slight vaJiations. The processes are related to the removal 
of the five conditions of bondage-mithyatva, etc.. The most 
important activity for spiritual progress, however, is the 
subduing of the passions which is possible only by the repetition 
of the three-fold processes of yathiipravrbtakaraI).a, apurvakaraI,1a 
and anivrttikarar.ia. 'rhrere are now two ways open for the 
soul. It may climb up the spiritual ladder by suppressing the 
passions or it ma,y climb it up by totally annihilating them. 
The former mode of spiritual progress is known as upaRamaRrer.ii 
(ladder of subsidence) and the latter as k~apakasrer.ii (ladder of 
annihilation). 

'\Vhile climhing up the ladder of subsidenc€', the soul 
suppresses, by the thrt:E.-fold piocesses of yathapravrttakarnr.ia, etc. 
the four lifs-long (anantanuband}:iin-first type) passions at the 
cutset and then the three vision-deluding karman!'l. The rnul then 
attains such purification a~ enables it to rise from spiritual 
inertia. But the progress is not stea-:Jy. It fluctuat€s a hundred 
time, between the etate of spiritual vigour and the state of 
spiritual inertia before it r@aches the state of steady progress 
through the repetition of the three processes and begins the 
gradual suppro2sicn of the following sub-types of the conduct-

. deluding (caritra-mohaniya) karman-the ·nine quasi-passions 
( laughter, addiction, dissatisfaction, bewailing, fear, disgust, 
hankering after women, hankering after men and hankering after 
both the sexes); the second (apratyakhyanavarar.ia-obscuring 
the energy for even partial abstinence), the third ( pratyakhyana
varar.ia, obscuring only the energy for complete abstinence) and 
the fourth ( sarhjvalana, fickle and meagre and effective only 
occasionally) types of anger, of pride, of deceit and the second 
and third types of greed. Then the soul suppresses the fourth 
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type of greed and attains a state where all the twenty-eight 
sub-types of the deluding karman are completely suppr2sse:l. 
The soul's minimum stay at this stage of absolute sup 1ression 
of the deluding karman is for one instant and the maximum 
for an antarmuhr1rta. After this stay the soul invariably falls 
down to the lower stages on the rise of the suppressed passions. 
The stronger the rise of the passions, the lower is the fall. A 
soul can climb up this ladder of subsidence only twice in the. 
same life. But the soul which has climbed up the ladder twice 
cannot climb up the ladder of annihilation in that life and so 
cannot attain emancipation in the same life. The soul which 
has climbed up the ladder of subsidence only once has the 
chance of climbing up the ladder of annihilation and thus 
attaining final emancipation in that very life. 

The ladder of annihilation ( k~ipakasrel).i) also is climbed 
up in almost the same way. Only the souls encased in a strong 
body can climb up this ladder. By tbe three processes the soul 
annihilates at the outset the four life-long ( anantfrnubandhin) 
passions. Then the three sub-types of the vision-deluding karman 
are annihilated. If the individual dies at this stage it has to 
experience three or four more births before it attains emancipation. 
Otherwise, the soul proceeds further for the gradual annihilation, 
by means of the threefold processee, of the second and third 
type of passions, the nine quasi-passions, and the fourth type 
of anger, pride and deceit. Then last of all the soul annihilates 
the fourth type of greed and attains a state where all the sub
types of tbe deluding karman have been annihilated. This is the 
summit of the ladder of annihilation. The soul is now free from 
passions and immediately attains omni:icience and reaches a stage 
which is known as the state of embodied freedom (jivanmukti). 

[See Karmaprakrbi with Ci\rni and the commentaries of 
Malayagiri and Upadhyaya Yasovijaya ( 193 7)-U pasamana,karal).a; 
also Studies in Jaina Philosophy, pp. '26D-276 by Dr. Natbmal 
Tatia. T..N e are very much indebted to Dr. Ta tia's exposition.] 

Rasavibbaga -The lowest degree of fruition of karma is 
known as rnsavibhaga. It serves as a unit to measure the other 
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graded kinds of fruitions of karma (See comm. 1943, pp. 1D'2, 
I. 17). 

(HHG)-46 PuI).ya types:-(t) Satvedaniya(causing a feeling 
of pleasu1 e ), ('2) uccagotra ( bestowing high lineage), (3-5) ayu 
(conferring a quantum of life) as deva (gods), manuf;\ya (human 
beings), tiryak (lower beings); (G-42) 37 sub-types of nama
karma - conferring devagati ( celestial state), manuf;lyagati 
( human state), devanupurvi, manuf;\ya-anup-Cuvi (-anupurvi 
causes that the jiva,, when one existence is over, goes from 
the place of death in the proper direction to the place of his 
new birth according to the four states of existence as god, etc.), 
paiicendriyajati (birth as a b2ing with five senses), audarikasarira 
(gros-1, physical body), vaikriy::isarira ( subtle body), aharaka 
( translocation body), taijasa sarira ( fiery body) and karmaI).a 
S'.1rira ( karmic body); three ai1gopa11ga nama karmans causing 
.the origin of the chief limbs of the body ( e. g. arms, etc.) and 
their parts (e. g. fingers, etc.), viz. auda!'ika, vaikriya, abaraka; 
first sa1bhanana (joining) viz. vajra·-!-'f:\1-bha-ni'trf1ca wherein the 
two bones are booked into one another, through the joining -a 

tack ( vajra) is hammered, and the whole is surrounded by a 
bandage; caturasra-~a1ilsthana (symmetric stature of body), subha 
( good, pleannt) colour ( black and green), st1bha (good) t'1.ste 
(i. e. astringent, sour, sweet), subha-gandba( smell), subba 
touch ( i. e. light, smo0tb, rough, warm, adhesive), agurulaghu 
( neither heavy nor light), pa.raghata ( superiority over others), 
ucchvasa ( cap'l.bility of breathing), ittapa ( emitting a warm 
splendour), uddyota ( emitting cold lustre), pras1sta vihayogati 

. ( pleasant gait), trasa ( voluntarily movable body), badara (gross 
body), paryapta ( complete development of orgami, etc.), pratyeka 
( individual body), sthira ( firm teeth, etc.), subha ( beautiful 
gladdening parts of the body above the navel), subhaga (attracting 
selfless sympathy), susvara (melodious voice), adeya (suggestive, 
meeting approbation). yasal.1-kirti ( honour and glory), nirmaI).a 
( right formation of body), tirtbakara ( position of a J aina 
teacher or saint); (43) samyaktva-mohaniya ( correct belief in a 
preliminary stage), ( 44) hits3 a (laughing), ( 45) puruf:laveda 
(male sex), (46) rati (improper and confirmed prejudicial liking). 
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Some acaryas believe tbat no sub-type of mobaniya karman 
(obstructing true faith and right conduct) is auspicious. Hence 
eamyaktva-mohaniya is regarded as asubha (inauspicious). So 
also the last three and consequently forty-two pm.1ya types .are 
recognised. 

8'2 Papa types, viz. those conferring (1-5) five sa1natbanas 
(statures), viz. nyagrodba-parimaI_l<}ala ( body with upper part 
. symmetrical, ne,t the lower), El1'.H ( body with lower part 
symmetrical, not the up:rer ), kubja ( hunch-backed body), vamana 
(dwarf-like), hu:r;i.<J,i, ( entirely unsymmetrical body), (G) aprasasta 
vibayogati ( ugly gait), (7-11) five :kinds of constituticns or 
structures, viz. r~abhanaraca (joining like the vajra-r::iabba-naraca, 
but without the tack or va,jra ), naraca ( joining without even 
the bandage), kilika ( weak joining in which the bones are 
merely pressed together and tagged), cbedapr::i~ha, ( weak 
joining in which the ends of bones only touch one another), 
(1'2) tiryag-gati (lower existence), (l '2) naraka-gati ( hellish 
st:1te of existence, (14-15) tiryag-ii,nupurvi, naraka-anupurvi 
( leading after death to the place of lower existence or 
hellish existence), ( 16) asatavedaniya ( painful feeling), 
(17) n,icagotra (low lineage), (18) upaghata (self-annihilation), 
(19-'2'2) ekendriya jati (birth as a being with one sense), dvindriya
jati (birth as a being with two senses), trindriya jati (birth as 
a being with three senses), caturindriya jati (birth as a being with 
four senses), (23) narakayu (quantum of life of hellish beings), 

. ('24) sthavara ( immovable body), (25) s11k~ma ( subtle body), 
('26) aparyapta ( undeveloped organs, etc.), (27) sadbara:Q.a (body 

·common with others), (28) asthira (infirm ean:i, etc.), ('29) asubba 
( ugly, unpleasant lower parts of the body), (30) durbbaga 
( causing unsympathy ), (31) du}:isvara (ill-sounding voice), 
(32) anadeya ( unsuggestive ), (33) ayasal,i-kirti ( dishonour 
and shame), (34) asubba (unpleasant) colour (i. e. red, yellow, 
white), (35) asubha (unpleasant) smell, (36) asubba (unpleasant) 
taste (i. e. bitter and biting), (37) asubha (unpleasant) touch 
( i. e. heavy, bard, dry, cold), (38) kevalajii.anavara:t,1a (obscuring 
omniscience), (3\J) kevaladars:1navaral).a ( obrnuring absolute 
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undifferentiated cognition), (40) nidra (light slumber), 
(41) nidranidra ( deep slumber), (42) pracala ( sound sleep when 
sitting or standing), ( 43) pracalapracaJa (exceedingly intensive 
sle~p while walking), (4.4) styanagrJdhi (somnambulism); 
(45-48) anantanubandhin (life-long) krodha (anger), mana 
(pride), mayfL (deceitfulness), lobha (greed), (49-5'2) apratya
khyanavaral_la (obscuring the energy for even partial abstinence) 
krodha, rnana, rnaya, lobha, (53-5G) pratyakyanavaral_la (obscuring 
only the energy for complete abstinence) krodha, mana, maya, 
lobha, (57-GO) sa1njvalana ( meagre and effective occasionally) 
krodha, mana, maya, lobha, (Gl) mithyatva (complete disbelief or 
heterodoxy); (G2-G5) obscuration of mati (sensuous knowledge), sruta 
( scriptural knowledge), avadhi ( visual transcendental knowledge), 
manal.1-paryaya ( intuition of mental modes); (GG-68) obscuration 
of cak~nr-dars:111a (eye-intuition), acak~ur-darsana ( non-eye-intui- · 
tion-intuition by organs other than the eye), avadhi-darsana 
(visual intuition), (G9) hac;ya (laughing), (70) rati (improper and 
confirmed prejudicial liking), (71) arati (improper and confirmed 
prejudicial disliking), (72) soka ( rnrrow ), (73) bhaya (fear), 
(74) jugupsa (disgust), (75) stri-veda (female sex and corresponding 
sex-passion), (76) pmii-veda (male sex and corresponding sex
p1ssion ), (77) napu1iisakn,-veda ( neuter sex and corresponding 
sex•passion), (78-82) hindrance of energy (antaraya) for dana 
(charity), labha (receiving), bhoga (enjoyment), upabhoga 
(enjoyment of something which can be taken only once), virya 
(will-power). 

[ For full details regarding the types and the sub-types of 
karman, see urhe Doctrine of Karman in J aina Philosophy', 
pp. 5-20,-By Dr. Helmuth Von Glasenapp ( Translated by 
G. Barry Gifford and Edited by Hiralal R. Kapadia, 1942.] 

~x-x-
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10 

Nothing new ca.n be found here in the discussion regarding 
other-world. rrhe emphasis is on the utpada..:vya.ya-dhranv_ya 
nature of the soul, as against the Nyaya, Samkhyn.-Yoga, Vedanta 
view of its being absolutely unchanging. 

(1969) Illustration of a pitcher of gold- Compare: 
G ha ta maul isu varJ).arth i n a sot pad asthi ti i:i vi yam; 
sokapramodarnadhyasthyarh jano y:Ui sahetukam

Aptarni ma1i.isa, G0 of Sr1,mantabhadra. 

-X-X-

11 

The basis of the doubt expressed here is the Mimarnsa 
belief tlrnt Vedic rites onght to be performed as long as one 
lives. We find r1, E-imilar donbt expressed in the Nyayn. system 
by way of the prime-facie -view. See Nyi'Lya,-sutra 4-1-59, Bba~ya 
and other commentarie8. 

(197 4) The commentator has put alongside two different 
upani~adic expressions and has perbaps deliberately changed the 
text of 'sa.tyaril jnanam ananta1i:1' into 'sn.tya1il jii.anam anantararn' 
and construed it so as to get the men,ning he wantR here by 
explaining 'anantaram' as equivalent to 'aparam '. 

(1975) Nirvi'L:r;i.a (extinction) of the lamp-\Ve find a gatl1a 
corresponding to the stanza of the Sanndarnnanda~ quoted in 
the Madhyamika.vrtti, p. 2Hi :-
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Atha pal).c}itu kasci margate kuta'yammagatu kutra yati va; 
vidiso dih sarvi margato nagatir nasya gatis ea. labhyati. 

We find some passages in the works of the Maahyamikas 
which seem to corroborate the view that nirval).a means utter 
extinction like that of a lamp. See Catu9-sataka, 221 : 

Skandhal.1 santi na nirval).e pudgnilasya na sambhaval,1; 
yatra dr~tarh na nirva1.1arh nirva1.1arh tatra kim bhavet. 

Further the vrtti on this very work, p. 59 says Nirva1.1a is 
but a name, but an empirical expression, a myth, just ignorance. 

The Bodhicaryavatarapaiijika defines nirval).a as 'U pasamal,l 
punaranutpattidharmakatayit htyantika-samucchecfa ityarthn,\1' 
( p. 350 ), which supports the view that n irva1.1a is total extinr,tion. 
So also does the following : 

"Yada na bhavo nabhavo matel,1 sarhti~thate pura]:1; 
tadanyagatyabhitvena niralamba prasamyati ". 

( Bodhicaryavatara, 9.35) and the commentary on it: "Buddhil.1 
prasamyati upasamyati sarvavikalpopasamat nirindharnwahnivat 
nirvrti( ni vrtti ?)m upayatity arthal.1" ( p. 418 ). 

All the same it cannot be stated that nirvf11.1a in the view , 
of the Siinyavadins or Madhyamikas is of the nature of sheer 
non-being. Recent researches and the discovery of Buddhist ,vorks 
have convinced schobrs that S1-mya does not mean 'Nothing', 
but signifies an inexpressible ultimate reality beyond tlie ken of 
all empirical cognition. Statements such as the above only deny 
things as they are known and understood in empirical knowleage. , 
But the Siinyavadins rer,ognise an ultimate reality and Nirva1.1a 
is of the essence of that. See : 

"Boahil.1 buddhatvam ekanekasvabhavaviviktam anutpanna
niruddham anucchedam asasvatarh, sarvaprapaiica-vinirmuktam 
akasa-pratisamaril dharmakayakhyari::t pararnartha-tattvam ucyate, 
etad eva ea prajiiaparamita-fa1nyatf1-tathata-bh11takoti-dbarma
dbatvadi-sabdena sarnvrtim upadaya abhidhiyate"-Boclhicarya
vatara-paiijika, p. 421. 

See also 
Candrakirti 

Madhyamika-karika, 1.1 ancl its 
has repeatedly stressed that the 

commentary. 
Hlinyavadins 
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recognise an ultimate reality; but the moment an attempt 
is made to express it in words, the essence of it escapes our 
grasp and we are left with an illusion. Thus, even NirvaJ?.a, 
as empirically understood and expressed, is a myth, an illusion. 
See Milindapaiiha, pp. 72, 265, 306, 309 where also it is stated 
that Nirvar:ia is a reality, is of the nature of absolute 
bliss, but details regarding it cannot be expressed in our 
empirical language with its limitations. 

(1980) Vyapaka (determinant concomitant) and vyapya 
(determinate concomitant)-The rule of invariable concomitance 
(vyapti) is an essential link in inference. One sees smoke, the 
mark of inference (lii1ga) and infers thereby the presence of 
fire, that is to be established (sadbya). But for this one must 
be convinced of the relation between the lii1ga and the sadbya; 
the invariable concomitance between them must be known. 
'I1his relation can be of the type of cause-effect or identity 
according to the Buddhist; or as Nyaya says by repeated 
experience of their consistency in respect of presence and 
absence (anvaya-vyatireka) one must know them to be invariably 
concomitant, one of them being the vyapya and the other the 
vyapaka. For example, fire is vyapaka (determinant concomitant, 
more extensive) and smoke vyapya (determinate concomitant, less 
extensive). Fire is present in all those cases whe:e smoke is present 
and in many more and so the presenca of smoke determines 
the presence of fire, and the absence of fire can determine the 
absence of smoke. 

(1982-HJ83) Pradhvarnsabhava ( posterior non-being)-

If one destroys jar with a stick, there is said to be the 
non-being of the jar caused by its destruction. But this, in the 
Jaina view, as also in the Samkhya, is not just non-being; it is 
the potsherd that is the pradhva1nsabhava of the pot. 

(1992) The Nyaya-Vaise$ika holds that in the state of 
emancipation the soul has no happiness; or pain or knowledge 
or any other quality. 

34 
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The text given here consists of the gatbas commented upon 
by Maladhari Hemacandra in his Visef;!avasyakabhaf;!ya-Brhadvrtti 
as the present work is based on them alone. 

The text as edited by Pt. Shri Da.lsukhbhai Mafavania in 
his Ga:i;iadharavada (Gujarati), has, with his kind permission, 
been printed here. This text has been edited on the basis of the 
following :-

(i) ~ 0 -Maladhari Hem9,candra's commentary on the 
Visef;!avasyaka Bbaf;!ya. 

(ii) <fiT 0 -Kotyacarya's commentary on the Vi. Bb. 

(iii) m0 - Copy of a palm-leaf manuscript of the Vi. Bh. found 
. , 

in Jesa.lmer Bha:r:iq.ara (-Muni Sri Pu:i;iyavijayaji got 
this manuscript copied by Pt. Amritlfil). 

The palm-leaf manuscript being comparatively early and 
more correct, its text has been given here and only the divergent 
readings affecting the construction or the meaning have been 
mentioned in the foot-notes. 

[t] 

ilffct ~~ B'~T q't:'q~ ~ ~qR\' 'eM ocf I 

~afq-.:.'i;jcf(.1 ~ ll'fff~ ml:( ~D:fi 'cf II 9'-\~~ II 

ur ~ ms'!lii101~1Ail ~ ~~ a ~ 1 

Wicflct~<&..4iiii~tl'{ll'fcfT ~nfwrrut ll 9'-\'-\o 11 

ur ~ ~cr~Rffi1lm~ ~aT gurt fi{fil 1 

a~~~~aT ~~ ~'elm ~'tr~ II 9~~ 9 II 

IJll~l~~l&tl"T fer cfffi ~:ii@' ~ urrnms~m I 

Q'f ~ <-!if~ q~~r ~r ·~nm cr~1lf 11 1~~~ ,1 

1 ~•-ofo I 
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i '<l'FT+IT ~ rJU,:Wfill fcr tj"<Jalt ~tlf I 

ijoqc(f+{Turfct~pn~ar iift"cft fu 1 ~ ~}ITT I I 9 '-\ 1-\ ~ I I 

ma+r ! G'Ef~r ~ ~ ;,i tj"lifmfcrfcfourruf , 
(f'Ef~ '<I' 1Jf ~~ ~q ~~~~ 2 ~~~~i:r II 9 "'I "'I'd II 

qicfcf <li~m' <liTt '<l'~t:G'Ef<lTfu:+rTITT .:r I 

3ti:qr ~~~r 3 @"~<!N'~Tcf~~TITT I I \ '-\ '-\ '-\ I I 

4 fey:;~ Gfucru11f+fi IB .:r f<ii+rffq fu ~lifait feiiq ~ ~ 1 

~~ ~lif<ff++i cfTS<T 5 ~TiG~m ~ ll 9 "'I "'I; ll 

~ urf?q tj"fITT( N.:f ~q urffq fu tj-~r <li~'1 ~ I 

tj-~~ cf m :qfcf+f ! f~lif<T ~fs~ 11 91..;'I \9 ll 

~1Jf(f'Ef~tl1Jfill ~uft fcr iift"crr 'cfs"T ocf ~~T I 

'i:l':SaTI fcr ifr.qfcr ~uft ~HT~1Jfaf ~~T I l 9 '~"'I~ l l 

aTOUTTUTOUTT ocf ~uft ~~ ~urfu ~IB UfT+{ ~fSIJ'fU1JJI I 
~ ~-ll~ur ~i:qfcr iift"cft ~uft ~~ ll 9 ~"'I'\ II 

~ a:rourr ITT 1:1:ci ~) ur 'cfsfcf~T fcr ~T 1 

~ur~~orrm :ircrfur <licfT fcr.:rrirs<f ~ 11 9 "'I; 0 11 

~ +{UUJm' 31°Tfq ~ 1Jf ij ~~?~cf~ claTI fq;;:g;. I . : 

~~ urrurrf~ €t N.:f 6 cfTIJT ~ufi ~ ll 9 "'I; 9: II 

UfTUTT~.:fT lJ'f a:~~ 7 ~fu+ltlTIBITT 'cfsWcf I 

en:~ urrurrf~ ~~lif ~ a:~rfer.:rr iift"cft 11 9 ~; ':I. 11 

~.:r g;~ a:irurr<f ~iar ~0cfllr +ri :ircft , 
atfcr~aurrurtIUTm g;~ fcruurruf er Gfucf'.s~ 8 11 9 "'I~ ~ 11 

{l:cf ~~ ~~S~UfITT nu~ ~cf+fffq fu I 

aT?Jfcrfu-farfcrt1TaT fcf01JTT1Jf+rir m ocf 9 11 9 "'I; 'o' ll 

JO~ '<I' IJf ~nfi ~tj +ruuoo fo.ft ~ gu .,.~ar , 
~ir ~itur cf ~ 1Jf fo<Tm cfTS~ll<IT m ll 9 "'I; "'I II 

l m-~o I 2 ~<F~fT-~o I 3 0 <!N'3lFTO:mm-<liT 0 I 4 qi~-<fifo, Eo I 5 aTI:BT0 -efilo 
6 ~fff-~o, <filo I 7 'a:~~B'S~-<filo I 8 qfu°cf($~f-'.~o I 9 ~~of cf-aro·1 JO Here in 
the cff 0 manuscript, the abbreviation ~ 0 of ~~<Ii (objector) is 
inserted. Similarly the abbreviation an° of arNr<i is placed in the 
beginning of the acarya's statement in the m0 manuscript. 
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I oft 'o-te-~1.lillto £1 I oJ8.-lli. ZI I ol.8.-.1:c ~ II I ol.Q-h 01 I oJ8.-o.l:!: 6 

I oJi-@~ ~o 8 I Ol91 'l}f) eag l ' 6991 ''l}f) eag 9 I 0 m-~ s 
Cltl 'o-te=.lil~!:t t 1 8991 ''l}f) eag £ l991 ''l}f) ;ng z 1 ~m- 0 1~ 1 

II 7G\\.b II h Jnlihh~.1:~cltl:dnlk !flh:h ~ h:~ t2& 

, .e: ~1.e~1n1:te:::ill El .ip.a1.1:tm~~ll:titniili 

I l G\ G\ \. b l l h z [ .lpl:c.eiao.a~.8~ lli .(plnh:hfiin.e~ 

I h .lf!lih&.l;!.eS-l_.81ln.l:c.etlt ~& ,t!c.e h~Sle-l,k 

l l 3 G\ \, b ll ~j~~ 1n lelk .(p.laj.l:t .(pk h ~1lnlln 

I .ipm~h.ehl1£.cti l_ln ~ .!;! hie:~ ~~ ~~.!:£ 

II \. G\ \., b ll 1£:e:l_~ .\!lli hll2: ~lk ,l& J.c~.l:c& ln~~ln.l@ 

I .e Jp.lhltj~ .(p~It ¥JWmm ~l_~ 

II I\ G\ \. b ll ~h.laj. ~.8~2l:t~ ej. ~JJie:~~.l,t 

I ~ .(ph~~b~il.t~J,t l_~JQJ h~.ln .(p&.1:£ 

ll i._ 6\ \. b ll if l l S~&hlJ..ln (tb~blj..el,k .e o I ~~ hlJ.ln 

I .e~hS~ .(_.ldlli~h .1,_.eth.e.laj.elk:l~ hlj..1:£ 

l l c. G\ \. b l l ~ ~ll.t.8.IJ..e~ ,eh .l:daj hlJ.1.8 h~.lnnle 

I .E.@' ~fu ~ 1n ~b m:tfu .µill~ .l:t.l.ln ./':h 6 

ll b G\ \. b 11 -?iii ~,?Je h~.lnnh~.8 ~ l l:t.81,!t ~~!et ~ 
I .e2 @~fiilh lt!@ .(p.l:c&!:t le~ ~ h:laj htj.1:£ 

II 0 G\\.b ll @~ 8S~~1&lffc J.!on.8 .(pll.t!=tb.ijllill 

I 11:t~~ .\}lli ~ ~j ~.ej~ ~-l,k ft ~~ .(_k l 

9 11 \ 3 'r. b 11 .e@1.a s ,1¥~.1:£ h .t.ij.1:£ @1n~.@.i:W3.~ 

I ffi~l:t .e2 ~Jn @~~ ~lli~ fill.l:t 

II ;, 3 \. b II .µil:@..t,_~-.&fa!t v h~ mTolhl lll:t~ 

I !:t:t.eS~.ell:th:~llnlhl.1:£ Jplli&.eJht_t.tJ.1:£ £ 

II G\ 3 \. b ll .e2 l~~ Jp~~l, .(p.ln:t~ le: !fll~.1:£ 

I .e.@~ .(_Q:tl~lQh.laj.~h !Qlhlj h.?J&~~ z 

11 3 3 'r. b 11 ~~ft .(!c~fiis~ ~llnft~2~J~.1.t 

I ~ ~2h2~ Jn 1tft ;J~j 1:@.:tk @~S@ I 

6~0 
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I 01£-loll 8 I o}t 'o,l~-01~ L I 01£~~~ 9 

I olt'o~-~Q ~ I 01£-oll~i, I 01£-0~£ I o}t'o,l~-~~=o.:: I o}i'o,l~-:J!~t 

II 'e. 'i.\. 6 I! :gj~ffiltJ. ¥~2h ,I!~ ?S~22h lo a~ .Ll:t 

I ,@l~ ~lo~ .J:d:c~ l8 ~lli~~JJ~jlln.e:glt~l£: 

II 6 'i.'..6 II ~ hj~ ~l~ @~.l:t 8 ,llnh .re ~£~a 
I -?l~ ~Dl:t h~lD lk!.nol:t ~~2.8h i .l:t.8l1t 

II o'i.'..6 II J# ~l~ ~11£:: f.8-'?.l:t ~l.e.l:t 1D ~~ ~ 

I J# ~ttl:t.lrJ.l?.1:g S @lt.ecil ~ lloo.l:t.E:=~ h lo h~1£: 

ll 'i.?'.. 6 ll .t!crt B: ~ffilo}aj.loS~tt l.811:tb!:~llnolaj. 

I ~tt~l:c2tt.&.8tt ~llt.8!:t li l ~""J:t J;ylDDl:t 

ll ? ? '.. 6 ll hlli~tt.& l£~~1t !r.e:~ l!.nhlDllDD.ej ~ 

l J;yllolh ~ ~ 12: ~21:tJ.nHt~ .µJ2h2-@ i .l:ill,ll.t 

II M '.. 6 ll 3:~ lib!:.81.t.e:?..1:tlb!:g.e .e: .t.o.:U't.& .. ' . . 
I .E: ~'.a 12: ¥li l~@ ~? llil!t lli~ lhH 

II ~ ? '.. 6 ll .e@tli ~ .l:t~lDD!:g @l.l:t~.eloSl.ehle 

l ,l.811:t~.ellnltill ,l.l:t'.:? Ht ~2~8 ~l~ 

ll '..?'..6 ll E5?. ~tl.l:t~ l~ h .l.n @~~ 

I E5?. ~1~1:t~ ~ l.8lli.el.e ~li h~lD J#.tb 

II ll? '.. 6 II ~litSS.IE.1£: .!J.lli~ h .1.n rn~ l~l!t ~ 

I E.!:EtltlD ~2.1.Et:E@ L lo ~~.81.t.eill ~ 9 

II E.?\.6 ll ill.JpS~ .1.n~ @.&~.elli~~ ~.e.E: 

I f.lJ.fr~h lfr h llDD!:g ~l~ ~~l.t~.el!DI@ 

ll 'e.?',.6 ll J#.t~8 @~ h ~lltl~@-J?-?-~ie2-~~ 

I @fa~~llo~:E~ ~rt .E5?. .(!i:£1.1:t~ llil~ llolln 

116?\.,6 ll lj: ~l~.1.n .IE • .8 liV,tJ ~it~£, i.l:ill~i, 

I li~j.eill .e ,!=t~ 1£::£;-@:g h.e:~ l1.th @ loll ~~ £ 

11 ° ;:, \., 6 11 -H~ ~tt ~~~lli£lelli1..8.IJ.lli~ 

I ~~1Dll:tb1.eill j lt.8~ .l!~l.t.t!c.ett.e!l 

II 'i.~'.. 6 ll lkL~ .j!t:.E:=h ~ .e l.nl@ ~lolh .l.n ¥:: ¥. ~£=ll 
I z ~=hH-!1.eill ¥llol@ .ijlli ~j loo.eill l:-&j r 

OL(; 
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feraurrurrffiSQfUUTI fcru!Jf]1T(<j1JJ'f fo ~cf{IT I cfTSfcr I 

~ +lcf@ 'i~~ffi wfcpl!JfTTJfTf~~ II 9 t.1 <1., ~ II 

m~ ~<l <!,cTT{ ffiS'!!fcrcrn:.J~ fcflf~l'!+lTTJfT~ I 
a-rfircrn~r~ <fiif<JT fifau'r;q+Tr~rir 11 9 "'I 'l. 1,1 11 

[°cfFRfcrU!JfTllft<rmlTffi ferm«+l9.J+lf<TI I 

firuurrurif'mftQ; ~ uo1101 \-.lOITS<l+JTcJ1lTRft II 9 "'I'\~ II 

ur ~ urrrrlilWlTscrfu~ im,rcr~T1TTaT , 
~ uo11 Uj 1-.jOJ i ~T ::ircns<t ~c::qa 2 ~m II 9 ~ \ ~ II 

~ fq 4iaerr.+rr unor c'foi+TFTm<rm ~it , 
cfUTJfT cf~+lfcfmf fcr ~ OfTUf ~cf~lfrn:f ll 9 "'I'\ '3 II 

aTf:w:r~ anfa-.:.'i! 'q'~ ;,jarE atfi<T<TT<lTE 1 

f~fcR:ir 3:Rm ~ atti:Fritm re for~~ 11 9 ~ <!., ~ 11 

~m~ m<rrar ~ 'q'f 
3 s+Trcran ur a-~ajt , 

~ W+lfcff~ fcrcJ'-Nl<lfffi git fiJ;:.,-) II 9 "'I'\'\ ll 

Q;ffi ~cf~IIJf TJf c'f+ffir fcr;qfu 3N<f ljo~f'<J I 

aTf~T f<li ~)::r::;i E<TI fcruanuf <Tf:>J~ar <TT 11 9 ~ o O 11 

~ ~ci" -fq;fon ~orrs._.m ;g<Jan <1 4 'q'f:g'ffi" u 
a-r~fu ur crs<i" or <Tf:>JH ~at ~r 11 9 ~ 0 9 11 

~ fff<l <Jo~ <Jll"\11G::;\'flfffi ~ar TUilfR I 

~<T+f~<T+f~ 5 fq lf fcrf'cfn~cf fcr~ra) II 9 ~ 0 ~ ll 

ffl+fU!Jfmi°~r ~ur qac=?.IT fcr<rcf@'lff ~w , 
<Tf~ fcr~~<TI q::;:::;ir;qf~cf@'aT ~cfl' 11 9 ~ 0 ~ 11 

X * @"U!Jfrn:f tj°,J;q+:+IT ~UT!Jf ~\+f\llffcr~q~ctifiOT I 

~r tf+fUTt qo~cn q'q'~ "'~ ~fklf~Q;~ 11 9 ~ o 11 11 

Q;cf ~E fcr ~ ID+fUIJf a-;it ~TlfT:S~ I 

~r 8:TJf Q;f~ fcrnm <Jm<Jcn er q~ffef 11 9 ~ 0 "'I 11 

1 ~cfatf <Tffcr-~ 0 I 2 ~<lll"m+rf%"ai'H:i; 0, <@' 0 I 3 cfT+lf o-af O I 4 tj"<Jan ~-~. I 

<fil'o I S f~-afo I 

?< The ~athas marked * belong to the Niryukti. 
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I olJd-J:rE-j ~ ~~ l I o~-~ 9 I o~'oft-~ 

I -1:t··. ~ -¥Jill t, I ~-~ !,lnlhl.e £ I o~' oft-_g~ z I olJd-~.llii 

11 "' b 3 b 11 ,1!2~n,@J. &:tfil?. .e2 ~.ly ~1~Jaj. 1n ~ 

I ~ ~Yi ~k .e ~~~.LI.n12 il+_~~lt k~ 

II 3 b 3 b II .l,_k:!:it l.Hk ~YlfuE'.2-,glf ?~~h &:t.Q. 

I ~ ~lt ~ -@!ill:tlt~ ~ ~llool:till~~ 

II \, b 3 b II +,~I2 ~k ~l2llih11nlt ~!!.~1.loTh kl~J. ~ L 

I .e2 iliji'lj ~Yi !n~l.2 ~.lli.llt~~~ 

II Rb 3 b II ~ ,g~.e~ l~.el£! ~~file ~ 

I ~lllli.QjlRaj~ ~2h}.Q.~~ !W:tBl.e 

II €. b 3 b II ,!tt~ 9 @ R 'k~ .e2 ,lfil?. i ltH.\:!t ~~k£:Y:: 

I ~~ lln.ej. ,ll:t lo @W ~Yi !,nllo.aID~'§ ~ 

11 eb s b 11 ~ ~ 1n ~n.1.e:l:tj.e ~ .e~ ~~ @ 

I .e~J:th-!¥ ~11:t:£:~ 'B~fuE'.2-_glf l?.~le 

II b b 3 b II &:tit ~ ¥,ltJ~j1tlnJ::ttohlftlo.ll:llo!t£ ,g'§ 

I ~~h.\:!t1flllo ~ .ltllnnlt .@~!et _g'§ ~ 

II O b 3 b 11 ~~.le .(!:t&j~ s ~lnlli 1n ,ts~.le h lnlldhH-@ 

I ~'.§ ,lhl:t!} ~ l?.tiln ~12.E: ~ l?.-ti.le ~nlt %J * 

II 'i. 0 3 b 11 !,a 1Jt~:t.2.e2& 1nn.e2& h ln~!,t h ~lo 

I ~tth1~Jlru:.l:t--D.k-~1k !,n~l@J h ~.lt1!.e * 

11 ? o 3 b II i, ,!:}1.l.t&lnl@J ll:t.h ~~ ~lt k:£:,@ ¥!,&~ 

I .e~.Q. ~ ~H ~ ~k ~lk ~ !t-l{t.l:l~h l& 

11 &-1 o 3 b II ~ £ .ijn.lhl.e ~~ ~e z h'lj ~lnlk l~ 
I 1 ~ ~Blkk£11t ~olt l.l:t lln~.IBE! .l,_.Q.~ 

II 3 ° 3 b 11 ,!nit& ~ 1.orna~~D.h 1:tJ~.l.l:tlo ~1~ 
I !£1~!.e ~@=ltlle ~j.~ ~@ ~£E2h Jd 

[e] 
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I ofil-oile £I I oill.-o+!= n I ol'.J.?. 'oft-ln-@ll:t 0 ll 

I ol':J? 'oit-filt}lltf.: OI I ofi_-ofl~ 6 I ott-02~11:: 8 I oill.-~ l I ott-~ill. .l.:c .laj 9 

I oft-~~ S I oft-ltl~~~ j, I ott-%:tQ £ I ot_£ 'oft-ll.:c:ij%L,; I oill.-o+!= 1 
--~----

II o t 3 b II J,nlld-%J..&.e~ ill.h!a.l~J~! .1aj lnl~lttlllttY? hld 

1 UWJ. rn~1'1~e~...ll:! l\k .(!e~ lY? .e J:taj..l:t& 

II ·~ 't 3 b II i @~ lld l::illn lY? k,,:J~_g .µi.ij.lliJ,e ~jk l\Jd 

I ~Y? ~ .l.!n~ h!a.l?J~.e .l?.ko .µ,l:tlli~~ll:t~ 

II ? 't 3 b II .&llih .e~ll:tlln:ijh~ ~ .(!;tlln~h l~ 

I .(!1::11£::£.Y? ~ l.& ~ ~1.1:tl~h ~~~JW:tld.1:t hll:: 

II 6\ 't 3 b II }lli.l:tlth!a~~.l:t& }11n}_g.lli.t_.e~~ 

I -l_lnllil~Y?~l_g.\!! .e:?. !:?=h .e~ ~lrJ.e~ }lfille 

II 3 't 3 b II .l;c.\!!n~ .l.:c -l_Jdll:tlln:ijh -l_1211nll\~.1?~ 

I .l.:c lldl.el:t!?.lnJd-@ -t~!:t ~{~.igJ.\:t_gfi hid 

II \. 't 3 b II lh!atl ~1nll:t}h .&:t.fil?. -l_Jdln~lt _g!£o hl 
I .)!P.ill. lt~tll£:£.Y? .!? !aj ¥!,ft O -?~b!atl ln1n _g111;: n 

II ll't 3b 11 ~:!l:tj ~'.h .\:cld 1nfu~%J. .e !:t:t.fil?. ~lnl.l:t}b 

I !:e!?.11 ~-%J.l&h .(!elnb!aP"':l? ~ l.l::ll~'.h .e.l?.le 

II t 't 3 b ) l ll -!n-@ll:t.Inl22j11:: ~ ill l~ld.f,t.\!!12~ 

I !hill .Le!ro.l.:c~Jµ~~le lli:ij%J. k:£..e~h In~ 

11 I:. 't 3 b 11 01 ~}1.1:t.& ?~~ 1aj ~lY? ~'.h21aj.l2~le 

I f.?.!?.11~.l:t _g.\!! .e: ¥: lli}Jd~.e lkll:tltll:t21aj..l:tl£ 

II b 't 3b II %J 11£:£:-@l:t -l_~.e.l:t~%J. 6 h-@: ll:t!J2~e 8 

I L .µi~.l.:chle -@ k:£.-@:2:tt -@ill ill.-%J.}2.gJle Dhl 

II O 't 3b II E.\!!~ 1£:£..e~h 4ern _'.g ~ 9 .)!P.l.12'.h2~ll:: s 

1 ~~e a~&~J !:rlh .1.e~ .1.:c.e:~ l.l::l1£:: i .l:t:tl.& 

II ), b 3 b II Jaj. .(!tll:tfu_\:tJln ~~.e llnll fiM:b ?yie s 

I ltlli:ij%J. fi~12~ v ~~h -IJ:e~.e~ .e: ?ih 

II ? b 3 b II @llo.ejfih l~.1,t hko .l.:c.e:~ ~!!ih!a.l:t:tld r ill 

I ~ ill...&h l~ lo fu%J. z ill.~2.g:I tij -?h 1 
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I ll!.l:!l.e l:l~jl.loh.l!lllon.laj. 9 h:jwnl:t ~llt.& .el?.le 

I l e. Pi 3 6 II l.e lli~.eloS l.e rn~~~ Jaj. .l;!~l~.:rn~ 

I Jaj. l.e .l_£~l£h!altSl2~~4ij l.81.ell::tl.l!l:t.'£.e£ 

l l 6 Pi 3 6 11 l_ld!£ lle 1D ~lld'£e ~ Jp~l_g~ Jt)lon.l:t 

I l.e ~11, l:tJJ:t.e~ l:c1=j ~& l.e ll:lf~]fg.l:tlt:t':le 

11 ° Pi 3 6 11 .liajl:d~ .e: ~.Y:cl:ljllnl.2 ~lon~Jaj. ~-%1.laj.2,@ 

I .&Htl'.!:lt.tl:e ~fil:~.LttJ!tl:£: i .l:t2l-!t ~l:tl.e: ~ 

11 \ E. 3 6 11 .e .µi.J}.~?1:J?. i .l:t.8l_lt h: .&:l!i:1'.1: h: .&:t_g~ v 

I ~l.ell::t£i'.Q~ ~1(,b ~1':~llnSjy,1£1:} + 

11 7 E. 3 6 11 lle ~:itlr,:,.ell:tl!n~L~.8~.l:tt'.!:Jtillol:tl:£: 

1 ~ lh!attle l~.e2& £ .IJlB!-} .l}:S~.l,t~ l.e.t-J.e 

ll 6\ E. 3 b II ~+}lliftl!olblt.~.l:t )-n+}llnllnn.laj. l?.1£: 

I z 1£.£:l_g t·,'.!: l~lltln!Hlh1?£ l~l:t~ttl~tt 

II 3 E. 3 b II ¥&):}1?_\j£: {;l:l~l::t -1,~rd!:1'.!: 12-@o 1 

I ~.IJ.& l?.l::: )-nl?..~J0hl¥~ tc.e:J -!it:E.E:~h l.el?.le 

11 '>-, 'E. 3 b ll lilli~~ &1.e2.2 1.e 1?.1::: m1::t1o .e !:Hfili i .l:tt@ 

I l ~·?!=e ££:@~ t·,'E ID@~ illl:t~ttill:lh!att 

II i E. 3 b II .(!tlftllnle ll:ll:tln:t..&1:} lwE .e: ,!n~tt.el:t 

I (Hft~.e2ft .e2 ll:lln:t.llh]aj. -\,~1.12t1~.laj..e.& 

II E. E. 3 b II l~@~l¥:t.l&~ J:c lJ2 -l,!ell::tll!!~lt~ 

I .&:l~ttbi~ l.t-~:?..& ~l~'h @J~ llo.ej 1:c~ l'.!: 

11 e. E. 3 6 11 ~.el!! ft£~:?.W~nft J:c.l?:~ iii£ lriln ~ ,!:t:t'£ 

I J:tlla llnb:i:el:t::t'.!: l'.!: 1££:,@_g lr~ ~~lob?. £JI£: l-8. 

II b E. 3 b II .µilh~lnh<l1tt .e ln,lh!al:t 1£.1:t ft:t£1tliilli.ljo; 

I ,!n~~Jaj. l!?11:1'.!: llnn.e~b fljl:£: illh!a~ lnl~ 
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I ofil-ln ~ol:t 9 

I ott U! ~OU ¥1 £ 

I ofil-m 8 I o ,l_~ ' 0 tt-ijllil!c L 

I o -l_~ 'o tt - ~lit.& s I o 18-k:£:~ 11n~l.w.&Jt1n-1n}.~-l:tl.t~2..ld v 

I 018-~ 1£ ~JJ=.9 z ott-l:t!jl:cll~ I 018-.laj ~Jld:tj:} 1 

11 ?. 'ri 3 6 11 .%J .lk:£:tlt l.£ -@J- ft.!En1£ Le -IEtl:c]ajl:c2.ttl:t:rn 

I fcS~l:c]ajlt~£ ~j -l_£ ~.If ~llt.l.e:!.1:t 1.e ~k: 

11 't 'ri 3 6 11 lk:£:~ b2.tt!:t s l.£ m~ ~ ft~!t ~k: .13.ld 

I fil,:~l:t lhk ~ ~ lf~h -0,m~o£-@J. -)0.13-~lt 

II c 'ri 3 6 II lc,_jln 1_!}.e9.& 1n ~ ~~ l._£!:t ~ ~l,:~:£:1:t 

1 rn~ .t:tM .e ~~~~Iii{: 1n ~.1.e11t1:ti?~h 

11 6 'ri 3 6 11 .\fin£~ .l:t.:tj.wlt.ld!t .13.ld ~fdl.o.lzj. {:.ld~l~ 

I ~JJ l{ttt!:t :rgj. ~ ajltfi1,¥ -l_2J:t fil,:~2.1:t Bk 

11 ° ·,, 3 6 11 t::fatt& .e:!. .(?l:tlt!£W ~ .lzj. 12~.l:t!c~h 

1 l~!=} ~ ~ Jn£~ m1t¥ea2tt1:t£1t~llin.e 

11 ·~?. 3 6 11 ~~1£ -l_l:t&j~ L ~1.rill:c 1n .p:~1£ l:c lnl.ldh.ld,@ 

I .laj~j ~~;!:.h l:c -@J 1n ~£&!=} 9 ~ ~J.}&lli.eUo::£:.ld * 

11 ? 8 3 6 11 lf1 ij:t~1..eill fuo.e:!.l:t .l:i: l.o~-l_lt 1c l.o.\!lln 

I J.oi·etth1.lgJ!o}l:t-lt.k-1lk: ]p.!El@J l:c ~ltil£ * 

11 ~, 8 3 6 11 s 1!11.t&!ol@J .l__~b ~~ le .(!£1:t~lon@~-l_.e 

I ~S.l__.elL£b k:£:~ llr,1l!o1:tl.e.l__l.o2?1Dl:tlt!!{t£ v 

11 3 8 3 6 11 .(l££.1f:Jl:tltl;ljSJ-!,tH:tl~ !:t .l!tl!oh1£~ln.ett.lll 

I l:t:!:k .l_.ln~tt.uy11:tJ1h¥e l.i:21.t.el_J.r,~ijt 

11 'ri 8 3 6 11 Jt!illl.el££.h filaj? )J:tl2,? £ Jn ~.l.e:3:.e 

I ~11:cftl.ol@J W0.3:ltl1'2 .(!:r~£ ~@ ~1.l2:!.h ~ * 

[t] 

11 fl fl 3 6 11 ~j~.6:h,%J!-") ~l:t z ,W.e:!°J .(_.ld1.e:!.h .(_.tn.l:tl:t .(_& 

I ln~:tttL:.~J.o}hlk ln.!El@J 1 )J:t:tl:c!:t~ 1:t~lnn~ * 
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~mur q~ fq ~aurr lJ!R~ G:RlJOTTcff I 

~ +1:::r~~ +I~ +f@ fu ~q., Uf T~TS<T l 1 9 ~ "\ "\ 11 

Ufl_lJ ~=cr~fcrUl:TT <Tfcf+f ! ci° UfT~+ITUf+fFfTcff I 

ij~ ~(3fcrU~f q~~ 4lcf~cf fu l 1 9 ~ "\ ~ 11 

~fu:lf~~~lJ~clf ~~ MUUf~cf~lJ I 

~elf 1FJTfcf~fcf~~ cfT {f{of 11 9 ~ "\ \9 11 

~cf~ fcr m:ura) cfocfTcfT~fcr Uffcf~+fTcff I 

~~f+ruUJ ~B' +fcfl 1l'cf<Tcf~T1!};+ffcrrrr) ocf 11 9 ~ "\ ~ 11 

~+ruiirur fcr<1T{<1iura) ~31) ~zj- a1Rl>.T 1 

gocfFRcfTG:TlfUf<Taurfcr<1m~g°R{ff ocf 11 9 ~ "\ ~. 11 

t1ficrfu:lfr~Tl_]Jff{Ufctt a,.:fiPTI1!!+1;:aocrr 1 

;;i1-r ir=crfiruurfcrourrurgft{ffcrcrurrur{fquur) 11 9 ~ ~ o 11 

feruurrii'a{g0ir ;;rr~uurrurfi:ra urrurmcrrcrr 1 

~ isfT~T~cf $UfT1lT cf 'of \ ~<f 11 9 ~ ~ 9 11 

~ 1 ('qcrm~rnT 3lUUff~U~T~fS~ I 

2 ~ ~=mnfir~TffTs1!};~ar lJT lf ~a~;i-r 11 9 ~ ~ ~ 11 

isf~ffm ~a{g,ir ~f;:~lfTIB+f'fficff I 

$a:~ ~@'cf ff ;;j~ff ~ar ff a:1'%: fu 11 9 ~ q 11 

aiuur~a~~ir ~"6:Tfa err~~lJ «cra~t er 1 
3li_JJ<If'aw:rnura) 3"f1lN!cf+f<IT lf ;;ircr) fu II 9 ~ ~ ~ II 

3 ~arurrurrcfT3lf tJ~ftCft ~ij~g+fTcfTaf I 

~~lJ lf ~+l"ffi lf nfa+r ;fiif~UUT cf II 9 ~ ~ "\ II 

elf ~lJUUUf ~ <Ruri:fi~+ffcffcff I 

qfu'c.fwl crq:.;+r~ir ~::sruf ~~T~ cf 11 9 ~ ~ ~ 11 

4 a;Rq trU{~ar qfcnur;i-aror.T{ctt ~~ 1 

3~1 Uf 'of of.{Ufclf qU:sfclliif ~~T~f 0cf 11 9 ~ ~ \9 11 

l ~ ~IJJfo-~o, ~o I 2 ~ isfT~T~~fz:Tgo<IT ~cfT~~m) ff ~a~3Tf-efilo I 
3 Repetition of gatha 1639 1 

4 Repetition of gatha 1567; there is 
another raaoing there viz. ~~q fcr~ar, 
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i aTff:if~R~ an~lJfT~<T+rFTRTS'cJW , 

<F,.:.JT{ ~cfFHc!T <?Tq ~~;g<?T~TUf 11 9 ~ ~ G II 

2 +TT'ffi ~~cfrur <TI\NltllJfaf ORT ocf +ftl~B' I 

~rcrrmt11Jfc11 aTf~r lf 3l'fm 3 'cR~iJcr 11 9 ~ ~ Q., 11 

4 ::;it i:f,ffi@ ij" ::;i1cf1 ~R~W fu ~ +[elf °©G:;jf I 

B;t1rfuq~mc11 a lJfT tmrRIJfT 5 s~TB"T 11 9 ~ ~ 0 11 

~fu~~T ur fcr.-rar :/R:lJffRT isf[~@WIJfT ocf I 

::;rer cfT 6 ;g~"Jcf'fl ur~ :iJtar fcr~Bm:r 11 9 ~ ~ 9 11 

3T'ef +fUUfIB ~fiTraTT "[cf ~ E+f{IB P-f01Jff1Jf«RIB~Till I 

a~fcr ;g~hJ~lJff fm;:1 fcrourr1Jfl:iarur1 11 9 ~ ~ ~ 11 

1J[ lf ~cf~cf ~Mir urrur 8:5cfTcf~~B{1Jffc!T I 

~fur3lt 1Jf {l"{@" ~cl ::;iet ~lITUTcl{"[cflJ[~ 11 9 ~ ~ ~ 11 

::;iw.-ril"<Fi-ellJf?i-ir~w .:g Mir 'cl' fcrourruj- 1 

~cf~M;q-fcrouniif c!'l:flrni"f efi~Tf ~fcr II 9 ~ ~ \! 11 

;ii trfcr;g;rrfur;rr~ f'cl'<T ::;i.:moi"c1wct 'q' a efieT !lJ , 

orrf%:fu Eq~3'{[cfUU[f!Jffcrtrlf 7 ~!Jf~<TITT<tlM II 9 ~ ~~ II 

8 ~~ ~cfWf ::;ifu lf +fc!T ;gfcrB<TT!)J+fTlJfTc!T I 

er fq 1Jf c:;ictts!)Jmur ~i"f ~~fu~ran 9 11 9 ~ ~ ~ 11 

~uj"c:;::;i cfTB!Jffc!T 10 ffl fcr ~ 11 crriJ;clcfHlMG~ur I 

~'ffi 12 ~:c:'i:l' ~T~ ur ij ~+rroffr{~a~;g 11 9 ~ ~~ 11 

~fcrOIJfflJ[cq.:fcfT ~cf+fUf.Yf:-:fc!TSel~~;g I 

N01Jff1J[fcff:-:fT cfT q~:;:=qfcr~Tfcr'c!Tc!T cfT II 9 ~ ~ G II 

fcrourrur~orfcrorr« ~T;gT ~=t:'q'f~m q'IJG~IB I 

or g; ram.'r~c!~c!RUlJfTOf+f<Tf nr ':;jfcff .:+r II 9 ~ ~ '1. 11 

c!~B fcrRfficf{1J[~3TicfB+!::;if~ m~rt I 

~fur;rrrfcrr <T <liT~aufcrt1rfcrr <T +r~fcre1rurrt 11 9 ~ G o 11 

I Repetition of gatha 15(38 I 2 R~petition of gatha 1569 I 
3 ~ijcf-"ITT 0 

4 Repetition of gatba 1570, 5 
0 ort ~TBT-B;o' clfo I 6 ;g"it~~-c!fo\ 

7 ~~~~ -~O I 8 f.rfu~\NI-B;o I 9 0

f;g;ir;q--cffo I 10 cfTBOfT3TI-ofilo I cfTtflJfT ;a'-~o I 

1l cfTR\tlcfT0
-~ 0 , B; 0 I 12 ~c!T-cffo I 
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I 0 1.ld-,!n.l.&:t~-~~ 9 I 0 tl <0 l~-h~~ i11.£: 1.rc1t h.?:)12 ~o.l.t ~j, I 6091 ~q~~~ eeg i, 

I Ot£ (ott-oh~E:t2 £ I orn-2rn 1: otce.-~~l:'t~ .e l2~ I oft-c,.&::t'tl .e ~J:t 1 

11 e. 'l- 136 II Jpl&:t1l 9 - ~~ .P.k: i ~lr.lgj ~1.fu:le,@l:tlol.el.1:t 

1 lft-'tl ~lei;le ..laj.lln l~rd:t!,!n l£1.h ~.& J.n 1.!:!tl .l:ll£ 

II 6 'l> 3 6 II .J:i:l~ ,!t.elkll:t .ffjlno.l:t ~~J.nof±.eili .µ 
I -t,::2fii ~ ~ .I?.~ 1~ '.a~l.e-l,lfc l21.rt.&~~1£J:t 

11 o 'i, 3 6 11 ~j'.1£: lli.e:,,& 1§:: -281:c.l:t frn~~lliJgJ 1n 

I ~J k£1J. }11:t.e(!cll:t-.rcln~f& l~~ Rf:°§ ii~';k 

11 'i, 7 3 b 11 ~~le -l_l:tl~J~ ij:tlnllr J.n -tc~le le J.nmb£,@ 

1 R.::'§ .(!c.&¥t ~ h~J.n .e h.11e m1t.1?:ti , .\£!0.l:t ~j * 

11 7 7 3 6 11 1? ~.eili lon.eili le ~.(,!-t l:c ln~lln 

I -!-n~:Etlb1..laj.J.n1..l.tl1.~Jllfc ,ln~ rt @.!:tile v * 

II M 3 6 II ~l&l.e!£:£h ~~J~ ~11¥ 1n ~1~.e 

I !}ll..t.&1.!I~ ~~~I.tile ~Ii~ ~l.& ~~,egb ~ * 

[R] 

II 3 7 3 b II ~jilB:l:c~~ ~.& ~J.1?:~ -l,2~.e~ ,lln.l:t.& ~ 

I lp~cetlb11aj.ln1.!:t~ J.n~ .U,Ul:cB:1:t h~J.no~ * 

11 '.-, 7 3 6 11 ~2ltl:cltln1Qb .e: 1pm Jtilnolt ,!nolnl~~ 

I ~~Jlt.R~.21 E lpl£b.2-@ 1?~.l.lnalnllno.lgj 

11 ?. 7 3 6 11 l:t~l:cl~ .I?: ~jllnl.2 ~lno~.!aj ~~JgjH,@ 

I .&:t~l.t.tl:'t~l~~l.t!Jltk il~ .e .!!!nlnlli~ 

11 €. 7 3 6 11 .&:t.e.\,k .&1£1.tliil.ltt~ ,l£1n~~~li 

1 rn3g1:gsl£.el1t.aj_n2. Jgj ~.& .e .&:tlill,Jt.fu .tp.1:t12 

11 e. 7 3 6 11 l:c z l.l:'t ~~~.eiiil.l?.Jaj.'.2 l lt£.(,!-t £J.&~ ln .l:t)$! 

I 1.e l2~1:t:t!aj..laj. 1 ~)!t..laj.h ,l£ ,llnn.2lli~ ~lfc ,l.l:t 

11 6 7 3 6 11 !11~..laj..l:t£!nlln,@llt~.e~ ~~tt~.e~ 

I .e: ~ 1:!:.ful,t~ln}.el.eili ~j .l,!n12l;t ~~~ 
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oit 'o.t_~-0 .e~~.Q i, I .o1Jd-.l.Wa1£0 £ I olQ-o~ z: I ott 'o.(_':12-::t'.t 
1 

II 3 ° 6\ b II -!cS-l_fu:Eb.& l;i:S.(_lli.:1b}h ~~.e fy.l:r.e lb!:.e 

I ~ b!a!:e ~ .lfilll.& .lfil;_tj~ .l:r ~j 4'}l'.£ ~j ~£:':e 
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11 ~ '.-, 'i. 6 11 ftil:t:tll&llo.lg_J. fti.1.nol:tl ~el+o:tle .h lt:t~lnle 

I h~.h1ld ~J ltl:.l:tln~.e:?:lP.+ h !rt lJd}Jd~~lr-8 .laj. h.l:e 

ll 'l:.',,'o b II @lloo£ lo)@ ~llMk. ,llll~ z (tb hjln .l_Jd 

1 ~ l_!t:tr.Jdl:t ee l.81:tlt~e:.l:t .J.noH~ J@JJ:£: ~lno.l:t 

I l 6 \, 'o 6 II lJ:>.tle ,l.l:tJt!~ IJ:}J.nlt: lo ~~le t: lol£b.8~ 

1 .)i;£:~ l_l:c.&l;t ~ h~Jle lo I hlj.le ,lu~}b .lf!nl:t *,J ,.~ 

ll O \..'o 6 II lp ~_!:.e~J.2.89..& Too.eel} .Ii: 1.u~lu t: ln.~lln 

I .1.pi@b,tjlrt::Cl:t-n.1£:-~Pk ln.lf!lt:J. 1:c lJl:tll't: ,: 

11 i, ll 'o 6 II l:yl&lh1£::o::b lb!c1:J.\?. .l:_tjfa.\?. J.u Jgl.e:?:.h 

I .(:tllt.&lo~ ~@?:ltlle lt£.t~ fol_.& .g:l;.e:2.b _g -:: 

[ 0 l] 
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I o~ 'oJi-1:ajli~ e: i, I 0 l~ <ott-0 .e(tl~hbff £ I oft-0 ~2:'.fu& z I oft 'om-12~ 1 

II t 6\ \, b 11 1!1 J,.&f!:':?..eill 'lno.eill h ln~!!t h ln~lln 

I Wt~ttb1.lajloll:t-D.1£:-~11£; 1!1.\!!~ h .@.l:t11€ .,~ 

II e 6\ '. b ll l!Jllil.el?:£:b 12~-'; .1;!:Jfa~ lri ~J.e:.:.e 

I 1! Jlt&ln~ ~.@:!:ltl.l;e @ll:tb ~lle ~ ~.e~h ,'2 ,'.:-

[U] 

II b 6\ \ b II ~~&h~~ ~le '.§ ~~ ~~.e~ ~ @ 

I fn~ttb1tJ1n1.1:t-}.!£: ln~ ~h.&¥e .l:t~lno.@j -i;· 

ll o 6\ \, b ll hl~1.b i, 1=: ~!h~Jlnfa -?W ~.1~1{2.8. 

I &:t~ltt& ~lb!:~lttil:t1£: h,l~ lttj1.h .e ~frl€ 

II '. 3 'i, b ll ~lh~.enl~.e.e~ £ ~l:t ln ~~Tu~.e z 

I 1!1-l!}o.l:tln.e.l:t ~ ~~.laj .laj.ln~ fr:t£h,ill?.S~ 

11 :;, 3 '. 6 II ~l1tJ,tb12.~'.fufr @lln.Jaj lli.eill h lo 

I &:tlnlli.JajH:c '.§~ 1til£: .e I!:£:~ ~1:th hli!.o ~&1€ 

II 6\ 3 'i, b ll .(!t~b I h-l!! ~it~.\!} Jplh~.eSlh:.8.l?.J,.1£ 

I ~M ~ltJ,t1tl_~1.b.8.jD.1t @ll.olt~!.lln.lt 

ll 3 3 '. b 11 !nl.e.ij,c1tl~1.b-~t~.8. lh~l?.lln.\!!m~ 

I ~l:tfc ~lt'.,!ttfc lhln.8.t.2:.h @lln ll:cln.8.-@;~ 

II \. 3 'i. b II ~ill ~.l:t ~l~fc:tl?.'f.:-.l:c.e~-£lb1.E: ?!.I 
I ~:!:~ l_fr ~ ~~ .l:c 1n ~11£; 1n hm.er?..2~lli~ 

11 ?. 3 'i. b 11 ln~~hll!:£:bb!:jfr1.lltl.1:t~ ~l£:£:b.E: 

I ~l'.l:!.l:tl:th:~.!aj.l:cl!;:£:b~jfc-1.lltl~'l} ~j ~ 

11 t 3 '. b II lltth.e'f.:-~63~.!aj.-~':tth l_!ern ~1£: ~ ~~ 

I 1_!1::U;rn-.e~-lril'.?.1:t l.fu1:t l.Eel!h-lhµ-!H-J?.~ 

ll I! 3 .. 6 ll lll:~ ~!3. l&lln.laj.l:t~ b!:~Jl.8.l:t~h1.E; 

I ~~ l_.l:t~ .8.j~ 1n l_.8.~ ~llri.laj. ~lnb!:t::!~ ~ 
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301 

;;: Ft +rout UTocffTJT atff :,r UTfi':,r fu ;g;g,rr g;:::r~ I 

~aqcnor lf ;atf1q ar lfTUT{{T ~fu+r) ::iv:,r) ll "l ". ~ \/ 11 

+roarfu Ft tcr~;g er UTHlT u't0 cfTUT~;g ;,i1cr~;g 1 

~cl<ai:Fa"lfTfit~cfT ft ~):::;::;i cf U .JRTScfi':i!T II "l ". ~'-\ II 

3"feFfTSIJJ'l@tlUTctt <a~tf cf ft <f.~-:;i'tcr::;it-r~tr I 

::itfcr::;if-rro) or +f~ '9"ffTU+fTcf l:(cf f~ II "l ". ~ ~ II 

qrecf~ irresiTI ~cf fcr::;if,rfi:r~ 1 ~fcfsfi~::;if ~;g I 

o+rUJTfaon fcr ef.'<l"IJf-<TT~IJf cf IJfTIJffif;R;i:rrfct II "l ~ ~~ II 

-if UJT{<fT@+ffcff '9"<:fTD UTT{<ff@~OOTf lf I 

q:;) 2 ;,i'tcr) 3 ciT .:roUTrfu aoorru ~)crormr fo 11 "l ". ~ <= 11 

OJ f%: IJTT{-Tl@tj;;':;iflflftlUTTBf.:+r <:focf'cfT arm) I 

'>ITef~0cf~« .:ra) ~WUTTU er ~+f~;g 11 9 ~. ~ ". 11 

<P=+r<Fictt ~;gr€f cWIJffij" ff~{{" ~-:;:Ji~ urm) 1 

;;ffcftl+l<f,~<ficl aoorru ~ or,) IJffBT II "l ~. <:: Q II 

or fcr<tm?Jtf~+rFU-TTlif fqcr fcrorm~r :a) 1 

~q urrfuon fcrcf.P:T {t;gfu i+T~ cfTScf<lcfT II 'I ". q II 

~o{IJTT<:fT err '%) 0cf cfia<Firfitci) +!"RT ~)~r 1 

on qtm-,TcfT ~!fir a:gnn Rf ~ fur::;;~ II 'I ". <:: J_ II 

at?];,m:"(OJ.J+rrcf't <a"('3'.-r fi:icr +rcfr or c=r ;;i;:~r 
~+rfcrorr«fcffif~ +l'Tcff R'<llf 'TI•-Tv.i+f<TI' 'GT ll "l ". <:: ~ II 

4 Ft ~.-r~ur <lief qt.~fcrv.ief~ ::;i'tcf~« 1 

ft fiifocffucflffcrir UT-,u) '<fslffif~;qfnr ll 'I ". <:: \? II 

~cfffltltllJfctt B;'ffi' firr::;;'ift UT.:r cf ~cfc1"lfT I 

OT!!J fcr~Jenfuq~m l:(<T 'G@ OJT1!!+rTorrn) 11 'I ~ <:: '-\ 11 

s <fiT cff fur::;;~-rr~r 'Gocf fo;q Rr+rcr-.:rrr-rafa+r~--i" I 

q:::;:Jifirci"(i\"tr=qlJ[f~M=GTTfr!cf~ill 11 9 ~. <:: ~ 11 

ar lf <1°crcTI fcrOJf{{fSIJfv.i~'G qRtJTr+rcr) q;i:r~ij"cf 

ii~ <ficfTv.iTtJ'f cf ctefTRT<fiTDcf~+TTctT ll 'I ~ <:: ~ ll 

1 ~~9~~«-B;o, cfilo I 2 :jjfcfT-c1"T 0 I 3 <:'l"-Eo, i:filo I 4 Repetition of 
gatha 1E3D I 5 Repetition of gatha 1843 I 
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I o l_':t, 'o It-~}b11n}.1311:clt.laj v 

I 0 l~-h1:ctj £ I vG8l 'l}q~'l}'a 888 I al._'£' oft-11:cll~ r I 0 l_':e 'oft-ul:££:ltl:czjJrulli I 

11 b o O 1:. 11 E?. te.l}h t l_ln}.eH:211~ .!!-In .e?. l_llif!llnh.l~ 

I (l:ll:tllltilnl~bj.13ill l~Er. ~pl.nlli.13j {f!.11::~.ll!'.a. 

11 o o o 1:. 11 .13?. l~.l}lnln}bl~~ ~fHl:t ~l:t:t.e:j~ 

I l_l:lb!:Hll:t.131~0j 1~1¥- lt,tl:tB:11:cb ~il 

11 'o 'o 'o 6 11 ~ ~Th 1n ~lilj11Iiol!l.e1l:tlh1l:tl:cl:t:tf! 

, .e?. 1/n 1£.e:%:~ 1_t1= ~a le!} l:!111e11n11?.1.e?.h 

ii ? 'o 'o 6 II l~llt~j~l?.jJajb!cj.bJb b: +):t£:lt ~J l:t!J~2..lh 

I lih:lrj £ l~tJJ:tliilEttE:::c:b lnln ~~hln11n (ft hYj 

II ~ 'i, 'i, 6 II 1:c l~.%:Plnl!IJ l_ft J:c bjjll:: ~J:gl!'~~ ln~ ~ 

I J~ll:tl~Jtt .12?. IoSJ!=.12:itft 1~1!£ J.n lk~J.}folln 

II 3 'i, 'i, 6 II lh rn:~bJ!itHJ12c~, 11'lln z lJpWjh:zj~ 

I ~11:t~.el_ln .!?J .t;ll?.l.e?..k l~Jn}J} ~J 1:ft.e'.12.l: 

II \.,'o 'o b II Hl'.~12'2£ l~l\£. ~rn .2: lnjlll~l:t:~i.e.E: 

I E?. l~~ tlJ:c~~Jl/~j<t.~12l!D J~hll:t~mtt 

II A\,\, 6 II ~hll£ h?. lf2l:tln ~Th I:11:tlt}f!~:::2 -%J 1n 

I ~!Jh~Ji1 fr:tf 1~1z}ll£hll:tftb!:b!:ltlh?.1 

11 ~ ·o 'o b II 1:tlln J?. ~lnl:t h:.e::!j l_b!:l:i l!jhlh hJ lf!.e(J£:1:tlf: 

l .lfSl?-~tj fiiln h ft 1j.wlr,of'.l.12ll:t11Dl':e ~tl 

II 1:. 'i, 'i, 6 II lfi'.£~J?.lhSSlln}hfarn}tj lnh 11:t:t;zf! 

I J/plrjtt 11?.1£ l~.l?.lhllrd.trilfo {ttl!} :th ftib!:tt 

II b 'i, 'i, b II J,tllD tj.b~lhllDSJ~b llnlb?.l~~b 1z11Dnl:t 

I ~!~ Jl::,b: lt~J.lk:~llD~b J/plh21f:J ~.I} hl£ 

II O 'i, 'o b 11 @=!lf!Be:J.a~Jl.!dh I me:.1ttfut.e: ¥~ 
I lkL:t~H l~l!lbcl:clE .I?.\£ m£:1t.trzj~1:1i 

II 'o ? 'o b II l~j ll!l:tllD~jb't.:>lltl:9 1:c ~~ Jn ~ ~ lli~~ 

I ~~lu}l:lrajfjlnb l.Ll£.lt}l:?2J~j1D~JJ 

II ?? 'i- 6 II h?. 1:!1:}JDl£.{:l'hl:'f::,.1'.:>k-:: l~ll:rJ:tii:&1:tlln.tJ.h 

~tft )ft 1D ~ft.I} ~ fil't.:l.!iSJ!:elJn Jn lt0.bs>.l:.l: f!JJ£ 
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I ott-~-1:! fiil:! ~~ 8 

\ o ~ 'o lt--~ ¥-h L I O 1!"- .):tt.1= ll"IH~ 9 I "l'.!: ' o it-- ~ila.0 s I o ~ 'o it-~l.12.e.E: 

.l:c lei i, I o l'.!: 'o it-.t1=: £ I "l1' '"it-" ltdl:t-~lt:, z: I o (h 'oit-~it )!~l&lk..b?. 1 

II p, b O ~ 11 l'(;JJd~ ln l.t ~.hll:tl:dlt~~~.8lb:i.E: 

I lJ:d l:t.llr,1l'.J21,,l_hlln1.hlln l.t ~.l?.llt~l'.hb?.'.h 

II 't b " ~ II .l?.2 l)!l.t ~ ~:tl:~ln.be~ h ]<l .\Dlln ~~lnj2.8. 

I ~!1:tlt liilr, kj ~hl.hllnllDllD .(,b?.l:t .bej 8 1::~Iol:th'.h 

11 ~ \., u i:. II '%hajl£+ .h.(:!1 h~:th ~~.b?..(,.8.Hl&4 

I t('>l!d.? k:'.=ib l: ~J1X.=~Rit i::k~J~ 1.1?. ~ 

11 b b O 'c.. II lll:tlt:~J@f~ f,11'l1:t .\°'tt2 &.l:i.lj~ 

I ~r,~ lhl£: ~& t: l:ttj.~1.h~l: J~t2 ~illl.8.11:t 

II O b O 'c.. II L l:iJ ~ & h.'= 8 lb!cf: b:J.hlb ¥Uc?.l11l:t~ h8. 

I LJ!:t~ ~lnl:Jbljll::2&J -l_ft l12hB.tl:t:t'.h l.t t-.1£: 9 

II ·,, 0 0 ',: II f!l:d:t liJid:;.l::cch ~h@ ~l'.h~lttlnl:tlnob 

I lds! ,, ~bclaldi±:t£ ~lb ~.(,!£. l!r.l:tfu:l?l_lt hb?. 

ll :, " u c. 11 .(,.f!:h l:ifat1D1.J:d.1321:t !Jl'.h_g_J1tfiil:tln1.'.h 

, ~01.t11= .(,bcJa.tJ.!µl.lJ:, ~ll£: 11:s l.l:c.1:t1o11r, 1.1:e hl£c 

11 ~. o o c. II l_.b?..(,f:J:tb:,}J':l2~1:i]0 .h 1:t:thl.ellDSl_lo]0it 

I },i:t.hSDful:'fu:t:2 ~~.h Ji: ~&!±it ~ l~:1.8. 

11 ~ " o -:. II 1:-=f: llD.l::J ~lHl_t: ln t l_£nlt:.l?.it~&. ~ 

I 1'2 2d.!J~J lh.tl.Lt.~jb.kt12 lr4J ¥it2 ~1:th&hj 

II ',, o o 'c.. II ~ ~:it~ B ~!'.:bloob l_l2 ~ltt:l}l':l2€b:i.8. 

I 1j 1'=.l:!futf! hJ.lJ:i ~1:t i l:t:tlh ~.e:~b 1:c.e:~ l_~l£c 

II p, 0 o c. 11 £ .t,,~ lb:l:jl.!-]2jfut.e:b Jt& ~ ~Y:..l?.lb Inlo 

I h:t.tdb .t ~'.:b .l_let&.f!t:t'.t: lr.e-j J~:122 ~'.:blDob 

II t. 0 0 e. II l!•l~S'.!.el_Htl~& ¥:- h.e::,:J ~~ .(trnlle 

I l_lel.l?.11:1: z }jlhzj~ E .\'.tln l_fu1'.2-~fi:t)0 l.etlle 

II e. 0 a e. II µlltltl.1£: l_Kt:e'r2-~fi:tlaj. l_~it l_.k< 1 l_l:llloo.8. 

I .&llnof: lD.l:?. ~lfu:ie'.2-~ft l£: ~1.8!:ialooblloob 
""" "" . . . 
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I ,,rn_ 9 I orn_-1~---2 • I ol.Q-@~~., 

I 0 l,_'.£-~lli.Q fft .\:dfCE ',,ft-JH1:l.Q ~;t -¥:fCE E I orn.-r,:21:t.12 1nrn_o z I ol.Q-t I 

I 9 lb!:1:t1!:t 11.l?,J.ciu 

11 f. e. 0 e. 11 ~~Eth:.2.J.lfat ~l:t l! ~~ ~1\.e~ ~.l::t.& l_l:t 

I -!£,~hlnl:?:Jlci.Ht-}k ln~~ !;taj.td:c.!} 1:!aj.lcin~ >< 

11 h o e. II hdS l_W;tb ~ ¥-&b!:lt 1.e !"rhdl::thli~J&:ill. 

I ll:tl:tl_µtl1£ij?. ~ft'b 1Il ~lnlllilESllcil!n 

II H O e. ll ~lb:'.:121.h:~nh 1~11£: }lt:b;gt:~ .\!fl ¥-
1 p;~.e.2.Q § .µib!:fu:e2~l:t:t!aj l_b!:lt kf:~ ~ ~h 

11 b e. o e. 11 ~ ?ftl:?:J.12!± ~1:t ~k t: ~ !f•.&W!n!:t~ 
t ~1In~.Ltt.lJ.fd!n IJ:1:t l.e ~ ~¥c.e!~ !1~.e 1n 

11 o e. o e. 11 ~1.er.1:t2J;tl~~11w1n lf!t .e ~.es~ • 
I J?J:t ~~£!,!:I! .1.!r.~~l:tl.e ~le!aj lli ~tlli 

ll '~ b O /;. ll p ffi~~l.12~~In~l_J£: ~ft.Q)¥. k:e:~'h 1n 

I ~ ¥~ft ~:a_l,H.e ~11:t.Q!} ~ ¥1!.e £ 1= !!: 

11 7 b O c. II !-t~}fu 1n ~l~ ,L~ ~~ltlll}&l!n~ 

I lnl@ .\tl':l!:~b .e-1? ~.eaj£ 1:ttJ.lnnl~ t: ~~lajln 

ll 6\ 6 ° 1:. ll ~lh~Jaj ~.& ;''2. l_Inhl~ .(!t~U2lJJ&~ 

I &loft ~ !nH:ti\ ~lnlk ~ft Jn fo~l~ h z 1cil£h£t 

ll 3 b O I;. ll l_lt~ l~ ~ fl}ltl:t~'b ~In ~!}~ 1n %rn. 

I 1= }lhb.t]h:~ ~lfu:eJi-~ft 1"21=~ (tl}&~ ~In 

II \.i 6 o e. II ~1£: 1Il .e Jitl.elltlfu:e@ .e .1:taj.l:tlln .t_fu:e~£ 

I !!: .e: ~11:t.el~~.elt:b}Jb:h<l lt±ll}ltft 1 ~.e ~ 1n 
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INDEX 

A 

abhavya 37ff, 155ff, 244 
Acalabhrata 49ff, 179ff 
action 88, 97 
adharma 41 
adhyavasaya 189ff, 193, 250 
adfl;lta (apurva, unseen) 40, 99, 161 
affliction 82 
Agnibhuti 9ff, 89££, l 54, l 96 
agnihotra 53, 7_0, 99, ll8, 149, l 71, 

203, 222 
ahiri1sa (non-injury) 29, 30, 140ff . 
ajiva 78££, 210 
Akampita 46ff, 173ff 
aloka 4 lf, 162 
antarabhava-sarira 233 
antaralagati 23 3 
anupalabdi (non-apprehension, 

abhava) 70, 226 
anuvada 234 
anuvyavasaya 228 
anyapoha (anyavyavrtti) 232ff 
arthavada 103, 234 
arthapatti (presumption) 70, 226 
asarira - its meaning 220ff 
asatavedaniya 218 
astikaya 102, 147 
Atharva Veda 83 
atiprasai:tga 158 
'atom 90, 96, 118, 226, 241 
attribute 2, 3, 8, 34, 105, 229, 237 
avaclhHnana 116, 176, 248 
avidya 133, 134 
avirati 143, 250 
avisa1i1vadin 69 
Avyakta 13, 99 
akasa 72, 207, 214, 242, 244 

39 

akrti 232 
atman 16, 17, 68, 111, 115, J60ff, 

197ff 

B 

Bandha-sataka 192 
Bhagavadg1ta (Gita) 83, 234· 
bhavya 37ft', 155ft', 244 
bhedabheda 229 
bhuta-its meaning 85 
body (deha) 4, 5, 13ff 
bondage 5, 35ff, 84, 151ff, 243 
Brahmabindu Up. 82, 196 
Brahman 203 (para, apara), 239, 243 
Br hadarai:iyakabhai;lyavarttika 82 
Br hadarai:iyaka Up. 69 n. 
Buddha 69 
buddhi 228 
Buddhist (Bauddha) 112, 114, 115, 

159, 226, 229, 230, 233, 237, 
241, 246, 247 

C 

causality 132 
Carvaka 69, 226, 233, 235, 243, 247, 

248 
cetana 201 
chala (quibble) 9, 88 
Chanco 13, 53, 9lff 
chandas (Veda) 83 
Chandogya Up. 69 
charity 13, 53, 91ft' 
cognition 113 

-erroneous 4 
concomitance 206, 211; positive 240; 

negative 240, 265 (different views) 
conjunction 4, 79, 97, 230 
consciousness 7, I4ff, 54ff, 7lff, 861 

l05ff, I96ff, 233 
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- stream of point.instants of 17, 
112, 116 

conscious activity (upayoga) 67, 82, 
84ff, 159, 198, 220, 231 

constituent cause (11amavayi·kara~a) 
95 

contingency 65, 97, 144 
continuum 7, 36ff 
contradictory 26 
corporeal (murta) 33, 42, 211, 229, 

234 

D 

306 

darsana (indeterminate intuition) 85, 
231 

deha-its synonyms 81 
demerit (sin, papa, adharma) 22, 49ff, 

93ff, 97, 179ff, 214 
depen~ence 23, 130 
desire 73 
desireless action 234 
destruction (vyaya) 7, 33, 40, 56, 59, 

63, 86, 115, 159, 200ff, 207 
destl'uction-cum•subsidence 

(kfi!ayopaRama) 116, 213 
deva 6 
dharma 41, 162 
dhyana (types of-) 188ff, 251ff 
dialectical reasoning 132 
Digambara 225, 237 
doubt I, 2, 20, 21, 72, 90, I24ff, 225 
dream 22, I20ff, 238, 240 

-(causes of) 22 
duhkha 204 
duration 40, 201 
dvya1?uka, etc. 241 

E 

effect 25 
effort 246 
,~laments 14ff, 20ff, 105ff, 12Iff, 197ff, 

242 

- specific featul'es 22 
- aggregate 14ff, 12Iff 

emancipated soul 159, 246 
- its place 40ff, 209ff, 246 
- its happiness 62ff 

emancipation 5, 6, 35ff, 84, 97, 15 lff, 
I80ff, 232, 243, 244 

empirical standpoint (vyavahara-na.ya) 
24, 241 

epiphenomenon 85, 105, 232 
example (dri;;tanta)-µnreal (asiddh11i) 

21, 125 

F 

fallacious 106, 200 
fallacy 90 
fruit-tangible 10, 92, 94 

unseen 10, 92ff 
futile 1·ejoinder 89 

G 

general 8 
God 13, 77, 99, 100, 

229 (different views) 
gods-proof of existence 43ff, 167ff, 

247 
- four kinds 168ff, 247 

gotra-karman 149, 150, 243 
guha 203 
gupti 30, 141, 222 

H 

hellish (infernal) beings 58 
- proof of existence 46ff, I73ff 

Hetubindu 113 
hi1ilsa (non-injury) 29, 30, 140f{ 

I 

identity (tadatmya) 230 
indefinable 20, l22ff 
Indrabhuti lff, 9, 14, 67ff 
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inference (anumana) l, 9, 21, 27, 40, 
46ff, 67ff, 173ff, 209, 228 

inherence (samavaya) 4, 79, 97, 230 
instrumental cause 17, 9 5 
intention l 40ff 

J 

jaga 212 
Jaina 86, 159, 226, 229, 232, 242, 

245, 255, 265, 
Jayanta 233 
j!tti 232 
Jina 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 30, 34, 48, etc. 
jiva.-its synonyms 81 
jiiana (knowledge) 85, 231 

K 

karma 8ff, 18, 32ff, 40, 50ff, 89ff, 
143££, 152££, 206££, 233f£ 
-eight·fold 77, 189££ 
subha, asubha 183, 193££ 
-corporeal 95ff, 185££ 
-causes(mithyatva,etc.) 143,187 
-transformation 52, 189ff, 254££ 

karrt1.a-prakrti 189, 192, 
eavipaka, avipaki 195 

karma-vargal).a 255ff 
karmic body, karma-body (karmal).a 

sarira) 10, 12, 40, 91, 97, 118, 
233 

karmic matter 158, 191 
ka$aya 143, 250 
Kala (Time) 13, 42, 99, 189 
kevala 18 
kevala-darsana 165 
kevala-jnana 165, 176, 248 
knowledge 1, 8, 23, 7lff, 115, 125, 

213 
~means (sources) of (pramlil)a) 
1, 9, 21, 28, 82, 89, 101 
225 (different views), 236 

krtaka 158, 206, 244ff 

807 

kratu 172 
k~apakasreni 258££ 
Kumarila Bhatta 69n, 228 
Kunda Kunda 241 

L 

labhi 231 
lesya 189, 250 
life~this, other 31 ££, 142££ 
linga (hetu, reason, probans, mark 

of inference) 1, 3, 67, 68, 76, 
137, 211, 235, 237, 265 
-asiddha (unreal) 15, 73, 96, 
109, 110, 237 
-viruddha (contrary) 4, 77, 210 
-vyahhicari (anaikantika, · in• 
conclusive) 73, 76, 110, 139, 165, 
200, 237 

lingin (probandum) 1, 3, 67, 76 
loka 41, 160 

M 

Mahasena Vana 67, 225 
Mahavira 9, 67ff, 89, 112n, 172 
manal~-paryaya 116, 176, 248 
Mai;ic;lika 35ff, 151ff, 207 
mass of conciousness (vijnanaghana) 

~its meaning 6ff, 19, 69ff, 84ff 
mati-jnana 116, 248 
matijnanavarai;ia 216 
matter 32, 33, 102 
Mauryaputra 43ff, 167ff 
Madhyamika 237, 264 
meaning 8, 88, 232££ 
memory 2, 47, 61, 73££, 176 
mental construct 71 
merit (good, dharma, ptll)ya) 22, 49££, 

93ff, 97, 179ff, 214 
Metarya 54ff, 196ff 
Milindapai'iha 244 
mithyatva 143, 249££ (classification), 

253 
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Mima1iisa, Mima1i1saka 72, 229, 232, 
263 

mode (paryaya) 7, 8, 26, 33, 85, 101, 
116, 205 
- sva, para 8, 87 

modification 33 
mohaniya-karman 189, 252 
mokf::!a 157ff, 180ff, 203H, 244££ 
momentary 17, 112 
momentariness 17, 112, 115 
motive 30 
l\fui:icJaka Up. 103, 119 
mutual dependence 121 

N 

Naiyayika 72, 84 
nama-karman 149, 150, 243 
naraka 6, 84, 173ff, 248 
negation 78ff, 125, 225 
Nihilist 128, 129 
Nihilism 128, 129££ 
nirvai:ia 44, 170, 244ff, 263££ 

- its nature 58££, 202££ 
Niyati (Destiny) 13, 99 
Non-absolutism 133 

non-causality 146 
. non-corporeal (amUrta) 33, 40, 211 

non- existence (non-being) 70, 126, 241 
- its meaning 39, 157 
- pragabhava, pradhva1iisabhava 

206, 265 
non-jiva 78ff 
non-perception 21, 136, 241 

- two-fold 18, 27 
N yaya-pravesa 113 
N yaya, N yaya-Vaisef:Jika 85, 226, 229, 

230, 232, 241, 242, 246, 263, 265 

0 

object 21, 28; 
-material 8 

obscuration (covering, avarai:ia) 18, 
116, 143 

omniscience 90, 213, 248 
omniscient 5 
origination (utpada) 7, 17, 33, 40, 56, 

59, 63, 86, 115, 159, 200££, 207 

p 

Panca-sangraha 191 
parinirvana 209 
parokf:!a-prama1_m 226, 248 
particular 4, 8, 79, 232 
paryudasa-nii:Jedha 162, 220 
pain l, 6, 62ff, 111, 214££ 
passions 75 
papa 49ff, 179££, 214, 217, 249, 

261ff (types) 

perception I, 15, 21, 27, 28, 46, 47, 
67ff, 107 114, 173 174, 225ff, 
246 

persistence (dhrauvya, sthiti) 33, 56, 
60, 63, 86, 115, 159, 207 

pleasure I, 5, 6, 62££, 95, 111, 214££ 
Prabhasa 58ff, 203££ 
pradesa (space-point) 26, 85, 135, 191 
Prakrti 234, 243, 244 
pramada 143, 253 
prama1:m-samplavavadin 236 
pramai:iavigrahavadin 236 
Prasasta pada 229 
Prasna Up. 103 
pratijna (statement) 235 
pratitya-samutpada (dependent origina-

tion) 115, 237 
pratyaki:Ja-pramal).a 226, 248 
pudgala (matter) 53, 147, 155, 191, 

208, 233 
pudgala (soul) 69 
pul).ya 49ff, 179ff, 214, 217 249, 

260ff (types) 

Puruf:Ja 7, 102, 104, 196 

quality 88 
quibble 9, 89 

Q 
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lt 

real shanctpoint (niscaya-naya) 24, 
241 

realiby l)Off 

309 

. .reason~ fallacious - asiddha (unreal) 
\ 

11 
regressus ad infinitum 13, 21 
relative 129, 130, 239, 240 
relativity 129 
remembrance 15 

·:r;ig Veda 83; 167 

.. s·· 

Sabdabrahmavadin 233 
Sankara 221, 22s., 231 
Satapatha Br. 203 
Santa 204 
sruta-jnana 116, 248 
Sucidatta 237 
Samantabhadra 240 
s"a:miti ·30i 140; 242 
sarhsara 58, 39 
sarhsarin 82 
samyaktva-its status 195 
sasarira-its meaning 220ff 
Satya 203 
Saundarananda 204 
Sarna Veda 83 
samanyatodr!;!ta anumana 68, 226 
Sarhkhya 70, 72, 228, 229, 232, 243, 

244, 246, 263, 265 
science-Botany, Biology 31, 142 
scriptures 1, I 04 
seed-sprout 9 
self-apprehension (self-consciousness) 

73, 114 
self-luminous 7 
sense-organs 3, 15, 28, 47, 60ff, 107ff, 

208ff 
sense-perception-not direct l 74ff 
siddha 42, 63, 82, 97, 157, 160, 218 

soul (jiva) 35l'f, 41, 58, 82, 96, 98££, 
105ff, 139, 154££, 19Hf, 200ff, 
244, 246 
-proof of its existence 1 ff, 67ff 
-infinite 29 
-size 84ff, 232 
-different types 5, 42, 230ff 
-and body-one or different 
14ff, lOSff, 235 

subject (pak!;!a) 109, 229, 236££ 
substance (dra vya) 26, 88, 105, 111, 

116, 155, 211, 218 
Sudharman 3lff, 142££ 
Sugata 246 
supersensuous perception 174 
support (asraya) 80, 193 
Sutrakrtanga Nir. 177 
Svabhava (Nature) 13, 23, 33, 49££, 

91, 101, 129, 145ff, 181ff, 240. 
Svabhavavada 145, 196, 234, 249 
Svabhavavadin 101, 234 
svalak!;lai;ia (point-instant) 236 
syllogism 24.0 

T 

tajji:vatacchariravada 235 
Tattirlya Br. 103, ·120 · 
Tattvarthabha~yafika 210 
Tattvopaplavashi1ha 235 
Tai::.i,}yarnahabrahmai::.ia 104 
thesis 109 

-sham 72, 73 
tiryak 84 
tirthankara 44, 170 
tirthakrt 202 
transformation 189ff, 207, 252 
transmigration 12, 84, 218 
transmigratory 6, 12, 93, 118, 205 
trees - animate 28££ 
tricks of debate 9 
tuccha 206 
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tJ 

ubiquitous 40, 246 
universal 4, 8, 79, 232, 236 
upamana (analogy) 70, 225 
upanif;lads 238 
upapatti 109 
upasamasrel)-i 255££ 
utpada-vyaya-dhrauvya 20lff, 219, 263 

V 

' va vasantam '-its meaning 220££ 
vayu 241 
Vayubhuti 14ff, 75, 105ff, 235 
Veda, Vedic 7ff, 19, 20, 31, 42, 46ff, 

54££, 83ff, 99, 102, 118, 165, 
203ff, 263 

vedaniya-karman 209 

310 

Vedanta, Vedantin 82, 226, 232, 245 
verbal testimony (agama) 1, 21, 43, 

6SU, 82, 109, 171, 225, 263 
vidhi (injunction) 103, 234 
view (pakf;la) 9 
vijnana (particular knowledge) 86 
vijnanama ya 18, 85 
Vijnanadvaitavadin 233 
vimana 43, 44, 169 
void (sUnya) 20ff, 122£f, 237££ 

Vyakta 20ff, 120f£ 
vyakti 232 
vyapaka 206, 211, 265 
vyapti 137, 211, 240 

-anvaya {positive) 240 
-vyatireka (negative) 137, 24tl 

vyapya 265 

w 

word 72, 233 {clas':lificatiort aria 
meaning) 

world -- this, other 32, S4ff, 196ft 
worldly 34, 217££ 

t 

yajna 172 
Yajnavalkya 69n, 86 
Yajur Veda 83 
yoga (activity) 39, 143; 158, 187ff, 

233, 249 
- bhava (psychical) 52, 188ff 
dravya (physical) 52, 18Sff 

Yogadrf:ltisamuccaya 210 
Yogasikhopanif;lad 83 
yogic perception 226 
yogin 226 
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